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ORTHOGRAPHY, TRANSLITERATION, TRANSCRIPTION, AND TRANSLATION
One of the major undertakings of this dissertation has been to transcribe and translate
ritual songs from two neighboring Bantu language groups, Luganda and Lusoga. Luganda is the
most widely spoken language in Uganda and the language of commerce in the capital city,
Kampala. Lusoga is spoken by the Basoga, who live in southeastern Uganda.
My use of these two languages adheres to several of the features they hold in common.
They are classified as Eastern Lacustrine Bantu languages, i.e. those from the eastern part of the
region between the large lakes of East Africa known as the Interlacustrine region. They are
additionally classified by linguists as agglutinating languages, meaning that morphemes, which
take the form of prefixes, infixes, and suffixes, join together to form words and sentences. This
system operates in both languages according to “classes” of words, which categorize the
vocabulary based on prefixes. The following prefixes communicate crucial information:
ba-

people, as in Baganda and Basoga

mu-

the singular form of ba-, which can describe someone’s ethnicity, as in a muganda
or a musoga, or something that someone does, as in a mugoma, one who plays
ŋoma (drums) or a muyimbi, one who sings

bu-

land or place, as in Buganda and Busoga

ki-

adjectival descriptors for things related to these groups, as in Kiganda music and
Kisoga dance

ku-

the prefix for verbs
e.g.

kukola, do
kukuba eŋoma, beat drums, or
kukongojja, carry something on the head

lu-

languages, as in Luganda and Lusoga

Some of these prefixes can have an additional agglutinative letters, which act as articles:
o-

as in Oluganda, the Luganda language
as in Omuganda, a Ganda person
OR with verbs, this prefix forms infinitives
as in okukola, to do; okuyimba, to sing; or okusaddaaka, to sacrifice

a-

as in Abasoga, the Soga people
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This works the same way for nouns in other classes, which sometimes use other articles like e:
ŋoma (drum) becomes eŋoma (a drum or the drum)
nsaasi (gourd rattles) becomes ensaasi (a gourd rattle or the gourd rattles)
At some points in the text, I use the noun stem without its initial letter, instead placing the
English article before the word, as in the ŋoma. At other times, the word needs no article, e.g.
Baganda speak Luganda, or Basoga speak Lusoga. I adapt these rules of indigenous usage,
bending them considerably to fit into English prose. For example, throughout the text I frequently
use the verb kusamira, which connotes spirit mediumship, in adjectival form: kusamira ritual.
These admittedly awkward uses do not exist in Luganda or Lusoga, but it would make even less
sense to invent adjectival forms that do not exist in the original languages.
Transliterating these languages creates problems for indigenous linguists and foreign
scholars alike. In particular, there is wide disagreement about whether Luganda and Lusoga
should write the letter r at all, since its sound in the languages is interchangeable with l. Although
a new system of writing l for all of these sounds exists in Luganda, it remains controversial. This
study adheres to the conventions that most Baganda and Basoga will recognize, which govern the
use of r and l as follows:
r after i and e
l after a, o, and u
Both languages frequently use contractions for the same reason: to reflect elision of sounds.
Although some contemporary Kiganda linguists support the eradication of all such contractions in
written words, this study again sides with the longest standing conventions on this matter.
Moreover, beyond mere convention, most of the texts in this project are sung, and contracting
words more accurately reflects the sonic poetics of these texts. Examples of common places to
find contractions include the following:
with conjunctions:

okumanya n’okutegeera (knowledge and understanding)

with adjectival descriptors or phrases that follow nouns: eŋoma dh’enswezi (Lusoga for
nswezi drums) or emisambwa gy’ankwata (the spirits that grab me)
One commonly used contraction, the use of “ng’” was only a solution to the lack of a peculiar
letter on keyboards and word processors. This obsolete contraction gives way to the more
accurate solution, ŋ, which sounds like the “ng” at the end of the word “sing.”
As some examples have already shown, some indications apply more fully to one
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language or the other. In Luganda, double vowel sounds elongate the pronunciation of the vowels.
oo

as in floor

ee

as in plane

ii

as in reef

uu

as in roof

In Lusoga, the letter h appears after some consonants.
basadha (men)
idha (you come—imperative)
This formation makes the d soft by placing the tongue between the teeth instead of on the alveolar
ridge behind the front upper teeth.
Both Luganda and Lusoga are stressed tonal languages. Syllable tones and stresses change
according to the sentence context and syntax. As Simha Arom wrote of Central African music,
“music and language are very closely interconnected, the phonemic structure of the language
having a powerful constraining effect on the melodic structure of the songs.”1 Because no
standard system exists for indicating these stresses, and because neither written language uses
them in print, I have not included any diacritical stress markings here. My musical notations,
however, reflect this intimate connection between phonemic phrase structure and melody.
Both languages approach the sound of the bilabial consonant “b” rather softly. This sound
has no English equivalent. However, English speakers can approximate it by first making a soft
“v” sound and then imitating that same sound with the lips so that a very small amount of air
escapes while pronouncing “b” sound.
The translations in this dissertation follow a standard format, which appears below.
Table #.#: “Song Title”
Original Language

English

soloist: first line of text in original language

soloist: first line of text in English

chorus: first chorus in original language

chorus: first chorus in English

s: subsequent solo lines in original language

s: subsequent solo lines in English

ch: subsequent choruses in original language

ch: subsequent choruses in English

Some songs use semi-choruses in addition to or in place of choruses. In order to highlight the

1

Simha Arom, African Polyphony and Polyrhythm: Musical Structure and Methodology (Cambridge University
Press, 1991), 11. See e.g. chapter five and appendix C.
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proper nouns in the texts, all other words use lowercase letters. Text in the original languages
appears in italicts to offset it from English text. Song titles have been excerpted from the texts
according to the most salient or recurrent terms.
In reading these song texts, Appendix B will also be useful. It begins by showing sample
kinship diagrams of spirits. Table AB.1 follows, showing different kinds of things associated with
spirits, including colors, different objects and animals in nature, occupations or work, and
illnesses. These correlations have been gleaned from interviews, rituals, and songs. The table can
be used as a reference guide when songs mention spirits by name, praise name, or epithet. The
last section of that appendix describes the Kisoga pantheon.
All transcriptions and translations of Kiganda songs were done by Ssematimba Frank
Sibyangu and the author. Damascus Kafumbe, Deo Kawalya, and Waalabyeki Magoba provided
additional translation and transliteration support. All transcriptions of Kisoga songs were done by
Minah Nabirye, and their translations were done by Mwesige Andrew Kyambu and the author
with additional interpretative input and transliteration support from Nabirye and Lukowe Rehema.
Having relied on these experts for support, the author nevertheless assumes full responsibility for
the interpretations presented here and any inadvertent distortions or misrepresentations therein.
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ABSTRACT
Ritual healing has fascinated ethnographers and historians for several decades. Over the
last twenty-five years, ethnomusicologists have begun to examine the cognitive, performative,
and phenomenological aspects of ritual and trance. Based on seventeen months of ethnographic
field research over the last five years, this study examines ritual healing and spirit mediumship in
two regions of southern Uganda, Buganda and Busoga. The groups living in these regions, the
Baganda and Basoga, speak mutually intelligible languages respectively called Luganda and
Lusoga. The performance of healing rituals involves kusamira, or what this study defines as
flexible personhood, which has been termed elsewhere spirit possession or trance. Through the
release of a usual sense of self to spirits in kusamira ritual, practitioners called basamize and
baswezi create atmospheres for social interaction with ancestral and patron spirits. These
interactions not only articulate categories of illness and wellness; they also become sites for
manipulating and negotiating trajectories of mediumship and healing. Ritual adepts conceive of
holistic wellness in these contexts, obulamu obulungi, as crucially dependent upon blessings from
the spirits, emikisa, and the eradication of negative spiritual energy, ebibi. “Carrying spirits,”
okukongojja, facilitates the kind of social interaction between humans and spirits necessary to
pursue these blessings in ritual and sacrifice.
This dissertation offers the first ethnographic narrative on the music of kusamira.
Through linguistic and musical research, performance with project participants, and other
subjective ethnographic experience, it engages kusamira adherents at the level of verbal art and
performative meaning. Specific methods include analysis of song texts, assessment of the place
song in ritual contexts, examination of intercontextual references, and musical analysis. These
approaches to kusamira ritual redress a major gap in the literature on ritual healing in
Interlacustrine East Africa: although earlier studies have often mentioned the presence of music in
this kind of ritual, they have failed to account for its significance or examine its meanings beyond
a cursory level.
Kusamira practitioners promote and control flexible personhood through musical
performance as an essential technology of ritual interaction. Their social aesthetic is one of
conviviality, which they cultivate among numerous frictions at the local, national, and regional
levels. The tenacity of these practices reveals something beyond an aesthetic priority: although
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dismissed by colonizers, missionaries, and many modern Ugandans, they constitute a valuable
form of expression, a widely used form of primary health care and maintenance, and an
intersubjective—even intercorporeal—mode of being-in-the-world. For these reasons, kusamira
involves indigenous knowledge on the level of an African gnosis. Professional basamize and
baswezi healers and musicians keep and actively maintain this gnosis through the performance of
kusamira ritual, which promotes the social production and reproduction of wellness.
In contrast to strongly visualist representations of ritualists in contemporary Uganda, this
project approaches kusamira according to its total sensory appeal. Among these I prioritize close
listening to song texts, which reveals details about Kiganda and Kisoga spirit pantheons, ways of
promoting convivial social relations with them, and the benefits of performing ritual for holistic
wellness. By examining the ways in which basamize and baswezi use these texts in performance,
this study finds such benefits to be dependent on creative capacities, the mutual dependence of
humans and their patron spirits, and the agency of both entities in the ritual production of social
wellness.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION: ILLNESS, WELLNESS, POSSESSION AND PERFORMANCE IN
UGANDA
“Otuwe obulamu obulungi, obuwangaazi, okumanya n’okutegeera…”
“Give us the good life, a long life, knowledge and understanding…”
-from a prayer of basamize to the ancestors, abajjajja
This project began, like many ethnographic endeavors, with a few basic questions about
particular human activities in a specific area of the world, in this case the music of Ugandan ritual
healing called by its practitioners kusamira. These questions had undergone thorough scrutiny by a
few knowledgeable parties, leading me to believe that I had identified relevant areas of focus for
field research. This assumption was, however, an educated guess predicated on other educated
guesses about what I might find in Uganda. Also like many ethnographic projects, I realized early in
the course of the field research that the empirical ground beneath me began to shift rapidly.
Suddenly the cacophony of a growing number of questions never before considered drowned out
whatever semblance of order I thought the project had to begin with. At first I struggled to regain a
kind of coherence from all of this, but a seasoned advisor and the post-Malinowskian imperative of
participant observation demanded a more promising alternative: give in to the cacophony, and like
so many ritual musicians and spirit mediums in song, allow the sound to evoke a transcendent
consciousness and bring forth new meanings.
The first time I witnessed kusamira, what many call spirit possession, I realized that the
largest tectonic shift in empirical grounding was also the most important. No amount of reading, no
matter how good or thick the ethnographic description, could replace the experience of seeing a
person release his usual bodily and psychological sense of self to control by a spirit. Whatever work
I had done on these practices up to that point paled in comparison with the importance of observing
this very act. Michael Lambek called this point in his own research “cultural zero.”2 That term is
misleading, for although fieldwork reduces the well-read researcher to a mere novice, no
ethnographer forgets what he has read because of what he observes in the field. Still, Lambek
captures the experience of first encounter with the heart of one’s research subject. It is that crucial
2
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and startling moment in which we simultaneously realize two things: we have found something
worth observing in much greater depth and we will probably never understand that thing in the same
way that the people involved with it do. It is what Lambek calls “the real beginning” of the
ethnographic enterprise, the point from which our “progress at understanding” is measured.3
Whatever this moment of ethnographic fascination is—and it is different for everyone—it is an
experience that we seek to repeat again and again in order to observe it, deconstruct it, participate in
it, perform it first with our field consultants and then before our colleagues, and finally hope to
understand and evoke some definitive part of it. For all the ink spilled over subjectivity and
objectivity, emic and etic perspective, and the politics of dehumanizing terms like “research
subject,” these moments of ethnographic fascination still define the foci of our research. What we
call them is less important than recognizing that we have them and staying connected to how they
motivate our research.
For me that focus has been kusamira. This dissertation seeks to understand how and why so
many people in Uganda play music in particular ritual contexts called kusamira.4 The meanings of
that music occupy a central area of concern for ritual practitioners called basamize and baswezi. This
body of research builds a path toward understanding of those meanings by offering the first
ethnographic narrative on the music of kusamira.
Objectives/research questions
Paths toward ethnographic understandings of kusamira must be built on definitive questions
that delimit the scope of inquiry and observational focus. What is kusamira and why do people
perform it? Who are its performers and what does it mean to them? Who have those performers been
in the past and how have those meanings changed over time? What motivates people to perform
these rituals, to sing these songs? What do the songs mean, both literally and when considered as
embedded features within a broader constellation of ritual meanings? What does kusamira look,
sound, feel, and smell like? What good do these activities do for people, i.e. what do they gain from
performing these rituals? What can their performances, and in particular their songs, reveal about
these various social meanings? These questions do not posit the relationship between music and
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possession or between possession and healing as “some sort of problem that needs to be solved.”5
They are rather meant to tease out indigenous perspectives that highlight the meanings of kusamira
ritual.
Situating a Study of Two Ugandan Regions
Geographically, this study focuses on the southern part of Uganda, specifically including the
area between Bombo town in Luweero District in north-central Buganda kingdom, Mubende District
near the western edge of Buganda, Rakai District in southwestern Buganda near Lake Nalubaale,6
Bugiri District at the eastern edge of the Busoga cultural area, and Namutumba at Busoga’s
northeastern edge. So pursuant to the question of who practices kusamira, most of the participants in
this research identify themselves as Baganda or Basoga. All participants identified themselves as
basamize or baswezi, i.e. practitioners of kusamira in the contexts of Kiganda kusamira ritual or
Kisoga nswezi ritual. However, given that up to eighty percent of Uganda’s population turn to
indigenous healers for primary health care,7 and that Uganda’s vast cultural diversity is well
represented in urban centers like Kampala and Jinja, basamize and baswezi could categorically
include members of any ethnic group. Although I did meet an occasional Munyankore or Munyoro
from western Uganda, the geographic location of the research meant that most basamize and baswezi
mentioned in this dissertation were Baganda or Basoga (see Map 1.1 below).
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Map 1.1: Buganda and Busoga kingdoms in the Interlacustrine Region of East Africa

These ethnic labels raise interesting questions about what kusamira practitioners hold in
common and about internal cultural diversity in each group. Because of the overwhelming
behavioral commonalities cross-cutting the spiritual differences between possession ritual in
Buganda and Busoga, I decided early in this study to carry out field research in both places. These
groups have historically been linked by their mutually intelligible languages, which share nearly
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eighty percent of their vocabularies in common, by a history of interactions between the two groups,
and by ethnographic studies that have grouped them together.8 In reality, the peoples of Uganda
from the western border of Buganda kingdom to the eastern border of Busoga are quite diverse.
While Baganda share a relatively uniform dialect, their cultural norms differ from area to area
according to farming practices, local industry, and proximity to urban life. Basoga, by contrast,
speak a wider variety of dialects, the larger divisions including Lugwere, Lulamogi, Lupakoyo,
Lusiki, and Lutenga. Lutenga bears the closest sonic and orthographic resemblance to Luganda.
While this presented logistical challenges with regard to the linguistic aspects of field research, it
also presented exciting opportunities to test the ubiquity of the ritual vocabularies that I had
discovered in preliminary research.
This work has therefore been multi-sited, not only moving between shrines but also between
and within the regions of Buganda and Busoga. Recognizing the value of what Lila Abu-Lughod has
called the “ethnography of the particular,” I have nevertheless operated on the assumption that a
particular concept or phenomenon can lead to a great many places.9 In the case of this project, those
places all had the same name—essabo in Luganda or eisabo in Lusoga, i.e. shrines—and acted as
sites for ritual. The communities in which they were situated were quite different. Basamize, also
called baswezi in Lusoga, thus constitute a congeries, a rather heterogeneous aggregation of people
with a common interest, in this case kusamira mediumship and ritual healing. For the sake of
understanding the places where these people come from and what that has to do with how they
perform ritual, Buganda and Busoga remain useful cultural and geographical categories (see Map 1.1
above).
Buganda
Once the Ugandan kingdom heavily favored by the British colonial occupation, Buganda is
still the largest and most populous region in Uganda. It includes the area surrounding Kampala,
Entebbe, and several of the Ssese Islands, extending about 150 kilometers inland to the north, about
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100 kilometers inland to the west, and about 100 kilometers to the east of Kampala, not quite to
Jinja. The people of Buganda, called the Baganda, make up just under 18% of the total population of
Uganda.10 The language they speak is called Luganda, and it is the primary language of commerce
and daily life for most urban and rural people in Buganda, with English acting as a lingua franca for
interactions with non-Luganda speakers.
Traditionally, Baganda are agriculturalists with limited pastoral responsibilities limited to
small herds that stay close to the compound. Even many urban Baganda still grow the primary
staple, a kind of unsweet banana called matooke. Rural populations have much more extensive
farming operations. Depending on the soil and its water content, these can involve cassava
(muwogo), sweet potatoes (lumonde), beans (bijanjaalo), rice (muceere), and sometimes various
greens and other fruits and vegetables. Farming is done by hand, almost always with the use of a
hoe. If people keep animals, they normally keep small groups of cattle for milking, breeding, and
slaughter or small groups of goats, pigs, or sheep for breeding or slaughter. As Baganda are
traditionally polygynous, these small herds often get exchanged as part of bridewealth. Near Lake
Victoria, a great deal of commercial and private fishing provides an additional protein source.
Although not many people hunt anymore, references to both fishing and hunting permeate ritual.
The physical terrain of Buganda is dominated by rolling hills and reddish brown soil.
However, some areas have different features. The hills grow steeper and the soil rockier toward the
mountains in the west. The swampy soil closer to Lake Victoria and Nile tributaries provides good
ground for rice growing. The red soil of the southwestern hills lies in the heart of Buganda’s
matooke-growing region. Green hills in the eastern part of Buganda support the cultivation of
sugarcane and tea as cash crops.
Rural Baganda live in circular mud-brick houses or square brick houses, depending on their
resources. The former have grass-thatched roofs, the latter tin and rarely shingled roofs. Somewhere
in the compound there is always some kind of structure for cooking in which fire can be kept
burning either without a roof or with a partial roof. In compounds where basamize live, they build
additional circular shrines called massabo. Within these dwellings, ritual healers consult with their
clients and basamize hold kusamira ritual gatherings.
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Politically, the Baganda have shown the central government ambivalence or outright hostility
since President Milton Obote’s men attacked the royal enclosure, olubiri, and he unilaterally
abolished traditional kingdoms in 1966. Although Museveni reinstated kingdoms as strictly cultural
institutions in 1995, hostilities remain. Things grew violent in the recent riots of September 2010
when Buganda’s king, the Kabaka, attempted to visit a disputed district at the edge of the kingdom.
These events refreshed Buganda’s demands for federo, a federal system of government in which
Buganda and other traditional kingdoms would be allotted seats for parliamentary representation.
Within kusamira ritual, these political issues have a rather tangential but consistent presence in the
passing commentaries of healers and singers. When pressed on this issue, however, many basamize
eschew government efforts to regulate indigenous healing or at the very least heavily criticize them,
especially because some fear that their practices could be outlawed.
Kiganda spiritual life quite commonly involves participation in services of a major religion,
usually Christianity or Islam, as well as kusamira ritual. Whatever their Christian or Muslim
religious convictions, most people acknowledge a singular creator, Katonda. People also grow up
hearing stories about Ggulu, the sky-born, sky-dwelling god whose daughter Nambi married the first
man, Kintu, and whose son Walumbe killed Kintu’s firstborn, earning him a reputation as the bringer
of death and master of the underworld. They also learn that the former kings of Buganda, the
Bassekabaka, do not die but rather disappear, only to live on through the bodies of their royal spirit
mediums. More germane to kusamira ritual, they learn the names of the spirits associated with the
lake called lubaale, from which Lake Victoria gets is original Luganda name, Lake Nalubaale.
Spirits associated with other natural forces and animals they call misambwa, while those associated
with deceased ancestors are mizimu. The spirits who keep watch over these other spirits and carry
out the specific tasks with which spirits charge them, basamize call mayembe. For Baganda, these
spirits have perhaps the closest proximity to and relationship with humans, as their dwellings—
power objects also called mayembe—must be man-made.11 While basamize juxtapose indigenous
ideas with Christian and Muslim faiths unproblematically, few of their contemporaries in churches
and mosques will accommodate such complex spiritual sensibilities. The ability to do so is
consistent with other personal and spiritual flexibilities that basamize consciously pursue in the
performance of ritual.
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For basamize, human capacity to promote and participate in the good life (obulamu obulungi)
depends upon the relationships they cultivate with patron spirits. This phrase literally means “the
life” (obulamu) “good” (obulungi), where the latter term is understood as an adjective. Lubaale,
misambwa, mizimu, and mayembe contribute to such a life by opening the way for blessings
(okusumulula emikisa) and warding off negative spiritual potential by binding it (okusiba ebibi).12
The purpose of kusamira ritual is to create a social space for interacting with these entities and to
open the blessings that they offer. The music of kusamira, as this dissertation shows, becomes in
such spaces a key method for negotiating and manipulating that process.
Kusamira music involves fairly minimal instrumentation, primarily including only
drumming, gourd rattles, and voice. With only one exception, all of the drums are played by hand
without sticks. Smaller gatherings use a single drum called mbuutu, which is fashioned by stretching
two pieces of cowhide over a one-piece wooden shell and binding them together using strips of hide.
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Fig. 1.1: mbuutu
Used with permission. The Center for Music of the Americas, Photo Archive, The Florida
State University, College of Music.

Larger functions sometimes add other drums, including a pulse drum called mpuunyi, the small
namunjoloba that plays syncopated off beat patterns with sticks rather than hands (both constructed
much like the mbuutu), and ngalabi, a tall drum that uses a single monitor lizard skin for the batter
membrane.
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Fig. 1.2: mpuunyi
Used with permission. The Center for Music of the Americas, Photo Archive, The Florida
State University, College of Music.
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Fig. 1.3: namunjoloba
Used with permission. The Center for Music of the Americas, Photo Archive, The Florida
State University, College of Music.
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Fig. 1.4: ngalabi
Used with permission. The Center for Music of the Americas, Photo Archive, The Florida
State University, College of Music.

These instruments lay down the rhythmic basis of kusamira music, a pattern resembling the
nnankasa variation of the ubiquitous baakisimba pattern. This pattern gives way to other variations
as well, but they all remain within a rhythmic scheme that translates to Western musical terms as
compound duple meter.
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Fig. 1.5: nnankasa pattern for kusamira as played on the single drum mbuutu

The dance associated with this rhythm is what Ugandan ethnomusicologist Sylvia NannyongaTamusuza calls “sacred ceremonial baakisimba.”13 The hip-centered dance has a wide range of
variations, but it begins by placing one foot flat on the ground on beat one followed by the opposite
toe on beat two. This pattern repeats in reverse on beats four and five, and that alternation promotes
an attendant hip-swinging motion. In secular baakisimba, the upper body remains fairly still.
However, in kusamira, it depends to a great degree on individual style and what spirits might be
motivating other motions. For example, mediums of Mukasa (a spirit from Lake Nalubaale) move
their arms as if rowing a canoe and mediums for Ddungu (a hunter) move as if carrying a spear.
As subsequent chapters will demonstrate, the social, musical, and kinesthetic circumstances
in which people perform kusamira vary widely. This overview serves to provide the basic elements
common to the widest possible range of shrines (massabo). Although Nannyonga-Tamusuza placed
kusamira in the realm of “village baakisimba,” and even though this study draws on field research in
many rural locations, neither the performance of kusamira ritual nor the shrines in which people
perform it can be said to be strictly rural phenomena. I found a surprising number of small shrines
tucked in suburban corners of Kampala and Entebbe. Basamize build where they live and make
kusamira part of their home life. They might travel for some functions, but ultimately, these
practices give the spirits shared social space within the compound, wherever that might be.
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Busoga
Busoga lies immediately to the east of Buganda beginning just west of Jinja and extending
near the border with Kenya, to Lake Victoria in the south, and roughly 100 kilometers inland to the
north. The people of Busoga, the Basoga, make up about nine percent of the total population of the
country.14 The language they speak is called Lusoga, though its dialects vary widely as noted above.
Many Basoga speak some English, but only a very small sector of the population speak it fluently.
Basoga are primarily sweet potato (mbooli) and rice (mutyere) farmers. Sweet potatoes are as
culturally important to them as a staple food as matooke is to Baganda. They also grow cassava
(muwogo), millet (bulo), sorghum (omughemba), beans (bidhandhaalo), greens (eiva), and other
fruits and vegetables as the soil will allow. Again, the hoe constitutes definitive technology for
farming. Like Baganda, Basoga are traditionally polygynous. They commonly keep small herds of
cows or goats and sometimes sheep that they use as bridewealth and food sources. Basoga families
rarely keep pigs, but pork is a popular meat for roasting in urban areas like Jinja. Commercial and
private fishing is common near Lake Victoria. Again, few people hunt, but ritual song and spoken
word are replete with references to both fishing and hunting. The terrain in Busoga ranges from the
rolling red soil hills and green sugarcane and tea fields of the western part of the region to the
swampy lowlands in the eastern part. The soil further east is a dull grey, much better for growing
cassava and sweet potatoes than for matooke or sugarcane.
Unless they live within Jinja or Iganga, most Basoga live within circular mud brick houses or
mud and wattle houses. Both tend to have thatched roofs, but some people can afford to install tin.
This is not only a more stable and permanent roofing construction, it also lends the appearance of
financial solvency and prestige, especially for healers who use it in their compounds. Only teachers
whose houses are connected to a school or very successful healers tend to live in square brick
dwellings with tin roofs. Like basamize, baswezi—practitioners of spirit mediumship rituals called
nswezi—build small thatched roof dwellings for ritual (amassabo or eissabo singular) and even
smaller versions as dwellings for their patron spirits within the compound (ennumba y’abakulu).
As in Buganda, spiritual life commonly involves either Christianity or Islam in combination
with traditional spiritual beliefs. However, in the areas of Busoga where I worked, attendance at
church or mosque was both less regular than in Buganda and less regular than rather frequent
attendance at nswezi ritual. Basoga still refer to a single creator, Katonda. However, their spirit
14
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pantheon differs from the Kiganda pantheon. Among many various nswezi spirits, Lukowe and Isejja
are prominent enough to be called the definitive spirits of these rituals. These are, according to
musamize Erukaana Waiswa Kabindi, the spiritual patrons who “give birth to the mediums, they give
the people what to eat, and they give the initiates their nnengho,” the gourd rattle that serves as both
a symbol and a primary tool of their mediumship.15 In other words, they are responsible for the
whole institution of nswezi ritual. Other important spiritual patrons include Mukama, a spirit who
came from Bunyoro, and spirits called enkuni, which inhabit the natural world much like Kiganda
misambwa. What Baganda call mizimu, Basoga call misambwa: these are spirits of known, deceased
ancestors capable of intervening in human lives.16 As with kusamira, nswezi ritual cultivates space
for social interaction with all of these spirits. Music serves a similar purpose for baswezi as for
basamize, but spiritual dwellings in Buganda normally do not go beyond power objects, the houselike dwellings for spirits mentioned above take on sharply increased significance in Kisoga
compounds. Practitioners of nswezi ritual can be called baswezi or basamize. Often they use the two
terms interchangeably, for kusamira is the central action of nswezi ritual.17 As in Kiganda ritual,
these people’s connections to the spirits have direct impact on wellness.18
Sources on nswezi ritual, which I located in the Jinja Cultural Research Centre’s wellmaintained archival library, confirmed what archival research at Makerere University and field
research in both Buganda and Busoga had suggested: this constellation of terms surrounding music
and ritual healing in these two regions provided a clear case study for the shared expressive culture
of kusamira. I found other sources very similar to those that lined the shelves of several Makerere
libraries as well. Small undergraduate theses re-tread the same ground again and again. If Baganda
basamize and Basoga baswezi had been singing some of the same songs for kusamira for hundreds
of years, it appeared that the first hundred years of scholarship on other elements of these practices
also grew rather repetitive. This provided an undeniable positive affirmation of two things: 1) the
tenacity of indigenous spiritual and medicinal beliefs and practices and 2) the lack of studies on the
music of these practices.
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In Busoga, the music of kusamira for nswezi rituals involves, at minimum, a single drum
called endumi. At larger functions, the nswezi set involves four or five or more drums oraganized in
graduated arrangements from smallest to largest.

Fig. 1.6: eŋoma dh’enzwezi
Players (left to right): Kyona Fred and his father, Erukaana Waiswa Kabindi

These drums provide the rhythmic basis for Kisoga nswezi song, a pattern also called nswezi. Again,
in Western terms, it is a distinctive compound duple pattern, often played with improvisatory
variations. The example below shows this pattern along with some of its most common variations.
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Fig. 1.7: enswezi pattern with two short variations

This pattern promotes a wide range of dances, none of which demonstrate standard features. Those
associated with the spirit Lukowe can only be categorized as hip-centered, but they vary so widely
from one performer to the next that they defy description except on a case by case basis.
One instrument that basamize and baswezi have in common is the gourd rattle, a ubiquitous
symbol of ritual healing in this region of East Africa. Basamize call these rattles nsaasi, and baswezi
call them nnengho. They differ from their historical predecessors (pictured in chapter two), but they
nevertheless remain the most commonly played instrument for all kinds of ritual healing.
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Fig. 1.8: nsaasi/nnengho
Used with permission. The Center for Music of the Americas, Photo Archive, The Florida
State University, College of Music.

Unlike kusamira, Kisoga ritual gatherings have been strictly rural phenomena during the
course of this study. Some baswezi certainly live closer to towns and cities, and others even in
Kampala. However, I never observed the ritual activities of nswezi except in places that most
Ugandans would think of as “deep in the village.” This could account for the agrarian emphasis that
I note below in my examination of Kisoga ritual music. Among other differences with kusamira, this
suggests that nswezi is a phenomenon discrete from other ritual types even if they share some of
their general features in common.
Kusamira and Nswezi: Defining a Constellation of Ritual Practices
Whether Baganda or Basoga, basamize or baswezi, this congeries of heterogeneous ritual
practitioners coalesces around a specific ritual action, the infinitive verb for which is okusamira.19
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So often questions about this term led to a core concept of meaning in ritual called obulamu
obulungi. This phrase literally means ‘the good life’ or ‘good living,’ depending on context, and it
refers holistically to a broad range of issues concerning physical, psychological, and spiritual
wellness. In order to understand this concept and its various meanings in the lives of basamize and
baswezi mediums, I undertook an ethnographic etymology of kusamira ritual healing in Uganda first
through pilot interviews about terms for ritual, then through focused interviews, and finally as an
apprentice to a ritual musician.
For basamize and baswezi, like many other ritualists in East Africa, ritual healing involves
performance as a defining behavior of an event or function. For this reason Christopher Small’s
well-worn term “musicking” aptly describes a wide variety of performance activities involved in
ritual. Small writes that “music is first and foremost action,” and he thus favors a use of music as a
verb, “to music” and as a gerund, “musicking.”
To music is to take part, in any capacity, in a musical performance, whether by performing, by
listening, by rehearsing or practicing, by providing material for performance (what is called
composing), or by dancing. We might at times even extend its meaning to what the person is
doing who takes the tickets at the door or the hefty men who shift the piano and the drums or the
roadies who set up the instruments and carry out the sound checks or the cleaners who clean up
after everyone else has gone. They, too, are all contributing to the nature of the event that is a
musical performance.20
I propose that verbs associated with ritual in the linguistic forms of indigenous East African
languages—namely kubandwa and kusamira—also connote musical action. As we shall see,
however, this kind of musicking occurs within specific fields of ritual action.
As an essential component of that ritual sphere, prayer also constitutes a major activity of
textual interest that also forms frequent intertextual relationships with ritual song. For example,
Erinah Nakanwagi explained a form of prayer called okunyokeza, which involves a wax incense
called akabanni that basamize place on fire as they pray: “You grab the wax incense and you break it
into bits and you put it on fire…and you pray and you say, ‘[with] this wax incense I have put here I
want to let me finish the bad misambwa, the bad illnesses, the misfortunes, the ill favor, the bad
lubaale, each and every bad thing.’”21 During the second part of this prayer, Nakanwagi explained,
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one asks for good things. “When you finish, hm? to chase away the bad things,” she said, “then you
pray for all the good things, yeah? Peace, strength, the good life, some good homes, money,
blessings, knowledge and understanding, prosperity and good fortune, and then children…”22 This
kind of prayer provides the framework of dual possibility, of blessings (mikisa) and bad things or
misfortunes (bibi), that inform the songs discussed in this project.
Although they acknowledge that there are other ways of calling the spirits, spirit mediums
identify music as a preferred method of promoting favorable communication with spirits in the
process of kusamira. Umar Ndiwalana heads research efforts with the Ugandan chapter of a nongovernmental organization (NGO) that promotes traditional healing. He also practices kusamira
regularly, making him a musamize (pl.: basamize), a human host or medium for spirits.
Acknowledging that there is no exclusive causal link between music and kusamira possession,
Ndiwalana explained that music nevertheless facilitates clear communication with spirits about and
that such communication is the purpose of kusamira ritual.23 Moreover, a muswezi medium from
Busoga explained that the purpose of this type of communication is to deal with problems. “The
reason why they use the drum is to call the spirit to come and to be that person,” he explained, “and
he starts talking the problems which is at home, oba in the family, you know that thing, those things
used to be oba in the clan.”24 At the center of this study lies music so closely associated with this
kind of communication that when I explained to people what I was studying by singing introductory
lines from the songs, they often quipped, “Eh? A white person knows how to get possessed?”25
These conversations invariably led to where I had learned those songs and which healers and
mediums people could direct me to next. Direct links between group music making, spirit
mediumship, and healing embed local understandings of illness and wellness in the performance of
kusamira ritual. From the guiding research questions above, a new line of inquiry began to emerge:

njagala kammalewo emisambwa ebibi, endwadde embi, obutafuna, obutaganja, lubaale omubi, ebibi byonna buli
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what can processes of musical diagnosis and spiritual etiology contribute to understanding the social
reproduction of wellness in Uganda?
The World Health Organization presently estimates that over eighty percent of people in the
developing world turn to indigenous medicine for their primary health care needs.26 Certainly cost
constitutes a major motivator of this reality. Indigenous healers consistently provide options at lower
cost to their clients than clinics and hospitals, and they commonly negotiate prices rather than
charging fixed amounts for services rendered. They also far outnumber allopathic physicians,
making them geographically more accessible to a much wider public. Moreover, their techniques are
more culturally accessible to their clients than those of healers who may or may not even speak the
languages of their patients. So not only does the performance of ritual healing define local categories
of illness and wellness as social realities, it also offers insight on the factors that make healing
culturally relevant to its target markets. This study of kusamira draws out connections between those
factors and the social phenomena of illness and wellness.
An Ethnographic Etymology of Kusamira
Ndiwalana and other mediums indicate that both human hosts and spirits refer to mediumship
from different perspectives in Luganda and Lusoga, and that these perspectives indicate the social
nature of the process.27 So the infinitive verb okusamira refers to acts of musicking and other
methods of calling the spirits, the operative act of mediumship (possession), and for spirits, the act of
mounting or possessing a human host or spirit medium. People frequently made such references
interchangeably during interviews; spirits made specific reference to their agency in the action when
speaking through their hosts. In short, as Ndiwalana observed, “kusamira is a process.”28 As a verb
of action, it is processual, and as a journey for mediums’ learning, it is even more so. Evidently it is
often a musical process. In addition to speaking through their mediums, spirits also sing, and
basamize sing with them. A spirit’s initial possession of a medium might come unexpectedly, even
without playing music, so music becomes part of the action of kusamira when basamize want to
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negotiate the process in pursuit of particular outcomes. Namely, these outcomes are the things that in
prayer define obulamu obulungi, including but not limited to such blessings as long life, prosperity,
many children, good homes in which to care for them, wisdom and understanding.29
Dental surgeon, herbalist, and musamize ritual healer Yahaya Sekagya explains that this
process is social by default and musical by design. Kusamira expresses the mutual need between
humans and spirits, articulating fundamentally social relationships through the performance of ritual.
“Spirits need us,” Sekagya says. “If they need to deliver a message or tell us to make a place for
them, they will not wait for us to call them.”30 His observation provides insight on the relationships
between possession and mediumship. He indicates that although spirits can possess a human host
according to the spirits’ needs and desires, mediumship involves promoting spirit possession on a
regular, often professional or semi-professional basis. So while spirits decide when to take control of
a host’s body and consciousness, spirits and hosts share agency in the process. Sekagya continues,
“If we need [spirits], we can organize a process using the techniques we know.” One of the main
techniques that people learn when they become mediums is to manipulate spirit possession by
expanding their abilities to perform songs for and with spirits.
What then is the point of these messages, and what motivates this mutual need between
humans and spirits? As mentioned above, one area of difference that follows ethnic boundaries
between Kiganda and Kisoga ritual lies in the spirit pantheons that kusamira practitioners address in
the performance of ritual healing. The Kiganda pantheon includes four main types of spirits: lubaale,
misambwa, mizimu, and mayembe. The Kisoga pantheon, by contrast, includes nkuni, nswezi, and
misambwa. In either case, the spirits have the capacity to bestow blessings, (mikisa) and misfortunes
(bibi) that impact human activities. The spirits require sacrifice in order to “open” the blessings
(okusumulula emikisa) and to “bind” (okusiba) or “finish” (okumala) the misfortunes (ebibi).
Performing kusamira ritual creates social space in which humans and spirits negotiate processes of
sacrifice, blessing, and binding. Lacking bodies, in order to create that space spirits must become
manifest through human mediums.
Basamize and baswezi describe this experience in speech and song. Spirits dance (okuzina),
grab (okukwata), or swing (okuwuuba) their hosts. A person who has never been “grabbed” or
“swung” in this manner before often shakes violently, rolling all over other people, drums, food, and
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even fire.31 These euphemisms for possession reveal local conceptualizations of ritual performance,
which are clear enough to see at ritual events, emikolo gy’okusamira. The possessed host, called
mmandwa in Luganda, often behaves in ways consistent with these terms. Shaking at the onset of a
possession experience leads some basamize to compare spirits to the wind, empewo. Spirits cause
their hosts to behave and dance in a manner that reflects their identities and differentiates them from
the identities of its hosts. Examples include Kiwanuka, a lubaale spirit associated with lightning,
thunder and fire who causes his mediums to eat and bathe in fire; Kiwuggulu, a musambwa spirit
who moves in the form of an owl and causes human hosts to weep as harbingers of illness and
pestilence in need of ritual attention; Ddungu, a hunter spirit who causes his mediums to dance as if
holding a spear; and Bamweyana, omusambwa omulalu (a crazy musambwa) who simultaneouly
absolves and warns people of unhealthy excess by demonstrating the effects of drugs and alcohol on
his own sanity with abusive language, hilarious antics, dirty jokes, and obscene dancing. Kusamira
thus offers basamize opportunities to socialize with a variety of spirits, whom they frequently refer
to as the ancestors or the grandparents, abajjajja.32
The Poesis of Ritual Performance
Performances of kusamira ritual have multiple purposes: they expose and redress breaches of
moral boundaries, they identify and rectify individual and social afflictions, and they promote
general wellness in a target body politic, usually the local and proximal members of an extended kin
group, the kika, who share a totem animal (omuziro). I define possession and mediumship according
to kusamira adepts’ patterns of language use in Luganda, Lusoga, and English. For the purposes of
examining musical, poetic, and other expressive features of kusamira, I also categorize kusamira as
ritual performance. Reading ritual as performance requires a careful approach, lest observers
characterize possession as mere acting, something manufactured, a pretense, or something similarly
dismissive. For kusamira practitioners, basamize, possession constitutes a vivid experience of
consciousness that can be quite frightening, especially for novices. Christian church musicians
perform devotional music and muezzins call Muslims to prayer, yet these remain prayerful
expressions of spirituality in performance. Likewise, basamize perform kusamira rituals. Strictly
speaking, however, they separate kusamira from religion, as many practitioners maintain regular
31
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religious observances concurrently with their activities in massabo as I have detailed below and in
chapters three and six.
Some observers compare ritual performance to theater, noting that Greek theater derived
from important social festivals and rituals in ancient Athens.33 It is true that as an action in
expressive culture, kusamira promotes cathartic processes. Ritual healers extol the benefits of these
processes for mental, physical, and spiritual health and wellness. However, kusamira has its own
cultural logic, its own distinctive poesis that this dissertation aims to evoke. Comparisons to ancient
Greece, however helpful for projecting Aristotelian poetics onto African ritual, cannot fully evoke
that logic. Using the performance of ritual as a primary unit of analysis in ethnographic research
makes a better methodological starting point than a theoretical destination.
Theoretical Framework and Review of Literature
This examination of sound across diverse ethnographic contexts for kusamira ritual observes
that although practitioners’ political views and religious practices vary widely, the social aesthetic of
kusamira remains consistent across pursuits of personal and communal wellness. Basamize
categorize both types of wellness by reference to the good life (obulamu obulungi). They draw on
creative capacities for dancing, singing, and inducing possession in order to evoke an aesthetic of
convivial sociality. Joanna Overing and Alan Passes define conviviality as “the psychological,
moral, and practical state of collective being implied by…amity and productive social
play…egalitarianism, cooperation, non-coercion, and freedom of personal thought and action.” To
these they add “peacefulness, high morale and high affectivity,” as well as “a metaphysics of human
and non-human interconnectedness,” which correspond directly to the central concerns of basamize
(emphasis mine). Their further stress on “kinship, good gift-sharing, work relations and dialogue,
[and] a propensity for the informal and performative as against the formal and institutional” also
resonate with kusamira ritual, particularly in offering sacrifice and doing ritual work to prepare and
redistribute sacrificed goods.34 These activities are as important as music in the performance of
kusamira. For basamize, pursuits of wellness and the good life (obulamu obulungi) depend upon
their ability to use these capacities, perform these activities, and develop this aesthetic of social
33
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conviviality in the service of two social groups: the spirits who speak through mediums and request
sacrifices, and peers who can aid them in organizing these sacrifices to “open the blessings”
(okusumulula emikisa).
In these contexts, individuality cannot be the defining characteristic of personhood.35
Anthropologist Marilyn Strathern’s notion of “partible persons” goes far toward explaining how
aspects of persons can be abstracted from one and absorbed by others.36 In this sense ritual healing in
Uganda, as Thomas Csordas has observed in other contexts, “resonates well beyond an individual’s
specific ailment.”37 Roy Wagner renamed this partibility “the fractal person,” which works
particularly well in the context of reproduction to which he refers.38 This certainly describes, for
example, rituals in which the death of a medium precipitates the search for someone to take on her
social duties. It would even be useful to describe the social production and reproduction of wellness
through kusamira as being facilitated by partible or fractal persons and spirits. However, these terms
fall short of describing the active character of kusamira possession more generally. The practice of
flexible personhood in which a musamize becomes emmandwa, a host for one or more patron spirits,
involves the release of a usual sense of self to spiritual entities. At times the local term kusamira
becomes the only appropriate way to refer to it, but it begs further definition. As the examples in this
dissertation illustrate, basamize promote this process and manipulate it through song, ritual work,
and action in order to celebrate, enjoy, maintain, and renew convivial sociality with spirits as a
means of living the good life (obulamu obulungi).
Attempts to understand the social aesthetics of conviviality in these contexts only make sense
if we consider the connection to ritual processes of production and reproduction, namely the social
reproduction of wellness. As Michael Uzendoski and Frederick Damon have asserted, treating these
issues individually relegates them to “odd-job tools.”39 Such tools run the risk of resembling LéviStrauss’s notion of bricolage with basamize and baswezi as the bricoleurs of African healing. Had
Lévi-Strauss seen the connection between processes of social reproduction and convivial value in the
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ritual interactions of kusamira, he might have recognized an indigenous science in which
bricolage—using tools at hand like music as the dynamic technologies of ritual healing—constituted
a creative strength rather than something that separated bricoleurs from scientists.40 In this
alternative analysis, what Lévi-Strauss called “mythical” thought constitutes another type of
scientific rationale wherein musical divination and spiritual etiologies produce diagnostic hypotheses
about affliction that connect flexible persons to their social and spiritual selves. In fact, Lévi-Strauss
did place artistic creation between science, mythical thought, and bricolage.41 However, rather than
viewing science and mythical thought at two ends of a spectrum, my analysis places indigenous
science in coextensive triangulation with artistic creativity and the social reproduction of wellness.
Music in kusamira goes far beyond causing possession, for as noted above, possession can
happen in the absence of music. It is, however, an important locus for social connection with the
spirits. As Paul Berliner suggested of Shona bira, musicking in ritual is a means of “bridging the
world of the living and the world of the spirits and thereby attracting the attention of the
ancestors.”42 Daniel Reed and Steven Friedson have similarly characterized the role of music in
spirit mediumship, suggesting that “music makes translucent the boundary between human and
spirit.”43 Basamize and baswezi musicians cultivate an atmosphere for the production and
reproduction of wellness through social interaction with their ancestral and patron spirits. Humans
realize their desires in the form of prayer and song and in the sharing of ritual meals given them by
the spirits. All of these activities provide opportunities to behave convivially and respectfully by
inviting the spirits, greeting them properly, offering them sacrifices, and accepting their blessings
(mikisa). Spirits realize their desires through the productive activities of ritual, which result in the
sacrifices they demand. So sacrifices lie within the productive purview of humans and blessings
within the realm of spirits, and the exchange of these things reproduces wellness (obulamu obulungi)
in the convivial atmosphere of kusamira ritual. This neat symbolic symmetry gets counterbalanced
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by misfortunes (ebibi), which necessitate that these processes of production and exchange get
repeated in perpetuity.
Harming and Healing, Illness and Wellness
Given that Kiganda and Kisoga concepts of illness and wellness go beyond the kinds of
mental or physical health that Western medicine compartmentalizes, it makes little theoretical sense
to call kusamira and nswezi “cults of affliction.” Victor Turner made enormous contributions to
understanding musical ritual in southern Africa. However, as Richard Jankowski has observed, his
structural grammar of ritual “runs the risk of reducing ritual to a linear, teleological process that is
then analyzed in terms of its symbolic and predictable outcome.”44 Although Jankowski is more
interested in how ritual generates meanings, my analysis will show that the order of the ritual
process, as articulated through songs and ritual work, remains important. John Janzen and his critics
have generated useful models for understanding musical ritual through the lens they call “fruition,”
which accounts holistically for the positive and political outcomes of a given quest for therapy.45
These are two sides of the same issue: affliction and therapy, illness and wellness, or as Steven
Feierman has written, harming and healing.46 To examine the issue, Jankowski follows Bruce
Kapferer in emphasizing “ritual dynamics,” which Jankowski calls “the inner forces and processes—
the compositional elements—that shape perception, transform experience, and generate meaning.”47
While this study shares Janzen’s bias in its emphasis on fruition, on wellness, on the positive focus
of a given therapeutic trajectory, it is nevertheless important to understand that any such quest
involves a ritual dynamics that wrestles with both positive and negative potentials. Healers must
likewise know how to cope with both potentialities, and this analysis shows that they do so within
trajectories of mediumship and wellness as negotiated with ancestral and patron spirits.
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Regarding illness and wellness, Feierman and Janzen ask what processes of production and
reproduction affect maintenance and preservation of life.48 Put more definitively, Janzen writes that
“heath—relatively better or relatively worse, by whatever criteria of definition—is socially produced
and reproduced.”49 The ritual dynamics I discuss in this dissertation constitute one such frequently
practiced process of social production for Baganda basamize and Basoga baswezi healers, spirit
mediums, and ritual musicians. Two exemplary ethnomusicological monographs published during
the same year offer useful models for this analysis. First, Dale Olsen’s discussion of Wisiratu,
Bahanarotu, and Hoarotu shaman songs that he recorded with Warao people in Venezuela
demonstrates relationships between music and wellness similar to those in kusamira ritual,
particularly in the dual capacity of healers to harm and to heal.50 This study departs from Olsen’s
model in that ritual processes for harming in Buganda and Busoga have proven neither musical nor
part of kusamira praxis but rather an entirely separate domain of ritual knowledge with which
basamize and baswezi must be familiar. Second, Steven Friedson’s research provides useful
theoretical frames for this work. Friedson observed of Tumbuka spirit mediums in Malawi that
“medical technology is part of musical experience, and musical experience a mode of being in the
world for both spirit and human.”51 For basamize and baswezi of Uganda, as for Tumbuka mediums,
musical experience is part of medical technology in the sense of technē, what Heidegger called
technology as art.52 As this study shows, this technological component takes on quite literal
implications when it comes to musical instruments. These are tools for a mode of being-in-the-world
that requires people to engage in ritual and sacrifice in order to produce and reproduce wellness.
So although I follow John Blacking, Ron Emoff, and Richard Jankowski in that I find no
definitive causal link between music and trance, I nevertheless recognize the importance of other
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links between the two.53 By focusing on ritual dynamics and their meanings, Jankowski forges
brilliant middle ground between the scientistic claims of 1960s and 1970s anthropology, Friedson’s
phenomenological approach in the 1990s, and Judith Becker’s brand of neuroscientific “musical
determinism.” Jankowski writes, “the scholarly fixation on the mechanisms of trance has diverted
attention away from other important aspects of possession musics, such as how they signify
meaningfully in their cultural contexts.”54 Equally important was Gilbert Rouget’s characterization
of music as “the principal means of manipulating the trance state, but by ‘socializing’ much more
than by triggering it.”55 For if music socializes trance generally, then musical trance or spirit
mediumship (kusamira) socializes healing and wellness among the Baganda and Basoga of Uganda.
Musical rituals of spirit possession foster social space in which humans and spirits interact to open
blessings (okusumulula emikisa) bind up negative spiritual energy (okusiba ebibi) and ultimately
produce and reproduce social relations of wellness and prosperity (obulamu obulungi).
What occupies these social spaces during such moments of ritual creativity and production
goes far beyond music to involve participants in the total sensory experience of kusamira. Basamize
and baswezi must “hear” spiritual calls to mediumship, responding with appropriate ritual measures.
The scent of medicinal herbs and home-cured tobacco hangs about shrines (massabo). Here clients
heed the instructions of ritual healers and breathe in the aromatic burning of such herbs, an activity
called okunyokeza. When spirits come, proper greeting requires them to first grasp the spirit’s hands
and then proceed through often lengthy greetings. Most importantly, they must listen to the spirits’
demands and respond with prayers, songs, and sacrifices. After sacrifice, the smell of charred meat
thinly masks the nearby cleaning of tripe to feed the spirits. Kusamira ritual ends as it begins: in
song. However, feeding spirits invariably draws reciprocal gifts of meat and blessings. For basamize,
the taste of celebratory ritual meals is that of waning misfortunes and the renewal of good living
(obulamu obulungi).
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Paul Stoller’s work in the late 1980s led a vanguard of anthropologists to theorize sensory
experiences in ethnographic research.56 James Clifford and George E. Marcus likewise hinted just a
few years prior at the benefits of a more “sensual ethnography,” suggesting that the Western
taxonomic imagination was “strongly visualist in nature.”57 Stoller extended this path definitively
during the 1990s.58 The development of ethnomusicology as a field over the last sixty years could be
seen as a project in one specific area of sensual ethnography that turns away from the visualist bias.
After all, ethnomusicologists take account of sonic culture or cultural soundscapes and interpret their
ethnographic significance. While retaining a primary focus on sound as a unit of previously
neglected ethnographic inquiry in the ethnography of East African ritual healing, this study also
draws attention to the undeniably multisensory experience of kusamira ritual.
One operative category of sensory experience that the standard five senses of taste, touch,
smell, sight, and sound fail to capture is the embodiment of spiritual essence. Flexible personhood in
kusamira certainly involves all of these, but it also requires a bodily consciousness beyond them.
Stoller writes that, “in the bodies of mediums many of the Songhay spirits become replicas of
ancestors which embody the past, make contact with the present and determine the future.”59
Basamize and baswezi mediums wield a kind of dual temporal agency that brings the past into the
present through the embodiment of ancestral spirits and creates spaces in which time is defined not
by the external constraints of jobs, taxi schedules, or even night and day, but by the goals and
spiritual logic of ritual endeavors. Following Thomas Csordas, this perspective avoids treating
“body” as a synonym for “self” or “person,” which could too easily objectify bodies in ritual as
“things devoid of intentionality and intersubjectivity.”60 Rather, the embodiment of spiritual essence,
locally glossed as “carrying the ancestors” (okukongojja abajjajja), attributes creative agency to
mediums who release a usual sense of self to spirits as a process of flexible personhood.
The term spirit possession, however useful for abbreviating references to this process,
nevertheless runs the risk, if used in isolation, of robbing mediums of the creative agency it requires
to perform kusamira rituals. Most basamize and baswezi describe their experiences as
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somnambulistic mediumship, meaning that they say they do not consciously experience or remember
what happens during the time in which spirits possess them.61 However, they embark on protracted
learning processes in order to promote, control, and manipulate these experiences. They also
articulate an important element of this intercorporeal experience that leaves part of the spirits’
identities attached to their mediums: even when they are not in trance, people refer to mediums by
the names of their patron spirits. The verb kusamira implies actions for both humans and spirits that
point to intersubjective experience, where the two entities interrelate in a manner that prioritizes
social relations over individual essence.62 With regard to musical events, Ruth Stone theorized the
“transition from an individual’s subjective reality to the intersubjective reality of many individuals
operating at the level of a music performance,” suggesting that moving beyond the event meant
understanding that any performance exists “within a music system that is part of the larger
culture.”63 For basamize and their patron spirits, the mutual need and the desire to produce and
reproduce social relations of wellness and good living manifest in the requirement for action and
agency from both humans and spirits in performance.
Steven Friedson’s recent work theorizes these flexibilities of trance in ritual performance in
two useful ways. First, commenting on one spirit possessing several mediums simultaneously, he
writes, “the gods are not a single transcendent entity analogous to a Western projection of
personhood with a bounded identity and delimited personality, but always a multiplicity of effect.”
He calls this a “dynamic presence of difference,” which resembles similar situations I have
encountered in Uganda.64 Whether a spirit manifests in multiple mediums at once or not, its presence
in one medium may or may not resemble its presence in another. Secondly, Friedson’s notion of
“being-there-and-away” captures the flexibility of personhood required to embody spiritual
substance in kusamira ritual. It works equally well in his comparison of possession to sleep, echoing
earlier arguments about somnambulism. “Being-there-and-away” also captures the timelessness of
ritual experience: both Friedson and Jankowsky observe that ritual time simultaneously stretches out
to diminish the importance of other activities and becomes dense with meaning through ritual
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actions.65 Being-there-and-away, awake but not lucid in the usual sense, draws on the technology of
musical interaction and the creative capacity for personal flexibility as a specific mode of being-inthe-world, okusamira.66 This analysis recognizes the agency of both mediums and spirits in
intersubjective ritual experience. Therefore while references to possession and mediumship remain
useful throughout this dissertation, it is important to distinguish these two phenomena as steps along
a spectrum of experience by reference to agents of flexible personhood, that is, mediums or “those
who carry spirits” (abakongozzi). Generally, possession refers to any experience in which a person
submits his or her usual sense of self to control by a spirit, whether voluntarily or involuntarily.
Mediumship, by contrast, is a regular and purposeful practice that develops aptitudes for flexible
personhood by releasing a usual sense of self voluntarily and regularly. Kusamira involves honing
these aptitudes, partially through the performance of music in the form of ritual song, which to some
extent allows mediums to control and manipulate the experience of mediumship.
Methodology: Field Research In Southern Uganda
Because kusamira ritual so frequently involves music as a primary mode of social interaction
and a technology of ritual with specific uses, this project draws on a large collection of recorded
music from ritual events. I specifically set out to build this collection of recordings beginning in
2006, and continued to make recordings through the last phase of dissertation field research in 2010.
I also interviewed ritual healers and their clients, as well as the musicians whom they hire to provide
instruments and musical support for ritual events both small and large. Moreover, I sought out
healers’ organizations and non-governmental organizations who work with and advocate for
basamize and baswezi. In all of these activities, even those that did not involve music, musical
technologies were never far off as defining metaphors of kusamira. As noted above, even in
imitation, mentions of kusamira garner all manner of references to the sound and appearance of
ritual music and spirit possession.
During the first phase of this research in 2006, I conducted pilot interviews with a randomly
selected set of interviewees. The field of respondents was purposely diverse in terms of age, gender,
occupation, and religion. I wanted to know what kind of caché certain terms had in the general
population in order to understand their social significance. These terms included the ancient term
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referring to spirit possession (kubandwa) the more frequently used modern term with the same
meaning (kusamira), words for healer (omufumu, omusawo) and indigenous healer (omusawo
ow’ekinansi), and words for ritual in Luganda and Lusoga (kusamira and nswezi, respectively).
These terms all pointed toward associated musical practices in one way or another, and they were
associated with a cadre of professionals (basamize and baswezi) whose indigenous knowledge of the
music of ritual healing also included vast expertise in plant medicine, physical therapies, counseling,
and spiritual interventions.
Based on the pilot interviews on this original list of terms, I developed a much larger list of
Luganda and Lusoga words surrounding a constellation of practices called kusamira.67 When I
returned for a longer trip in 2008-2009, I used these terms for a more focused interviewing
technique. I sought out healers, ritual musicians, and their clients, the people who hired them. After
collecting some basic information on their professional activities and how long they had been doing
them, I asked them to define each of the terms in this longer list associated with the kusamira
cultural domain and to add any terms that they thought were missing from the list. This focused
listing technique differs from those described by Bernard and Borgatti, which ask participants to list
all of the terms associated with a particular activity, place, thing, or domain of experience.68 In this
case, ethnographic and historical literature had already defined the cultural domain at the center of
my interest. Asking for definitions, additions, and revisions to the established list helped to expand it
and offer multiple interpretations of it.
Throughout this second research trip and a third in 2009-2010, the list of terms also spawned
other lists. Most significantly, this included spirit pantheons. Instead of lists, I was confronted with
genealogies for which kinship diagrams made more graphic sense.69 Together, these lists and
genealogies became indicators of how highly localized ritual knowledge and practice are in Uganda.
Although patterns certainly emerged, no two respondents used precisely the same set of terms. Even
if they had, it was clear that their priorities still would have differed considerably depending on
location, personal history with the spirits, and breadth of experience in ritual healing and song.
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Between City and Village: Toward a Musical Ethnography of Kusamira
Because these ideas presented themselves as highly localized, a clear image of ritual
practices in Buganda and Busoga emerged only through frequent movement. Attending to “multiple
and shifting vantage points” responds to recent concerns in phenomenological ethnography in order
to grasp meanings constructed through the intersubjective experiences of human and spiritual agents
in ritual interactions.70 I examined archival sources in as many places as possible, but these could not
take the place of frequent attendance at rituals. I traveled back and forth between Kampala and
villages in Buganda. George Marcus uses the phrase “multi-sited research imaginary,” but in this
case the social imaginary came from research participants themselves as much as from the design of
the project.71 I alternated these activities with stints in Jinja, Iganga, and rural areas further east in
Busoga, observing and playing music for rituals there. The more basamize and baswezi healers and
musicians I met, the more calls I got. Finally it came to the point where I had to consult with the
most experienced people I knew in order just to decide which events to attend. I also had to balance
this advice with research priorities according to what kinds of things I had seen and what I had only
heard about. Inevitably, this creates some kind of bias. In the middle of this field research, it became
abundantly clear that it would be impossible to examine the full breadth of ritual and musical variety
or to experience the diversity of Kiganda and Kisoga spirit pantheons in their entirety. Even if I had
stayed in one place for the entire time, an exhaustive study of one such place would have left other
kinds of gaps.
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Map 1.2: Districts of Buganda and Busoga showing locations of the field research
(Black squares are villages; other labels are districts.)
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In writing this dissertation, I consciously employ what James Clifford and George Marcus
call “a rigorous sense of partiality” in ethnography.72 Since the often-cited “crisis of representation”
to which these scholars called attention in the 1980s, recognizing the peculiar subjectivities of any
ethnographic endeavor has become for ethnographers what a self-conscious recognition of bias is to
journalists and reporters. As an essential part of this responsibility, I cannot ignore that my status as
a novice and an outsider in the context of kusamira ritual observation. Often my presence caused a
spectacle. Although I attempted to contribute as other participants did by supporting the purchase of
animals for sacrifice and other necessities of ritual, my status as a person of means frequently
motivated radically different expectations from those placed on locals. My musical participation
sometimes caused ritual matters to be put on temporary hiatus in favor of novel entertainment. In
short, my presence and participation necessarily established an organic intersubjectivity with field
consultants that was qualitatively different from that which they normally maintained with each
other. My scholarly attempts to evoke the essence of what it means to do kusamira therefore derive
from a particular set of subjective archival and field circumstances. These attempts therefore selfconsciously shed “strong, partial light”73 on the sound and social aesthetic of spiritual healing in this
region. As healers can only control a small and rather slippery portion of their total identity and
public image through their efforts at making their voices heard, so this project only captures the
resonance of those voices from a finite number of perspectives. Since the voices of healers sound
different depending on the space in which they pray and sing and the perspective of the listener,
these contours must be outlined by a listener in motion. The resulting ethnographic narrative
therefore grows out of motions that imitated those of healers’ clients, spirit mediums, and ritual
musicians. These contemporary practitioners of kusamira taught me to listen and participate in ritual,
to hear mediumship as a social attempt to produce and reproduce wellness in pursuit of the good life
(obulamu obulungi).
In 2005, I began learning about as many indigenous Ugandan musical instruments and their
playing techniques as possible. A year later, I traveled to Uganda for the first time to study Luganda,
the most widely spoken of the Eastern Lacustrine Bantu languages in Uganda. Five years later, these
two skill sets are still the most valuable tools at my disposal for ethnographic research. They
facilitated intensive periods of collaboration with ritual musicians, wherein we transcribed an
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enormous number of songs, interviews, and other exchanges with healers and other musicians. From
this corpus of recorded data, I have compiled a keyword searchable database of over 150 songs. I
have developed a separate collection of songs concerning twinship that basamize use to begin ritual.
Rather than attempt to create an exhaustive database of every single ritual song, I have instead
worked to account for many different types of songs and the purposes for which basamize and
baswezi use them. Rather than pretend to offer a complete picture of what kusamira is and what it
means to people, this dissertation consciously evokes the recurrent meanings that permeate
kusamira.
At the heart of this endeavor to evoke the central meanings of kusamira—which has proven
to be a tenacious social institution for hundreds of years—lies my attempt to hear something in the
music that no brief period of colonial encounter could muffle and no contemporary obsession with
faster moving technologies could permanently leave behind. Flexibilities of personhood involved in
kusamira long ago endowed it with flexibilities as an organizing force in the social reproduction of
wellness, which has a great deal to do with why so many people still consult indigenous healers as
their first line of response to barrenness, illness, misfortune, and pestilence. The power of this kind
of indigenous knowledge lies in the consistent ability of its practitioners to continually reproduce it
in infinite transmission to successive generations, and through this process to distill rather than dilute
it. In the chapters that follow, I attempt to make this power audible across time not as a repertory of
songs without any composer, but as a few flexible and intersecting repertories sung by a cadre of
committed, professional curators whose voices continue to make contributions and keep kusamira
relevant to those who rely on it.
Two inextricable things shape my analysis of kusamira: song texts and the ways in which
ritual practitioners utter them in musical performances of ritual. Taken together, these two reveal a
great deal about indigenous cosmology and about wellness as a social phenomenon. Valentin
Mudimbe suggested that the only ways of learning about African systems of thought were inevitably
filtered through Western discourse. As I show in chapter two, this perspective shares a major
oversight with much of the ethnographic and historical literature on East African ritual: it neglects
songs and their performance as units of analysis. This study of kusamira examines both song texts
and the ways that ritual performers use them as distinctively African discursive forms precisely
because they offer insight on a critical tradition of Ugandan social thought.
Song texts specifically demonstrate indigenous knowledge of the spiritual world, its power,
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its relationship to wellness, and appropriate modalities of interaction with it. Many songs reveal the
different types of spirits through litanies and appeals to them. Both by naming spirits and by
assigning them praise names or epithets, songs outline the nature of spiritual power in relation to
human life in general and the types of power associated with specific spirits. References to the
spirits’ provenance articulate not only links from spiritual patrons to historically important
migrations, but also spatial logics of cosmology and associations with elements of the natural world.
These include the assignment of great spiritual power to Lake Nalubaale (i.e. Lake Victoria), the
home of many spirits, or to specific rock formations as the various tools and abodes of the spirits.
Other associations include thunder and rain, indicators of the spirits’ influence on the success of
crops; fire, a symbol of spiritual power; and the bush, which inspires mutual respect between hunters
and animals. Some songs depict spirits as powerful animals who bestow spiritual power to humans
or as totem animals and therefore food taboos. Others connect spirits with the land by
conceptualizing plants as children of the spirits.74
Songs blame spirits for illness or misfortune, calling upon them to accept sacrifices for the
redress of afflictions. Such songs assume a spiritual etiology for illness and misfortune (ebibi) and
call upon spiritual patrons to restore wellness through blessings (mikisa). In the process, they model
ideal relationships between humans and spirits by reference to convivial social relations, specifically
including proper greeting terms and customs, appropriate accommodation of visitors, kneeling out of
respect, dancing together, the exchange of sacrifices for blessings, the equitable distribution of
resources, and the sharing of communal meals.
For basamize and baswezi, close interaction constitutes a crucial component of such
relationships, and that requires mediums to submit their usual senses of self and personhood to
patron spirits. In this way wellness becomes a social phenomenon through mediums’ embodiment of
suffering as a locus of social interaction between humans and spirits. It is also the central experience
that links song texts with their performance in ritual. Euphemisms for mediumship in song point
toward the intercorporeal, intersubjective nature of relationships between humans and spirits. They
champion the creative capacity for flexible personhood and the experience of mediumship as both
chaotic and beneficial. They reveal distinctive cultural beliefs about human spirituality, such as the
standard of spiritual twinship and the necessity to bind the negative spiritual potential of actual
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twins. If music socializes mediumship through ritual, then mediumship socializes wellness through
the embodiment of spiritual substance. Put another way, text is to intertextuality as body is to
intercorporeal experience and more broadly as flexible personhood is to convivial social relations in
the production of wellness.
These parallels assume a distinctive brand of performance. Performers of ritual sing songs in
mutable variation and structured, but improvisatory spontaneity, making the songs flexible enough
for various types of ritual. They refer to different kinds of ritual work. Among these, sacrifice
constitutes a major theme and it gets adapted to specific sacrifices and the spirits to whom they are
offered. The creation of space within the compound or home also becomes a central focus of much
ritual. Beyond sacrifices and the maintenance of a usable spatial logic to reflect cosmology, other
performative activities also promote convivial social relations with patron spirits. These include the
introduction of unfamiliar items to spirits, acquainting spirits with outsiders—for example
researchers who want to record and photograph them—and feeding spirits, who then feed people.
This is a crucial point because while it is important to examine songs as a neglected form of textual
evidence in East African scholarship, it is equally important to situate them in their performative
contexts. By examining the performance of ritual as a flexible set of activities that includes
musicking, I link songs with their ritual contexts.
Without understanding the texts of these songs in the broader performative context of ritual,
observers run the risk of merely seeing basamize and baswezi and distorting their practices as
drunkenness, madness, both, or worse. It is crucial to hear them through these texts, through their
singers’ urgency, and through the raucous excitement of so many drums and gourd rattles. Close
listening begins to open the ways (okusumulula amakubo) so that one can know what it means to
experience the spirits’ blessings (mikisa) through other senses. The smell of roasting meat after days
of drumming, dancing, and ritual work, the sweet scent and gritty feel of banana beer to quench the
thirst of such work, and the mouth-watering taste of a celebratory meal that the spirits distribute
following sacrifice all contribute to the depth of meaning only hinted at in song texts. Listening more
closely again after these events, the words take on new meaning imbued with rich sensual
experience. Baganda basamize and Basoga baswezi have different ways of sharing indigenous
knowledge, but songs and the circumstances of their performance draw attention to the importance
of such knowledge for connecting people to their ancestors and each other for a better life. The
chapters presented here deal with these songs and circumstances in an attempt to understand those
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connections and how they impact the social reproduction of wellness..
Organization of the Dissertation
Chapter two examines the historical record surrounding ritual and public healing practices in
Interlacustrine East Africa. Recognizing that spiritual healing has been a musical endeavor in East
Africa far beyond Uganda, this chapter takes account of key studies and concepts in the examination
of kusamira as a historically significant phenomenon in the region. A discussion of its historical
antecedents, namely the proto-Bantu cognate institution of kubandwa and the quasi-mythical dynasty
of kings called Bacwezi, gives way to historiographic debates of the late twentieth century. I use
these debates to frame an aural approach to public healing in contemporary Uganda.
Chapters three and four unpack the syntagmatic dynamics of ritual, articulating the place of
musical performance in the ritual order. From diagnostic divination to redressing afflictions to
celebrating blessings and ensuring future wellness by sharing social space with spirits, rituals of
kusamira and nswezi involve music at nearly every stage. These chapters approach that music
through the exegesis of fifty song texts, which urgently call the spirits into such social spaces and
implore them to help eradicate disease and misfortune. They clarify that barrenness, illness,
infertility of crops and animals, and pestilence are problems with spiritual components as important
as their physical symptoms. This common belief in spiritual etiology nevertheless takes on local
character, as the examples in this chapter show. Addressing these problems requires the creative
capacities at work in kusamira, and these form a common thread through the diagnostic techniques
discussed in chapter three and the interventions discussed in chapter four. The textual analyses
presented in these chapters highlight these capacities, examining what they reveal about spirit
pantheons, what they have to do with indigenous Kiganda and Kisoga etiologies of illness, and the
place of song in ritual diagnosis and therapeutic intervention.
Chapter five compares the music of kusamira rituals in Buganda with the music of nswezi
rituals in Busoga by looking at a portion of their ritual repertories that they have in common. As in
chapters three and four, this process reveals both common elements and localized differences. In
particular, I draw attention to the musical aspects of Kiganda and Kisoga ritual. Both types of music
behave similarly within their given contexts, but their specific musical components reveal definitive
differences in their standard forms and spiritual foci. By highlighting the intercontextuality of ritual
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in both places, I draw out the interdependence of indigenous knowledge, ritual work, and spiritual
power in the performance of kusamira. Such interdependence parallels that of people and spirits.
Chapter six examines contemporary social infrastructures of public health and healing in
Uganda. Indigenous healers and their organizations struggle for control in an increasingly complex
dialectic of wellness involving clinics, hospitals, and government ministries, pointing up social
spaces of agency and disenfranchisement. Their interactions with religious communities and their
ability to adapt rapidly tend to create a narrative of shifting contours for indigenous healers who
nevertheless remain dedicated to reproducing wellness. Because visibility in mass media outlets has
complicated and stigmatized the professionalization of indigenous healing, these practitioners’ and
organizations’ musical attempts to open the blessings, (okusumulula emikisa) in pursuit of the good
life (obulamu obulungi) have recently emphasized audibility over visibility.
Chapter seven offers a few concluding thoughts about the social aesthetics of ritual
performance among the Baganda and Basoga. By bringing spirits into social spaces through the
flexibilities of mediumship in ritual, basamize and baswezi draw on the wisdom of ancestors and
patron spirits to cultivate convivial social relations with those spirits and with each other. Intensive
indigenous knowledge of these processes and their dynamics, I suggest, remains the specific purview
of basamize and baswezi, whose efforts to socially reproduce wellness they place in the service of
communities who wish to live the good life (obulamu obulungi). I conclude by theorizing the
knowledge (obuwangwa) of these historically significant techniques as an African gnosis.
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CHAPTER TWO
HISTORICAL TRAJECTORIES OF RITUAL HEALING IN UGANDA
“They came from our grand-grand-grands, those bajjajja from long ago.”
-Nakayima, musamize and singer, on ritual songs
A widely varied literature details a long history of ritual healing practices all over Interlacustrine
East Africa. Preliminary research for this project involved a critical historiography of this literature
and theorized ritual healing in the region. This chapter contains an overview and an expansion of
that historiographic perspective.75 Further research has revealed other recently published studies, as
well as archival sources in Uganda. Reviewing these sources will contextualize this study and situate
its focus on music within a body of literature that, with few exceptions, glosses over music as a
circumstantial and relatively inconsequential part of ritual healing. While it is true that musical
practices form only a part of any given ritual healer’s activities, this study shows that in Uganda, it is
an essential and ubiquitous part.
Writing on the importance of indigenous healing to the history of the Great Lakes region,
Steven Feierman complained, “historians have not ignored the important figures I am calling public
healers, but work on these figures has been curiously disconnected from any of the larger historical
narratives.” Feierman’s citation of general histories that fail to recognize the significance of public
healing excludes pockets of interest in ethnographic and historical monographs, which he treats
separately from the widely accepted master narratives to which he refers. This chapter, and indeed
this dissertation, grow out of my similar observation that anthropologists, historians, and scholars of
religion have not ignored basamize entirely, but work on these figures has neither looked with any
significant depth at their musical repertories nor examined the place of music and song in ritual
processes. Meanwhile, many Ugandans readily recognize music as one of the defining features of
public healers’ social identity. It is one of their most positive assets. Visual representations of healers
in contemporary media emphasize their potential to harm, but music remains most closely associated
with their capacities for healing and maintaining wellness.
My field research reinforces this position: both ritual healers’ statements about musical
activities and the enormous amount of time they devote to musicking point to the importance of
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musical activities in their broader vocabulary of techniques. The term vocabulary has dual meaning
here. It refers literally to a vocabulary of conceptual terms that informed early stages of the field
research for this dissertation. It also includes the actions and entities to which terms in this carefully
selected lexicon refer. This vocabulary does not revolve solely around music, for it is more broadly
concerned with the complex relationship between humans and various kinds of spirits. However, as
in other areas of the vast region between the Great Lakes of East Africa, many of the terms and
associated practices in this vocabulary connote musical activity in the performance of ritual.
Bantu Vocabularies of Good Fortune and Misfortune
In my early field research, the word kubandwa appeared frequently. Anthropologists,
archaeologists, historians, and linguists who study Interlacustrine East Africa commonly recognize
this term as one of several proto-Bantu cognates relating to the indigenous practices of spirituality in
the region. For example, in the glossary of a dissertation on the history of Kitara, Western Uganda,
Renee Tantala defines kubandwa as a verb, “to be or become possessed by a spirit,” and as a noun,
“the possession ritual itself.” In a third definition, Tantala notes, “kubandwa includes petitioning,
making offerings and sacrifices, paying homage to mediums, and conferring blessings—as well as
performing possession rituals.”76 Having earlier considered a larger geographical region and more
languages, Iris Berger writes, “the root -band- has been translated as, ‘to press, oppress, obsess, to
press upon from above’ or, in Rwanda, ‘to torment, inconvenience, excite.’”77 In the regions of
Uganda where I used it as an entry point for talking about these practices, the word kubandwa
generated lengthy commentaries on ritualists who shake rattles, beat drums, and hold or “carry”
(okukongojja) spirits, get spirits “climbing the head” (okulinnya omutwe), or feel spirits “grabbing
the head” (okukwata omutwe). Both of these activities—musicking in some form and what many
scholars of ritual have called possession—appeared in connection with the term kubandwa as
consistently in my field research as they did in the literature.78 These activities are associated with
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healers’ attempts to eradicate misfortunes (bibi) and open the blessings (okusumulula emikisa) as
pursuit of the good life (obulamu obulungi).
Like many of the terms that I used in pilot interviews and later in focused listing interviews,
Bantu cognates like kubandwa, readily available in extant written sources, reveal elements of shared
expressive culture that span the entire Interlacustrine region. My early research highlighted three
categories of these elements: material things like musical instruments and garments, techniques of
mediumship, and ideological constructs revolving around overlapping spirit pantheons. This cultural
domain has historically been associated with a quasi-mythical dynasty of kings known as the
Bacwezi. Many peoples of Uganda, including the Banyoro, Baganda, Banyankore, and Basoga,
name the Bacwezi among their predecessors as conquering kings in the region. As historian Shane
Doyle has observed, claiming this “Cwezi” dynasty was for indigenous writers during the colonial
period an effective method of enhancing the legitimacy of local dynasties by naming divine
dynasties as the ancestors of their contemporary rulers.79
Public Healers in Pre-colonial History
Early European explorers began two important trends that continued through twentieth
century scholarship: they associated the root word -cwezi with indigenous religion that bolstered
early Interlacustrine states and named women as frequent practitioners of that religion. Although
Doyle challenges both of those orthodoxies, these early European writers nevertheless offer telling
descriptions of ritual practitioners’ appearance and music in the nineteenth century worth quoting at
length. John Hanning Speke wrote:
Many medicant women called by some wichwézi, by others mabandwa, all wearing the most
fantastic dresses of mbugu covered with beads, shells and sticks, danced before us singing a
comic song, the chorus of which was a long shrill rolling, cooroo-coo-roo, delivered as they
came to a standstill. Their true functions were just as obscure as the religion of the negroes
generally; some called them devil-drivers, others evil-eye averters; but, whatever it was for, they
imposed a tax on the people, whose minds being governed by a necessity for making some selfsacrifice to propitiate something, they could not tell what, for their welfare in the world, they
always gave them a trifle.80
The term mbugu refers to bark cloth here, which remains a common garment for basamize and
baswezi. Speke’s reference to wichwézi conflates the -cwezi root with his perception of these people
79
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as witches. “Mabandwa” incorporates the aforementioned proto-Bantu root for spirit possession, band. He makes near caricatures of ritual practitioners in the superficial depth of his observation, but
others corroborated Speke’s account, further describing the adornments worn by these ‘wichwezi’
and noting the respect they received from their communities, but nonetheless persisting in the
colonial view of them as witches.
A class of medicants or gentle beggars called “Bandwa,” allied to the Wichwezee, seem spread
all over these kingdoms. They adorn themselves with more beads, bells, brass, and curiosities
than any other race, and generally carry an ornamented tree-creeper in their hands…They wander
from house to house singing; and are occasionally rather importunate beggars, refusing to leave
without some present. A set of them lived near us at Unyoro, and seemed to have cattle of their
own, so that they do not entirely depend upon begging for subsistence. The natives all respect
them very much, never refusing them food when they call, and treating them as religious
devotees. Any one may join their number by attending to certain forms; and the family of a
Bandwa does not necessarily follow the same occupation. I knew one of them the captain of a
band of soldiers. This whole country was once occupied by people of this class, called
Wichwezee, who, according to tradition, suddenly disappeared underground!81
Here again versions of -band and -cwezi appear in close proximity, reinforcing the close association
between practices of ritual healing and the mytho-historical dynasty of divine kings. Grant’s
reference to an “ornamented tree creeper” could have been a reference to a rattling idiophone, as this
was and still is the ubiquitous instrument for ritual healing all over the region. The version in this
description probably looked like what Alex Arnoux described several years later in Rwanda or what
Paul Van Thiel found in Ankole, western Uganda.
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Fig. 2.1: Enjebajebe from Ankole, western Uganda

These instruments, pictured in an image borrowed from Van Thiel’s study, resemble the inzĕbe, a
similar instrument from Rwanda.82
Eduard Carl Oscar Theodor Schnitzer, a.k.a. Emin Pasha, echoed Grant and Speke on the
matters of bodily ornamentations, the use of bark cloth, and the social respect offered these
indigenous physicians by their peers:
The most striking figures among the crowds of people loitering about here were the Wichwézi
sorceresses, a large number of whom are found at the court of every Wawitu prince. Clothed in
bark cloths, yellowish brown or dyed black—one wore even the handsome mtone, a fine bark
cloth with black patterns—so that the whole body is covered, they also not infrequently wear the
skins of goats or sheep, and occasionally cheetah or otter . . . skins and adorn or disfigure their
heads with objects of every conceivable description. These ladies are certainly not beautiful, and
they would hardly be eligible for vestal virgins, but they are feared, and therefore venture to take
many liberties. As is always the case where professional interests are concerned, they vie with
one another in eccentricities. One at Riónga’s court grunted every minute; at Anfina’s, one of
them spoke in the highest falsetto, while another sat down beside one of the company, and
wanted her shoulders rubbed and her head bent.83
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These accounts offer several valuable pieces of information about the ritual healers and spirit
mediums of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. First, at least three hundred years after
the last of the Cwezi dynasty, ritual healers were still associated with them. Second, these healers
dressed in a distinctive manner and carried out their activities publicly, making themselves heard
with the kinds of musical instruments that Emin (Schnitzer) described and the singing to which
Speke referred. Third, they commanded not only attention but respect and even fear, often by placing
social or moral obligations on people to make monetary contributions to their cause or face
consequences. Finally, Pasha’s version offers an early glimpse of the ways in which spirit mediums’
voices changed when they acted under the influence of the spirits.
Virtually all of these things remain true of basamize and baswezi in contemporary Uganda.
Basamize name among their spirit pantheon Bacwezi who were cattle keepers in Bunyoro. Baswezi
in Busoga also name nswezi spirits who have a connection with the ancient Cwezi dynasty. Although
these ritualists’ activities no longer occupy the public sphere as they once did, the general public
remains quite familiar with their appearances and the sound of their music. The voices of spirits still
sound quite different from those of their mediums. Spirits still exact tribute and sacrifice from adepts
of kusamira, whom they may recruit from any sector of society. However shallow the their
portrayals of of the ritualists in their time, these travelers still offered testaments to the historical
tenacity of these ritual practices in the region. From these ancient kings and the healers and rulers
who claim them as their ancestors come the essential vocabularies of a Cwezi-Kubandwa debate that
carried on throughout twentieth century historiography.
Ritualists Through Missionary History
Two missionary ethnographers took interest in ritual healers and published their findings in
1911: Reverend John Roscoe and the wife of another British missionary, Ruth B. Hurditch Fisher.
Both offered closer accounts of ritual than their explorer predecessors had. Both also clearly invested
a great deal of time in indigenous religion.
Roscoe’s account of Kiganda “native customs and beliefs” included a lengthy chapter on
religion dealing with what he called “Gods (Balubare), Fetiches (Mayembe), Amulets (Nsiriba), and
Ghosts (Mizimu).”84 He wrote of shrines and of the medicine men (Basawo) linked with them, who
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cared for the interests of the “ghosts” to prevent illness. He named specific gods. Not only did he
corroborate earlier descriptions of the mediums (emmandwa), he also gave lengthy descriptions of
their rituals. He offered not only genealogies of the spirits but also noted their provenance and retold
their stories as he had heard the oral traditions. He went so far as to include pictures of some of the
instruments used in rituals. He described rituals of divination and health intervention in relative
depth, especially compared with earlier accounts of ritualists in the region. Roscoe connected these
ritual practices not only to health but specifically to fertility, pointing toward the function of
kusamira as a process in social reproduction of wellness generally and in reproductive health
specifically.85 His access to royal research participants clarified that all of these practices fell in line
with the continual production and reproduction of the kingdom and its health as well.
Fisher’s account offered similar indications in a different royal context: Bunyoro. Although
her book was titled Twilight Tales of the Black Baganda, she and her husband in fact worked among
the Banyoro. Fisher’s account offers keen insight into ritual healers, whom whe calls “witch
doctors,” as keepers of oral tradition. These ritualists told the stories she recorded to the kings of
Bunyoro. Not only does Fisher’s retelling of this mythology articulate the ancient connection
between wandering conquering kings called Bacwezi and the practice of kubandwa, she also links
those kings with ironworking in the Bunyoro region.86 This important technology could have much
to do with why the Bacwezi were so revered. According to Fisher and her “witch-doctor”
informants, this was not a dynasty that got conquered, but rather disappeared from the region.
The legends describe how the Bacwezi were wearied by the constant strife between men, and
left the country never again to be seen by mankind; but their connection with humanity did
not cease; in order to be revenged [sic], they visited the people with disease and misfortune,
therefore it was necessary to propitiate them with sacrifices and offerings.87
The people who knew how to propitiate them were held in very high regard by the rest of Nyoro
society. As in Roscoe’s account, these people became responsible in large part for the health of the
kingdom.
One of the problems with these kinds of “first contact” narratives, whether from travelers or
missionaries, is that any discussion of music too often bolsters an essentializing discourse. For
example, Fisher wrote of Bunyoro, “it is indeed a country absolutely void of music.” Her
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descriptions of “war drums” say more about her missionary gaze than about the music:
“Inflammable as is the nature of the African, the drum thrills him, and no man can resist its war
call.”88 Likewise Roscoe described possessed mediums “uttering peculiar noises and using words
which the people could not understand.”89 Although there were new moon celebrations and other
occasions for dancing, the music of these events seems curiously disconnected in Roscoe’s account
from the ritual activities that precede it. Nevertheless, the two activities at least appear adjacent in
his narratives as they do in Fisher’s, and in both accounts these things were the purview of
professional diviners and healers.
The Bacwezi-Kubandwa Debate in Colonial History and Beyond
From the earliest issues of the Uganda Journal in the 1930s throughout much Africanist
discourse of the colonial era in Uganda, the Bacwezi remained at the center of debates about divine
kingship in the history of the region, the value of oral sources for writing history, and the
relationship between public healing and political power. Renee Tantala’s dissertation offered an
exhaustive overview of this debate that will not bear repetition here. However, it is important to
draw attention to two related streams of argument: one questioned the political implications of
Bacwezi historicity, while the other interrogated their importance to pre-colonial religion in the
Interlacustrine region. From these two areas of the debate emerged a third: the use of oral sources in
writing African history.
Much of this debate revolved around the publication of king lists. Sir Tito Winyi, the onetime king of the Banyoro, published an early list of Nyoro kings in the 1930s; this and other lists
were still under debate when John Nyakatura published a list in the 1970s.90 E.C. Lanning’s
assertions about Masaka Hill as an “ancient centre for worship” would have placed the Bacwezi as
the focus of rituals, but C.C. Wrigley asserted a few short years later that these kings were the stuff
of myths and legends, not of actual history as the king lists would have it.91 Wrigley denied that oral
sources could tell historians anything about what happened four centuries ago.
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If kings and their kingdoms thought their claims to Bacwezi ancestry could win them
political solvency under the colonial regime, this turned out to be a rather moot point after Uganda
declared independence from Britain in 1962 and subsequently abolished kingdoms in 1966. That did
not stop the debate over the importance of Bacwezi and their predecessors, the Batembuzi, from
raging on. M. S. M. Kiwanuka famously followed Wrigley in denying the historicity of the Bacwezi
and Batembuzi dynasties.92 Unlike Wrigley, however, Kiwanuka was one of several Ph.D. students
who completed studies in London based on oral sources in the mid 1960s. By the 1970s historians
such as John Iliffe, Terence Ranger, and I. N. Kimambo demonstrated that whether these dynasties
had ever existed and ruled or not was less important than the appearance of Bacwezi in the oral
traditions of the region and the impact they had on indigenous religion.93 Jan Vasina’s students
would solidify the use of oral sources as a standard technique for writing histories of the region.
Beginning in the mid-1960s, two other important shifts shaped the Cwezi-Kubandwa
controversy. The first related to a broader trend that would affect ethnographic and historical studies
through the rest of the century. Anthropologists, historians, and sociologists alike railed against the
functionalist notion that ritual simply reinforced the solidarity of homogenous social or ethnic
groups. They suggested instead that ritual could express the frustrations of marginalized and
oppressed groups, encoding rebellion and resistance. The second assessed the Cwezi-Kubandwa
debate in terms of the legacy that this phenomenon left for understanding social processes in East
Africa rather than questions of historicity or politically motivated historiography.
The Resistance Paradigm In Africanist Scholarship
This shift in focus toward the kubandwa religious aspects of Cwezi history in the 1960s
precipitated one of the defining debates of twentieth century ethnography and historiography. Max
Gluckman began this trend in the 1960s, and Victor Turner’s work continued it by recognizing
critical discourse within the symbolic content of ritual. 94 Anthropologist Joseph Hellweg neatly
summarizes parallel movements within other disciplines:
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Similarly, progressive historians saw, within rituals, encoded forms of proto-nationalist
rebellion (Ranger 1967:257-258), ethnic emancipation (Schoffeleers 1972:92), anti-capitalist
resistance (Linden and Linden 1974:132), and anti-colonial insurgency (Fugelstad 1975:210).
Engaged sociologists, meanwhile, placed African religious syncretism in a broad theoretical
context and saw within new African churches attempts to valorize pre-colonial cultures in the
face of political and economic oppression and within a global-neo-colonial system (Balandier
1966; Lanternari 1963:19-62; Van Binsbergen 1981:290).95
In 1971, Ioan Lewis’s Ecstatic Religion cemented Africanist anthropology’s fascination with
analyses of ritual “resistance and disaffection” in marginalized populations.96 Lewis’s work became
emblematic of the resistance paradigm, but as Hellweg notes, other anthropologists made important
contributions by combining work on symbolism in ritual with a theoretical focus on Marx and
Gramscian hegemony.97 Even if later scholars would dismiss these perspectives under collective
headings like “deprivation theory” or “marginalist theory,” that could not diminish the considerable
contributions that corrected the reductionist aspects of Lewis’s argument. Peter Fry, for example,
eloquently synthesized Weber’s notion of charisma and Durkheim’s “conscience collective” concept
in a rather nuanced approach to the spirit mediums of Southern Zimbabwe, whose “insider” and
“outsider” spirits lent social outsiders moral authority.98 In short, as Susan Seymour has observed,
“analyses of power and hegemonic asymmetries replaced functionalism as the predominant
theoretical framework for ethnography in the late 1970s and early 1980s.”99 Seymour was not alone
in asserting that theorizing resistance has been a problem for cultural anthropologists since this time.
It has been equally problematic for historians.
In the wake of this work on resistance, scholarship on Cwezi-Kubandwa history in the
Interlacustrine region began to reconsider the role of women in ritual. Soon after the completion of
her dissertation, Iris Berger’s historical work depicted rituals in this region as sites where women
could assert their voices in a more democratic manner than everyday political hierarchies would
allow.100 Along with Carole Buchanan, she contended that marginalization could follow gender
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divisions as easily as it could follow ethnic or class boundaries.101 Berger and Buchanan departed
slightly from earlier work in that they emphasized not merely a gendered politics of resistance
sought by women but egalitarian social structure that they could not find outside ritual.
If these historians saw ritual as a site for women to assert their agency, other studies in the
1980s depicted women and other ritual agents resisting colonial and neo-colonial repression as
champions for historical change who claimed power in various ways. For example, they used
Christian symbols for pre-colonial ideas in subversive Zionist South African Churches.102 Shona
guerilla fighters associated land grievances with autocthonous ancestral spirits, placing them in
direct contradistinction with the “strangers” attempting to control the land, in order to solidify
popular support in Zimbabwe.103 This approach recalled Fry’s earlier insider/outsider analysis, but it
relied on a much different set of ethnographic data. Songhay spirit mediums in Niger imitated
French colonial officials in order to appropriate colonial power.104 All of these approaches appear to
place agency directly in the hands of ritual practitioners, but in fact some scholars argued in nearly
the opposite direction.
The problem with these analyses lay in arguments for subversion: as Hellweg observed, too
often ritual practices appeared to shroud ritualists’ agendas “not only from those against whom they
wished to rebel but also from practitioners themselves.”105 The issue of agency was a sticking point:
critiques of the resistance paradigm began to appear in the ethnographic scholarship of the late
1970s, but this new area of the debate shaped work on ritual through the 1990s. Julian Cobbing
asserted that portrayals of unwitting subversion in ritual robbed practitioners of their agency.106 Ten
years later, J. Kiernan reacted with similar incredulity to the notion that ritualists could somehow be
unconscious of their resistance even if it was clear to outside observers. 107 Meanwhile other critics
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saw resistance theorists as “romanticizing” or “fetishizing” those whom they depicted as occupying
social margins.108
Debates about women claiming power from places of marginality continued as well. Like
Berger and Buchanan, Janice Boddy portrayed zar spirits as giving Hofriyat women symbolic terms
to voice critical interpretations of their fertility and other gender-bound issues.109 By contrast,
however, Boddy rejected what she saw as Lewis’s reductionist assertions about women and spirit
possession, suggesting instead that the zar cult articulated women’s concerns not merely resistant in
a man’s world but which contained an internal complexity, a rather distinct women’s realm that
rendered resistance theory much less useful. Even when others have reinforced this opposition to the
marginalist argument, it has proven tenacious. Boddy, for example, has reiterated her perspective,
but Lewis’s more recent publications and Erika Bourguignon’s work have upheld the resistance
paradigm.110
Particularly with regard to the approaches that synthesized earlier streams of the resistance
perspective in the 1980s, the analysis presented in this dissertation strongly emphasizes the agency
that ritualists derive from their creative aptitudes. Following Michael Lambek, understanding the
cultural basis of ritual and trance should be about trying to understand their symbolic constructions
as creative endeavors without sacrificing any of their richness.111 Again, Hellweg is worth quoting at
length here in his summary and subsequent rebuttal of reductionist deprivation theory:
Through the mediation of ritual, historical conditions determine participants’ forms of
consciousness without ever bringing participants to a full conscious awareness of them. In
other words, the material context of domination, rather than the cultural creativity of ritual
agents, ultimately determines the forms of consciousness for which resistance scholars
account—as well as the forms that the rituals in question take and the content they hold. Such
a theory clearly runs counter to ritualists’ own experience of the power they seek. Ritualists
themselves, while rarely claiming to understand entirely the nature of the spiritual power they
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evoke, certainly go about its evocation deliberately and with intentions of which they claim
full awareness and responsibility” (emphasis in original).112
This is not to say that claiming agency or responsibility precludes ritualists from articulating patterns
of social resistance in their practices. As Leroy Vail and Landeg White have shown through the
songs of vimbuza spirit mediums in Malawi and Zambia, numerous elements of the resistance
paradigm—persistence amid colonial oppression, subaltern voices for women as marginal members
of society and historical interpreters, ethnic emancipation, and resistance to capitalist
modernization—can present themselves within a single tradition of spirit mediumship.113 Boddy and
Donovan’s claims that marginalist theory obscures more than it reveals depends to some degree on
the set of ethnographic data in question.114 Whatever the social meanings of ritual, though, any
analysis that robs practitioners of their agency, whether in ritual or social processes, both
underestimates the social power that they weild and falls short of a full assessment of ritual meaning.
This dissertation posits musicking as a central locus of agency for basamize and baswezi wherein
song texts generate both ritual and social meanings.

Beyond Resistance: Understanding Ritual and Mediumship in History and Society
As the debate over the resistance paradigm wore on during the 1980s, historians led the way
in synthesizing it with larger questions about the Cwezi-Kubandwa issue. Despite years of debate—
some of it related to the wrangle over marginalist theories of ritual and some to the question of
Cwezi historicity mentioned above—Renee Tantala observed in 1989 that “there is no scholarly
consensus on the historical significance of the Cwezi personae.”115 One of Tantala’s valuable
contributions was to provide an exhaustive review of the many approaches and misconceptions
spawned by the “multiple referents” associated with the term Bacwezi. Summarizing her review here
in brief will help contextualize subsequent developments in the historiography of public healing.
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The Hamitic Myth
The earliest of these manifested in the obsessions of European travelers, missionaries, and
colonial officials with the hypothesis that “Hamitic” invaders from Ethiopia must have founded the
ancient Cwezi, drawing their authority in part from their appearance as outsiders with remarkable
height and light skin. So pervasive was this misconception that it is difficult to determine whether
modern kusamira pracititioners’ references to Kiwanuka as a “white” spirit have antecedents in this
Hamitic myth or in a more general depiction of spirits as qualitatively other from humans.
The Nilotic Hypothesis
The Italian Missionary Crazzolara put forward a different reconstruction of the regional
history based on a similar idea: in his version, invaders had come not from Ethiopia but from Nilotic
Luo-speakers in the north. Bethwell Ogot and J. B. Webster picked up on what Tantala called an
“exaggeration of Luo influence” in the region.116 Historians Semakula Kiwanuka and Michael
Twaddle roundly rejected this theory, however, on the basis of dynastic oral traditions and the early
iron age origins of the kingdoms of Uganda.117
Literal, Skeptical, Colonial, and Reconstructive Approaches
As mentioned above, some scholars took the dynastic traditions literally, arguing that the
Bacwezi had been actual kings in the region, while others argued that their historicity was
impossible.118 Others argued that even if they were never kings, the traditions concerning Cwezi
spirits had preserved useful information about the region’s distant past.119 Still others overstated
what Tantala calls the “colonial hypothesis,” which held that the dynastic traditions had been shaped
by the colonial circumstances in which people collected and wrote them. Out of this web of
bewildering misconceptions emerged Tantala’s more useful “reconstructive” approach. It drew on
the archaeological work that Peter Schmidt wed to his study of Haya oral traditions, Steven
Feierman’s brief commentary on the Cwezi, and Michael Twaddle’s keen observation that the term
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Bacwezi had multiple, shifting meanings.120 Schmidt’s work suggested that the Bacwezi’s status as
conquering kings confused the archaeological record as much as debates over their historicity had
muddled understandings of oral traditions about them. Feierman’s commentary and Twaddle’s
analysis identified the enduring cultural legacy of the Bacwezi: kubandwa, or what modern
practitioners call kusamira.
What the rest of Tantala’s dissertation offers to this study is an understanding of kubandwa
as a regional historical antecedent of kusamira. Although the geographic focus of her study was
Kitara, her identification of kubandwa as the cultural legacy of the Bacwezi affects the
historiography of the entire Interlacustrine region. She clarifies that Bacwezi may have been
conflated with their patron spirits of the same name, proposing the clearer term “Cwezi kubandwa.”
Hence what dynastic traditions had referred to as specific kings like Ndahura and Isimbwa were in
fact patron spirits. According to Tantala, these spirits provided the archetypical personae that
governed ritual authority and provided a moral and cosmological compass for the Bacwezi.121
Tantala also provided the analytical language for studies of the distant Ugandan past that other
historians would later use in studies of Buganda: her “close listening” about Cwezi movements and
her notion of “nodes of authority” in the distant past of the region particularly influenced the work of
Neil Kodesh and Shane Doyle.122 She was able to step back from debates about both CweziKubandwa historicity and marginalist theory to offer a well-balanced, comprehensive analysis of an
important geographic and temporal portion of Interlacustrine history.
Schmidt, Feierman, Twaddle, and Tantala brought the study of ritual healing in East Africa
to its next important transition: the recognition that debates over historicity and marginality obscured
more important meanings of ritual healing as a lens for the study of history and society. The
anthropology and history of the 1990s and the 2000s synthesized earlier currents in several ways.
John Janzen’s work on ngoma in southern Africa wed a linguistic anthropological approach to
theoretical concerns over cultural production, suggesting that African “quests for therapy” are social,
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not individual endeavors.123 As noted elsewhere in this study, his statements about the social
reproduction of health provide a key theoretical backdrop for understanding these endeavors. In a
festschrift, Janzen’s critics extended this theoretical focus to the political implications of ritual
healing and proposed the term “fruition” to refer to flexible ritual institutions of social production
and reproduction.124 Likewise Heike Behrend and Ute Luig’s edited volume brought this concern
with the political aspects of healing to the well-developed conclusion that “spirit possession cults are
not in opposition to but rather supportive of modernity, be it in an affirmative or critical way.”125
Thus contemporary practices, especially those that make complex ritual reference to historical
periods and practices, become important windows into regional histories all over east, central and
southern Africa. Moreover, as Rosalind Shaw’s work has shown, this trend extended to West
African histories of trans-Atlantic encounter as well.126
Recent Research and the Music of Public Healing
This review of literature presents an inclusive assessment of scholarly trends that have
shaped the study of ritual healing in Interlacustrine East Africa. As mentioned in the first part of this
chapter, the thrust of my preliminary research was to highlight three categories of expressive culture
that traditions of ritual healing in the Interlacustrine region share: materials such as musical
instruments and garments, techniques of possession and mediumship, and ideological constructs of
mediumship built around overlapping dynastic concepts of history as evidenced in the spirit
pantheons of ritual practitioners. Other recent research has pointed to two important points that
shape this dissertation.
First, the assertion about shared material, technical, and ideological expressive culture
resonates with other secondary sources concerned with ritual and ritual healing. David Schoenbrun
finds in the ethnographic record on spirit possession in the Interlacustrine Region what he calls “a
bundle of ideas, personnel and culture” in the Western Lacustrine Bantu languages in “overlapping,
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discontinuous distributions.”127 John Janzen makes a similar point about the lexicon of ritual healing
all over southern Africa. He emphasizes the importance of connecting that lexicon with behaviors
and material culture, “namely the musical instruments, their names, and the constellations in which
they are combined in ritual performance with singers.”128 To take Janzen and Schoenbrun seriously
is to actively seek out where their assertions manifest in the social life of Interlacustrine peoples. In
this study, that project points to kusamira ritual and its practitioners.
Second, such an investigation opens up the history of what Renee Tantala called “classical
religion” in this region.129 The activities to which these terms refer, however, are broader than just
religion. As Neil Kodesh shows, that term fails to “capture the significance of public healing in the
distant Ganda past.” Moreover, it fails to capture the significance of kusamira for present-day
populations even beyond Buganda. Kusamira encompasses a more fundamental philosophical
phenomenon revolving around good fortune and misfortune. Thus even as every healer is also in
some sense a facilitator of positive interventions in ritual, every healer also at some point comes into
contact with the potential to do as much harm as good. Tantala recognized this dual capacity for
healing and harming, as did her mentor, Steven Feierman. His characterization of kubana shi and
kuzifya shi, harming and healing the land, cut to the center of what he calls “rhythmed alternation” in
the simultaneous reckoning of cyclical and linear understandings of myth and ritual action over the
span of time.130 Likewise, basamize healers and mediums in Uganda speak of blessings (mikisa) and
misfortunes (bibi) in the pursuit of general wellness or good living (obulamu obulungi). These
blessings and misfortunes come from the mytho-historical progenitors of the people, particularly
those who have been deified. As Shane Doyle has observed, this connection to origin myths
accounts for the great deal of historical attention that this kind of “religion” has attracted in the Great
Lakes region.131 Many continue to occupy a central place in indigenous prayer and ritual.
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Like Tantala and Feierman, Kodesh has framed the distant past in this region by drawing on
such ritual, which he calls, following Feierman, “public healing.”132 Kodesh eloquently examines
how using historical imagination to read myths the way healers and mediums hear them allows for a
radically different understanding of the distant Ganda past than those available from extant king lists
and other politically motivated histories. Feierman’s influence looms large here as well, for he
asserted a decade earlier that “looking at the larger picture of public healing in African history is like
viewing a person’s image as reflected in scattered pieces of a broken mirror.”133 Kodesh performs
this difficult brand of historical exegesis more systematically and precisely than any earlier scholar
of public healing in Buganda.
More importantly, Kodesh follows Tantala in moving beyond visual metaphors toward
emphasizing an aural perception of what was and is an oral tradition. He encourages “hearing” oral
narratives ways that mediums and priests would have heard them in the distant Ganda past. In the
present era of so many turns toward visual culture in Uganda, visual media remain unfriendly
avenues of information for public healers. Nationally distributed newspapers and widely viewed
television news programs frequently feature stories on quack healers, specious practices, and other
abuses of indigenous medicine as a profession.134 So eager are these reporters to dispense with local
practices in favor of the accoutrements of development that any other portrayal of indigenous
healing has become the exception rather than the rule. Healers remain engaged in projects of
discursive struggle that revolve around claiming social agency through oral/aural means. These
efforts are consistent with their tendencies in ritual to negotiate processes of healing and harming by
calling and interacting with spirits through song.
Summary
The contemporary manifestation of ritual healing called kusamira has a long history in the
Interlacustrine region with particular roots in the oral traditions concerning the Bacwezi and the
associated ancient proto-bantu cognate social practice of kubandwa. Just as they have taken on
varying levels of relevance at different periods in East African social history, these ritual practices
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have had relevance for various currents of ethnographic and historical scholarship. The body of
published scholarship on kubandwa and Bacwezi provides an extensive written record on which this
study draws. In light of the debates on agency that have shaped that historiography, this chapter has
emphasized the importance of recognizing the creative agency of ritual practitioners as performers.
As subsequent chapters will show, the music of ritual provides an evidenciary basis for examining
such agency. The ethnographic and historiographic records have underutilized music as a unit of
analysis, and this study offers the foundations of a corrective.
This chapter purposely presents multiple, competing ideas about ritual healing in the distant
past. These practices are antecedents of kusamira mediumship and indigenous healing in
contemporary Uganda, and ethnographic and historiographic streams of scholarship on them form
the basis for this study. The beliefs and ideas involved in these practices feed the common musical
repertory with which the rest of this dissertation is concerned. However, far from viewing an image
of healing as reflected in the scattered pieces of a broken mirror, this project aims at clarifying ideas
about indigenous healing in this region by reference to the way it sounds rather than the way it
appears. Looks can be deceiving, but words spoken and sung have definite and specific power for
Baganda and Basoga basamize: they govern the power to harm and to heal.
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CHAPTER THREE
MUSICAL DIAGNOSIS, SPIRITUAL ETIOLOGY: PERFORMANCE IN THE RITUAL
ORDER
“Bajjajja baabise, walibaawo enfuntano.”
“Where the ancestors have passed, there will be an indelible mark.”
-Mzee Erukaana Waiswa Kabindi, muswezi
Reasons for performing ritual vary as widely as the types of blessings (mikisa) and
misfortunes (bibi) that motivate their performance. However, the types of kusamira ritual remain
finite and flexible enough to account for this broad range of motivations and an even broader range
of variations. This chapter and the next chapter examine four major categories of ritual healing in
Uganda, describing the place of musical performance as an embedded phenomenon in the
syntagmatic chain of ritual events. Addressing the extended order of performance and the internal
organizational logic of each ritual type across Buganda and Busoga offers insight on several key
questions. As this dissertation repeatedly shows, basamize and baswezi really perform ritual for one
overarching reason: they want to pursue a better life (obulamu obulungi). The concrete and
immediate reasons why they become mediums and invest such a great deal of energy, time, and
resources in ritual have to do with concerns about their abilities to promote and maintain social
relations that sustain wellness and prosperity. Examining the internal logic of specific rituals and the
order of separate ritual operations looks beyond these motivations to address logical questions about
ritual as a performative activity. What are the specific techniques of ritual performance? How does
song generate meaning in these contexts? Who must perform rituals, and what goals do those social
actors pursue? What are their measures of success and failure?
Examining these questions clarifies the extent to which some of these practices demonstrate
“transposable dispositions,” in particular flexible personhood in the practice of kusamira.135 Beyond
this common behavioral feature, though, kusamira and nswezi involve similar conceptualizations of
ritual. This is particularly evident in the kinds of consequences that follow when people neglect to
perform ritual. Musamize and drummer Ssematimba Frank Sibyangu explained that the refusal to
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perform ritual results in “problems in the clan: money gets lost, the kinsmen fall ill or die.”136
Muswezi Erukaana Waiswa Kabindi similarly noted, “when you don’t make those things, you get a
lot of problems in the family, they become mad, they become impotent, they become lousy, they
become mute, and when they go to hospital, and they inject you, you don’t normalize [sic].”137 So
these are not merely dispositions but transposable conceptualizations of harming and healing, of
illness and wellness, of the misfortunes and blessings (ebibi n’emikisa) that affect one’s ability to
pursue the good life (obulamu obulungi).
By contrast, some of the evidence presented here also portrays features of ritual as local to
Buganda or Busoga and even micro-localized within each region. In pointing out that elements of
shared expressive culture associated with cognate action terms like kusamira nevertheless take on
colloquial relevance, I highlight two related streams of argument. First, musical features in the
performance of ritual have logical counterparts in idiomatic cultural purposes and cosmological
implications. Second, these localized idioms of the more generally similar phenomenon called
kusamira point to the flexibility of this cognate social institution in meeting diverse needs. I follow
John Janzen in emphasizing that such flexibility facilitates social relations that promote wellness.138
Basamize and baswezi offer an indigenous cultural logic of this phenomenon in their focus on the
good life, what they call obulamu obulungi. The two sides of fortune—emikisa and ebibi—indicate
that this logic extends to both positive and negative possibilities.
Throughout these two streams of argument, I refer to a particular kind of flexibility necessary
to perform the central tasks of spirit mediumship in kusamira and nswezi ritual. Following Marcel
Mauss’s late work, I argue that it is possible to define personhood in society wherein individuality is
not the a priori characteristic.139 Basamize and baswezi draw on a specific creative aptitude that they
call okusamira, which I have translated here as flexible personhood or, as an infinitive verb, to
release one’s usual sense of self to a spirit. This creative capacity lies at the heart of all the rituals I
describe and interpret in this dissertation. In this chapter, flexible personhood serves the purposes of
diviners (balaguzi) in their attempts to diagnose the spiritual causes of physiological, psychological,
and interpersonal problems. Basamize and baswezi employ the same flexibility in attempts further
136
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along in therapeutic processes to clarify this etiology and begin to address afflictions through social
interactions with spirits.
Because song and its performance shape both the syntagmatic ordering of ritual and its rich
symbolic content to such a large extent, they offer a good place to start in the search for ritual
meanings. In this chapter, my exegesis of song texts provides the ethnographic data necessary to
examine ritual behaviors. Ultimately, these behaviors reveal much about how basamize and baswezi
conceptualize their relationships to ancestral and patron spirits. I begin with a discussion of kulagula,
a form of divination practiced in several different ways in Buganda and Busoga. Following a brief
overview of malevolent spiritual medicine (kuloga), I proceed by introducing the theme of twinship,
which begins every Kiganda ritual and some Kisoga rituals. The bulk of thie chapter deals with
diagnostic spiritual searches (okwaza). All of these pheonomena hold in common their place at the
beginning of a given therapeutic trajectory. Clients of diviners frequently move from an initial
consultation that rules out malevolent intervention (kuloga) to a small diagnostic ritual (okwaza),
which sometimes becomes the next in a longer cycle of rituals. This examination of syntagmatic
ritual elements reveals song to be a powerful force in shaping ritual order and in mediating the
relationship between kusamira adepts and their spiritual patrons.
Diagnostic Divination
Lay people most often mediate their entry into ritual activity through a proxy, a professional
with years of experience in this kind of specialized cultural knowledge (obuwangwa). They approach
these professionals with an enormous variety of challenges, illnesses, misfortunes, and problems.
Because these include everything from common physiological afflictions like broken bones or
malaria to psychosocial issues brought on by depression to marriage and inheritance, professional
healers maintain and continually develop diverse skill sets and bodies of knowledge to serve their
clients. These clients call their healers by many titles. Some relate to profession: omusawo or
omufumu, a healer; omusawo ow’ekinansi, an indigenous healer.; or omujjanjabi, an investigator (of
illnesses). Others signify specific activities or techniques: omugabi ow’eddagala, a mixer of
medicines; omulaguzi, a diviner; omuzaalisa, a birth attendant. Others are titles of respect for
seasoned spirit mediums: omusamize, one who does kusamira; emmandwa, a medium; omukongozzi,
literally one who carries spirits; omugabe, Lusoga for medium; or kabona, a title given to
experienced facilitators of ritual. Whatever the titles they adopt, most healers possess an ever63

increasing body of knowledge on plant species and their medicinal properties, a similarly dynamic
knowledge of spiritual possibilities and interventions, and a network of other healers to whom they
can refer difficult or unfamiliar cases.
During an initial visit, ritual healers most often work in their capacities as diagnostic
consultants and diviners. Examples from Buganda and Busoga both consistently show that this part
of indigenous healing practice varies widely according to regional details of spiritual healing and
personal style among healers. The examples presented here reflect the common and widespread
reality across both regions that many healers use musical sound as part of this process. Even where
they do not use music in the initial consultation, they almost certainly involve musicians, often
professionals, further along in the process of a given therapeutic trajectory.
Omulaguzi Omuganda: A Muganda Diviner
The first time I met Kabona Jjumba, he ignored me as he listened to a young woman and
made a constant, low-level rattling noise with the large pile of divination objects in front of him. I
had entered his shrine at an opportune time in his work day: his first wife ushered me in through the
low arch of the front entry just as a new client sat down and began to tell him about a problem she
was having. A few other clients sat near the edges of the circular shrine, which was about four
meters in diameter and, despite its two small entries, stood quite tall under its conical roof. Jjumba
was seated on the side of the single-room structure opposite the main entrance where I came in. He
sat on bark cloth within a one by two meter raised square, the only partition in the shrine, surrounded
by old spears associated with various spirits. More bark cloth covered the walls behind and beside
him and the ceiling above him. He wore a white kkanzu, the tunic that Kiganda kings long ago
adopted from Arab traders as their everyday attire, under necklaces made from cowrie shells and
seeds of a wild banana plant. Those same seeds, matembe, mixed with more cowries and coins in the
pile of loose items that Jjumba rattled noisily between himself and his client. He was performing
divination (okulagula). It is one of his primary tasks as an indigenous healer (omusawo ow’ekinansi)
to act as a diviner (omulaguzi) when people confront him with their problems.
The young woman in front of him quietly explained her husband’s recent sexual frigidity.
She was coy in her delivery, and Jjumba patient and understanding in his listening. Other clients and
Jjumba’s assistants looked on and occasionally moved about in disinterested chatter. Jjumba asked
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an inaudible question, to which the woman in turn responded so that only he could hear. He looked
patiently at his hands, picked up a handful of seeds, shells, and coins, and spread them back over the
rest of the pile. He repeated this action. Then he explained that she must bring a chicken and ekigali,
a nominal fee for offering to the ancestors with emmwanyi, the coffee berries traditionally offered to
any guest. Her sacrifice was to invite the spirits to help her with her problem. She asked Jjumba a
question, followed by a few more inaudible exchanges, before rejoining the friend who had come
with her, who was seated at a far edge of the shrine.
As I asked these two ladies about their history with Kabona Jjumba, a man sitting nearby
chimed in that he too had just come to visit this healer that day. He explained that he could not focus
on his studies or hold down a job, that he had begun “acting like a madman”: his family sometimes
found him wandering the streets with neither shirt nor shoes. His friends ushered him inside, where
they were confident that they had found someone to help. He was eager to share this information,
evidently confident that doing so in this place offered a path to relief from his troubles.
I began to see within a very short time that Jjumba, like many of the other healers I had met,
saw a very large number of new and returning clients each day. His technique for divination
(okulagula) resembled some others I had seen in that he tossed wild banana seeds, cowries, and
coins to divine their meaning. A good friend and fellow mulaguzi to Jjumba explained to me on
another occasion that others used small squares of leather about the size of a deck of cards called
“the shoes of Muwanga” (engatto za Muwanga) referring to the spirit associated with this second set
of divinatory tools. One major difference, however, was that music did not enter into his divinatory
process at all.
Jjumba’s process illustrates one set of expertise in relatively simple context. He tosses items
that signify prosperity and fruition—money and seeds—reading their patterns to divine causes of
affliction and misfortune and to discover appropriate next steps for his clients’ problems. Other
healers use music in similar contexts, calling upon ancestral or patron spirits to read the objects of
divination instead. Such processes become more complex because they may or may not involve the
same tools for divination. One mulaguzi in Busoga, for example, sings to call the spirits for whom he
acts as a medium. His clients then consult more directly with a spirit who tosses and reads divinatory
objects. More often, however, balaguzi keep this part of the ritual process primarily between
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themselves and their clients, nicknaming it okukuba omweso, a reference to an ancient Kiganda
game that resembles Mancala.
Kabona Jjumba’s version of kulagula reflects his personal style. He is a gregarious and
charismatic man in his forties who lives in a rather large compound with many buildings. He is
young and energetic enough to be enterprising about the way he attracts his clientele, but old enough
to convince them of his experience once they enter his shrine. He does not propel clients forcefully
toward further treatment. Rather, he allows other clients to observe his sessions, sending the signal
that he believes thoroughly enough in the effectiveness of his methods that he is willing to be
transparent about them. Jjumba’s openness tends to make his clients slightly uncomfortable during
initial consultations, but they accept it perhaps because of his confidence and his genuine desire to
help people. He brings these clients into the center of attention with him. Then he places the weight
of social responsibility to ancestors and patron spirits squarely on the clients in front of their peers,
his other clients, by articulating appropriate sacrifices to open the blessings (okusumulula emikisa)
from these spirits. It is ultimately up to the clients to make these sacrifices and transfer that social
responsibility to the ancestors and patron spirits, whose receipt of sacrifices will make the bestowal
of blessings their compulsory duty to those whom they call their grandchildren (bazuukulu).
These initial consultations can result in a wide variety of next steps ranging from a few
simple recommendations to one or more follow-up visits to much more extensive combinations of
activities. By making the first step in a group setting, Jjumba requires that his clients recognize from
the outset that their problems often have social causes and almost certainly have social solutions.
One of his measures of success in these endeavors, I learned later, was the extent to which his clients
participated in both musical interventions and sacrifices as they moved forward in their respective
therapeutic trajectories. This close association between performance and therapy was common to
Kisoga ritual as well.
Omulaguzi Omusoga: A Musoga Diviner
On the wall of his small shrine—eissabo in Lusoga—Erukaana Waiswa Kabindi has a poster
with an interesting drawing. A child holds hands with two adult men. One wears a white lab coat, the
other a beard and a kkanzu under a large piece of bark cloth tied like a toga over one of his
shoulders. The two men carry their corresponding technologies of diagnosis: the allopathic physician
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wears a stethoscope around his neck, and the indigenous healer carries a gourd rattle, nnengho, in his
free hand. In English, the poster reads, “Uganda Traditional Healers Initiative: Traditional Healers
and Health Workers Work Together for a Healthier Child.” Over the course of numerous visits with
Kabindi and observations of rituals over which he presided, he certainly demonstrated his
commitment to better wellness for his clients. How far these efforts with foreign health workers
went, however, emerged as a source of quiet frustration for him.

Fig. 3.1: PRITECH poster
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The tattered poster, which I first laid eyes on in 2006, came from an effort funded by USAID
called Technology for Primary Health Care (PRITECH). One of three global projects designed to
implement its child survival strategies in developing countries, PRITECH attempted to increase the
use of oral rehydration therapies in combination with other USAID immunization efforts from the
late 1980s through the 1990s. Kabindi explained the poster by reference to his relationship with
physicians at Iganga hospital and smaller clinics, saying that he sometimes referred patients to them,
and other times they sent patients to him.140 The latter case, he said, was particularly common for
broken bones, one of Kabindi’s areas of expertise. Beyond this primary example of bone-setting
referrals from clinics and hospitals, however, Kabindi did not demonstrate any way in which
PRITECH worked “together” with him. If they showed any interest in his or any other indigenous
medical technologies and strategies, they failed to publish anything about it.
Kabindi’s skills went far beyond setting broken bones: he mixed a wide variety of herbal
medicines for skin and breathing problems, treated malaria, and worked with afflictions caused by
spirits. It is possible that PRITECH would not have shown much interest in this region precisely
because healers like Kabindi were taking care of peoples’ primary health care needs better than in
some other areas of the region and the continent. His six healthy children would have been evidence
enough of that. Despite this disconnect—one that goes far toward characterizing relationships
between indigenous healers and international public health efforts—emphasis on medical
technologies in the PRITECH poster image captured something elemental about Kabindi’s
techniques. He was the lab coat-clad stethoscope wearer’s indigenous counterpart, the primary care
provider for his community, and a trusted professional to whom people of all ages looked for
guidance in matters of wellness.
The gourd rattle, nnengho, turns out to be an appropriate choice as a symbol for this
indigenous physician to carry. In Kabindi’s version of divinatory diagnosis, called okulagula like the
Kiganda technique, he shakes this gourd rattle and calls the spirits. The spirits come to him through
his tobacco pipe at that time. When they come, he drops both the pipe and the rattle. The client can
then speak directly with the spirit about any affliction. When that consultation is over, Kabindi
returns to his usual sense of self, relying on the client to tell him what the spirits have instructed.141
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As in Kiganda kulagula, clients’ responsibilities for follow-up treatment vary widely. For
skin problems, he often prescribes herbal treatments mixed with a common petroleum jelly. For
respiratory problems, he distributes herbs for use with tea. Spiritual afflictions move clients into a
new set of ritual actions, but as I will demonstrate below, these differ in some ways from Kiganda
spiritual healing. Still, the paths to success for these endeavors have to do with two things: the extent
to which clients perform their therapies and their participation in offering sacrifices in exchange for
blessings (mikisa) from the spirits.
Okuloga: a brief note on uses for power over wellness
Indigenous knowledge of the power to promote wellness comes with attendant knowledge of
the power to promote illness. For all of the emphasis on blessings (mikisa) these inextricable types of
knowledge come with capabilities to do bad things (bibi). In both Buganda and Busoga, indigenous
experts who specialize in this kind of medicine do something called kuloga, which usually translates
something like “to charm” or “to bewitch.” Depending on the context, it can also mean “to cure,” but
the connotations of kuloga are more often negative than positive. For the sake of this study, I define
kuloga as malevolent manipulation of supernatural forces. Newspapers, radio programs, television
programs, and other similar forms of popular culture normally associate this term with witchcraft.
Because of the proximity of diviners (balaguzi) and indigenous healers (basawo b’ekinansi) to this
kind of knowledge, and because some of them quietly specialize in it, the popular portrayal of
indigenous healers and their profession conflates those genuinely interested in healing with witches
or balogo, those who specialize in kuloga.
Compared with the ubiquity of herbalists and spiritual healers who act as primary healthcare
providers, and considering the frequency with which this topic crops up elsewhere in African
popular culture, the presence of actual witchcraft practices in Uganda is relatively negligible.
“Nollywood” films,142 alarmist news stories, and even tabloids create an image of indigenous healers
as witchcraft-mongering quacks who constantly occupy themselves with the allegedly profitable
business of helping clients make each other miserable. Most healers actively eschew this image as
part of their ongoing efforts to professionalize indigenous medicine as the work of healing, not
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infliction. However, the truth is that power to harm and power to heal remain inextricable;
knowledge of one begets knowledge of the other.
Because this dissertation focuses on the music of ritual, kuloga remains a topic of only
marginal interest. As described here, musical performance only occurs in particular sectors of
indigenous healing praxis. Unlike the Hoarotu shaman songs for inflicting harm that Olsen cites as
part of the Warao ritual repertoire, the songs I learned from basamize and baswezi were never used
for inflicting harm. Rather, these healers depicted kuloga as a domain of essential non-musical
knowledge, for knowing the capacity of humans or spirits to harm is a way of knowing how to
prevent and treat the problems that result from such harm. As musamize Ssematimba Frank
Sibyangu put it, “we call it the toughness or the strength of the ancestors—one does not play around
with them.”143 This study excludes kuloga practices because they mainly involve non-musical means
like the mixture of particular herbal concoctions and the manufacture of small power objects with
malevolent herbal concoctions sewn into small patches of cloth.
Spiritual Intervention: Performing Musical Ritual
If an initial divinatory consultation (okulagula) indicates the need for further collaborative
intervention, it can come in two basic forms. One involves further spiritual exploration to gain more
specific information about the causes and solutions for a given affliction. The other can either pursue
specific outcomes by appealing to specific spirits or pursue general outcomes by appealing to
various classes of spirits. In all of these cases, these examples show that ritual uses of music remain
broadly similar. However, they also illustrate the diversity of spirits within any given ritual and
across Buganda and Busoga.
Musamize Umar Ndiwalana captured the relationship between musicking and syntagmatic
ordering in ritual.
We have to first sing all the songs,” he said. “Then after, you start singing the
specific…when the spirit starts dancing, then you choose the song which fall [sic] under that
category. If first is omusambwa, and he start dancing, you continue singing the misambwa
songs. […] So you follow that. You always relate to what [the] spirit wants.144
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In Luganda, “Tukiyita obusungu oba amanyi ga bajjajja—nga tozannyisa nabo.” Ssematimba Frank Sibyangu,
interview, 31 May 2010.
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This is a common way of structuring the rituals that come early in a given therapeutic trajectory.
Both Baganda basamize and Basoga baswezi often adhere to such a pattern.
The specific examples of ritual song in this chapter begin with a discussion of the twinship
songs that begin virtually all of the Kiganda rituals that follo the initial consultation (okulagula). I
then proceed with an examination of the first type of diagnostic intervention beyond the initial
consultation, the search for causes called okwaza lubaale in Luganda or simply okwaza in Lusoga.
Rituals of further therapeutic intervention are the subject of chapter four.
Twinship and Twin Songs in Buganda
In Buganda, and even to some extent in Busoga, songs that invoke the twins (abalongo)
constitute a ubiquitous and therefore publicly recognizable part of ritual repertories. In Buganda,
these songs begin not only performances of ritual for healing, but many other kinds of ritual as well.
These include secular, political, and especially Buganda kingdom-related public gatherings.
As historical research has shown, kingship hierarchy and twinship constitute dominant
symbols of kinship and social organization in Buganda.145 Some of the Kisoga songs in this study
demonstrate that such symbols have relevance in the broader Interlacustrine region as well.
Benjamin Ray offers a sophisticated analysis of what he calls “the four bodies” of the Kiganda king,
the Kabaka: the person of the king, the royal corpse, the royal spirit medium and the royal twin. Not
only do these categories define royal rituals, they also inform kusamira ritual to a great extent. The
twin songs that open ritual functions, emikolo, make reference to multiple sets of twins. They refer
first to the twin spirits. These are the sons of Mukasa, whom basamize associate with Lake
Nalubaale: Kiwanuka is linked with lighting, thunder, and fire, and Musoke with rainbows. These
songs also refer to Mayanja, who often takes the form of a leopard, and his twin Magobwe, who
moves through pythons. These are symbols of power and fertility, respectively. Spiritual twin pairs
like these offer archetypes of twinship. Even though spirits are generally considered to be the
grandparents (abajjajja) of their basamize grandchildren (abazuukulu), twinship presents an
alternative perspective that renders kinship a symbol of interdependence and intersubjectivity.
Basamize frequently refer to each other using praise names like Nnalongo (mother of twins) and
Ssalongo (father of twins), implying their kinship with, and potentially their relations of mediumship
with these archetypical twin spirits.
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Twin songs also imply a connection to rituals of twinship, those “to tie the twins” (okubasiba
abalongo) or “to finish the twins” (okumala abalongo). According to Kiganda tradition, each child
comes into the world connected to a spiritual twin to whom he is connected by the umbilical cord.146
Because twins deviate from this normal order of things, they come into the world carrying the
potential to cause misfortunes (bibi). Parents of twins organize with basamize to literally bind up this
negative spiritual energy and prevent it from causing problems. They “tie the twins” (basiba
abalongo), or “finish” (kumala) their negative potential. Because they use this large repertory of
songs both during the entire twinship ritual and for beginning kusamira rituals of all kinds, singing
the songs during kusamira makes a strong connection to twins, spiritual twins, and mothers and
fathers of twins. In other words, beginning kusamira ritual with these songs creates intercontextual
links to their other use in these twin-tying rituals.
Although they both mention the importance of drums as symbols of kingship and point to
musical aspects of kingship and public healing rituals, neither Kodesh nor Ray situates this common
musical repertory in its logical place with any kind of thorough consideration. Kodesh illustrates the
historical relationship between public healing and social organization with particular attention to
migration and authority. Ray cites song texts as part of kingship rituals at the royal shrines, but he
does not provide the original Luganda, and he makes no reference to the importance of twinship
among non-royals. This happens partly because both scholars focus on history, and in Kodesh’s
case, ancient history or what he calls “the distant Ganda past.” These valuable perspectives
sometimes overlook or grow distant from a contemporary reality. In Uganda today, where the
cultural kingdoms answer to a very powerful centralized government in spite of their repeated
demands for a return to a system of federated kingdoms and cultural groups, music is one of few
ways that the symbols of kingship and twinship can continue to exert useful influence in the
organization of society. Kodesh goes far toward explaining the nature of this influence, but like Ray,
he underutilizes a major source: songs. In the rituals discussed below, songs of twinship serve to
begin the ritual functions (mikolo) and open the blessings (okusumulula emikisa).
Turning then to textual exegesis, twin songs offer an appropriate way to open a new area of
inquiry in the study of public healing and indigenous ritual. The two examples of twin songs
included here, both of which the group sang at Namusaale village to open the okwaza lubaale ritual
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detailed in this chapter, were quite common in Buganda. I heard both on many occasions when they
were used similarly to open ritual.

Table 3.1: “Tamanyi kuboola ŋanda,” variation 1147
Luganda

English

soloist: nnyinimuno mwaali

soloist: landlord of this place is here

chorus: tamanyi kuboola ŋanda,

chorus: he does not know how to expel from the clan,

abaana bano,

children these,

abazze muno beebabobwe

they have come here these ones of his

s: nnyinimuno mu nju

s: landlord of this place in the house

chorus: [repeats as before]

As some of the songs below will reinforce, landlord (nnyinimu) and landlord of this place
(nnyinimuno) are common praise names in ritual song. Some people translate these terms as
“household head,” “owner,” or even “household owner.”148 The mediums I worked with consistently
translated it as “landlord.” Other formations like “household owner” have a specific formation in
Luganda: “nnyini maka.” Moreover, the general ownership of land can be communicated through the
suffix “-muno,” meaning “this place,” as in nnyinimuno, “landlord of this place.” In keeping with the
consistent translations from the mediums, landlord makes sense unless another noun has been
specified in these possessive phrases. Like kinship, ownership provides a symbolic language through
which spirits and mediums express their social relations.
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All variations of this song were transcribed during an interview with Ssematimba Frank Sibyangu, 25 March 2010.
Other recordings contributed to the revision of this transcription, including recordings made at Buyijja (Hoesing archive
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#30510); Kotwe (Hoesing archive #32110); and Bukasa (Hoesing archive #42410).
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The benevolence of the spiritual entity in this song manifests in his inability to expel people
from their clans, or indeed from the land. Hence “these children,” here in its Anglicized syntax,
refers not only to the archetypical twins, Kiwanuka and Musoke, but to all Baganda, and in
particular those gathered for the ritual. These are the children who gather in the places where they
sing this song. The landlord, lacking the capacity to reject them, recognizes their common interest in
social interaction with him and with other spirits.
It was possible, though rare, to hear this first variation of the song in isolation. More often, it
was followed by another variation in the chorus, cued by the solo variations as follows.

Table 3.2: “Tamanyi kuboola ŋanda,” variation 2
s: abaana ba Wasswa

s: children of Wasswa

ch: bandeese nga ndebaleba,

ch: they brought me when I was weak,

abaana bano,

children these,

abazze muno beebabobwe

they have come here these ones of his

s: abaana ba Kato

s: children of Kato

ch: bandeese nga ndebaleba,

ch: they brought me when I was weak,

abaana bano,

children these,

abazze muno beebabobwe

they have come here these ones of his

s: abaana ba Babirye

s: children of Babirye

ch: bandeese nga ndebaleba,

ch: they brought me when I was weak,

abaana bano,

children these,

abazze muno beebabobwe

they have come here these ones of his

s: Abaana ba Nakato

s: children of Nakato
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Table 3.2: “Tamanyi kuboola ŋanda,” variation 2 (continued)
ch: bandeese nga ndebaleba,

ch: they brought me when I was weak,

abaana bano,

children these,

abazze muno beebabobwe

they have come here these ones of his

As noted above, those who gather for these rituals, the basamize, commonly call each other Ssalongo
and Nnalongo, meaning father and mother of twins, respectively. Whether or not people have
actually produced twins, these titles serve as ritual terms of respect associated with spiritual fathers
and mothers of twins. In this song, twin names get used in a similar fashion. The children of Kato,
Wasswa (male twin names), Nakato, and Babirye (female twin names) refer to those gathered for
ritual. These basamize conceive of themselves as dependent on spirits who are also dependent on
them, and terms of kinship expressing interpenetrating parent/child relationships reflect this mutual
dependence. “Weakness” in this context refers to illness, the absence of wellness, in particular that
which is brought on by relations with spirits that have fallen into a state of neglect. Ritual cultivates
social relations with spirits to redress such weaknesses. In other words, strengthening these relations
empowers both spirits and people.
Following these variations, a solo line beginning with “nnyinimuno” would return the chorus to
the first variation. On one occasion, I heard the singers switch to a shorter semi-chorus during the
opening of a wedding for two spirit mediums (embaga y’abasamize). Following the initial two
variations, the soloist began a third to cue the semi-chorus.

Table 3.3: “Tamanyi kuboola ŋanda,” variation 3
s: olwaleero mwana mulongo

s: today child twin

semi-chorus: muno beebabobwe

semi-chorus: here these ones of his

s: Kagolo mwana mulongo

s: Kagolo child twin

semi-ch: muno beebabobwe

semi-ch: here these ones of his
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Table 3.3: “Tamanyi kuboola ŋanda,” variation 3 (continued)
s: Musoke mwana mulongo

s: Musoke child twin

semi-ch: muno beebabobwe

semi-ch: here these ones of his

s: Ddungu mwana mulongo

s: Ddungu child twin

semi-ch: muno beebabobwe

semi-ch: here these ones of his

s: Kawagga mwana mulongo

s: Kawagga child twin

semi-ch: muno beebabobwe

semi-ch: here these ones of his

These variations name specific spirits: Kagolo, a musambwa; Musoke, a lubaale and twin to
Kiwanuka; Ddungu, a musambwa hunter spirit; and Kawagga, a jjembe. These names extend the
twin trope to all of the different types of Kiganda spirits. Then the singer again returned to the lines
beginning with “nnyinimuno” in order to cue the chorus for a return to the first variation. Moving
beyond mere praise names, this variation assigns power to specific spirits, calling them to participate
in the ritual.
More than any other segment of the ritual repertories for kusamira and nswezi ritual, songs
for twinship most often demonstrated this kind of sectioning. It could have been the result of the
high frequency with which people sang these songs that they created variations and used different
combinations of them in performance. Whatever the case, this continues to be an active process of
musical dynamism in which professional and amateur ritual musicians alike participate with vigor.
The next example provides one more look into this tendency toward variation in terms of
sections. I rarely heard the sections of this song in isolation, but I frequently heard fewer than all of
the variations in differing combinations. Most often, the combinations began with this variation:
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Table 3.4: “Abalongo twabazaala,” variation 1149
Luganda

English

soloist: Abalongo twabazaala

soloist: the twins we produced

babiri ne ssalongo

two with father of twins

Mayanja mwana wange

Mayanja my child

jangu ozina abalongo

come and dance the twins

chorus: [repeats same text]
In contrast to the previous song, which referred in the first variation to the twins only by the
euphemism “these children,” this song’s first variation makes three kinds of direct references to the
twins. In the first line, “the twins” refer to all twins, to spiritual twins of all people, and to the
archetypical twins Kiwanuka and Musoke. The second line has “ssalongo,” their father and all
fathers of twins. The third mentions a specific twin spirit, Mayanja, who moves in the form of a
leopard. Mayanja is the twin brother of Magobwe, who moves in the form of a python. Along with
Kiwanuka and Musoke, these twins serve as spiritual symbols of power and fertility in Buganda.
Finally, the notion of “dancing the twins” comes directly from twinship ritual. “To tie the twins”
(okubasiba abalongo) means to literally bind up their negative spiritual potential in a power object,
which serves “to finish” (okumala) their latent potential to cause misfortunes (bibi). During such
twinship rituals, basamize assist the father and mother of twins (ssalongo and nnalongo,
respectively) in tying the umbilical cords of twins inside cow’s ghee (omuzigo), placing them in
banana fibers and rolling them in bark cloth (olubugo) before binding them up with home made rope
made from raffia.
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All variations of this song were transcribed from a recording made at a wedding of basamize at Kasankala (Hoesing
archive #22810).
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Fig. 3.2: Tying the rope

This process begins with making the raffia rope for tying the twins.

Fig. 3.3: Tying the twins
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After the umbilical cords have been bound in ghee, banana fibers, and bark cloth, they are bound
using the ropes. This process takes most of the night, and basamize sing twin songs throughout the
process.

Fig. 3.4: Abalongo n’ebigali (the twins and the offerings)

They end up with something that looks like this, which they refer to as “the twins” (abalongo). They
further anthropomorphize this power object by calling the base the “body” (omubiri) and the two
branches extending into a circle the “arms” (emikono). The umbilical cords contained inside
constitute the potentially dangerous spiritual twins of the children from which they came. They then
decorate the power object. The medicinal herbs and money inside the ring have been placed there as
libations and tributes to the twin spirits (ebigali by’abalongo).
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Fig. 3.5: Decorated balongo n’ebigali (twins and the offerings)

Finally, the mother of the twins (nnalongo) and others hold or wear the power object as they “dance
the twins” (bazina abalongo). Hence the phrase “come and dance the twins” (jangu ozina abalongo).
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Fig. 3.6: Nnalongo n’abalongo (mother of twins with the twins)

Returning to the song then, the first variation only goes on for a few repetitions before the
soloist cues another variation.
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Table 3.5: “Abalongo Twabazaala,” variation 2
Luganda

English

s: mpita yita Mayanja

s: I am calling call Mayanja

Mayanja mwana wange

Mayanja my child

ch: nkerebwe, nkerebwe

ch: nkerebwe, nkerebwe

enkulu essima nga eggulira

venerable [animal] digs holes and opens

This time the references to Mayanja get associated not with a leopard but with another bush animal
called nkerebwe. Professional musamize, singer, and drummer Ssematimba Frank Sibyangu
explained to me that the image of digging a hole serves as a metaphor for opening the blessings
(okusumulula emikisa).150 This is the opposite of ritual work that binds or finishes the misfortunes
(okusiba oba okumala ebibi). Moreover, this nkerebwe is the totem animal of the kika or clan by the
same name. In oral traditions, animals become totem animals by helping humans out of difficult
situations, saving their lives, or simply being present at memorable moments. They then get revered
and become food taboos for the members of the clans associated with them. So the animal has dual
relevance here as a totem animal and as a symbol for opening blessings.
Again, after several repetitions, possibly with or without other variations in the solo lines, the
soloist could cue again for a third variation in the chorus:

Table 3.6: “Abalongo Twabazaala,” variation 3
Luganda

150

English

s: Nabuzaana, omunozzi w’eddagala

s: Nabuzaana, gatherer of medicines

ch: ggwe wabikola buli kujja,

ch: you have done things every time you come,

ng’onsagasaganya, ggwe wabikola

destroying everything, you have done things

Ssematimba Frank Sibyangu, interview, 8 March 2010.
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Table 3.6: “Abalongo Twabazaala,” variation 3 (continued)
Luganda

English

s: Nabuzaana omulezi w’abaana

s: Nabuzaana, carrier of children

ch: ggwe wazindabya buli kujja,

ch: you attacked fiercely every time you came,

ng’onsagasaganya, ggwe wazindabya

destroying everything, you attacked fiercely

Occasionally, I also heard this chorus as “Ggwe wazindabya,” “you have attacked fiercely,” rather
than “Ggwe wabikola.” My consultants generally agreed that the spirit Nabuzaana was the wife of
Muwanga. However, Muwanga could appear in narratives as the father of Mukasa and grandfather to
the twins Kiwanuka and Musoke, or as the great, great grandfather of the twins. Either way, the
general consensus on Nabuzaana was that she came from Bunyoro. She was associated with two
things: gathering and mixing medicines, and caring for children, particularly twins. Ssematimba
compared her to the Kisoga spirit Lukowe in that she is a kind of archetypical medicine woman,
mother of twins, and symbol of fertility.151 “Attacking” and “destroying” depict Nabuzaana as
alternately a spiritual force to be reckoned with and a fierce defender of her children. This image of
positive and negative potential appears frequently in ritual song. The practice of kusamira ritual
cultivates relationships with spirits in order to harness their positive power, to reproduce the best
possibilities, to garner their blessings (mikisa) and bind up misfortunes (bibi) in order to live the
good life (obulamu obulungi).
As these examples demonstrate, singing twin songs to open ritual calls forth a broad field of
associations and spiritual references, all of which have ritual significance. This purposeful act of
evocation begins the process of mentioning specific spirits by name to call them into the presence of
a ritual gathering. It also links kusamira ritual with the royal conception of spirituality that Benjamin
Ray discussed as the “four bodies of the king.” However, for these basamize, the connection to
royalty becomes even more real in the common human conceptualization of spiritual twinship. Every
person has a spiritual twin, and so human twins throw off the normal order of things. For this reason
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reference to Lukowe. See also Appendix B.
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they have a specific and potentially volatile spiritual power. In “tying the twins” (okubasiba
abalongo), basamize contain this power. On the other hand, in the context of kusamira, the power of
the twins opens the blessings (okusumulula emikisa) to begin the ritual. In this way, mediums
provide for spirits something analogous to the invisible spiritual twins that all humans have: just as
spiritual twins provide powerful intangible links to spiritual power, mediums provide access to the
intangible spiritual power to intervene in matters of wellness and prosperity, to open the blessings
(okusumulula emikisa), to bind the bad things (okusiba ebibi). This helps explain why people insist
on beginning all rituals of mediumship with the twin songs.
Okwaza lubaale
We move now to the other diagnostic rituals beyond kulagula, beginning with the Kiganda
ritual called okwaza lubaale. This ritual follows closely on the initial divinatory diagnosis
(kulagula). Ssematimba Frank Sibyangu explained this connection in the context of his own process
of becoming a musamize:
When you go to begin kusamira, now you go to a man who divines, and he throws the divining
objects and he says to you that, ‘lubaale are biting you, but lubaale of the clan.’ Because now
lubaale of the clan, we have lubaale of the blood pact, we have those of the in-laws. You have
the lubaale of ours here in Buganda, but now he is in praises because of your clan biting you,
sometimes of blood brotherhood…when you go to kusamira, we have a fire that we call okwaza.
Now then, when you go and you research here at our place we take four or two days. We are in
the lubugo and you purchase banana beer, and you go to the place where you went to become a
musamize, and you say to that [musamize], ‘my father,’ and pray on money of one million or two
million, and you say to him, ‘my father I am to sit: we have come for lubaale to call us to
research.’ Now and they sit and they beat drums and they call lubaale.152
The process he described took a long time, for two million shillings is no small amount of money
(about $1000). Moreover, it can take longer for those unwilling to gather the resources. However, if
the spirits continue to “bite” or disturb people by making them ill as they are wont to do if they are
not placated, often people return to basamize and take this course of action toward okwaza, which
involves researching the specifics of the problem. Like so many other spirit mediums, Ssematimba
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sought this path to “get peace” (okufuna emirembe) from such disturbances.153 His process brought
him into close, almost familial proximity with his initiator, to whom he referred as father (taata).
“Okwaza” is one of those Luganda terms that does not appear in any dictionary with any
semblance of the meaning it carries in ritual. For basamize, it means to search or to search for
something that has been lost. The thing lost is a connection to spirits, and the purpose of okwaza
lubaale is to renew that connection. This ritual finds the spirits who have been neglected or lost and
restores their connection to a target body politic, almost always the members of a segmentary lineage
within a single clan. In the example below, members of a lineage from ekika ky’endiga (the type
who share the sheep totem) gathered as many of their members as possible who could trace descent
to the single male ancestor at whose home village the ritual took place.
At this point it is worth noting that people who come this far in the ritual process dedicate
considerable time, energy, and expense toward continuing their commitment to the spirits. This takes
many forms. On this particular occasion, it began with nearly a dozen people riding in the bed of a
tiny pickup. We started from a northern suburb of Kampala on a cold night in May, driving over
rough roads to a destination nearly fifty kilometers north of Kampala: we were headed to Namusaale
village in Nakaseke District in the northernmost part of Buganda kingdom. There we packed into a
small shrine (essabo) with our hosts, where for two and a half days we dedicated all of our time and
energy to this ritual. A search of this type, okwaza lubaale, took the combined effort of the entire
group to sing their way to an answer about how the spirits could eradicate misfortunes (bibi) and
bring them blessings (mikisa).
Ab’endiga, clanmates who share the sheep as their totem animal, began this function by
going outside to bathe in medicinal herbs called ebombo (vitaceae momordica foetida) and olweza
(amaranthaceae aerva lanata).154 These are commonly used herbs for pre-ritual purification.
Ebombo is a climbing vine found in bushy areas, and indigenous healers also use it to treat worms,
upset stomach, snake bites and other wounds. Olweza is a creeping vine found in grassy areas.
Indigenous healers use it to treat fevers and infections of the ear, nose, and throat. Both plants are
believed to purify people and promote their openness to mikisa.
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All participants then gathered into a small shrine (essabo). There were about twenty-five or
thirty people lining the walls of a circular structure. Near one wall sat a large drum called mbuutu
and several pairs of gourd rattles (nsaasi). These would provide the instrumental accompaniment for
the evening’s songs. A fire burned nearby—an essential fixture of every ritual—making the oneroom structure very warm and depriving the tiny space of precious breathing room. Nearly all
present were adults except a couple of babies in their mothers’ arms. As I wondered about their
developing lung health, I met Jjajja Ssabiti, the main host and facilitator of this event. He had built
this shrine and the houses around it here; Namusaale was his home village. Some of the others
present were his sisters and brothers, while others were members of their extended kin group, ekika.
Following the standard performance of the twin songs to open the ritual, Jjajja Ssabiti
prayed: “Awo nno mu lubaale wo yenna, nkwanjulire, weetegese embaga y’okwaza eddiba lya
Kibuuka. Ah.” That is, “There now with all of your lubaale, I introduce you, you have understood
the function of searching the skin of Kibuuka.” The mention of a skin here is a reference to animal
skins, which important people (bakulu) like the spirit Kibuuka Omumbaale wear in addition to bark
cloth (lubugo). It was a rather coded way for Jjajja Ssabiti to dedicate the ritual to Kibuuka by
making it known to him out loud that the people had gathered here to re-establish his place in their
community.
Consistent with the order of okwaza ritual, the first non-twinship song text examined here
normally comes at the beginning of a ritual function (omukolo). The group began with this song to
welcome all spiritual guests. The person who had brought me to this function as his apprentice, a
musamize, drummer, and singer named Ssematimba Frank Sibyangu, helped me transcribe and
translate the text.

Table 3.7: “Abagenyi mbalamusa, tuli balamu!”155

155

Luganda

English

soloist: eradde, eradde, namusizza olukiiko

soloist: peace, peace, I greet the gathering

chorus: tuli balamu

chorus: we are well

Transcribed from a recording made at okwaza lubaale ritual at Namusaale (Hoesing archive #52810).
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Table 3.7: “Abagenyi mbalamusa, tuli balamu!” (continued)
Luganda

English

s: abange

s: my dear ones

ch: abagenyi mbalamusa, tuli balamu!

ch: visitors I am greeting you, we are well!

s: bannange, namusizza abalungi

s: my companions, I greet the good ones

ch: tuli balamu

ch: we are well

s: abange

s: my dear ones

ch: abagenyi mbalamusa, tuli balamu!

ch: visitors I am greeting you, we are well!

s: Namuwanga, namusizza olukiiko

s: Namuwanga, I greet the gathering

ch: tuli balamu

ch: we are well

s: abange

s: my dear ones

ch: abagenyi mbalamusa, tuli balamu!

ch: visitors I am greeting you, we are well!

Okulamusa is to see and greet someone, as in the common greeting that someone might direct to a
group of people he pases by, “mbalamusizza,” literally, “I have greeted you.” Namuwanga is a
reference to the spirit Muwanga and his female counterpart, Namuwanga. Like the twin spirits
Kiwanuka and Musoke, Muwanga is one of the most commonly named lubaale spirits in kusamira
ritual. Referring to spirits who take human hosts for their mediums as “visitors” is a common
formation in ritual song and language. When such visitors come, people follow the customs of
greeting as they would for any visitor: they shake hands, they exchange copious greetings, they offer
coffee berries (mmwanyi), and they give the visitors anything else they might want. For spirits, this
could include a pipe with home-cured tobacco (taaba), banana beer (mwenge), crude distillates
(nguuli), or specific garments like bark cloth (lubugo). By the time this song ended, the first visitor
had arrived: Jjajja Ssempala was a muzimu, an unknown ancestor of one of the people present. He
had no demands, but as Jjajja Ssabiti explained to me, the guest of honor does not arrive to a party
first. Ssempala would be the first of many to arrive that night prior to Kibuuka.
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Then the group proceeded to sing many songs, mostly led by Ssematimba Frank Sibyangu,
whom they had hired to sing and play the mbuutu.
Table 3.8: “Nabulagala”156
Luganda

English

solo: abaana bange abo nze n'abalekawo

soloist: those children of mine I left them

taata nzileese n’obumya

daddy I have brought [goats] with black and
white spots

chorus: walalala

chorus: walalala

s: ggwe olumbe luntwala

s: you death are taking me

ch: ye yagenda, gye genda bakambwe

ch: he who went, he went with the fierce ones

Nabulagala

Nabulagala

In this song, Ssematimba negotiated the space between affliction and help from the spirits by
reference to a sacrifice. He sent the message that he was serious about this ritual: he had left the
children at home and brought a goat for sacrifice to escape affliction. The “fierce ones” are the
spirits, often referred to in this way or compared to formiddable animals like lions or leopards. In the
song, these fierce ones went to a place called Nabulagala, one of the former locations of Kabaka
Ssuuna II’s capital of Buganda (Ssuuna II reigned from 1832-1857). It is possible that this place
name, coupled with the reference to a goat, recalls an incident in which this Kabaka’s brother raided
people’s goats.157 However, the immediate context of a ritual in which the sacrifice of a goat would
become an important part makes this interpretation unlikely. This song points to Nabulagala as an
important location before Ssuuna II’s reign, during the expansion of Buganda in the eighteenth
century. In the context of the ritual, Nabulagala was less important in this song text than the discrete
reference to the relationship between animal sacrifice and affliction or death. However, as one of
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Transcribed from a recording made at okwaza lubaale ritual at Namusaale (Hoesing archive #52810).
For an interpretation of different song that refers to this incident, see Damascus Kafumbe, “The Kabaka’s Royal
Musicians of Buganda-Uganda: Their Role and Significance During Ssekabaka Sir Edward Frederick Muteesa II’s Reign
(1939-1966)” (Master’s Thesis, Florida State University, 2006), 48.
157
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Ssematimba’s later songs shows, Nabulagala remains a place linked with Kibuuka, the sheep clan,
and Buganda.
The notion of spirits as “fierce” persons, especially persons who had exceptional abilities
during their lives, was quite common in ritual song. Some of the spirits venerated in kusamira ritual
were once kings and their warriors like the wandering conquerer-kings of East Africa mentioned in
the introduction. The song below refers to the wars that these kings would have fought prior to
founding Buganda kingdom and during their early days as rulers of this domain.

Table 3.9: “Zaali ntalo”158
Luganda

English

soloist: zaali ntalo, ntalo

soloist: there were wars, wars

okuwangula Buganda

to conquer Buganda

chorus: zaali ntalo

chorus: there were wars

s: otuwange

s: our dear ones

ch: okuwangula Buganda, zaali ntalo

ch: to conquer Buganda, there were wars

The reference to war has dual significance here. It refers to these kings and their exploits as they
formed and expanded Buganda, but it also refers to possession. Singers often refer to the chaotic
movements characteristic of the onset of spirit possession as a battle or fighting. The spirits often
stand and walk as warriors or kings holding spears, making the reference quite literal. This was
particularly fitting for a ritual dedicated to Kibuuka Omumbaale, who was associated with the
spectacular ability to fly on the field of battle. As Neil Kodesh has observed, as a spiritual patron
Kibuuka was not only closely connected with the initial formation of the sheep clan, but also with
the expansion of Buganda kingdom during the eighteenth century.159 The references to war in this
song recall both of these things and the connection between the two. The singers make roundabout
reference to Kibuuka without specifically naming him.
The next song Ssematimba sang came one step closer to Kibuuka by naming his guard or
soldier spirit (muserikale), Lubowa. From this point on, these two spirits became central concerns

158
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Transcribed from a recording made at okwaza lubaale ritual at Namusaale (Hoesing archive #52810).
Kodesh, Beyond the Royal Gaze, 138-149.
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for the participants in this ritual. This song called Lubowa, telling him that the dancers were ready,
the good-looking women had assembled, and the people wanted help with their problems.

Table 3.10: “Kutaanya”160
Luganda

English

soloist: (nti) kuuta, kuuta, kuuta w’olaba

s: (that) dance, dance, dance as you see.

chorus: kutanya, kutanya w’osula, kutanya ch: kneeling, kneeling where you sleep, kneeling
s: Lubowa oli mbuzi nnume

s: Lubowa you are a goat that I eat

ch: kutanya, kutanya w’osula, kutanya

ch: kneeling, kneeling where you sleep, kneeling

s: abakazi mwannema nnyabo

s: the women you are clever madam

ch: kutanya, kutanya w’osula, kutanya

ch: kneeling, kneeling where you sleep, kneeling

s: waliyo obukazi obwelagalaga

s: there are good looking women

ch: kutanya, kutanya w’osula, kutanya

ch: kneeling, kneeling where you sleep, kneeling

s: Lubowa owanga basajja

s: Lubowa you strengthen men

ch: kutanya, kutanya w’osula, kutanya

ch: kneeling, kneeling where you sleep, kneeling

s: Lubowa oli mbuzi nnume

s: Lubowa you are a goat that I eat

ch: kutanya, kutanya w’osula, kutanya

ch: kneeling, kneeling where you sleep, kneeling

s: kutaanya Lubowa wankubye enkuba

s: kneeling Lubowa you have beaten me with rain

ch: kutanya, kutanya w’osula, kutanya

ch: kneeling, kneeling where you sleep, kneeling

s: Lubowa wambonyabonya

s: Lubowa you brought me problems

ch: kutanya, kutanya w’osula, kutanya

ch: kneeling, kneeling where you sleep, kneeling

s: ekirevu kiringa essubi

s: the beard is like grass

ch: kutanya, kutanya w’osula, kutanya

ch: kneeling, kneeling where you sleep, kneeling

s: eriiso lilinge endeku

s: the eyes resemble the drinking gourd

ch: kutanya, kutanya w’osula, kutanya

ch: kneeling, kneeling where you sleep, kneeling

s: Lubowa wandaga ennaku

s: Lubowa you saw me in the day

ch: kutanya, kutanya w’osula, kutanya

ch: kneeling, kneeling where you sleep, kneeling

s: obwavu bwaluma nze

s: poverty disturbed me
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Transcribed from a recording made at okwaza lubaale ritual at Namusaale (Hoesing archive #52810). In extended
texts like this one, I retain the repeating choruses because they take on new relevance after each verse and they closely
represent the repetitive form and sound of ritual song.
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Table 3.10: “Kutaanya” (continued)
Luganda

English

ch: kutanya, kutanya w’osula, kutanya

ch: kneeling, kneeling where you sleep, kneeling

s: ekkomera lyalaba nze

s: the prison saw me

ch: kutanya, kutanya w’osula, kutanya

ch: kneeling, kneeling where you sleep, kneeling

s: nsonga ya mayembe

s: because of mayembe

ch: kutanya, kutanya w’osula, kutanya

ch: kneeling, kneeling where you sleep, kneeling

s: Lubowa wambonyabonya

s: Lubowa you brought me problems

ch: kutanya, kutanya w’osula, kutanya

ch: kneeling, kneeling where you sleep, kneeling

s: nsekere z’aluma nze

s: lice ate me

ch: kutanya, kutanya w’osula, kutanya

ch: kneeling, kneeling where you sleep, kneeling

s: nsonga ya mayembe

s: because of mayembe

ch: kutanya, kutanya w’osula, kutanya

ch: kneeling, kneeling where you sleep, kneeling

s: kuuta, kuuta, kuuta w’olaba

s: dance, dance, dance as you see

ch: kutanya, kutanya w’osula, kutanya

ch: kneeling, kneeling where you sleep, kneeling

s: otuukayo nga talina empale

s: you arrive as he has no pants

ch: kutanya, kutanya w’osula, kutanya

ch: kneeling, kneeling where you sleep, kneeling

s: owange yalaba ennaku

s: my dear he saw the day

ch: kutanya, kutanya w’osula, kutanya

ch: kneeling, kneeling where you sleep, kneeling

s: kutuukayo nga talina ndaba

s: to arrive when he has not seen

ch: kutanya, kutanya w’osula, kutanya

ch: kneeling, kneeling where you sleep, kneeling

s: omusajja ow’ennene ensale

s: the man of the large circumcision

ch: kutanya, kutanya w’osula, kutanya

ch: kneeling, kneeling where you sleep, kneeling

s: labayo akwaana bakyala

s: look there he woos the ladies

ch: kutanya, kutanya w’osula, kutanya

ch: kneeling, kneeling where you sleep, kneeling

S: bbunene kiringa ensuwa

s: the big ones are like the water pot

Ch: kutanya, kutanya w’osula, kutanya

ch: kneeling, kneeling where you sleep, kneeling

S: Lubowa weyogerere

s: Lubowa you have said

Ch: kutanya, kutanya w’osula, kutanya

ch: kneeling, kneeling where you sleep, kneeling

S: Lubowa yansaba ente

s: Lubowa asked me for a cow

Ch: kutanya, kutanya w’osula, kutanya

ch: kneeling, kneeling where you sleep, kneeling
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Kutanya, Ssematimba explained, is to kneel or sit, to be in a non-standing position.161 It can also
mean to fester or throw into confusion. Either way, it refers to a medium, and in particular to the
behavior of a medium upon releasing his or her usual sense of self to a spirit. Just as people imitate
the position of sleep by lying down to sleep, mediums assume postures appropriate for possession
when they prepare for the spirits to come.162 These include sitting with legs to one side or kneeling.
“Kuuta” refers to “scrubbing” or dancing from that position. From this and a few of the subsequent
songs, mentions of Lubowa became the first glimpses at the lubaale named Kibuuka who became
the central focus of this ritual.
Multiple references to Lubowa reveal his potential for helping with various afflictions named
in this song: lice, mental illness as evidenced by the rather comical image of arriving without pants,
poverty, imprisonment, and trouble with romantic relationships. These, the song says, are problems
brought on “because of mayembe” like Lubowa. For example, the term “wambonyabonya,” “you
brought me problems,” means when a jjembe either has no house or has been neglected in his house,
he remains with his medium to cause problems and garner ritual attention. Ssematimba indicated that
this condition most often causes madness: the medium acts crazy, goes walking in public without
clothing, or says nonsensical things.163 The mediums at this event sat in waiting for him to come and
help them. All of their efforts for the remainder of the night were directed to calling him. When he
arrived, they greeted him as they had their first guest. They met his immediate requests and when he
requested a sacrifice, they had come prepared and were able to show him his goat.
It was not until the next day that we encountered Kibuuka Omumbaale, the lubaale whom
Lubowa the jjembe was guarding. Ssematimba addressed him in song using a praise name, “Ggwe
Nabulagala Kibuuka Omumbaale,” clarifying the earlier reference to the place called Nabulagala.
Given its significance to later kings of Buganda, Nabulagala was probably an important site where
Kibuuka triumphed in battle. More importantly for this ritual, he then sang to him, “Ggwe
yanguwangako mulwadde wa wonna!” meaning, “You hurry up sick one of all!” or the one who
causes illness for all. This lyric offers a telling look at spiritual etiology. A medium who experiences
illness because of a spirit must become the medium for that spirit in order to restore his or her
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Ssematimba Frank Sibyangu, interview, 27 March 2010.
Steven Friedson makes this comparison to sleep for Ghanaian mediums. Friedson, Remains of Ritual, 35.
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Ssematimba Frank Sibyangu, interview, 16 February 2010.
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community’s relationship with it. In this way the person’s illness embodies the whole group’s
relationship with the spirit, and embodying the spirit becomes the pathway to sustained wellness for
all. So the “sick one of all” is both the medium and the patron spirit; flexible personhood in
kusamira ritual renders the two indistinguishable.
Whether the ritual went forward or not from here depended in large part upon the resources
available to those present. The critical spirit had been identified, and it was for the participants to
organize a sacrifice and pray to that spirit for blessings. In this case at Namusaale, the group came
prepared with a cow and a goat, a rather large sacrifice that could readily appease most any spirit.
Given that Jjajja Ssabiti’s opening invocation actually named Kibuuka, it appeared that this group
was well acquainted with their patron spirits and their demands.
So the basamize exited the ssabo on the morning after their arrival following a long night of
singing and “searching” for the spirit on whom to center this function. The women sat outside in the
shade peeling matooke while the men prepared their tools to slaughter and butcher the sacrificial
animals. At noon, a man named Bbosa, a member of the sheep clan, cut the throats of the two
animals, first the cow, then the goat. As usual, the person charged with this task had to be a Muslim
who knew how to butcher the animal in accordance with Islamic law; otherwise other Muslims
present would not be able to consume the meat of the sacrificed animal. Meanwhile, the jjembe spirit
Lubowa came upon his medium to supervise the collection of blood from the goat that the group
sacrificed for him. This blood would be used to strengthen his house, a power object made from the
horn of an ungulate and kept in a place of honor in the ssabo.164 With these actions, Bbosa called
forth a field of ritual action entirely separate from the first part of this ritual, but equally important,
that would consume the next two days with feasting and singing: feeding the spirits and
strengthening their places in the community.
Once back inside the ssabo, singing began again as if part of a new ritual, even though the
focus clearly remained on Kibuuka and Lubowa. Twin songs came first as they would in any ritual.
The songs that followed were consistent with the new mood: these were feasting songs and songs of
thanksgiving for a new portion of the ritual, not an entirely new function. The first of these
specifically called upon Kibuuka Omumbaale to take hold of his medium and speak.
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A section in chapter four details this ritual, which is called okuwanga amayembe.
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Table 3.11: “Ali mu kikookooma”165
Luganda

English

soloist: onaamukwata Kibuuka

soloist: you will grab him Kibuuka

mukama wange oyogera nga

my master and you speak

chorus: walalala

chorus: walalala166

s: mukama wange ggwe

s: you my master

ch: alinga tamukwate kyefuula

ch: he is not grabbing him changing over

ng’ali mu kikookooma

as if he is feigning possession

s: onaamukwate Kibuuka

s: you will grab him Kibuuka

mukama wange ggwe (n)koowoola

my master you I am calling

ch: walalala

ch: walalala

s: oyogera nga ggwe

s: speak for yourself

ch: alinga tamukwate kyefuula

ch: he is not grabbing him changing over

ng’ali mu kikookooma

as if he is feigning possession

s: yanguwako mukama wange

s: hurry a bit my master

oyogera nga

you speak

ch: alinga tamukwate kyefuula

ch: he is not grabbing him changing over

ng’ali mu kikookooma

as if he is feigning possession

Jjajja Ssabiti, Ssematimba, and his wife, Nakakande, explained that this term kikookooma and its
association with feigning possession had dual meaning. First, it warned people against trickery or
faking kusamira, an offense against which basamize have many safeguards. Second, it implores the
spirit to stay long enough within its medium to speak and to make its desires known. This latter
meaning helps explain the phrase “alinga tamukwate kyefuula,” “he is not grabbing him changing
over,” i.e. he is not possessing the medium fully. This line called on the spirit to do what they were
calling it to do: “grab” its medium and speak.
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Transcribed from a recording made at okwaza lubaale ritual at Namusaale (Hoesing archive #52810).
Basamize singers often add this set of vocables to emphasize the previous phrase or simply fill space in their
improvisations. It imitates ululation (okukuba enduulu) and can also appear as “wolololo.”
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Once Kibuuka arrived via his medium, the men who had been roasting meat brought it into
the shrine and the group fed Kibuuka, who then distributed meat to all participants. This included
organ meat, and most importantly, the meat of the liver, ekibumba. On another occasion, a jjembe
named Kasajja explained to me that this meat could help people okubumbirabumbira, “to put things
straight,” or “to put things together” that had gone wrong, help people overcome misfortunes (bibi),
and promote blessings (mikisa).167 This helps explain why roasting and evenly distributing the liver
of a sacrificial animal often consumed such a great deal of time following the slaughter of an animal.
This ritual was no exception. After that was accomplished, the whole group spent much of the rest of
the day feasting, drinking, and sleeping.
In the evening, as if to celebrate the renewal of life-affirming relationships with Kibuuka and
Lubowa, the elders went to the nearby plot of graves (magombe) to pour libations for Jjajja
Walumbe, the patron spirit of death. They spent the evening late into the night drinking millet beer
(marwa) and relaxing. The feasting was over, the ritual all but complete, and this down time
provided some much-needed respite for tired facilitators of the ritual.
In the morning though, they returned to their duties with renewed vigor. Ssematimba
implored his fellow basamize, singing that morning had broken for the children of the sheep clan:
“obudde bukedde abaana b’endiga!”—”morning has broken children of the sheep [clan]!” Having
achieved their purpose, they began to say goodbye to the “visitors,” the spirits who had come and
brought blessings to this feast:

Table 3.12: “Abagenyi mmweraba”168
Luganda

English

soloist: mmweraba tugenda kwegana

soloist: goodbye, we are going to cast off

chorus: abagenyi mmweraba, abagenyi chorus: visitors goodbye, visitors

This song brought the reference to spirits as visitors full circle: the basamize had greeted visitors at
the beginning and throughout the ritual as they “arrived” in their mediums. They had accommodated
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Jjajja Kasajja, interview, 23 March 2010.
Transcribed from a recording made at okwaza lubaale ritual at Namusaale (Hoesing archive #52810).
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them with sacrifices and feasting. This goodbye marked began a slow process of ending the ritual
proceedings.
As others cleaned up and prepared to return to Kampala, Ssematimba’s close companion,
Tony Olekyo, led a song on darker themes bridging the link between birth and death.

Table 3.13: “Kiwalaŋaŋa”169
Luganda

English

soloist: yazaala nze,

soloist: she gave birth to me,

yazaala oyo

she gave birth to that one

chorus: kiwalaŋaŋa azaala omulalu,

chorus: skeleton she gives birth to a crazy person,

yamumanya, kiwalaŋaŋa

he knew her, skeleton

s: azaala nze yazaala ggwe

s: she gave birth to me, she gave birth to you

ch: kiwalaŋaŋa azaala omulalu,

ch: skeleton she gives birth to a crazy person,

yamumanya, kiwalaŋaŋa

he knew her, skeleton

Combined with the renewal of blessings (mikisa) through sacrifice to Kibuuka and Lubowa and the
pouring of libations for Walumbe, this song tied together all of the themes of the ritual. If earlier
songs gave some insight into diagnostic processes in ritual, this one confirmed that they also
assumed a kind of spiritual etiology for disease and death. Whatever physical or psychological
manifestations illness might have, the basamize at Namusaale—as in other rituals—conceptualized
its causes as overwhelmingly spiritual in nature.
Meanwhile, Ssematimba returned to themes more familiar to the lubaale: the waters of Lake
Nalubaale (Lake Victoria): “Ojjowulira ennyanja bwe yira?”—”Will you hear the lake when it
ripples?” The songs proceeded like this, alternating between themes more familiar to lubaale like
Kibuuka Omumbaale (the lake, warfare) and those more familiar to mayembe like Lubowa (e.g.
battle, death). So each befit the occasion for these two spirits. One referred to an unnamed ancestor
who became associated with his bag, Kamungolo, the bag being a symbol for carrying ritual
accoutrements and indigenous spiritual knowledge (obuwangwa) in general.170 The following song
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Transcribed from a recording made at okwaza lubaale ritual at Namusaale (Hoesing archive #52810).
For text transcriptions and more thorough analysis of this song, see chapter four.
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nicknames a spirit Kasambalyanda, the one who kicks a burning charcoal, referring to
omukujjukujju, someone who can do anything.

Table 3.14: “Kasambalyanda”171
Luganda

English

soloist: gwakomawo gwakomawo dda

soloist: it came back it came back long ago

chorus: kasambalyanda gyakomawo

chorus: the one who can do anything it came back

gye bagatwala, kasambalyanda

as they took it, the one who can do anything

s: kasambalyanda gwakomawo

s: the one who can do anything it came back

gwakomawo ago

it came back that one

ch: kasambalyanda gyakomawo

ch: the one who can do anything it came back

gye bagatwala, kasambalyanda

as they took it, the one who can do anything

s: kasambalyanda gwakomawo

s: the one who can do anything it came back

gava mu Kyaggwe

it was from Kyaggwe

ch: kasambalyanda gyakomawo

ch: the one who can do anything it came back

gye bagatwala, kasambalyanda

as they took it, the one who can do anything

s: walalala, gwakomawo gwakomawo, eee s: walalala, it came back it came back, eee
ch: kasambalyanda gwakomawo

ch: the one who can do anything it came back

gye bagasula,

as they spent the night with it,

kasambalyanda

the one who can do anything

s: gwakomawo mayembe gaffe

s: it came back our mayembe

ch: kasambalyanda gwakomawo

ch: the one who can do anything it came back

gye bagasula,

as they spent the night with it,

kasambalyanda

the one who can do anything

Having just “spent the night” with spirits, this praise song extols their abilities to affect human
welfare for the better. The mention of Kyaggwe refers to the county where Ssematimba comes from.
Here he playfully doubled the meaning of Kasambalyanda as not only a spirit who can do anything
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Transcribed from a recording made at okwaza lubaale ritual at Namusaale (Hoesing archive #52810).
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but also a singer who can sing anything. His tongue-in-cheek lyric contributed further to the light
atmosphere at the end of this function.
Toward the end of this ritual the celebratory nature of the songs reflect a shared perception that
the time and resources expended at Namusaale had resulted in a successful outcome. The concrete
details of that outcome would not become clear to the participants immediately. However, it was
enough for the participants in that particular moment to assume that if the spirits had come and had
appeared pleased with the sacrifices, other blessings would fall into place. They thanked the spirits
in song.

Table 3.15: “Tweyanzizza, Tweyanzege”172
Luganda

English

chorus: tweyanzizza, tweyanzege

chorus: we are grateful, we are utterly grateful

soloist: tweyanze Kibuuka tweyanze

soloist: we are thankful Kibuuka we are thankful

ch: tweyanzizza, tweyanzege

ch: we are grateful, we are utterly grateful

s: tweyanze mayembe tweyanze

s: we are thankful mayembe we are thankful

ch: tweyanzizza, tweyanzege

ch: we are grateful, we are utterly grateful

s: tweyanze Kibuuka Omumbaale

s: we are thankful Kibuuka Omumbaale

ch: tweyanzizza, tweyanzege

ch: we are grateful, we are utterly grateful

s: tweyanze lubaale tweyanze

s: we are thankful lubaale we are thankful

ch: tweyanzizza, tweyanzege

ch: we are grateful, we are utterly grateful

In the rituals I attended throughout Buganda, this song became rather standard during the final
phase. By singing it, Ssematimba reaffirmed the outward direction in which people were already
moving and offered a final thanks to the spirits.
These songs highlight several themes that remain consistent in ritual repertories throughout
Buganda and Busoga. In bringing animals for sacrifice, in knowing to open the mikisa with twin
songs, and especially in one of the most popular ritual songs, Kamungolo, respect for local
knowledge (obuwangwa) abounds. The lyric “I am going with my bag” implies going to collect
herbs for medicinal use, something many if not most village mothers, fathers, and grandparents
172
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know how to do at least on a basic level. The recurrent tune “Zaali ntalo” compares ritual with
battle, a common theme in ritual song.173 As noted above, the performance of ritual is in itself quite a
struggle, and people must often overcome considerable difficulties in order to make it happen.
Coupled with the psychological and physical demands placed on mediums by the experience of
flexible personhood in spirit possession, the idea of battle stirs in ritual practitioners the stamina and
tenactiy to endure days and sometimes weeks of these activities. This particular ritual was plagued
by a further challenge: nsanafu, tiny biting insects that hide in the grass, had infested the area all
around the shrine (ssabo). Sheep clan members at this ritual told me that these insects often come
around rituals to keep people inside the ssabo doing what they should be doing rather than shirking
their duties somewhere outside. Finally, every ritual progression eventually points toward
thanksgiving for the spirits. “Tweyanzizza, tweyanzege” might well be the most frequently used song
for this purpose. It serves as a representative example of a much broader musical vocabulary for
expressing thanks.
Okwaza
Basoga have a ritual similar to okwaza lubaale simply called okwaza. This term has the same
meaning as in Buganda: in this ritual, participants search for the cause of some problem or
misfortune within a relatively localized branch of their clan. Two of the most memorable of these
events that I attended took place at Kyabakaire village and Wairama village within the same week,
and the same healer presided over both. Likewise, both situations were very similar to each other and
to the okwaza lubaale in Namusaale, Buganda discussed above.
However, music from the Kisoga version of okwaza points to important differences in the
spiritual and spatial components of this ritual. Also unlike the Kiganda rituals, Kisoga rituals do not
always begin with twin songs, even if the performers end up singing some twin songs throughout the
performance of the ritual. These are the differences that distinguish baswezi healers and mediums in
Busoga from their basamize counterparts in Buganda. The major difference is in the music that they
play for ritual. With few exceptions (which I discuss in chapter five), Basoga baswezi use a ritual
repertory discrete from that of Baganda basamize. A few examples from okwaza at Kyabakaire will
illustrate some of the differences between them.
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See e.g. “Ensiitano” and “Enfuntano” in chapter four. See also the briefer mention of “Enfuntano” below.
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I arrived at Kyabakaire village led by five companions: Erukaana Waiswa Kabindi, the
musoga healer and facilitator of this ritual; Walukeita Isejja, his hired drummer; Kabindi’s son,
Kyona Fred; another muswezi woman named Lukowe Kagoya and a friend of hers. We went to the
compound of a man named December Wedunde. His lineage, Baise Bakisonte, had experienced
persistent illness, fertility challenges, and problems with their crops. The purpose of our visit was to
beat the drum and sing songs to call the spirits, a kind of diagnosis for these problems, a way of
searching (okwaza) for solutions. After an evening meal, Kabindi began singing and Walukeita beat
a single drum called endumi to accompany him.
They began with a song that recurred frequently throughout the night:

Table 3.16: “Empologoma muwuube”174
Lusoga

English

soloist: empologoma muwuube oyo,

soloist: the lion you swing that one,

chorus: empologoma muwuube,

chorus: the lion you swing,

wamuwuuba wamwiza mule

you swung him / her and turned to there

s: muwuube oyo

s: he is swinging that one

semi-chorus: empologoma muwuube

semi-chorus: the lion swing

s: empologoma muwuube oyo,

s: the lion you swing that one,

ch: empologoma muwuube,

ch: the lion you swing,

wamuwuuba wamwiza mule

you swung him / her and turned to there

Like some other ritual songs, this tune had a semi-chorus. The first time around, the chorus
responded in full. During subsequent verses they responded with this shortened semi-chorus, but
every few verses they returned to the full chorus.
In both the solo verses and the chorus, the references to a lion swinging connote a powerful
spirit possessing someone. Not long after the singing began, that is exactly what happened: the first
of several mediums that evening released her usual sense of self to a spirit that stayed with her for
much of the night. When the spirit spoke, it identified itself as Lukowe, a female spirit, a keeper of
174
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guarded knowledge about human and plant fertility, an archetypical mother, and a mother figure to
all Kisoga spirits. She had been neglected, and she demanded a dwelling within Wedunde’s
compound.
As in this situation, Lukowe can be quite a force to be reckoned with, and one of the other songs
Kabindi led testified to her fierceness.

Table 3.17: “Enfuntano”175
Lusoga

English

soloist: enfuntano

soloist: chaos which follows possession

Lukowe waabise

where Lukowe has passed

walibaawo enfuntano

there will be chaos

enfuntano

chaos

chorus: walibaawo

chorus: there will be

s: Lukowe waabise

s: where Lukowe has passed

ch: walibaawo enfutano

there will be chaos

s: enfuntano

s: chaos

ch: walibaawo

ch: there will be

s: basanhuka okubabona, enfuntano

s: they are all happy to see them, chaos

ch: walibaawo enfuntano

ch: there will be chaos

Among the people I consulted about this song, there was some disagreement about the meaning of
the term enfuntano. A muswezi drummer and singer translated it as “chaos,” referring to the chaos of
illness that precipitates okwaza and nswezi ritual and to the chaos of possession.176 A linguist and
native Lusoga speaker translated it as “coercion.”177 Others later translated the Luganda version of
the term, ensiitano, as “an indelible mark” or “visible testimonies.”178 I have used chaos here as an
abbreviation for the multivalence of this term, enfuntano.179 The chaos that initially disorganized
people became their cause for celebration. Wedunde and his family had experienced a truly
175
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Minah Nabirye, interview, 27 March 2009.
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Waalabyeki Magoba, personal communication, 10 September 2010.
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For a more in depth comparison of the Luganda and Lusoga versions of this song, see chapter five.
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devastating season of life. Crops failed, his wives failed to produce children, and the children they
already had were ill. Walukeita asked one of Wedunde’s wives about these problems (ebizibu),
asking if they had consulted the wise woman (referring to Lukowe). He inquired whether they had
“asked her to lift them (her grandchildren) in her hands with care” and if this ritual was “because she
had bound you” (singular, referring to the woman he was asking) or if it was for all of “these
problems,” meaning the broader set of challenges faced by Wedunde’s family.180 The woman,
Nadunde, responded on behalf of her co-wives that, “it is for the many people, in these houses with
the wise woman.”181 She confirmed that Wedunde’s family knew Lukowe and would accept her
conditions for the common good. Her illness would have social resonance far beyond her bodily
health. In other words, out of all of this, a renewed relationship with Lukowe offered hope for the
Baise Bakisonte. If spirits had capacity to bring illness, they also had capacity to help people
reproduce positive social relations to promote wellness.
The next morning, the emphasis on productive capacity grew stronger. Kabindi, Walukeita,
Wedunde and a few of his clanmates built a small temporary dwelling for Lukowe at the edge of the
compound between the houses where people sleep, the cooking fire, and the fields. They sacrificed a
chicken at the base of the structure and quickly moved on to a portion of the ritual that they called
“they have put the children in the house” (baleese abaana mu nnumba). The woman named Lukowe
Kagoya, an expert in these ritual matters, carried a winnowing basket upon her head and led the
whole group of people in single-file procession out to the nearest field. The basket contained a
mixture called mutabaganya: toasted sesame seeds (simsim); ground nuts (maido); red legumes
(mpandi); and a hen (nkoko). Protein-rich sesame seeds, ground nuts, and red beans were common
foods for women, especially those of childbearing age. The hen was a fecund producer of eggs,
Lukowe Kagoya told me, and hence another symbol of fertility. She led this song during the
procession:
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In Lusoga, “Mpega nti, kaakati ndi kubuukiza nti, baisabire na bweye—nga ne omukazi omukulu, ‘otembeeta abaana
abaizuukulu bonna bonna ku ngolo.’ Omukolo ogwo gwa ku-kuba nti yakusiba okuse bwe oba nga buli ku ebizibu
ebinho?” Nadunde is a pseudonym for this woman, who wished to remain anonymous.
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In Lusoga, “Kiri mu abantu bangi, mu maka muno n’omukazi omugezi.”
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Table 3.18: “Tinaakaidhie”182
Lusoga

English

soloist: tinaakaidhie

soloist: I wouldn’t have come

chorus: olw’abaana n’olwandeeta

chorus: but because of children is the reason I came

She stopped in the middle of the field. There she removed the basket from her head and began
singing another song alone.

Table 3.19: “Ali kubona eisubi”183
Lusoga

English

solist: ali kubona eisubi

soloist: she’s seeing all of the grasses,

kaliba litengeeta, galiyiwa;

if it is shaking, uproot it;

abo n’ababa abaana

those ones are the children.

As some grasses moved in the wind, children uprooted them. This kind of divinatory exercise replaces the capacity to produce within the house. Once these shaking grasses had been gathered into
the winnowing basket, Lukowe Kagoya put the basket back on her head and led the whole
procession back into the largest house, again singing “Tinaakaidhie.” Kyona and Kagoya could not
explain this to me except to say that they were putting Lukowe’s children in the house. Kabindi, on
the other hand, had been clear about the dwelling for Lukowe: she had to have a place in the
compound in order to bestow blessings on the people there. Unlike other parts of this ritual, baleese
abaana mu nnumba was a portion in which children were encouraged to take part. If adults had to
acknowledge Lukowe by giving her a physical place in their lives in order to receive her blessings,
their children had to have some ritual structure in place wherein they could learn about these things
in order to accommodate Lukowe later in life. Quite different from the experience of observing spirit
mediumship, which could and did scare young children, baleese abaana provided them with the
ritual infrastructure they needed to gain valuable knowledge of the patron spirits who could affect
their wellness.
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Transcribed from a recording made at okwaza ritual at Kyabakaire (Hoesing archive #12709).
Ibid.
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Once back inside, the group began anew with the lion references, calling the powerful spirits
Lukowe, Isejja, and Mukama to come again.

Table 3.20: “Empologoma egenda”184

184

Lusoga

English

soloist: mwembele, mwembele Mukama

soloist: you (pl.) sing, you sing for Mukama

chorus: empologoma egenda

chorus: the lion is going

s: abaile ki?

s: what is wrong with her/him?

abaile ki, Mukama?

what is wrong, Mukama?

ch: empologoma ezaanha

ch: the lion is playing

s: Mukama, Mukama ali kugya

s: Mukama, Mukama is going

ch: empologoma egenda

ch: the lion is going

s: Mukama agiile wa?

s: where has Mukama gone?

ch: empologoma egenda

ch: the lion is going

s: agiile wa omunene?

s: where has the big one gone?

ch: empologoma egenda

ch: the lion is going

s: mwewuube, mwewuube Mukama

s: you swing, you swing Mukama

Ch: empologoma egenda

ch: the lion is going

S: agiile wa?

s: where has he gone?

agiile wa Mukama?

where has he gone Mukama?

ch: empologoma egenda

ch: the lion is going

s: empologoma eliwa?

s: where is the lion?

ch: empologoma egenda

ch: the lion is going

s: empologoma etuuma!

s: the lion is jumping!

ch: empologoma egenda

ch: the lion is going

s: twembele, twembele Mukama

s: let us sing, sing for Mukama

ch: empologoma egenda

ch: the lion is going

Transcribed from a recording made at okwaza ritual at Kyabakaire (Hoesing archive #12709).
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Three lines in this song refer to the onset of possession in progressively more intense terms. The
term “egenda” or “going” is in this sense a reference to the (lion) spirit’s movement, not necessarily
going away, but coming and going, possessing and leaving, only to return again shortly. A musoga
drummer and singer named Mwesige Andrew Kyambu explained these to me.185 First the lion is
playing, ezaanha, then swinging, okuwuuba, and finally jumping, okutuuma, as if on a medium’s
head. Just as mediums assume postures appropriate for possession prior to the spirits’ coming, these
coded references to possession acted as ways of calling spirits to do what they say, to “move, play,
swing, jump, possess” their mediums.
The mention of Mukama recalls Basoga migratory origins.186 This part of the Kisoga
repertory is part of a well-known oral tradition that recalls the Mukama migrations into Busoga. This
historically important personage would have come from Bunyoro and continued into Buganda, but
the time that Mukama and his associated migratory group spent in Busoga marks a culturally and
historically important period in the distant Soga past. Another song makes that reference explicit
again by naming Mukama and telling of his origin in Bunyoro.

Table 3.21: “Mukama yava Bunyoro”187
Lusoga

English

soloist: Mukama yava Bunyoro,

soloist: Mukama was from Bunyoro,

baakamuleeta

they brought him

chorus: Mukama yava Bunyoro,

chorus: Mukama was from Bunyoro,

baakamuleeta

they brought him

s: ono Mukama, Mukama Munyoro

s: this Mukama, Mukama the Munyoro

ch: baakamuleeta

ch: they brought him

s: Mukama yava Bunyoro,

s: Mukama was from Bunyoro,

baakamuleeta

they brought him

ch: Mukama yava Bunyoro,

ch: Mukama was from Bunyoro,

baakamuleeta

they brought him
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Mswesige Andrew Kyambu, interview, 8 February 2009.
For a detailed account of these traditions and migrations, see David William Cohen, The Historical Tradition of
Busoga: Mukama and Kintu (Oxford University Press, 1986).
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Transcribed from a recording made at okwaza ritual at Kyabakaire (Hoesing archive #12709).
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The plural pronoun ba- in the past tense here lends weight to the theory of associated migratory
groups with historical personages like Kintu and Mukama. The phrase “they brought him” serves as
a remembrance of this event and its impact on Busoga.
The songs continued in this way, some related to fertility, some to historically important
personnel or events, and some to ritual healing and mediumship. Although Kisoga fascination with
twinship as a specific vector of fecundity differs from Kiganda ritual vocabulary of twinship, Basoga
also treat multiple births with particular reverence. Another song from this repertory praised a
mother of twins for her unusually productive capacities.

Table 3.22: “Nabirye yazaala”188

188

Lusoga

English

soloist: nabirye yazaala,

soloist: mother of twins gave birth,

yazaala, eee

she gave birth, eee

nabirye yazaala,

mother of twins gave birth,

yazaala abalongo

she gave birth to twins

chorus: nabirye yazaala,

chorus: mother of twins gave birth,

yazaala, eee

she gave birth, eee

nabirye yazaala,

mother of twins gave birth,

yazaala abalongo

she gave birth to twins

s: abaana gayembe, gayembe, eee

s: children mangoes, mangoes, eee

abaana gayembe, gayembe okumagala

children mangoes, mangoes are dropping

ch: nabirye yazaala,

ch: mother of twins gave birth,

yazaala, eee

she gave birth, eee

nabirye yazaala,

mother of twins gave birth,

yazaala abalongo

she gave birth to twins

s: abaana gathungwa, gathungwa, eee

s: children oranges, oranges, eee

abaana gathungwa, gathungwa okumagala

children oranges, oranges are dropping

Transcribed from a recording made at okwaza ritual at Kyabakaire (Hoesing archive #12709).
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Table 3.22: “Nabirye yazaala” (continued)
Lusoga

English

Ch: nabirye yazaala,

ch: mother of twins gave birth,

yazaala, eee

she gave birth, eee

nabirye yazaala,

mother of twins gave birth,

yazaala abalongo

she gave birth to twins

Basoga do not perform the same extensive twinship rituals that Baganda do, but they still give
special names to twins and their parents. They are also similarly concerned with the fertility not only
of humans, but of plants and animals. The references to fruit falling from trees here reinforced and
celebrated an image of fruition in both literal and figurative senses.
Finally, the group called upon the spirits using a generic name, Kabanda, roughly meaning
the one who possesses. The name bears a clear resemblance to the ancient term for the act of
mediumship, kubandwa, which I found to be more common among Lusoga speakers than Luganda
speakers. It created poetic euphony with the related verb in contemporary usage, okubanda,
conjugated here as obanda oyo, “you possess that one.” The literal meaning of this kubanda is to
crash or knock something down, but in this case it is a euphemism for possession with an intertextual
reference to kubandwa. As muswezi Sirajji Isejja put it, “the word kubanda refers to the one who has
caught it,” referring to the spirit. Isejja used the verb kugema, which means to grasp, catch, or hold.
The final part of this ritual, like the okwaza lubaale ritual in Buganda, was a kind of celebration with
all of the spirits present, so the praise name Kabanda was a dual reference to any of the mediums
who became possessed (“caught” spirits) during this time and any of the spirits who possessed them
(“grasped” their mediums).

Table 3.23: “Kabanda obanda muna”189

189

Lusoga

English

Soloist: Kabanda empologoma

soloist: Kabanda (spirit) lion

Kabanda obanda oyo

Kabanda possess that one

chorus: Kabanda obanda oyo

Kabanda possess that one

Transcribed from a recording made at okwaza ritual at Kyabakaire (Hoesing archive #12709).
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Table 3.23: “Kabanda obanda muna” (continued)
Lusoga

English

S: Kabanda, omuzimu omukulu

Kabanda, spirit important

ch: eee, Kabanda obanda muna

eee, Kabanda possess companion

In the last solo line, the singer calls upon an important or respected spirit, omuzimu omukulu. The
chorus that follows this line reiterates that call with a focus on “companion,” but does not specify
whose companion. This places the medium socially between the singers and the spirit. That person is
a companion to the singers in one way and the spirit in quite another, and therefore has social agency
to link the two groups. When all came to the table, the women served the chickens that had been
sacrificed and slaughtered for the occasion, along with rice. Just as in the Kiganda ritual, the end of
this event became a time for distributing food and ensuring all could eat their fill. The spiritual
implications were clear: the in-between-ness of the medium promoted a social relationship as
fulfilling for humans as it was for spirits.
Kabindi’s group left Kyabakaire a much happier place than the one they had found there.
Wedunde and his family looked forward to gathering resources for another ritual, nswezi, that would
mean hiring a larger ensemble that used four drums (also called nswezi), organizing larger sacrifices,
inviting a larger sector of their clanmates, and building a permanent dwelling in the compound for
Lukowe. A year later, when I asked Kabindi about the farmers in the area and how the rains had
been, he mentioned both Kyabakaire and the nearby village of Wairama where he had performed a
similar ritual. He said that they were doing better, that their crops had thrived over the past year, and
that one of Wedunde’s wives had conceived shortly after we left.
Summary
Both the initial divinatory consultation, okulagula, and the first of several possible ritual
gatherings, okwaza, demonstrate clear evidence of spiritual etiology in the indigenous Kiganda and
Kisoga understandings of illness and misfortune. Although okulagula can evidently be performed
with or without music, the embodiment of illness points to the embodiment of the spirits who cause
it in kusamira ritual. For this undertaking, music becomes the primary means of socializing
mediumship, and mediumship the primary means of socializing ritual pursuits of wellness.
Participants conceptualize these pursuits as dependent upon blessings from the spirits (mikisa) that
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they garner by meeting those spirits’ demands. Such demands often include the sacrifice of animals
in both Buganda and Busoga. Additionally though, spirits quite frequently require a place
somewhere in the compound. In Kisoga ritual, this often takes the form of a small house. Kabindi
and Wedunde built a temporary shelter for Lukowe, but the larger nswezi ritual to be performed later
would have been dedicated to the construction of a permanent dwelling and its consecration through
animal sacrifice. In Kiganda ritual, a specific kind of spirits called mayembe dwell in power objects.
These must not only be built but from time to time strengthened through the blood of a sacrifice. The
articulation of social relations between people and spirits, the ritual work of making places for
spirits, and the exchange of sacrifices for blessings all stress the necessity of cultivating good social
relations. To be ill is to refuse the spirits hospitality or neglect them altogether. Wellness, for
basamize and baswezi, comes from ritual processes of cultivating good social relations with spirits.
Although these features paint Kiganda and Kisoga ritual as broadly similar in many ways,
significant differences remain, even beyond those relating to where the spirits dwell. The evidence
presented in this chapter pointed to perhaps the clearest difference: the spirit pantheons to whom
Baganda basamize and Basoga baswezi answer. Basamize concern themselves primarily with
lubaale and misambwa, and mizimu can also cause particular challenges within a clan. Mayembe, the
guardians of these other spirits, frequently offer points of access to the others, and they require their
own sacrifices as well. Baswezi deal primarily with Lukowe, and as the forthcoming examples in
chapter four show, with her associated male counterpart, Isejja. Other spirits certainly come into play
in Kisoga ritual as well, including nswezi and nkuni. As chapter five will show, Kiganda and Kisoga
ritual music demonstrate important differences as well.
The rituals examined in this chapter only take their practitioners so far. These are merely the
diagnostic and exploratory phases of what usually become protracted trajectories of healing in the
pursuit of the good life (obulamu obulungi). In these cases, those who performed these diagnoses
encouraged their clients to organize larger functions and follow up on what they learned during their
“searches.” In the case of the sheep clan gathering for okwaza lubaale at Namusaale discussed
above, this was unnecessary because they came to okwaza ready to follow through with the logical
next step, omukolo ogw’okusamira. For Wedunde and his family, by contrast, the next step was
nswezi, a Kisoga ritual somewhat similar to the Kiganda kusamira ritual. When the people at
Kyabakaire began okwaza, it was purely diagnostic. They were unprepared for further steps.
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The next chapter moves further along these trajectories to examine the most involved
operations of the ritual sequences in Buganda and Busoga, kusamira and nswezi respectively. These
take valuable information from earlier consultations with indigenous healers and gatherings with kin
and clan, using it to direct ritual attention to the specific spiritual cause of the afflictions in question.
As this chapter has shown, this process requires information and some initial sacrifices in order to
establish the necessary social links with spirits and to facilitate later processes of intervention and
healing.
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CHAPTER FOUR
EMIKOLO: FOCUSED MUSICAL INTERVENTIONS
Weebale kukola n’okuuma.
Thank you for working and keeping.
-a common phrase of thanks from bajjajja (spirits) to basamize for continuing
eby’obuwangwa, the things of culture
Following Up: Okusamira, Okugabula, and Nswezi
This chapter details some of the larger gatherings that tend to follow the diagnostic and
divinatory undertakings describe in chapter three. I begin with the rituals of kusamira (emikolo
egy’okusamira) frequently performed either as follow-ups to these earlier rituals or as regular,
habitual venerations of patron spirits. I then focus on a personal experience with a promise that I
made to a community and their patron spirit to contribute (okugabula) a sacrifice and materials to
their largest ritual gathering of the year. In Busoga, I discuss an nswezi ritual, which often follows
the smaller okwaza mentioned in chapter three. Finally, a look at a ritual for creating and
strengthening spiritual dwellings (omukolo ogw’okusalira n’okuwanga amayembe) differentiates the
notion of spiritual space in Buganda from the same in Busoga. These larger events all follow roughly
similar patterns of performance: gathering (okukuŋŋana), calling the spirits in song (okusamira),
offering a sacrifice (okusaddaaka), and sharing a communal meal (okugabula) that often gives way
to the celebration of renewed ties to the spirits. However, each has particular features according to
the specific goals and spiritual foci of the rituals. Presenting the details of these larger ritual
processes here offers a look at not only the variety of practices across two regions, but also the
internal diversity of practices within each region.
Omukolo ogw’okusamira
Basamize in Buganda typically perform two kinds of mikolo gy’okusamira: there are those
that follow okwaza lubaale, narrowing the focus to a specific spirit or spirits, and those of a more
spontaneous variety. Because the okwaza lubaale ritual described in the previous chapter subsumed
a short version of this follow-up ritual, the version described below comes from one of the latter selfstanding rituals.
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The texts of ritual songs and the singers who sing them frequently emphasize the importance
of performing kusamira ritual regularly. If such performances ensure blessings (mikisa) and
constitute an integral part of pursuing the good life (obulamu obulungi) some basamize provide
living examples of those positive outcomes. In February 2010, I met one such musamize, a man
named Kabona Jjumba. Chapter three detailed my first ritual encounter with him, but the first image
I saw of this man came from a DVD of his wedding to his third wife. Along with his other wives, the
new bride, and the best man, he landed in a helicopter at the site of the wedding reception. They
exited, clad in barkcloth that was richly adorned with cowrie shells. Jjumba wore the cheshire smile
of a man who wanted for nothing. I had never observed such extravagance among basamize.
Hours after seeing these images, his first wife ushered me into his ssabo in Kirowooza
village near Mukono town, some twenty kilometres east of Kampala, where I saw the divination
(kulagula) session described in chapter three. He wore that same smile as I ducked below the
entryway to observe him in the midst of the divination described above. Of all the healers I ever met
in Buganda, Jjumba was one of the most gregarious and charismatic ambassadors for basamize.
When that session was over, he spoke in such convincing yet jovial tones that it left others with no
question that the spirits had been good to him. Two weeks after this initial meeting, I returned to his
place for what became a quite regular kind of performance: omukolo ogw’okusamira, the ritual of
possession.
As usual, he had hired our mutual friend and my teacher, Ssematimba Frank Sibyangu, to do
the drumming and lead songs. Ssematimba began in the standard way: he sang an even number of
twin songs. Mutual friends to Jjumba and Ssematimba also sang: Jjajja Nakabugo, Jjajja Kiwanuka,
and Junior Kazibwe contributed a pair of twin songs together. Then, before getting started with the
songs that would call spirits into their mediums, Jjajja Jjumba said a prayer to tell them that we had
gathered and that he was requesting the spirits’ presence as well.
I came without knowing to whom this ritual was dedicated, but the songs soon made clear
that this was simply a periodic performance of a general kusamira ritual. Thirty-five or forty people
had gathered for the occasion. The participants called upon many spirits of many different kinds.
Ssematimba began with a song calling several classes of spirits: mizimu, misambwa, and lubaale.
The rather extended form of this song was characteristic of Ssematimba’s style at this kind of larger
gathering.190
190

As with other long texts, I have eliminated the redundancies in the verses of this song. However, I retain the choruses
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Table 4.1: “Njagala ngikowoole”191
Luganda

English

soloist : ngikoowodde, bassebo,

soloist: I have called them, gentlemen,

ngikoowoola

I am calling them

chorus: njagala ngikowoole gye

chorus: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

s: njagala ngikowoole mizimu ngikowoola

s: I want to call them mizimu I am calling them

ch: njagala ngikowoole gye

ch: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

s: obudde buweddeyo jjajja yanguwa

s: the time has gone ancestor hurry

ch: njagala ngikowoole gye

ch: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

s: oyanguwangako omulungi owamuno

s: hurry a bit good one of this place

ch: njagala ngikowoole gye

ch: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

s: nsula seebise, emisambwa gy’ankwata

s: I spend the night without covering up,
emisambwa that grab me

ch: njagala ngikowoole gye

ch: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

s: nze Ssematimba,

s: I am Ssematimba,

ndi mwana wa mmamba

I am child of mmamba

ch: njagala ngikowoole gye

ch: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

s: oyanguwangako munnange n’oyogera

s: hurry a bit my companion and speak

ch: njagala ngikowoole gye

ch: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

s: njagala ngikowoole, mizimu,

s: I want to call them, mizimu,

ngikowoola

I am calling them

to convey the repetitive form and the urgency of the message in the chorus.
191
Transcribed from a recording made at omukolo ogw’okusamira at Kirowooza (Hoesing archive #21610).
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Table 4.1: “Njagala ngikowoole” (continued)
Luganda

English

ch: njagala ngikowoole gye

ch: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

s: twabakola ki bajjajja abamuno?

s: what did we do to the ancestors of this place?

ch: njagala ngikowoole gye

ch: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

s: oyanguwangako guno abula, asala

s: hurry a bit this one he gets lost, he cuts

ch: njagala ngikowoole gye

ch: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

s: ngikoowodde, bassebo, ngikoowoola

s: I have called them, gentlemen, I am calling them

ch: njagala ngikowoole gye

ch: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

s: nsula nkaaba, kaabira misambwa nze!

s: I spend the night crying, crying about misambwa!

ch: njagala ngikowoole gye

ch: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

s: mwalaga wa abange abamuno?

s: where do you want my dear ones from here?

ch: njagala ngikowoole gye

ch: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

s: omusamba ndege Kibuuka n’alaba

s: the one who kicks bells Kibuuka and he sees

ch: njagala ngikowoole gye

ch: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

s: omusamba ndege omulungi n’avuga

s: the kicker of bells the good one and he sounds

ch: njagala ngikowoole gye

ch: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

s: nsula seebise

s: I spend the night without covering

lubaale yankwata

lubaale that grabs me.

ch: njagala ngikowoole gye

ch: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

s: Sseyalira Kawagga yandeeta

s: Sseyalira Kawagga he brought me
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Table 4.1: “Njagala ngikowoole” (continued)
Luganda

English

ch: njagala ngikowoole gye

ch: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

s: akanyambereke kagudde mukkula

s: problems have befallen the house

ch: njagala ngikowoole gye

ch: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

s: mwanguwangako abalungi abawano

s: hurry a bit good ones of this place

ch: njagala ngikowoole gye

ch: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

s: Nalumansi omukyala ow’effumbe

s: Nalumansi wife of the Ffumbe (clan)

ch: njagala ngikowoole gye

ch: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

s: ayanguwangako munnange twevuga

s: He hurries a bit my companion we sound

ch: njagala ngikowoole gye

ch: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

s: obudde buweddeyo lubaale yankwata

s: the time has gone lubaale he grabbed me

ch: njagala ngikowoole gye

ch: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

s: nakatuukira tewali ayomba

s: I brought it without quarreling

ch: njagala ngikowoole gye

ch: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

s: mwalaga wa emizimu egya muno

s: I love the mizimu of this place

ch: njagala ngikowoole gye

ch: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

s: ojjanga n’ondaba

s: you come and you see

obulwadde bwawonna

the illness of all

ch: njagala ngikowoole gye

ch: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

s: oba oli jjembe njagala ombuulire

s: or if you are a jjembe I want you to tell me
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Table 4.1: “Njagala ngikowoole” (continued)
Luganda

English

ch: njagala ngikowoole gye

ch: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

s: oba oli musambwa njagala ombuulire

s: or if you are a musambwa I want you to tell me

ch: njagala ngikowoole gye

ch: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

s: nsamba endege munnange n’oyogera

s: I kick the bells my companion and you speak

ch: njagala ngikowoole gye

ch: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

s: obudde buweddeyo,

s: time has gone,

abaganda mweebase

the brothers you have slept

ch: njagala ngikowoole gye

ch: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

s: mubadde mutya abaganda abaabula?

s: how have you been brothers who have been lost?

ch: njagala ngikowoole gye

ch: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

s: mubadde mutya?

s: how have you been?

abaganda bazza wa?

brothers where have you gone back to?

ch: njagala ngikowoole gye

ch: I want to call them that

gimanyi ebyabula, njagala ngikowoole

they know are lost, I want to call them

This is one of the few songs that specifically mentions the sense of lost connection (ebyabula) that
motivates ritual gatherings (mikolo). The chorus calls the spirits that “they know are lost,” they being
the basamize. Throughout the song, Ssematimba specified who these lost ones were: misambwa,
lubaale, mizimu, and mayembe, occasionally naming specific spirits as well. These verses reinforced
the importance of habitual kusamira practice. Without it, these spirits would remain lost, out of
touch with humans, and potentially cause problems. Such rituals involve “spending the night,” as in
spending the night at a ritual (mukolo). Basamize “spend the night without covering”: they do not
sleep, but instead they sing songs and greet spirits instead. “Kicking the bells,” refers to dances
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involving iron bells (ndege), which mediums do and some spirits do as they dance to ritual song.
“Crying about misambwa” is also crying to and for misambwa, calling them into their mediums.
Again and again as the night wore on, Ssematimba called the “landlord,” referring to the
autochthonous spirit of Kirowooza village, to come. In this song he did this by reference to
“owamuno,” the one of this place, or “omulungi owamuno,” the good one of this place. Elsewhere it
was “Nnyinimu,” landlord, or “Nannyinimuno,” literally the landlord of this place. He tells these
spirits to “hurry” as they come. Being “lost” in this way did not necessarily indicate that these spirits
needed to be “found” in the same sense that participants in okwaza “search” for missing or neglected
spirits. Ssematimba sang to a known guest list with whom he was well acquainted. This manner of
addressing spirits was rather like someone saying to a friend after they had not seen each other for a
long time, “mukwano gwange, ng’obuze!” or “my friend you are lost!” It made an emotional appeal
to the spirits to stay in touch. Ssematimba heightened this emotional appeal, asking “what did we do
to the ancestors of this place?” He compared estrangement from them to spending a night in the cold
without covering up or spending a night crying in pain. This gathering, by contrast, spent the night
“kicking the bells,” making the raucous music of kusamira and greeting the spiritual visitors that it
invites. Such visits addressed the “illness of all,” that which is caused by the loss or neglect of a
convivial social connection with the spirits.
In the next song, Ssematimba moved quite naturally from crying out for that connection to
greeting the spirits who could restore it. He moved back and forth between these two modes of
addressing the spirits, alternating “landlord” with a praise name for Kiwanuka, “Wakaliga,” who
“beats” with thunder. He also addressed Kiwanuka’s twin brother, Musoke, the rainbow.

Table 4.2: “Wakaliga”192

192

Luganda

English

soloist: Wakaliga kuba nga nange

soloist: Wakaliga beat like me

bwe nkuba, Wakaliga

as I beat, Wakaliga

abadde atya lubaale wa bano?

how has he been lubaale of these?

chorus: Wakaliga kuba nga nange

chorus: Wakaliga beat like me

bwe nkuba, Wakaliga

as I beat, Wakaliga

s: obadde otya tambula aganiira?

s: how have you been walking so very slowly?

Transcribed from a recording made at omukolo ogw’okusamira at Kirowooza (Hoesing archive #21610).
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Table 4.2: “Wakaliga” (continued)
Luganda

English

ch: Wakaliga kuba nga nange

ch: Wakaliga beat like me

bwe nkuba, Wakaliga

as I beat, Wakaliga

s: Ssebo nnyinimu namuwa eggwata

s: sir landlord I gave you a large water pot

ch: Wakaliga kuba nga nange

ch: Wakaliga beat like me

bwe nkuba, Wakaliga

as I beat, Wakaliga

s: kuba nga n'oli bwa kuba

s: beat as you beat

ch: Wakaliga kuba nga nange

ch: Wakaliga beat like me

bwe nkuba, Wakaliga

as I beat, Wakaliga

s: ssebo Wanuka nakuwa endiga

s: sir Wanuka I gave you a sheep

ch: Wakaliga kuba nga nange

ch: Wakaliga beat like me

bwe nkuba, Wakaliga

as I beat, Wakaliga

s: ne Musoke namuwa ebibye

s: and Musoke I gave him his things

ch: Wakaliga kuba nga nange

ch: Wakaliga beat like me

bwe nkuba, Wakaliga

as I beat, Wakaliga

s: kuba nga n'ono bw'akuba

s: beat like this one as he beats

ch: Wakaliga kuba nga nange

ch: Wakaliga beat like me

bwe nkuba, Wakaliga

as I beat, Wakaliga

s: anaayogera namuwa ebibye

s: he is going to say I have him his things

ch: Wakaliga kuba nga nange

ch: Wakaliga beat like me

bwe nkuba, Wakaliga

as I beat, Wakaliga

s: abadde atya atambula atolooma

s: how has he been he walks talking to himself?

ch: Wakaliga kuba nga nange

ch: Wakaliga beat like me

bwe nkuba, Wakaliga

as I beat, Wakaliga

s: nti munnange omulongo omulungi

s: that my companion the good twin

ch: Wakaliga kuba nga nange

ch: Wakaliga beat like me

bwe nkuba, Wakaliga

as I beat, Wakaliga

s: mpita Jjajja omulenzi omuto oyo

s: I am calling the ancestor that small boy

ch: Wakaliga kuba nga nange

ch: Wakaliga beat like me

bwe nkuba, Wakaliga

as I beat, Wakaliga
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Table 4.2: “Wakaliga” (continued)
Luganda

English

s: mpita Wanuka emmandwa ekika ekyo

s: I am calling Wanuka medium of that clan

ch: Wakaliga kuba nga nange

ch: Wakaliga beat like me

bwe nkuba, Wakaliga

as I beat, Wakaliga

s: ssebo Musoke nakuwa ebibyo

s: sir Musoke I gave you your things

ch: Wakaliga kuba nga nange

ch: Wakaliga beat like me

bwe nkuba, Wakaliga

as I beat, Wakaliga

s: nti abadde atya omulongo omulungi?

s: how has he been the good twin?

ch: Wakaliga kuba nga nange

ch: Wakaliga beat like me

bwe nkuba, Wakaliga

as I beat, Wakaliga

s: ssebo Jjajja atambula atolooma

s: sir ancestor he walks talking to himself

ch: Wakaliga kuba nga nange

ch: Wakaliga beat like me

bwe nkuba, Wakaliga

as I beat, Wakaliga

s: ssebo Wanuka atambula atolooma

s: sir Wanuka he walks talking to himself

ch: Wakaliga kuba nga nange

ch: Wakaliga beat like me

bwe nkuba, Wakaliga

as I beat, Wakaliga

s: nti oyanguwanga atambula aganiira

s: hurry he walks so very slowly

ch: Wakaliga kuba nga nange

ch: Wakaliga beat like me

bwe nkuba, Wakaliga

as I beat, Wakaliga

s: nti abadde atya lubaale wa wano?

s: how has he been lubaale of this place?

ch: Wakaliga kuba nga nange

ch: Wakaliga beat like me

bwe nkuba, Wakaliga

as I beat, Wakaliga

s: laba Wanuka nakuwa endiga

s: see Wanuka I gave him a sheep

ch: Wakaliga kuba nga nange

ch: Wakaliga beat like me

bwe nkuba, Wakaliga

as I beat, Wakaliga

s: ssebo omugoma bamuwe eggwata

s: sir the drummer they gave him a large water pot

ch: Wakaliga kuba nga nange

ch: Wakaliga beat like me

bwe nkuba, Wakaliga

as I beat, Wakaliga

s: kati n'omulala bamuwe ekikye

s: now another they gave him his thing
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Table 4.2: “Wakaliga” (continued)
Luganda

English

ch: Wakaliga kuba nga nange

ch: Wakaliga beat like me

bwe nkuba, Wakaliga

as I beat, Wakaliga

s: obadde otya tambula otolooma?

s: how have you been walk talking to yourself?

ch: Wakaliga kuba nga nange

ch: Wakaliga beat like me

bwe nkuba, Wakaliga

as I beat, Wakaliga

s: mpita bwe ntyo omwana omulungiko

s: I am calling like this the good child

ch: Wakaliga kuba nga nange

ch: Wakaliga beat like me

bwe nkuba, Wakaliga

as I beat, Wakaliga

s: obadde otya omwana wa kitange?

s: how have you been child of my father?

ch: Wakaliga kuba nga nange

ch: Wakaliga beat like me

bwe nkuba, Wakaliga

as I beat, Wakaliga

s: ssebo Wanuka kankuwe ebibyo

s: sir Wanuka let me give you your things

ch: Wakaliga kuba nga nange

ch: Wakaliga beat like me

bwe nkuba, Wakaliga

as I beat, Wakaliga

s: kuba nga n'oli bw'akuba

s: beat as you beat when he beats

ch: Wakaliga kuba nga nange

ch: Wakaliga beat like me

bwe nkuba, Wakaliga

as I beat, Wakaliga

s: laba nga nange bwe nkola

s: see as I beat when you beat

ch: Wakaliga kuba nga nange

ch: Wakaliga beat like me

bwe nkuba, Wakaliga

as I beat, Wakaliga

If the Creator God, Katonda, seems distant to basamize, the lubaale spirits he created offer a more
immediate way for humans to understand and articulate their cosmology. Here the thunder and
lightning “talks to himself” as a singular spirit, a “drummer,” Kiwanuka. Musoke, the rainbow,
“walks slowly,” following his twin brother Kiwanuka. They fill the large water pot with rain, and the
people offer them a sheep for sacrifice. When they come to dwell in the mediums, basamize offer
these spirits “their things,” meeting their requests and thanking them for blessings. These verses
described scenes of conviviality—hospitality for spirits, sacrifice, and ritual work and exchange of
sacrifices for blessings—with which these basamize were well familiar.
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These twin brothers became the subject of many songs, which made sense especially for the
basamize at this event, who were mostly farmers: the thunder, lightning, and rainbows come with the
rain, and rain nourishes the crops. A friend to Ssematimba, Ssalongo Kyobinga, led another tune
referring to the twin brothers.

Table 4.3: “Yeetwala bulala”193

193

Luganda

English

soloist: yeetwala, yeetwala,

soloist: he is going, he is going,

yeetwala bulungi Kiwanuka ow'ensaba

he is going well Kiwanuka of the prayers

semi-chorus: yeetwala bulala

semi-chorus: he is going somewhere else

s: Kiwanuka yanguwako

s: Kiwanuka hurry a bit

chorus: yeetwala bulungi

chorus: he is going well

Kiwanuka ow'ensaba,

Kiwanuka of the prayers,

yeetwala bulala

he is going somewhere else

s: yeetwala Jjajjange

s: he is going my ancestor

ch: yeetwala bulungi

ch: he is going well

Kiwanuka ow'ensaba,

Kiwanuka of the prayers,

yeetwala bulala

he is going somewhere else

s: yeetwala, yeetwala

s: he is going, he is going

ch: yeetwala bulungi

ch: he is going well

Kiwanuka ow'ensaba,

Kiwanuka of the prayers,

yeetwala bulala

he is going somewhere else

s: yanguwako mukama wange

s: hurry a bit my master

ch: yeetwala bulungi

he is going well

Kiwanuka ow'ensaba,

Kiwanuka of the prayers,

yeetwala bulala

he is going somewhere else

s: ggwe Musoke yanguwako

s: you Musoke hurry a bit

Transcribed from a recording made at omukolo ogw’okusamira at Kirowooza (Hoesing archive #21610).
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Table 4.3: “Yeetwala bulala” (continued)
Luganda

English

ch: yeetwala bulungi

ch: he is going well

Kiwanuka ow'ensaba,

Kiwanuka of the prayers,

yeetwala bulala

he is going somewhere else

s: wololololo yanguwako ow'ennyondo

s: wololololo hurry a bit one of the hammer

ch: yeetwala bulungi

ch: he is going well

Kiwanuka ow'ensaba,

Kiwanuka of the prayers,

yeetwala bulala

he is going somewhere else

s: Kiwanuka Jjajjaffe

s: Kiwanuka our ancestor

ch: yeetwala bulungi

ch: he is going well

Kiwanuka ow'ensaba,

Kiwanuka of the prayers,

yeetwala bulala

he is going somewhere else

“Going,” in the sense conveyed by the verb okwetwala means going independently, uninvited,
without asking permission.194 The thunder, for example, does not ask permission before beginning.
He is Kiwanuka, the “one of the hammer.”

Fig. 4.1: Kiwanuka’s hammer
194

A.M. Bagunywa et al., A Concise Luganda-English Dictionary (Kampala: Fountain, 2009), 29; Ssematimba Frank
Sibyangu, interview, 25 May 2010.
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This symbol of Kiwanuka is the hammer (ennyondo) used to pound out bark cloth. Its ridged head
spreads out the bark against a hard surface. The plain, iron shaft of the handle on this hammer
extends to a point, as it is stuck in the ground near a shrine for Kiwanuka. Often these hammers can
also be found stuck all the way down until the top is flush with the ground beneath a fire (ekyoto)
outside a shrine. Often people kneel to pray at these fires before the dual symbols of Kiwanuka upon
arriving at a shrine and just before leaving. Hence the lyric “the one of the prayers” joins
Kiwanuka’s symbols of the hammer and fire to the image of basamize asking for his blessings
(mikisa).
When the spirits finally came around, it quickly became clear that this whole ritual revolved
around social interaction with the them. Each time someone became possessed, the music stopped
long enough for people to greet the spirit, who carried on a fairly brief conversation with the group
before the music started again. These were basically greetings, after which the spirits sometimes
asked for their garments, a pipe, some mwenge, or to speak with a specific person. The spirits would
then continue their conversations obscured by the music, begin to dance through their mediums, or
leave altogether. I had seen this before; one of the first kusamira rituals I attended in Buyijja village
carried on in much the same fashion, and many since then had appeared quite similar. Spirits came
and went as the group sang, danced, ate, and smoked home cured pipe tobacco, until about four AM.
When everyone slept, the ritual seemed over. Jjajja Jjumba’s regular stream of clients began
to trickle in during the morning hours. By that time several people had already left, while others
lingered outside to chat. No sacrifice, no slaughter, and no huge celebration culminated this ritual. It
was more quotidian than that, even if it was equally important. After several trips to Jjajja Jjumba’s
shrine, I began to see that this ritual was less a one night event than it was an ongoing practice, a
ritual that never concluded. The regularity with which certain people returned to this place
confirmed this image of ongoing ritual, so sacrifice was definitely involved, but not every day or
every time someone beat the drums to sing praise songs or facilitate kusamira. Kabona Jjumba lives
in this constant flow from one mukolo to the next. He hosts these regularly at his ssabo at home, he
travels far and wide to visit friends and colleagues for larger sacrifices, weddings, and funerals. This
work has earned him not only the title Kabona, but a place of honor at all of these events and the
respect of his community, for he provides crucial links to their ancestral and patron spirits.
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Okugabula
Since the kusamira ritual that followed okwaza lubaale at Namusaale village already
provided one brief example, it makes sense to describe another type of focused kusamira ritual, the
type for making an offering, okugabula, to a specific spirit. Although I had seen something like this
on several occasions, I took an opportunity toward the end of my last month in Uganda to thank a
community that had been especially good to me by making a serious pledge (okweyama) to bring
beer, meat, coffee berries, and a goat for them and their patron spirit. Making good on this promise
meant performing a formal gift exchange in the context of kusamira ritual: okugabula.
Kisuze village had become very special to me. I attended their annual new year celebrations
for two years running, and the caretaker (omusiige) at this shrine had taught me a great deal about
the place, its spirits, and the rituals that he facilitated there. A short fifteen kilometer motorcycle ride
southwest of Kampala, Kisuze sat atop a large hill next to an enormous boulder that people there
called ekyombo, the big boat. Local oral tradition held that the spiritual patron of the mmamba clan,
Jjajja Byuma, arrived in this boat from Lake Nalubaale, landing at this spot. The topography of the
location was consistent with this story: beyond the valley that sat below the hill was the lake and
enough swamp land to believe that it was once all covered in water. Because Byuma had arrived
using this clever transport, the creator Katonda called this place Akatwe akagezi, the creative head.
The villagers called it Kisuze, the place to spend the night, after the other nearby large rocks that
they said were shaped like beds for the spirits.
The female spirit medium for Jjajja Byuma, who shared his name, lived here. She built a
compound with a large kiggwa at the center (like a ssabo, but for a larger sector of the a clan).
Nearby there were also shrines for the balaalo, cattle keepers from Bunyoro; Ssalongo ne Nnalongo,
the mother and father of twins; Ndawula, the spirit often associated with smallpox and syphillis; and
in the forest at the very top of the hill, Ddungu, the hunter spirit. The musiige Ronald Bbweete
introduced me to all of these places. He and Jjajja Byuma allowed me to observe and participate in
the rituals that called these spirits and asked for their blessings. My promise (okweyama) to offer a
goat for sacrifice there was a thanksgiving to him, to the spirits of the place, and to the people who
lived there.
Bbwete began by taking me to the main fireplace behind the enormous boulder, the boat
(ekyombo). He dug down to the bottom of the ashes to find a hammer, the type used for pounding
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barkcloth. This was the hammer of Kiwanuka, the twin spirit associated with lightning and fire.
There he instructed me to place kindling and light a fire, and he led me in a prayer:
Jjajjange ntuuse wano omuzuukulu wo Kigozi. Nsaba osumulula amakubo n’emikisa gyonna
gyonna. Nsaba obulamu obulungi, n’obuwangaazi, n’okumanya, n’okutegeera.
Ancestor I have arrived here your grandchild Kigozi. I pray you open my paths and all of the
blessings. I pray for a good life, for a long life, and for knowledge and understanding.195
We returned to the shrine, where Jjajja Byuma’s medium was seated on the raised platform
(mwaliiro) cordoned off from the rest of the room by spears and gourds. Led by Bbweete, everyone
stood and sang the twin songs to begin the ritual in the usual way. When we finished, Bbweete
offered another brief prayer, saying, “Jjajja Mukama wange Ssalongo abazuukulu bazze kulabako,”
meaning “Ancestor my master father of twins the grandchildren have come to see [you].”
His invocation inspired the first song, which our mutual friend Tomusange led:

Table 4.4: “Twazze kulabalo nannyinimu”196
Luganda

English

soloist: (nti) abange twazze kulabako

soloist: (that) my dear ones we have come to see

nannyinimu, nnyini bizimbe

the landlord, owner of buildings

chorus: jjajja Byuma anaatwalimiza

chorus: grandfather Byuma will make us dig

s: nannyinimu abange

s: landlord my dear ones

ch: twazze kulabako nannyinimu

ch: we have come to see landlord

s: nannyini maka

s: owner of homes

ch: jjajja Byuma anaatwalimiza

ch: grandfather Byuma will make us dig

His song invoked Byuma, calling him forth so that we could see him. The praise name nannyinimu
was a frequently used praise name that acknowledged the spirits’ claim to the land and the necessity
195
196

Ronald Bbweete, Okugabula Nnyama, Kisuze village, 23 June 2010.
Transcribed from a recording made at okugabula nnyama ritual at Kisuze (Hoesing archive #62310).
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that they bless all planting endeavors. “Anaatwalimiza” comes from a causative form of okulima, to
dig with a hoe for planting or harvesting crops. Tomusange followed this up with another song
calling Byuma to manifest himself in his medium.

Table 4.5: “Nkowoola ngikowoole wa ggulu”197
Luganda

English

soloist: Kale ngikowoola bassebo,

soloist: Okay, I am calling gentlemen,

ngikowodde

I have called it

chorus: wa ggulu

chorus: up there

s: ngikowoola

s: I am calling

ch: nkowoola, ngikowoole wa ggulu

ch: I am calling, I am calling it up there

s: ngikowoola ojja muno,

s: I am calling you come here,

ngikowodde

I have called it

ch: wa ggulu

ch: up there

s: ngikowoola

s: I am calling

ch: nkowoola, ngikowoole wa ggulu

ch: I am calling, I am calling it up there

This way of calling spirits was common for experienced ritual singers. With it, they delivered the
straightforward message “I am calling” or “I am calling it,” meaning the spirit. Frequently spirits
were said to “grab the heads” of their mediums (bakwata emitwe), an action that depicted something
descending on a person from above (wa ggulu).
Then, aware that my time was limited and that this ritual was only meant to take the afternoon
(instead of all night), Tomusange sang the next song rather impatiently.

197

Transcribed from a recording made at okugabula nnyama ritual at Kisuze (Hoesing archive #62310).
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Table 4.6: “Gyebalinda yanguwako”198
Luganda

English

soloist: gyebalinda, aaaa,

soloist: they are waiting for it, aaaa,

nnyabo yanguwako,

madam hurry a bit,

gyebalinda wo, bw'oli jjajja

they are waiting for it, as you are the ancestor

yanguwako ggwe!

you hurry up!

chorus: gyebalinda, aaaa,

they are waiting for it, aaaa,

yanguwako, gyebalinda

hurry a bit, they are waiting for it

s: owange Byuma yanguwako

s: my dear Byuma hurry a bit

ch: gyebalinda, aaaa,

ch: they are waiting for it, aaaa,

yanguwako, gyebalinda

hurry a bit, they are waiting for it

He first addressed the medium (madam), imploring her to release her usual sense of self to Byuma.
Then he sang directly to the spirit, telling him to hurry. This latter technique—imploring the spirit to
hurry—was quite common, but I was surprised to hear it so early in this ritual. The spirit Byuma
soon possessed his medium, greeting us shortly after the end of this song.
Bbweete called me near; the time had come for me to present my gifts to Jjajja Byuma,
which he would in turn share with the community. I brought forth a large container of banana beer
(ekitta ky’omwenge), followed by a goat (embuzi), a pair of large bark cloths (embugo), a basket of
meat (ekibbo ky’ennyama), and coffee berries (mmwanyi). Each of these gifts held particular
significance. Beer had to come first, for as a Muganda once told me at okwanjula, the ritual where a
young woman introduces her suitor to her parents and family, “ekitta ky’omwenge kisumulula
oluggi” (the gourd of beer opens the door). In this case I used it to open the blessings (emikisa) as an
entrée to the presentation of other gifts. I had promised to bring the goat and the meat. When I
presented them, Byuma informed me that so many people promise such things and then get “lost” in
the road. It was a play on words: the noun for goat, mbuzi, uses a modified version of the stem
198

Transcribed from a recording made at okugabula nnyama ritual at Kisuze (Hoesing archive #62310).
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-bula, from the verb to get lost, okubula. This stem becomes -buzi when attached to a noun prefix, as
in the word omubuzi, a lost person. Goats commonly chew through their tethers and wander off, so
the noun for goat, mbuzi, literally means “lost animal.” Bbweete picked up on the reference,
instructing me to pray that Byuma accept this sacrifice to help me in a specific way. He prayed that
“embuzi eno embulize bwe bibi byonna,” that this goat lose all misfortunes. I had also promised the
barkcloth. Each year, Bbweete sewed together many of these to cover the big boulder/boat, ekyombo.
For two years I had come to this ritual and contributed to this effort. Since I would not be able to
attend the following year, I had brought my contribution early. Finally, the coffee berries
(emmwanyi) were a traditional gift that recalled the ritual omukago, a blood pact in which they were
used in former times. In this context, they were part of ebigali, the formal accompaniment of coffee
berries and a nominal monetary fee given with any gift made to a spirit. Like other elements of
kinship, mmwanyi symbolize close social relations with spirits, the kind capable of maintaining and
continually reproducing wellness.
Jjajja Byuma responded enthusiastically, thanking me profusely for my gifts. He sent me on
my way with blessings for safe travel. I had told him that my wife was to give birth, and he wished
us all the best for a safe childbirth. He wished me safe travels again, a successful end to my studies,
the acquisition of profitable work, prosperity, houses, a good life (obulamu obulungi) knowledge and
understanding (okumanya n’okutegeera). Overwhelmed, I could only sing with Bbwete when he
began a penultimate chorus.

Table 4.7: “Weebale weebale”199

199

Luganda

English

soloist: weebale weebale, naye

soloist: thank you thank you, but

munnange weebale,

my dear thank you,

weebale weebale

thank you thank you

ogabudde nnyo weebale

you have given much thank you

Transcribed from a recording made at okugabula nnyama ritual at Kisuze (Hoesing archive #62310).
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Table 4.7: “Weebale weebale” (continued)
Luganda

English

chorus: weebale weebale ssebo

chorus: thank you thank you sir

Jjajja weebale, weebale weebale

grandfather thank you, thank you thank you

ogabudde nnyo weebale

you have given much thank you

s: walalala naye munnange mmwebaza,

s: walalala and you my dear we praise you,

weebale weebale

thank you thank you

ogabudde nnyo weebale

you have given much thank you

ch: weebale weebale ssebo

ch: thank you thank you sir

jjajja weebale, weebale weebale

grandfather thank you, thank you thank you

akuwagalana omwebazanga

he gives the one who thanks

s: weebale weebale naye

s: thank you thank you but

munnange weebale, weebale weebale

my dear thank you, thank you thank you

ogabudde nnyo nkwebaza

you have given much I praise you

ch: weebale weebale ssebo

ch: thank you thank you sir

jjajja weebale, weebale weebale

grandfather thank you, thank you thank you

akuwagalana omwebazanga

he gives the one who thanks

The last line of this chorus, “he gives the one who thanks,” was particularly poignant. The giver here
was the spirit, who thanks “the one who thanks,” that is, a person who has organized a sacrifice by
bestowing blessings (mikisa). In other words, sacrifices made to the spirits beget blessings. The
whole exchange was reminiscent of a common exchange between polite Baganda in which one
person says thank you (weebale nnyo), and the person being thanked responds by thanking his
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companion for approving (weebale kusiima). Both model the never-ending cycle of sacrifice for
blessings and vice versa.
Finally, Bbweete led another familiar thanking song. I had heard this song on other occasions
where meat was brought for sacrifice. This community was accustomed to feasting during their ritual
celebrations of the new year that attracted hundreds of people and required the sacrifice of several
animals, including goats and cattle. In June, however, three kilos of meat constituted a considerable
luxury for this small group and a goat served as another early contribution to the larger gathering for
the new year.

Table 4.8: “Omugabi agabye nnyama”200

200

Luganda

English

soloist: siraba nga agaba ki?

soloist: I do not see that he gives what?

chorus: omugabi

chorus: the giver

s: siraba nga agaba ki?

s: I do not see that he gives what?

ch: omugabi agabye nnyama

ch: the giver has given meat

s: jjajja ng’omuwadde

s: grandfather you have given

ch: omugabi

ch: the giver

s: munnange omuwadde

s: my dear you have given

ch: omugabi agabye nnyama

ch: the giver has given meat

s: emisambwa ogiwadde

s: emisambwa you have given

ch: omugabi

ch: the giver

s: n’abalongo abawadde

s: and the twins you have given

ch: omugabi agabye nnyama

ch: the giver has given meat

s: n’amayembe gawadde

s: and mayembe you have given

Transcribed from a recording made at okugabula nnyama ritual at Kisuze (Hoesing archive #62310).
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Table 4.8: “Omugabi agabye nnyama” (continued)
Luganda

English

ch: omugabi

ch: the giver

s: jjajja ng’ogabudde

s: grandfather you have given

ch: omugabi agabye nnyama

ch: the giver has given meat

A relatively short ritual, this event nevertheless demonstrated structural norms for the gracious
acceptance of gifts. The “giver” had dual meaning here as the one who made the sacrificial offering
and the ancestor who would redistribute it to the people. Stewardship of my gifts would be important
here. I called Bbweete a few days after the celebration of the 2011 new year and the set of rituals
that I was unable to attend. He assured me without my asking that although the meat had been
consumed within days, the goat and the barkcloth had gone to good use in the celebration of the new
year and made Jjajja Byuma very happy.
Nswezi
Although I never got the opportunity to see the rituals that followed okwaza at Kyabakaire
and Wairama in Busoga, there were plenty of nswezi rituals to observe later. Early in January 2009, I
heard about a group of people who had been preparing an nswezi gathering for some time since their
okwaza ritual, and it was to take place very near where my drumming teacher at the time lived.
Mwesige Andrew Kyambu and his father, Kyambu Ntakabusuni, had introduced me to nswezi drums
and told me about the associated rituals a month earlier. I soon got an opportunity that would
demonstrate nswezi performance in the context they had told me about.
We rolled into Munamaizi village shortly after the ritual had begun, so the people were midsong when Mwesige’s motorcycle engine cut off. The way they stopped and stared, I knew that
many of these people had never seen a white person before, and many others had only ever seen a
few in their lives. Munamaizi is in the far northeast corner of Namutumba district, at least forty-five
kilometers northeast of Iganga town, in a rural area beyond a large swamp land. These farmers of
rice, cassava, and sweet potatoes would have had very few reasons to trek past Namutumba trading
center to Iganga, much less Jinja or Kampala.
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These were people of the lineage Baise Mukose, whose totem, ebbuutu, was a large black
bird. Early that day, I spoke with the senior male elder of the lineage, Amulami Balinaine. He said
that the people had suffered terrible problems associated with mizimu and enkuni spirits. Some had
persistent, debilitating headaches. Others went mad for no apparent reason. I found out later that one
woman had been barren during her prime childbearing years, making her the target of ridicule for
other young women in her village and her lineage. This nswezi would call the spirits to find new
mediums in the lineage, and the elders would build these spirits permanent homes within the
compound.
Balinaine pointed out two other people very important to this function, both of whom he had
consulted in planning it: Isejja Moses Wamunoga and Lukowe Monica. These two were the spiritual
facilitators of the whole event. Every nswezi function needs these two types of people, Lukowe and
Isejja. As noted above, women with the title Lukowe have enormous spiritual cache with baswezi.
They are mediums for the spirit Lukowe, the archetypical mother of all spirits (and by extension all
people) and an authority on all female health matters, particularly reproductive health. Isejja, by
contrast, is a kind of father in the same way that Lukowe is a mother. He is also a patron spirit to the
physically debilitated, making him a popular spirit among victims of polio. Neither the spirits nor
their mediums need be married, though there are indeed husband and wife Isejjas and Lukowes.
However, for nswezi ritual, they watch over the proceedings and new mediums with a pseudoparental supervisory gaze. All of this helps explain why these spirits get mentioned so often in the
nswezi ritual repertory.
Drummers, singers, and shakers of gourd rattles (nnhengo) called Lukowe specifically:

Table 4.9: “Lukowe alimila mu nnhengo”201
Lusoga

English

soloist: wa Lukowe talima

soloist: where Lukowe does not dig

alimila mu nnhengo

she digs while wearing the gourd rattle

nze nkweta

I am calling you [Lukowe]

chorus: [repeats same text]
201

Transcribed from a recording made at nswezi ritual at Munamaizi (Hoesing archive #11609).
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In this short text, they reveal a great deal about the spirit Lukowe. Although farmers venerate her,
she does not “dig.” Here the verb “to dig” (okulima) was used as a synecdoche for the practice of
farming. This is one of many references to the activities that her mediums undertake when their
companions are farming, but digging with a hoe represents all of those activities. People allow this
deviation from work, for Lukowe has other talents. Her expertise in matters of marriage and
childbirth are valuable assets to Basoga communities like the Baise Mukose and the village of
Munamaizi.

Table 4.10: “Nnakola ntya?”202
Lusoga

English

chorus: eeh, maama nnaakola ntya?

chorus: eeh, maama what will I do?

soloist: Lukowe omulungi ow’okutenga,

soloist: Lukowe the beautiful good for bouncing,

ch: eeh, maama nnaakola ntya?

ch: eeh, maama what will I do?

s: Lukowe omulungi ow’okubaiza,

s: Lukowe the beautiful good to marry off,

ch: eeh, maama nnaakola ntya?

ch: eeh, maama what will I do?

s: Lukowe omulungi ow’okuwuuba,

s: Lukowe the beautiful good to swing,

ch: eeh, maama nnaakola ntya?

ch: eeh, maama what will I do?

This texts gets a bit more specific about why Lukowe does not dig. She has expertise in “bouncing,”
i.e. bouncing babies playfully, a metaphor for giving them birth and raising them. Not only do
women go to her for fertility problems, but she is also the spiritual symbol of ancestral knowledge
about childbearing and child rearing passed down from grandmothers, mothers, and aunties to their
daughters. Just as digging serves as a symbol for cultivating and farming in the previous text, here
the image of bouncing babies represents knowledge of childbearing and care more broadly.
Another song implores the spirits to come and clarify their desires by telling the clan why
they have caused so many problems.

202

Transcribed from a recording made at nswezi ritual at Munamaizi (Hoesing archive #11609).
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Table 4.11: “Nakutaikile inho”203
Lusoga

English

soloist: Nakutaikile inho; lwaki onnumya?

soloist: I loved you a lot; why do you sadden me?

nakutakile inho; lwaki onnumya olwaleelo? I loved you a lot; why do you sadden me today?
chorus: [repeats same text]

The logical manner of solving such problems involves this very kind of singing, nswezi, and its
associated ritual activities. “Sadness” or illness motivates people for ritual, but it could also refer to
frustration at the delayed onset of possession both in the moment of this ritual and in the broader
situation of the village. This community had very few active mediums, none of whom lived in
Munamaizi village. It took days for any of the spirits to speak through the first of the newly initiated
spirit mediums. As they sang these early songs, men brewed mwenge, a traditional brew made from
bananas, and buried it in the ground to ferment over the next few days. When they returned to
singing, they made a commentary on the purpose of this nswezi ritual by reference to the drums of
the same name.

Table 4.12: “Eno eŋoma”204
Lusoga

English

soloist: eno eŋoma yange yanzaile

soloist: this drum of mine gave me a new

buto, buto

birth, birth

chorus: eno eŋoma yange;

chorus: this is my drum;

yalinsunisa eby’entaka

it will get me what I want

“What I want” goes beyond mediumship. Entaka connotes an altercation or controversy, a struggle.
The drum symbolizes the entire ritual process, and by extension the positive outcomes of nswezi. It
promises to get the singer through the struggles at hand. I contend that this is the main reason why

203
204

Transcribed from a recording made at nswezi ritual at Munamaizi (Hoesing archive #11609).
Ibid.
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the ritual and the drums beat for it share the same name. In contrast to the previous song, this text
shows considerably more hope about the ritual process.
So drumming and singing went on for some time, with breaks for drinking tea and smoking
home-cured tobacco. As in the Kiganda rituals, this is how people spent time during the early part of
the ritual: they created a social atmosphere for convivial interaction and they invited the spirits to
join them. The sky grew dark. Mwesige and I made our way back to his place, and he took me to a
hotel where I could charge camera and recorder batteries.
When we returned the following day, the women under the makeshift shelter (ekigangu) were
singing an interesting song about barrenness. “Kasinga ngalagila; otanvumye bugumba, munange
Namunobe, Eibale ely’obuwongo,” meaning “ It is better you direct me than abuse my barenness, my
fellow unloved one (or unwanted one) the stones of the mind.” The song made reference to women
who had suffered barrenness, calling upon the spirits to direct them toward solutions. Unlike most
other ritual songs, it was through composed rather than verses and a chorus. “Unloved” or
“unwanted” calls to mind the stigmatization and rejection that women often feel when they cannot
produce children. Often this feeds negativity that can block women from considering that the
condition might not be permanent. Poetic reference to “the stones of the mind” probably refers to
this cyclic downward spiral that causes some women to be quite depressed. This was certainly the
case for one woman in Munamaizi who had been the victim of her age-mates’ rumor mongering and
ridicule for months. Often such women become mediums if it turns out their barrenness is
permanent. The association with Lukowe gives them access to abnormally large amounts of
childbearing knowledge for women who have not had children, and they can dedicate time that
would have been spent raising children to helping women care for their reproductive health and bear
children. This might not provide emotional compensation for their inability to bear their own
children, but it appears to offer some kind of social compensation: they are able to assert their value
as women through a specific domain of gendered ritual knowledge.
This through-composed song was like an invocation, because it soon gave way to other songs
about fertility. Like the balongo songs in Buganda, these mentioned twins frequently.
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Table 4.13: “Nabalongo yaizze”205
Lusoga

English

soloist: nabalongo owe—n’oyo

soloist: mother of twins —is that one

chorus: n’oyo nabalongo yaize

chorus: is that one the mother of twins came back

s: nabalongo wuuyo

s: mother of twins is there

ch: n’oyo nabalongo yaize

ch: is that one the mother of twins came back

s: nabalongo tuuma

s: mother of twins jump

ch: n’oyo nabalongo yaize

ch: is that one the mother of twins came back

s: nabalongo ow’enkuni

s: mother of twins of enkuni

ch: n’oyo nabalongo yaize

ch: is that one the mother of twins came back

s: nabalongo, omuleezi w’abaana

s: mother of twins, raises children

ch: n’oyo nabalongo yaize

ch: is that one the mother of twins came back

s: nabalongo Lukowe

s: mother of twins Lukowe

ch: n’oyo nabalongo yaize

ch: is that one the mother of twins came back

s: nabalongo mwene

s: mother of twins the real one

ch: n’oyo nabalongo yaize

ch: is that one the mother of twins came back

s: nabalongo wulila

s: mother of twins hear

ch: n’oyo nabalongo yaize

ch: is that one the mother of twins came back

This song calls upon Lukowe, the archetypical mother of twins and mother to all spirits, for help in
barrenness. The singer implores her to “jump,” meaning to come upon her medium. “Wulila” is an
imperative, and it can as easily be translated as “listen” rather than “hear.” Either way, it asks
Lukowe to respond, again by possessing her medium.
The song that follows assigns corresponding powers to Lukowe and Isejja, saying that they
produced a lion.

205

Transcribed from a recording made at nswezi ritual at Munamaizi (Hoesing archive #11709).
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Table 4.14: “Yazaala”206
Lusoga

English

soloist: nabirye yazaala, yazaala

soloist: mother of twins produced, produced

eeh, nabirye yazaala, yazaala abalongo!

eeh, mother of twins produced, produced twins!

chorus: nabirye yazaala, yazaala

chorus: mother of twins produced, produced

eeh, nabirye yazaala, yazaala abalongo!

eeh, mother of twins produced, produced twins!

s: isabirye yazaala, yazaala

s: father of twins produced, produced,

eeh, isabirye yazaala, yazaala empologoma!

eeh, father of twins produced, produced lion!

chorus: nabirye yazaala, yazaala

chorus: mother of twins produced, produced

eeh, nabirye yazaala, yazaala abalongo!

eeh, mother of twins produced, produced twins!

The “lion” in this song is a reference to a powerful child. In twin songs, children often get compared
to powerful animals like leopards or lions. These animals serve as metaphors for the strength and
health of children.
Still on the theme of fertility, another song resembled the version from the procession during
okwaza at Kyabakaire.207 The orthography of this version differs slightly, owing to a difference in
the dialect that the singers speak. The singers of the first version (in the previous chapter) speak
Lugwere, a southern dialect of Lusoga, but the singers of this version speak Lusiki, a dialect
common in the northeastern area of Busoga.

Table 4.15: “Tyakaidhie”208
Lusoga

English

soloist: Tyakaidhie

soloist: I would not have come

chorus: olw’abaana n’olundeese

chorus: but because of children I have brought

s: tyakaidhie eigulo

s: I would not have come at night

ch: olw’abaana n’olundeese

ch: but because of children I have brought

206

Transcribed from a recording made at nswezi ritual at Munamaizi (Hoesing archive #11709).
See above, under “okwaza.”
208
Transcribed from a recording made at nswezi ritual at Munamaizi (Hoesing archive #11709).
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Table 4.15: “Tyakaidhie” (continued)
Lusoga

English

s: tyakaidhie wano

s: I would not have come here

ch: olw’abaana n’olundeese

ch: but because of children I have brought

s: tyakaidhie nze

s: I would not have come myself

ch: olw’abaana n’olundeese

ch: but because of children I have brought

Andrew Mwesige Kyambu and Lukowe Rehema explained that in this context, the children in the
song are those who have refused to come to the barren women.209 A clan that does not support such
women is doomed to dwindle, but attending nswezi ritual is one way to support them and help them
find solutions to their reproductive challenges. Hence the singer has not only come but also brought
resources for ritual. Here people came together to recognize their common ancestry and common
spiritual heritage, just as in the next song, which again mentions Lukowe and Isejja.

Table 4.16: “Male twamala tweyanza”210

209
210

Lusoga

English

soloist: bbaabba atuwaile twalya

soloist: father has given us and we have eaten

chorus: male twamala tweyanza

chorus: then we finished and gave thanks

s: maama atuwaile twalya

s: mother has given us to eat

ch: male twamala tweyanza

ch: then we finished and gave thanks

s: Lukowe atuwaile twalya

s: Lukowe has given us to eat

ch: male twamala tweyanza

ch: then we finished and gave thanks

s: Isegya atuwaile twalya

s: Isejja has given us to eat

ch: male twamala tweyanza

ch: then we finished and gave thanks

s: enkuni etuwaile twalya

s: enkuni have given us to eat

ch: male twamala tweyanza

ch: then we finished and gave thanks

s: lubaale atuwaile twalya

s: lubaale have given us to eat

ch: male twamala tweyanza

ch: then we finished and gave thanks

Andrew Mwesige Kyambu and Lukowe Rehema, interview, 1 February 2009.
Transcribed from a recording made at nswezi ritual at Munamaizi (Hoesing archive #11709).
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The soloist named the central spirits in the Kisoga pantheon: Lukowe, Isejja, nkuni (clan spirits) and
lubaale, who come from Lake Nalubaale just as in the Kiganda pantheon. These are the spirits who
make for a more hopeful outlook. The singers anticipate what spirits will invariably do with a
sacrifice: they promised thanks, anticipating that the spirits would redistribute food equitably.
This more hopeful outlook extends beyond food, which is, after all, a metaphor for the
myriad of ways in which spirits and humans nourish each other. In the song below, the barren
woman (omugumba) puts barrenness behind her, looking forward to bearing multiple children.

Table 4.17: “Neelondeile mwana wange”211

211

Lusoga

English

chorus: dindu, dindu, dindu

chorus: dindu, dindu, dindu (vocables)

neelondeile mwana wange

I have chosen my child

soloist: nakobanga nti

soloist: I used to say that

tilizaala ku mwana

I would not give birth to a child

semi-chorus: neelondeile mwana wange

semi-chorus: I have chosen my child

s: nakobanga nti

s: I used to say that

tilifuna ku Waiswa

I would not be able to get a Waiswa

semi-ch: neelondeile mwana wange

semi-ch: I have chosen my child

s: nakobanga nti

s: I used to say that

tilifuna ku Kawudha

I would not be able to get a Kawudha

semi-ch: neelondeile mwana wange

semi-ch: I have chosen my child

s: nakobanga nti

s: I used to say that

tilifuna ku Babirye

I would not be able to get a Babirye

semi-ch: neelondeile mwana wange

semi-ch: I have chosen my child

s: nakobanga nti

s: I used to say that

tilifuna ku Tenwa

I would not be able to get a Tenwa

chorus: dindu, dindu, dindu

chorus: dindu, dindu, dindu (vocables)

neelondeile mwana wange

I have chosen my child

Transcribed from a recording made at nswezi ritual at Munamaizi (Hoesing archive #11709).
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All of the names mentioned are twin names. Waiswa refers to the first-born male twin, Tenhwa to
the second-born male twin, Babirye to the elder female twin, Kawudha to the younger female twin.
The lyric “I have chosen my child” demonstrates a confidence in human fecundity typical for
basamize. While barrenness is devastating, particularly for young women, these spiritual
interventions restore the hope that they will not only give birth, but that multiple births remain
possible.
Fertility took a central place in this nswezi ritual, but the other end of the life spectrum also
featured prominently. As I saw in the funeral of a muswezi spiritual healer earlier that January, the
same forces that affect human abilities to produce children also impact the boundary between life
and death. The following song treated this boundary as a door inevitably opened to all people. The
singer called upon the spirits to guide the opening of that door. As Mwesige pointed out, the door
can also be the boundary between humans and spirits more generally.212

Table 4.18: “Olwigi olw’engada”213

212
213

Lusoga

English

chorus: mulilaanwa gya oigule olwigi,

chorus: neighbor go and open the door,

olwigi olw’engada

the door made of papyrus

soloist: Igombe iwe idha

soloist: Igombe (Death) you come

gya oigule olwigi

go and open the door

semi-chorus: olwigi olw’engada

semi-chorus: the door made of papyrus

s: Basaadha iwe idha

s: Basaadha (spirit of men) you come

semi-ch: olwigi olw’engada

semi-ch: the door made of papyrus

s: Lukowe iwe idha

s: Lukowe you come

semi-ch: olwigi olw’engada

semi-ch: the door made of papyrus

s: lubaale iwe idha

s: lubaale you come

semi-ch: olwigi olw’engada

semi-ch: the door made of papyrus

s: Kifaalu iwe idha

s: Kifaalu (eiyembe) you come

Andrew Mwesige Kyambu, interview, 5 February 2009.
Transcribed from a recording made at nswezi ritual at Munamaizi (Hoesing archive #11709).
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Table 4.18: “Olwigi olw’engada” (continued)
Lusoga

English

semi-ch: olwigi olw’engada

semi-ch: the door made of papyrus

s: ni muwalikwa idha gya oigule

s: even co-wife you come open the door

olwigi luno

this door

semi-ch: olwigi olw’engada

semi-ch: the door made of papyrus

s: Nansaiwa iwe idha

s: Nansaiwa (eiyembe) you come

semi-ch: olwigi olw’engada

semi-ch: the door made of papyrus

s: ni bwe ndusiba lwannema okusiba

s: even when I close it, it defeats me to close

semi-ch: olwigi olw’engada

semi-ch: the door made of papyrus

s: Nimusinde iwe idha

s: Nimusinde (eiyembe) you come

semi-ch: olwigi olw’engada

semi-ch: the door made of papyrus

So the door between life and death, between humans and spirits, cannot be closed permanently. It is
porous too, like a traditional door made from papyrus reeds and bound together. However, if the
spirits control it, it still holds potential to allow the living to pursue what they want, namely the good
life (obulamu obulungi). As I describe below, these mediums build houses in order to better facilitate
this manipulation of access to the good life.
The spirits mentioned in this song offer an interesting cross-section of the Kisoga pantheon.
Igombe is the Lusoga version of Walumbe, the master of the underworld, Death. Basaadha is his
earthly counterpart, somewhat akin to the Kiganda spirit Bulamu (Walumbe’s alter ego). Kifaalu is a
jjembe in Buganda who is similarly eiyembe in Busoga. The other mayembe mentioned in the song,
however, are unique to Busoga according to my data. As in Buganda, mayembe in Busoga figure
prominently in warding off misfortunes (ebibi) and death that come from Igombe and other sources.
Again Mwesige took me back to his village, where we greeted his family over evening tea.
We would return to Munamaizi the next day. Without any idea of how long this ritual would go on
or how much I was missing during the night, we returned the next morning to hear the group singing
a song in Luganda that I had heard before.
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Table 4.19: “Nsula-nkola”214
Luganda

English

soloist: nsula-nkola,

soloist: I spend the night working,

nkolera mayembe

I work with mayembe

nkola-nkola, nsula-nkola

I work and work, I spend the night working

chorus: nsula-nkola,

chorus: I spend the night working

nkolera mayembe

I work with mayembe

nkola-nkola, nsula-nkola

I work and work, I spend the night working

In place of mayembe in this text, the singer also mentioned Kifaalu (a jjembe), Muwanga, Kiwanuka,
Kibuuka (lubaale), and others—curiously all names of Kiganda spirits, and not all of them
mayembe. Fascinated by this sudden entry of Kiganda song into Kisoga ritual, I asked Mwesige what
Basoga meant by mayembe215. He and the elders discussed how the concept came from Buganda, but
these spirits had been in Busoga for a long time. Nowadays, they explained, they venerated mayembe
along with Kisoga spirits like the nkuni, Isejja, Lukowe, and others.
At some rituals, these different kinds of spirits (whether Kiganda or Kisoga) choose from
among those attending to be their mediums. At others, those facilitating the ritual definitely promote
possession and the selection of new mediums among a specific group of people. At this ritual, Isejja
Wamunoga and Lukowe Monica, along with the other women with the title Lukowe, the BaLukowe,
brought forth young members of the lineage who had suffered in some way in the recent past. The
okwaza ritual that preceded this nswezi would have pointed to these candidates for mediumship.
They sat in a straight line in front of the drums, where Isejja and the BaLukowe shook gourd rattles
near their heads and offered them home cured tobacco.

214

Transcribed from a recording made at nswezi ritual at Munamaizi (Hoesing archive #11809).
Perhaps because Basoga perceive them as a Kiganda phenomenon, the spelling of jjembe is interchangeable with its
Lusoga equivalent, eiyembe.
215
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Fig. 4.2: baswezi mediums

It took some time, but these candidates eventually learned to facilitate mediumship even if they
could not yet control the experience very well (see figure 4.2 above) . As in other contexts, these
spirits were treated as visitors. First they arrived, then people greeted them, then people offered them
what they wanted: a pipe to smoke some home cured tobacco, a drink of beer, a specific garment, or
whatever else they had at hand to offer. The cane-shaped sticks in the image resemble the cane
associated with Isejja, who acts as a patron spirit to all with physical deformities and disabilities,
particularly victims of polio. Placing it in the mediums’ hands was one more way to make the setting
more familiar for Isejja and to promote his possession of the mediums. When the spirits came,
Mwesige, the BaLukowe, Isejja, and the drummers all sang a welcoming song, which resembled
some of those sung in the early stages of Kiganda kusamira ritual.
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Table 4.20: “Abagenhi batuuse”216
Lusoga

English

chorus: abagenhi batuuse

chorus: visitors have arrived

ale—sangaala

then—be happy

abagenhi batuuse

visitors have arrived

soloist: mwene maka sangaala

soloist: the owner of the home is happy

ch: abagenhi batuuse

ch: visitors have arrived

ale—sangaala

then—be happy

abagenhi batuuse

visitors have arrived

s: Lukowe sangaala

s: Lukowe is happy

ch: abagenhi batuuse

ch: visitors have arrived

ale—sangaala

then—be happy

abagenhi batuuse

visitors have arrived

s: Isegya sangaala

s: Isejja is happy

ch: abagenhi batuuse

ch: visitors have arrived

ale—sangaala

then—be happy

abagenhi batuuse

visitors have arrived

s: Lubaale sangaala

s: Lubaale is happy

ch: abagenhi batuuse

ch: visitors have arrived

ale—sangaala

then—be happy

abagenhi batuuse

visitors have arrived

Also like Kiganda welcoming songs, the singer here referred to the “owner of houses,” which has a
Luganda equivalent in “nannyini maka.” As the spirits “arrived,” each spirit chose a specific medium
from the group, and the people sang this song:

216

Transcribed from a recording made at nswezi ritual at Munamaizi (Hoesing archive #11809).
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Table 4.21: “Yalonda”217

217

Lusoga

English

chorus: Yalondamu,

chorus: he chose one,

yalondayo mulala

he chose one from among others

soloist: mmandwa yalonda,

soloist: mmandwa chose,

onkobela abalyeyo babbaabba

you help me tell those over there the fathers

muti emmandwa yalonze

that mmandwa has chosen

ch: yalondamu, yalondayo mulala

ch: he chose one, he chose one from among others

s: Lukowe yalonda,

s: Lukowe chose

onkobela abalyeyo babbaabba

you help me tell those over there the fathers

muti Lukowe yalonze

that Lukowe has chosen

ch: yalondamu, yalondayo mulala

ch: he chose one, he chose one from among others

s: Isegya yalonda,

s: Isejja chose,

onkobela abalyeyo babbaabba

you help me tell those over there the fathers

muti Isegya yalonze

that Isejja has chosen

ch: yalondamu, yalondayo mulala

ch: he chose one, he chose one from among others

s: lubaale yalonda,

s: lubaale chose,

onkobela abalyeyo babbaabba

you help me tell those over there the fathers

muti lubaale yalonze

that lubaale have chosen

ch: yalondamu, yalondayo mulala

ch: he chose one, he chose one from among others

s: Kintu yalonda

s: Kintu chose

onkobela abalyeyo babbaabba

you help me tell those over there the fathers

muti Kintu yalonze

that Kintu has chosen

ch: yalondamu, yalondayo mulala

ch: he chose one, he chose one from among others

s: enkuni yalonda,

s: enkuni chose,

onkobela abalyeyo babbaabba

you help me tell those over there the fathers

muti enkuni yalonze

that enkuni has chosen

ch: yalondamu, yalondayo mulala

ch: he chose one, he chose one from among others

Transcribed from a recording made at nswezi ritual at Munamaizi (Hoesing archive #11809).
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Just as they finished this song, the group of possessed mediums led the larger group out past
the fields into a wide open bushy area. One of the BaLukowe named Namwase carried a winnowing
basket on her head containing the mutabaganya mixture and a hen.218 She also carried a traditional
hoe (enkumbi ensoga). Isejja Wamunoga followed her with a large mortar and pestle containing a
concoction of over fifty medicinal herbs and water from Lake Nalubaale. Another man called Isejja
follwed him with a regular long-handled hoe (enkumbi enzungu) and a goat. They stopped at a plant
called kasibanti. There, as the mediums continued to quiver and dance, the BaLukowe and BaIsejja
performed something called okusenga, an introduction of sacrifices to the spirits. They blessed the
animals with the herbal concoction and circled the plant three times before digging it up along with
the spirits, who helped rather clumsily through their mediums. This they performed first with the
enkumbi ensoga, which was less efficient but satisfied the symbolic necessities demanded by
tradition, then with the much larger enkumbi enzungu to simplify the work. Once these plants had
been uprooted, they were placed with the mutabaganya mixture and the spirits/mediums led the
whole procession back to the village. Upon arrival, those who had remained in the village once again
sang “Abagenhi batuuse.”
Some of the spirits went directly to a dilapidated old structure, knelt down, and wailed
loudly.

218

This is the same mixture of substances mentioned in chapter three in the description of Kisoga okwaza ritual.
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Fig. 4.3: Dilapidated nnumba y’abakulu (houses for spirits)

The spirits lamented the state of their houses within the compound loudly, letting all know that they
needed new accommodations. There they remained as others continued to sing.

Table 4.22: “Lukowe”219
Lusoga

English

soloist: ni nze Lukowe

soloist: I am Lukowe

tilya iva, ndiila mmamba

I do not eat greens, I eat meat

chorus: ni nze Lukowe

chorus: I am Lukowe

tilya iva, ndiila mmamba

I do not eat greens, I eat meat

Lukowe’s refusal to eat vegetables or greens in this song serves as a demand for an animal sacrifice.
Such a sacrifice would have to consecrate her new house and the houses of the other spiris as well.
Meanwhile, other spirits continued to arrive, prompted by more songs.

219

Transcribed from a recording made at nswezi ritual at Munamaizi (Hoesing archive #11809).
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Table 4.23: “Imwe muwuube”220
Lusoga

English

soloist: imwe muwuube Mukama

soloist: you swing with Mukama

chorus: mpologoma yiiyo

chorus: the lion is there

s: mwembele, mwembele Mukama

s: you (pl) sing, you sing to the Mukama

ch: bampologoma baabo

ch: the lions are there

s: bakaila Mukama

s: they are returning Mukama

ch: mpologoma yiiyo

ch: the lions are there

s: mwewuube Mukama

s: you swing with Mukama

ch: mpologoma yiiyo

ch: the lions are there.

Again, the references to lions refer to mediums endowed with the strength of their patron spirits just
as the children and their parents had been endowed with such strength to give birth to lions. This
image celebrates the creative capacity of mediumship, citing the mediums’ ability to “swing” with
(become possessed by) the spirit Mukama. Finally, another tune accompanied the final incoming
from the rolling, bushy hills. It had only a chorus: “Daalima, daalima Lukowe namwagaine ku itale
adaalima,” meaning “meander, meander Lukowe I found her in the hilly place meandering.” This
describes the motion of a possessed medium, just like those who had meandered at the head of the
procession back from the fields. However, it also describes the displacement of an important spirit,
who had to be re-situated in the compound by creating a new dwelling for her. Once settled back in
the village, the mediums slept. Nobody had eaten, and it was nearly noon. As the women prepared
tea and cassava, the men brewed more banana beer.
From that point on through the next day, everyone remained relatively quiet while the ritual
work of brewing and building went on. After the beer went into the hole in the ground to ferment,
the men began the work of tearing down the old houses for spirits (nnumba y’abakulu) in order to
salvage the bricks for new structures.

220

Transcribed from a recording made at nswezi ritual at Munamaizi (Hoesing archive #11809).
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Fig. 4.4: tearing down ennumba y’abakulu

Abaise Mukose began to tear down the dilapidated spirit houses in order to build new ones.
Meanwhile, men and women brought bricks from their nearby homesteads.
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Fig. 4.5: okukongojja amatofaali (carrying bricks on the head)

The spirits had staked out seven places for their houses: one for Kizazi, a jjembe and the askari or
security guard to the other spirits; two for Isejja; the largest for Lukowe; one for an nkuni named
Buwongo; one for the mizimu Kintu and Nambi (the mythical male and female progenitors of the
people); and one for the muzimu named Waibongo, a patron spirit for hump-backs. Kizazi’s house
was situated closest to the edge of the compound, just as any guard house would be. Lukowe and
Isejja had their places at the center of this arrangement, with the others flanking their houses.
Mwesige explained the spatial logic of the building scheme to me. “The other spirits found
the mayembe while traveling on the lakes, and they used them for security guards,” he said. He
quoted a song that demonstrates the jjembe Kizaazi’s association with this work: “Ejjembe ly’ekika
lyagwa lyakutulandaba,” which translates literally as “the jjembe of the clan fell it escaped I see,” or
more poetically, “I witnessed the jjembe of the clan escaping.” As in Buganda, where mayembe must
be re-installed and strengthened (okuwanga amayembe), the spirits here in Munamaizi had “gotten
lost” through the neglect of their houses. The song about Kizaazi and Mwesige’s comments about
his place in the compound brought the purpose of this ritual into clear focus: a place had to be made
and maintained for Kizaazi so that he could fulfill his duties as a guardian of the other spirits, who in
turn had to have their own places. As the youngest and most able-bodied continued bringing bricks
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from nearby, the elders with the most construction experience built the roofs for the houses.
Drummers and younger men did the masonry work. The old spirit houses (nnumba y’abakulu) now
completely disassembled, its bricks had been repurposed and combined with new bricks to make the
seven new structures.
Much of the day had been spent watching the clan elders build, so I had not seen a whole lot
of music. Mwesige knew how interested I was in ritual drumming and song. He asked me late in the
day if I wanted to play drums with him. We played for about an hour, and people responded really
favorably. Children watched closely. They never play until they are at least teenagers, but I could tell
that they soaked up a lot by watching and listening. They knew the rhythmic idioms well. When I
played something out of character with nswezi idioms, they responded with laughter. As long as I
stayed within idiomatic boundaries, they responded with wide-eyed fascination.
These drumming lessons provided my ideal classroom: the same place where my field
collaborators and teachers learn. As children gathered to eagerly watch possession ceremonies, often
drummers offer their first opportunities to get close to the action. Adults were so spatially focused on
gathering around the spirit mediums to sing, shake rattles, and promote possession that the short and
young in the community often cannot see what happens inside that circle. Newer to these
performances than many of the children, I used drumming to gain access to musical dramaturgy. The
laughter of children as they observed my lessons acted like an idiomatic boundary between what I
could do and what I could not in terms of rhythmic variations. During a day of building and other
non-musical but essential ritual work, musical play offered a welcome change of pace for the
children and me, a space for a kind of Turnerian ritual play in which the majority onstage were
novices.
As we gathered the next day, the people called the spirits and planted bark cloth trees
(mituba) one in front of each freshly built house. As they did this, they sang this song:
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Table 4.23: “Tusangaile okubona ku yabula Lukowe”221
Lusoga

English

soloist: oidhanga n’enkata

soloist: you come with a pad and

n’akwetwikila Lukowe

he helps you carry Lukowe

chorus: tusangaile bana, tusangaile

chorus: welcome dear ones, we are happy

okubona ku yabula Lukowe

to see you the lost one Lukowe

s: oidhanga n’enkata

s: you come with a pad and

waaneetwalila Isegya

you shall take me Isejja

ch: tusangaile bana, tusangaile

ch: welcome dear ones, we are happy

okubona ku yabula Lukowe

to see you the lost one Lukowe

s: oidhanga n’enkata

s: you come with a pad and

naakwetwalila Walumbe

I shall take you Walumbe

ch: tusangaile bana, tusangaile

ch: welcome dear ones, we are happy

okubona ku yabula Lukowe

to see you the lost one Lukowe

s: oidhanga n’enkata

s: you come with a pad and

waaneetwalila Lubaale

you shall take me Lubaale

ch: tusangaile bana, tusangaile

ch: welcome dear ones, we are happy

okubona ku yabula Lukowe

to see you the lost one Lukowe

s: ab’e bulyangada maama

s: those of the plant maama

ab’e bulyangada tuli kubaleetela kasibanti

those of the plant we are bringing them kasibanti

ch: tusangaile bana, tusangaile

ch: welcome dear ones, we are happy

okubona ku yabula Lukowe

to see you the lost one Lukowe

Mwesige explained that the “pad” to which the soloist refers multiple times in this song is the pad
that people use when they carry something on their heads, as in “carrying Lukowe” (okwetikila
Lukowe). This idiom demonstrates a parallel to the Kiganda concept of mediums carrying spirits
(okukongojja abajjajja). Throughout the song, the singer portrays himself as a medium whom the
spirits shall “take.” Through this process, though, the medium gains a spiritual advantage and
“takes” death. These verses privilege mediumship as a means of good living (obulamu obulungi) in
direct opposition to death (Walumbe). Oddly, this song uses the Luganda version of the patron spirit
221

Transcribed from a recording made at nswezi ritual at Munamaizi (Hoesing archive #12009).
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of death, Walumbe,” rather than the Lusoga version, Igombe. The two proved interchangeable in the
understanding of baswezi ritualists in Busoga.

Fig. 4.6: newly built dwellings for the bakulu

With the planting of these trees, the sector of the compound for the spirits was nearly
complete. These were the same trees that people planted in front of their houses when they built
houses for people. The singing became louder and the atmosphere more celebratory. “Nsangaile—
eee—nsangaile omugumba abula omwana tagaya,” or “I am happy—eee—I am happy the barren
one who has no child does not disregard.” Here the singers refer once more to the mugumba, the
barren woman, singing that she cannot ignore these spirits or the rituals. She stood to benefit the
most from performing them. However, both the houses and the trees symbolized the social
connection with the spirits and their similarity to humans in terms of physical needs. Just as spirits
and humans all had to be fed at the end of this ritual, they also needed places to sleep and trees that
would provide their clothing from their bark. Building these houses was an affirmation of life not
only for the people, whose spirits would surely be present and intervene positively once re-situated
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in the compound, but also for the spirits, who could better go about their daily business with the
proper accommodations in place.
The sacrifice of animals began immediately and in earnest. Once the blood had been
collected from slitting the throats of the sheep, goat, and chicken, the BaIsejja washed their ritual
accoutrements (beads, nnengho gourd rattles) in the blood. One chicken and one goat had to spill
blood in front of each bark cloth tree, mutuba, i.e. in front of each little house. Lukowe cooked the
meat for all of the spirits within her new dwelling. The mother of all, she had to cook for all, and all
would have to consume this special meal. The major butchering and cooking operation consumed
the rest of the day.
When we arrived the next morning, all of the clan mates were shaving their heads, a symbol
of leaving death, pestilence, and barrenness behind, of new birth. They called the spirits once again
with “Abagenhi batuuse,” and they fed the spirits byenda (intestines) with mutabaganya (the g-nut
and legume mixture) as they were seated in their little homes. This first meal in the new dwellings
was for the spirits a formal installation in the compound. People of Munamaizi would still have to
feed them occasionally, but their permanent places ensured good health and well-being for the entire
community. On a more practical level, feasting on that day and distributing meat from this sacrifice
had concrete health benefits for the families of this lineage, Baise Mukose, and indirect benefits for
their extended kin networks in the ebbuutu clan. The new construction in the compound, still with
fresh pools of blood near the mituba trees in front of each door, stood as a testament to the renewed
relationships with the spirits. Joyful singing at the end of this ritual evoked a certain and convivial
sociality as spirits danced through their mediums and people danced with them. The community at
Munamaizi looked confidently forward to a future of fruition for crops and people alike.
Occasional and Cyclic Rituals: Time Reckoning and Spiritual Maintenance
From rituals performed in reaction to an impetus related somehow to ill health to the ongoing
performance of veneration, all of the above rituals have emphasized the importance of kusamira and
nswezi as regular, habitual practices in the lives of basamize and baswezi. Other rituals, while
indirectly beneficial to the general well being of their performers, get performed only occasionally.
These include annual rituals like the ones Bweete facilitates at Nakawuka. However, the example
below is a kind of ritual only performed in the presence of a specific kind of spirit and its associated
objects by the same name, amayembe. While some owners of mayembe perform this ritual on a strict
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periodic basis—once a year, twice a year, once a month—others guage their need to perform it and
weigh it against their resources to decide when and how often they should “strengthen the
mayembe.”
Okusalira/okuwanga amayembe
The names for this ritual, which basamize use somewhat interchangeably, have literal
meanings related to the ritual actions. Okusalira means to cut or prune, referring to the power objects
made in the ritual and the objects cut up and placed in them. Okuwanga means to install, especially
for thrusting a pole into the ground. This action resembles the act of thrusting a spear into the soft
end of a power object in order to pour blood from a sacrifice into it. Generally speaking, okusalira
tends to refer to the initial making of mayembe, and okuwanga to subsequent rituals in which
basamize make sacrifices to strengthen these objects and their places in their ritual lives by pouring
the blood of a sacrificial animal into them. The account below details the first, okusalira, because it
involves both installation and sacrifice.
Jjajja Mutale had been a friend for over a year, and when he invited me to accompany him to
this ritual, I knew it would be an interesting affair. Mutale’s shrine just outside Seeta, about fifteen
kilometers east of Kampala, welcomed at least a dozen clients every day. As a busy ritual healer and
herbalist, Mutale also got a lot of calls to facilitate or attend rituals in other villages. A lifelong
Muslim, he was also deeply interested in acceptance of basamize among practitioners of major
religions like Islam and Christianity. Mutale consciously folded his Muslim identity into ritual by
doing things like intoning “Allahu akbar!” before entering his shrine. As Steven Friedson writes of
Ewe ritualists, Mutale was not trying to “create a syncretism of two religious streams.” He was
simply being a good Muslim. For him, Islam and kusamira were neither exlusive nor even opposed,
but “separate religious tracts” that he brought into close proximity.222 Through the juxtaposition of
sonic and visual symbols from both tracts, he consciously presented their close proximity as
unproblematic. He encouraged his fellow Muslims and basamize, as well as Christians, to take
similar steps.223
We arrived at Makandwa village, about twelve kilometers straight south of Kampala, and
commenced standard greetings and small talk at around 7:30 in the evening. A small meal followed,
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Friedson, Remains of Ritual, 65.
For another example of Mutale’s proactive juxtapositions, see chapter six, pp. 177-178.
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and soon it was time to begin singing. The mediums and the basamize facilitating this ritual went to
bathe in bombo and olweza, and then twin songs began the ritual as usual.
At first this ritual appeared to be relatively standard. The basamize called the spirits, and this
time they were mayembe: Gaboggola and Nakavuma. In addition to the mayembe, they called two
misambwa: Nabuzaana, the gatherer of medicines (omunozzi ow’eddagala) and Ddungu, the hunter
(omuyizzi). To each of these spirits, they showed a planned sacrifice of one goat and one chicken for
approval. When the spirits approved, everyone celebrated and the activities were more or less
through for the night.
In the morning, however, things began to look much different. As Jjajja Mutale chatted with
Joseph Kiridde Kapere, the two ritual healers cut off tiny pieces from dozens of different medicinal
plants and tree barks, as well as small pieces from the tooth of a hippo, a small amount of cow’s
ghee, a few cowrie shells and some coffee berries. Cutting these small pieces and trimming their
containers is the ritual action of okusalira amayembe. They placed these items in equal measure
inside two containers corresponding to the male and female mayembe, respectively: the horn of a
water buffalo and a small gourd.

Fig. 4.7: amayembe (the power objects)
Once all of the pieces had been placed inside, the group called the spirits once more to
oversee the sacrifices. Gaboggola, the male jjembe, and Nakavuma, the female jjembe, oversaw the
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sacrifice of a goat and a chicken each, the blood from which Mutale poured into their mayembe, the
power objects that he had been assembling with Kapere that morning. When they were full, Mutale
jammed a small spear into the open ends of the objects (yawanga amayembe), to make more room
for the rest of the sacrificial blood. They used the skin from the goats to cover each of these objects,
and the drummers proceeded to do the butchering and begin roasting the meat. Although similar
sacrifices would be made for Nabuzaana and Ddungu, these actions were peculiar to mayembe and
would therefore not be repeated for the two misambwa.
With the exception of a brief episode in which Mutale sang Christian hymnody in this ritual
(an incident I deconstruct more fully in chapter six), the music at this event had not been
significantly different from any other ritual I had attended previously. As the group celebrated the
installation of these spirits, the real difference was much less concrete than that. These were simple
measures that they could take to avoid problems later. I spoke with numerous participants as the
cooking and celebration ensued. They were hopeful about what this kind of measure could mean for
them. Mutale, for his part, smiled quietly as he looked upon the whole celebration. Still a young
man, he was clearly optimistic for the future of kusamira and its practitioners in Uganda.
The class of spirits called mayembe provide a prime opportunity to examine the
heterogeneity of ritual form across Buganda and Busoga. Mayembe do exist in Busoga, often as
eiyembe, a localized version. However, there they remain a type of foreign spirit attributed to the
Baganda. For Baganda basamize, they require their own specific set of ritual actions. So while the
two regions might have broadly similar spiritual goals at work in any given ritual, mayembe provide
one among many examples that the spiritual details of these rituals vary a great deal from place to
place. In the next chapter, I examine some of the specific musical differences that shape these rituals
in each locale. For now though, these broad similarities and numerous smaller differences give a
sense of the variety of practices in contemporary Uganda.
Summary
Describing these different kinds of ritual across two regions helps to clarify which elements
contribute to transposable dispositions associated with mediumship and which remain attached to a
specific ethnic group or type of ritual. The examples here and in the previous chapter constitute
representative samples over seventy rituals that I attended with Baganda basamize and Basoga
baswezi. Cognizant of the various subjectivities of the field research that produced these results,
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enumerating a few common elements here provide the basis for theorizing these and other elements
of music and ritual in Uganda.
Although the examples above cover in a broad sense many of the motivations for performing
these kinds of rituals, there remains one other type of motivation: the cyclical passage of time. For
example, celebrations of the end of one year and the beginning of the next were cause for the weeklong rituals I attended for two years running at Kisuze village (the place mentioned above called
Akatwe akagezi). Other new year’s rituals take place in Busoga, though I was privy to only portions
of these. Healers’ associations also commonly celebrate the anniversaries of their foundings each
year. I do not exclude full descriptions of these here because they are less important. Rather, their
form resembles a kind of standard progression of ritual activities, which points toward a logical
conclusion of this chapter.
In nearly every ritual I attended, this standard progression included, at minimum, several
activities. People must gather and share some kind of initial greeting. Sometimes this is rather brief,
but others it might stretch tea time into an initial meal and even into the next day if the group is
waiting for other people to arrive. When all have been gathered properly (bakuŋŋana), basamize
begin with twin songs, baswezi with songs to Lukowe and Isejja and beer brewing. Then in both
cases they call whatever spirits with whom they are concerned in song and prayer. What follows is
almost always some kind of negotiation of the terms of sacrifice. Spirits make demands, but people
clearly have some agency in this process and some latitude to comment on their resources and what
they might be able to gather for present or future occasions. A sacrifice must follow, whether it is
part of the same ritual or the focus of a new ritual, and that usually involves showing the sacrifice to
the spirits. This is an important part of coming to an agreement with the spirits; it often constitutes
the final phase of negotiations. Once the sacrifice has been made, people offer it to the spirits, who
invariably turn around and redistribute resources among the people. This process of sacrifice alone
encapsulates all of the symbols necessary to understand why people practice kusamira: it expresses
the mutual need between humans and spirits. The final part of most if not all rituals involves a
celebration. Once goods have been redistributed, their communal enjoyment is not only possible but
obligatory. It is a crucial element in the cultivation of convivial social relations.
In the rituals described here, symbols of residence and symbolic processes of sacrifice and
exchange feature prominently. Through kusamira and nswezi, spirits go from being “lost” to being
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treated as honored guests at ritual gatherings to having dedicated dwellings in power objects or
houses. Basamize and baswezi offer them sacrifices, in return for which the spirits bestow blessings.
These processes of ritual work and exchange express the mutual dependence of people and spirits.
Songs name symbols of this interdependence: they name spirits as landlords for human tenants, and
terms of kinship place spirits as the grandparents (abajjajja) and people as their grandchildren
(abazuukulu). In singing about sacrifice, those who give and those who thank also reverse roles and
extend celebrations of giving and thanksgiving.
From the initial divinatory encounter to the full kusamira and nswezi rituals, basamize and
baswezi use song both to call spirits into their presence and as a means of socialization with the
spirits once they are present. Calling spirits is not so simple as singing the right words in song,
though. Clearly the capacity to release one’s usual sense of self to a spirit is an acquired skill. If
Jjajja Mutale’s efforts to assimilate spirits to other kinds of music and cultural accoutrements is any
indication, the ability to combine that skill with musical efforts at appropriate times is as important
as the capacity for mediums. Music serves to socialize mediumship, and mediumship socializes the
broader pursuit of blessings (mikisa) and the good life (obulamu obulungi). Mutale and others
continue as living testimonies that such aptitudes still and will likely always rely on a cadre of
professionals who specialize in facilitating these processes by initiating new members and teaching
them to hone their capacities for possession. For these spiritual healers, music is one among many
tools at their disposal in a much broader and more complex system of indigenous musical diagnosis,
spiritual etiology, and widely varied herbal, musical, ritual, and spiritual therapeutics. Musicking
creates a ritual atmosphere conducive to the establishment and renewal of social relations of
wellness. In the next chapter, I turn to a comparison of specific musical elements in the ways in
which basmize and baswezi approach this process.
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CHAPTER FIVE
COMPARING RITUAL MUSIC IN BUGANDA AND BUSOGA
Okuwongerwa emmandwa, n’otawongerwa jjembe,
kigambo ky’amanyi, ate nga ky’enjawulo
To make a sacrifice with a medium, and you do not sacrifice the power object,
[it is] a matter of strength, and it makes a difference
As the previous two chapters showed, if music has a central place in various Kiganda and
Kisoga rituals, the details of that place are highly dynamic. In an effort to examine the dual reality of
shared expressive culture and localized idioms more closely, this chapter compares three ritual songs
that I heard in both Buganda and Busoga. Each demonstrates some localized features, but these
songs share one thing in common: they all make reference to another text or ritual context.
Throughout the chapter, I examine this intercontextuality of kusamira and nswezi song.
Specifically, the examination of music in this chapter demonstrates three centrally important
features of kusamira and nswezi ritual: esoteric indigenous knowledge (obuwangwa), ritual work,
and the power (amaanyi) to harm or heal. The epigraph for this chapter, a chorus from a kusamira
ritual song called “Tozannyisa Kirala,” or “Don’t Play Around,” exemplifies the combination of
knowledge, work, and power inherent in kusamira and nswezi ritual. To make a sacrifice, one must
know how to do so properly. He must do the work with an experienced medium and possibly
become a medium. It is a matter of strength, of efficacy, of power, and if he does not “play around,”
but rather approaches the work seriously, it makes a difference. Baganda basamize and Basoga
baswezi have different ways of sharing indigenous knowledge, but songs and the circumstances of
their performance draw attention to the importance of such knowledge for connecting people to their
ancestors and each other. Ritual work constitutes the central concern of all kusamira and nswezi.
Whether it involves making music, organizing physical and monetary resources for sacrifice, or
doing some other physical work, the process of doing it and the celebration of its completion occupy
a great deal of ritual time and space. Ritual knowledge and its associated activities hold power for
basamize and baswezi. Since spirits have the power to harm or to heal, spiritual healers also wield
and direct that power according to the purposes for which their clients hire them.
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I examine three different songs, the final of which has a Luganda and a Lusoga version. I
begin with one of few ritual songs that has crossed over into the popular sphere. It models the kind
of archetype that many ritual songs use. In this case, the archetype is the faithful musamize. His
willingness to offer gifts and sacrifices to the spirits reflects his understanding of obuwangwa. He
takes these duties seriously, and the singer praises him for it. His commitment to the convivial social
aesthetic of kusamira comes through in multiple versions of this praise song. A second song affords
an examination of two things. First, Kisoga nswezi drums make intercontextual reference to Kiganda
spirits and rituals by imitating Kiganda drumming. Second, performances of this song in both
Kiganda and Kisoga ritual place a premium on ritual work and the working spirits (amayembe).
Through the dual meaning of the text and the parallel dual utility of an anomalous drumming pattern,
this song makes intertextual and intercontextual reference to both ritual work and the spirits who
motivate it. The third song celebrates spiritual power, especially its positive potential. In this section,
I analyze the songs to clarify intercontextual musical references. I argue that intertextuality between
song texts and dialogic reference between types of ritual demonstrate the intercontextuality of
ritual.224 Examples show how diagnostic rituals in small, brief gatherings foreshadow the music of
more extensive therapeutic rituals that usually follow within a few weeks’ time. Small ensembles
collapse and condense sounds from these larger, more extended ritual gatherings, which introduces
neophytes to the music of their therapeutic trajectories. For ritual healers, their clients, and other
spirit mediums, this phenomenon parallels social relations between humans and spirits. Uninvited
possession begins a relationship between a new medium and a patron spirit, but the relationship will
deepen and become more complex. Likewise the unfamiliar music of kusamira spirit possession
begins to impact new listeners and performers, the clients of ritual healers, early in this process
during small diagnostic rituals. As I will show below, this process has power, which basamize call
amaanyi. It continues through larger functions to ingrain in these participants a social experience
with other basamize, ancestors, and patron spirits that never leaves them.
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cf. Richard Bauman, A World of Others’ Words: Cross-Cultural Perspectives on Intertextuality (Oxford: Blackwell,
2004), 1-2. Frank Gunderson, Sukuma Labor Songs from Western Tanzania, African Sources for African History Vol. 11
(Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2010), 74; See also Mikhail Bakhtin, Speech Genres and Other Late Essays, trans. Vern W.
McGee (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1986), 105.
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Kamungolo
Our comparison begins in Busoga with a song that has become very popular in both Buganda
and Busoga in recent years. Kamungolo is the name of an otherwise rather anonymous spirit who
makes demands in ritual. A generous and trustworthy musamize, the soloist has these items at the
ready, and he names them during the course of the song.

Table 5.1: “Kamungolo,” version 1225
Luganda

English

soloist: ensawo, ensawo yange

soloist: bag, my bag

chorus: Kamungolo

chorus: Kamungolo

s: nze ndigenda ne ensawo yange

s: I will go with my bag

ch: Kamungolo

ch: Kamungolo

s: walalala jjajja yang’amba nga

s: walalala ancestor said to me that

ch: Kamungolo

ch: Kamungolo

s: nze ndigenda ne ensawo yange

s: I will go with my bag

ch: Kamungolo

ch: Kamungolo

s: jjajja jjajjange

s: ancestor my ancestor

ch: Kamungolo

ch: Kamungolo

s: nze ndigenda ne endeku yange

s: I will go with my gourd

ch: Kamungolo

ch: Kamungolo

s: jjajja jjajja oli

s: ancestor ancestor you are

ch: Kamungolo

ch: Kamungolo

s: nze ndigenda ne ensawo yange

s: I will go with my bag

ch: Kamungolo

ch: Kamungolo

These words, whether sung as a part of ritual or in more popular contexts, refer to the various kinds
of items that ancestors often request in ritual: the kifundikwa, a kind of barkcloth garment that
225
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sometimes has a pocket or bag for storing other items, and endeku, a gourd for drinking banana beer
called mwenge. In other versions I also heard people include emmindi, the tobacco pipe. It is in this
sense a ritual song about ritual. The lyrics mimic the requests made by ancestors to the people who
call them through song, and the soloist’s message is to have these items at the ready. The reference
to the ensawo or bag, according to one consultant, can mean the bag in which a healer collects herbal
medicines in the bush or a bag in which he carries ritual tools to and from a kusamira or nswezi
event.226 The singer champions generosity and a willingness to be hospitable to the spirits.
This tune owes at least part of its popularity to versions that folk singer Annette Nandujja and
others sing at weddings, twin namings, and other life-cycle rituals. Nandujja and her group recorded
“Kamungolo” with pop star Bebe Cool in a rare combination traditional song style with the kind of
pop sensibility more normal for discotheques and radio programs. This kind of effort was not
entirely unprecedented, but the success of this pairing was notable. After Cool and Nandujja released
the single in 2007,227 I heard the song more and more often until finally hearing a Musoga singer at
an nswezi event sing it in November of 2008.

Rec. 5.1: “Kamungolo,” recorded by Bebe Cool and Annette Nandujja, 2007

Other musicians picked up on this revival of a ritual tune as well. International touring artist
Kinobe Herbert recorded a rather reflective version of this tune in 2007 for his 2008 release with
Soul Beat Africa, Soul Language. Albert Bisaso Ssempeke recorded an instrumental version a year
later.228
Kinobe has also published two alternate explanations of the lyrics that reflect the highly
dynamic lyrical style of ritual music. His explanations and translations are worth quoting in full.
Version #1
Kamungolo is a traditional folk song from Buganda. It tells the story of a man named
Kamungolo, the model of a generous, strong and successful man. It’s said that the
composer of this song was Kamungolo’s grandson whom he loved dearly, and to
whom he gave his carrying bag. The grandson will not leave behind his grandfather’s
226
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bag, full of Kamungolo’s secrets, as he goes from village to village proclaiming the
achievements, goodness and generosity of his Grandfather Kamungolo, encouraging
others to work hard and emulate him. The lyrics of the song are personalized and
directed to attentive listeners, supposedly Kamungolo’s tribesmen and the
neighbouring tribes.229
Version #2
Long ago, in the Baganda kingdom [sic], lived an old man. Since he was young he carried a
bag called “Kamungolo” in Luganda. In his old age she walked with a cane and carried his
bag. He was not able to feed herself [sic], so people would put food and water in the bag for
him. Later, people began calling him by the name of his bag, Kamungolo. This song was
composed to refer to his good bag and to the people who were kind enough to put food and
water in his bag. The lesson contained in this song is one of kindness and compassion, it
teaches us to aid people in need.230
This version of the text interpretation includes a transcription and translation of the text:

Table 5.2: “Kamungolo,” version 2
Luganda

English

chorus: jjajja jjajjange, Kamungolo,

chorus: my grandmother/grandfather, Kamungolo,

nze ndigenda nensawo yange Kamungolo

I will go with my bag like Kamungolo231

soloist: Kamungolo musajja mulungi

soloist: Kamungolo was a very good man

chorus: jjajja jjajjange, Kamungolo,

my grandmother/grandfather, Kamungolo,

nze ndigenda nensawo yange Kamungolo

I will go with my bag like Kamungolo

s: Kamungolo yazimba enyumba

s: Kamungolo built a house

ch: jjajja jjajjange, Kamungolo,

ch: my grandmother/grandfather, Kamungolo,

nze ndigenda nensawo yange Kamungolo

I will go with my bag like Kamungolo

s: Kamungolo musajja muwanvu

s: Kamungolo is a tall man

ch: jjajja jjajjange, Kamungolo,

ch: my grandmother/grandfather, Kamungolo,

nze ndigenda nensawo yange Kamungolo

I will go with my bag like Kamungolo
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Table 5.2: “Kamungolo,” version 2 (continued)
Luganda

English

s: Kamungolo yakwata nga ensawo

s: Kamungolo always held his bag

ch: jjajja jjajjange, Kamungolo,

ch: my grandmother/grandfather, Kamungolo,

nze ndigenda nensawo yange Kamungolo

I will go with my bag like Kamungolo

s: Kamungolo yalyanga bulungi

s: Kamumgolo always ate very well

ch: jjajja jjajjange, Kamungolo,

ch: my grandmother/grandfather, Kamungolo,

nze ndigenda nensawo yange Kamungolo

I will go with my bag like Kamungolo

s: Kamungolo yasimba akogo

s: Kamungolo used his cane

ch: jjajja jjajjange, Kamungolo,

ch: my grandmother/grandfather, Kamungolo,

nze ndigenda nensawo yange Kamungolo

I will go with my bag like Kamungolo

s: Kamungolo, munkubire engalo

s: Kamungolo, clap your hands

ch: jjajja jjajjange, Kamungolo,

ch: my grandmother/grandfather, Kamungolo,

nze ndigenda nensawo yange Kamungolo

I will go with my bag like Kamungolo

s: Kamungolo, munkubire engoma

s: Kamungolo, play the drums

ch: jjajja jjajjange, Kamungolo,

ch: My grandmother/grandfather, Kamungolo,

nze ndigenda nensawo yange Kamungolo

I will go with my bag like Kamungolo

s: Kamungolo, musajja mugonvu

s: Kamungolo, he is a kind man

ch: jjajja jjajjange, Kamungolo,

ch: My grandmother/grandfather, Kamungolo,

nze ndigenda nensawo yange Kamungolo

I will go with my bag like Kamungolo

Terms like musajja muwanvu champion largesse, but not necessarily physical stature. Likewise
musajja mugonvu (a kind man) and musajja mulungi (a good man) point to admirable qualities in a
person. In every case, the song emphasizes generosity and hospitality as core values. On these points
Baganda basamize and Basoga baswezi agree completely: hospitality toward the spirits is of
paramount importance in cultivating an aesthetic of convivial social relations.232 It was fitting then
that I first heard this song shortly after my introduction to a community at Nawandyo village in
Busoga. The baswezi there agreed—as a community—to teach me about nswezi ritual. “Kamungolo”
became one of the songs that revealed their common ground with the basamize I knew in Buganda.
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Nsula-Nkola
This was one of few songs that I heard Basoga singing in Luganda rather than singing a
Lusoga version of a song from the Luganda repertory. “Nsula-Nkola,” or “I spend the night
working,” refers to the work that must be done during ritual, the working spirits (mayembe), and the
work of making a place for these spirits in the compound. Ritual work is different for every person
who attends a ritual. For the facilitators, it means leading prayers, often organizing resources to
purchase animals and other goods for sacrifice, reigning in unruly members of the gathering, and
various other tasks that crop up as they perform the ritual. For the mediums, it means the physically
and psychologically taxing work of mediumship. For musicians, it means playing music for long
hours, during which food, drink, and sleep can be scarce until feasting begins. It often means
building something new, including dwellings for spirits, musical and other instruments for ritual, or
power objects.
Ironically, the ritual context in which I heard this song for the first time was the Kisoga nswezi
ritual at Munamaizi. I was surprised to hear Basoga singing in Luganda for the first song of the day
on that particular day, particularly as they named Kiganda spirits called mayembe.

Table 5.3: “Nsula-nkola”233
Luganda

English

soloist: nsula-nkola,

soloist: I spend the night working,

nkolera mayembe

I work with mayembe

nkola-nkola, nsula-nkola

I work and work, I spend the night working

chorus: nsula-nkola,

chorus: I spend the night working,

nkolera mayembe

I work with mayembe

nkola-nkola, nsula-nkola

I work and work, I spend the night working

On the other hand, it made sense from a temporal perspective to be singing this song early in the
morning. Whether or not the work is the same in nswezi ritual as in Kiganda rituals such as
okuwanga amayembe, much of it still happens in the middle of the night.234
233
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The rhythmic accompaniment to this song was anomalous in both Kiganda and Kisoga
contexts. During the other Kiganda songs I heard at Munamaizi, the nswezi drummers mimicked
the Kiganda nnankasa pattern. In Kiganda contexts, nnankasa uses sophisticated hand
techniques to get this pattern of pitched sounds from a single drum.

Fig. 5.1: nnankasa for mbuutu or nswezi

In Kisoga contexts where the singers sing in Luganda, nswezi drummers imitate the three distinct
tones of the pattern on three separate drums. This tune, however, had its own simple duple
rhythmic scheme that stood in stark contrast to the compound duple of most other kusamira and
nswezi music.

Fig. 5.2: Anomalous duple rhythm for “Nsula-Nkola”

Whatever the underlying rhythmic pulse of this tune, it also had something that every
other tune discussed in this chapter has: it contained referents to another ritual context outside
the one in which I heard it. In this case, the song serves as both a general reference to ritual work
of all kinds and a specific reference to ritual work that deals with mayembe. That work could
mean the ritual okuwanga amayembe, but another meaning lies in the work that the mayembe do.
Some people and some spirits have mayembe dedicated to particular work. For example, one
musamize told me that his jjembe was a warrior. It was the same jjembe that his grandfather had,
and his grandfather had died under bad circumstances in war. This jjembe’s work was to help the
musamize find the place where his grandfather had died and transfer his spirit to a family plot. In
a sense, he was helping the musamize give his grandfather the proper burial that he never got at
234
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the end of his life. Thus the multivalent text refers to ritual work, working spirits and their tasks,
and the specific work of creating space for those spirits, who live in power objects in Buganda
and in small houses in Busoga.
In the context where I heard it at Munamaizi, the ritual work took several days to
complete. People had to build the small houses for several different kinds of spirits, the guardian
of whom was eiyembe.235 In Buganda, this was also true of ritual work involving mayembe
power objects. Although the objects of concern differed greatly—houses for spirits in the
Munamaizi case, power objects and specific spiritual work for mayembe elsewhere—the nature
of the work was similar. It was all about dedicating a space to spirits within the compound as a
means of sharing social space with them and integrating them into social life through ritual. As
the song suggests, such work is demanding; it requires basamize and baswezi to “spend the night
working.”
Ensiitano and Enfuntano: The Indelible Mark, the Chaos of Possession
A final example of the songs common to the kusamira and nswezi repertories exemplifies
rhythmic, poetic, and social aesthetics of ritual in Buganda and Busoga. This example will further
provide occasion to compare and contrast the standard tonal and rhythmic idioms in Kiganda and
Kisoga ritual music. Both of these examples come from small gatherings, roughly thirty or fewer
people, where basamize come together for only an evening. However, both make multiple references
to larger, more extended functions wherein participants stay for several days, sleep on-site, and
perform a wider variety of ritual actions.
Full transcriptions and recordings of both pieces appear in the appendices.236 Smaller incipits
will serve the needs of the analysis that follows here. Each full transcription offers a representative
glance at the rhythmic aspects of Kiganda kusamira music and Kisoga nswezi music, which share a
common gourd rattle pattern, but differ in their drumming patterns. These recordings and
transcriptions differentiate the Kiganda nnankasa variations from those of the Kisoga nswezi. In the
first example, a single drummer plays the nnankasa rhythm in compound duple meter.
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See chapter four for details on this ritual.
See Appendix C. Note that I have not transcribed the exact pitches of the drums in these examples. I use five-line
notation here to sort out what notes sound on what drums. The staff shows three different pitches where lowest to highest
corresponds with largest drum to smallest. The flat note heads represent muffled stick technique or, as many American
percussionists call it, “dead sticking.”
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Fig. 5.3: Nnankasa rhythm in “Ensiitano”

Other participants shake ensaasi gourd idiophones in various subdivisions, resulting in the
polyrhythmic texture that basamize musicians and spirit mediums seek as an essential element of
ritual music. Here are two variations of the basic pattern, which is commonly used for nswezi ritual
as well.

Fig. 5.4: Nsaasi rhythms

At larger functions, two or three more drummers might play, further thickening the texture.
An mpuunyi player beats the pulse. An ngalabi player beats structured improvisations on a long,
cylindrical drum. These are the patterns that solo drummers at smaller rituals often imitate on the
large mbuutu drum, calling them obugalabi. With enough players, another drummer beats the
namunjoloba. The resulting full texture sounds much thicker than that of small gatherings. Normally
these larger gatherings involve many more players than instruments, and this sound permeates the
place for days at a time.
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In the second example, the Kisoga song “Enfuntano,” a single drummer plays as other
baswezi shake gourd rattles similar to the Kiganda nsaasi. Here the lead-in precedes the basic single
drum rhythm.

Fig. 5.5: Lead-in and ndumi rhythm with nnengho pattern for “Enfuntano”

As in the Kiganda example, accents and articulations in the Kisoga example have analogues in larger
setups for more extensive rituals. One drum would be replaced by four or five. A timekeeper would
play the smallest drum, akasembayo, or “the one that comes first,” onomatopoeically nicknamed
akadingidi.

Fig. 5.6: Kadingidi rhythm for nswezi

A second player beats the basic pattern and structured improvisations on three other drums of
graduating size (lowest/largest to highest/smallest).
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Fig. 5.7: Multi-drum nswezi rhythm

These players also play in compound duple meter, so the gourd rattle (nnengho) variations sound
similar to those in the Kiganda example (see fig. 5.4). Excluding them here narrows the focus to the
rhythmic variations and especially the articulations in the drumming parts. Listening again to that
original recording with one drum at okwaza ritual, the variations imitate the full nswezi drumming
texture, particularly in the common muffling stick or dead stroke technique (see full transcription
and recording in Appendix C).
These recordings demonstrate commonalities and shades of difference between Kiganda and
Kisoga instrumental style for ritual music. In both idioms, performers play primarily in a compound
duple environment with extensive polyrhythmic variation emerging from structured improvisations
that use idiomatic phrases. They build and use drums according to local and sometimes microlocalized preferences associated with particular builders and players. Kiganda players prioritize
mbuutu, the most versatile drum with the loudest voice, adding other instruments according to
available resources and space. Kisoga drummers use a single drum called ndumi for smaller ritual
functions, but insist on a minimum set of four or more nswezi drums with two players for the
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functions by the same name.237 The comprehensive number, size and volume of rattling idiophones
depend to a great degree on available resources for construction or purchase, the personal
preferences of the players, and the size of the ritual venue. In short, they usually make a very loud
noise, and most basamize and baswezi like that. For all of these reasons, the instrumental elements of
Kiganda kusamira sound different from Kisoga nswezi functions even though they operate within
quite similar rhythmic and tonal idioms.
Vocal style analysis
Vocal style offers another way to hear and interpret these distinctions. Luganda and Lusoga
are both tonal languages in which changing the tonal structure of a given word has potential to
change its meaning drastically. Within each language, the tone of a given word depends on its verbal
context and syntax. Accordingly, melodic composition and vocal improvisation necessarily
considers the tonal line of every statement. Hence, basamize sing the Luganda word ensiitano
differently from how baswezi sing its Lusoga cognate, enfuntano. Note how the word ensiitano
consistently uses the same pitch for all syllables when the soloist uses them:

Fig. 5.8: “Ensiitano” vocals

Enfuntano, by contrast, consistently requires that the soloist sing a lower pitch on the final syllable:

Fig. 5.9: “Enfuntano” vocals
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For images of these instruments, see chapter one.
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Other words also carry attendant melodic considerations, and at times their pronunciations require
similar melodic contours, depending on context. For example, the phrases walibawo ensiitano and
walibawo enfuntano not only follow similar contours, they also unify the pronunciation of
ensiitano/enfuntano because of their new place in the syntax.

Fig. 5.10: “Ensiitano” chorus

Fig. 5.11: “Enfuntano” chorus

The Sound and Appearance of Ritual Chaos
In both songs, the soloists and choruses repeat these central words, ensiitano or enfuntano.
The term evokes the chaos of possession ritual and the effect it has on the people and places where
ritual takes place. Chaos, in this context, is a place and its condition: where spirits possess people,
the place becomes a locus of a particular kind of chaos. It bears the unmistakable physical imprint of
the performance of ritual and the spiritual presence that such performance seeks. This indelible mark
serves as a visible testimony of the spirits’ presence. The stillness of the area where possession had
taken place later appeared eerily still, with gourd rattles oddly neither making their loud noise nor
put away, mats all disorganized to expose the straw beneath, and exhausted people leaning against
the walls for a quick moment of sleep. The deflated emptiness of the place demonstrates a stark
contrast to the chaos of ritual.
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Fig. 5.12: Post-ritual stillness

It is the raggedness of that place where all of the grass has been flattened by the weight of drums
beaten as feet danced up dust and the possessed rolled around on the ground. It is that hollow silence
of a place that recently hosted so much raucous sound.
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Fig. 5.13: Enfuntano (the “chaos” of possession)

It is the holes in the ground where banana fibers held up a makeshift shelter for basamize and the
scattered embers that had been used for their cooking fires.

Fig. 5.14: Ekigangu (a shelter for ritual)
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It is the ditch in the ground for brewing banana beer (mwenge) and the nearby stink of something
recently sacrificed and slaughtered.

Fig. 5.15: Okusogola (brewing mwenge)
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Fig. 5.16: The smell of ritual

These conceptions of ritual transform a cognate word (ensiitano/enfuntano) to a cognate concept:
Baganda and Basoga ritualists celebrate the lasting effect of possession in ritual healing. Its short
term chaotic character has long term benefits, even peace (emirembe) as musamize Ssematimba
Frank Sibyangu often put it. This cognate comes with a caveat, however. Although both songs
champion possession ritual and both came from small ritual contexts that made reference to more
elaborate ritual actions, singers in each region refer to the ancestors and patron spirits according to
their own respective cultural and spiritual logics. Excerpts from the song texts bear out these
distinctions.
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Table 5.4: “Ensiitano”238
Luganda

English

soloist: walibaawo ensiitano

soloist: there will be an indelible mark

owange walilwanira

my dear wherever you fight

chorus: walibaawo

chorus: there will be

s: bajjajja walilwanira

s: grandparents/ancestors wherever you fight

ch: walibaawo ensiitano

ch: there will be an indelible mark

s: ensiitano ejjembe wolilwanira

s: an indelible mark jjembe wherever you fight

ch: walibaawo

ch: there will be

s: Lubowa walilwanira

s: Lubowa wherever you fight

ch: walibaalo ensiitano

ch: there will be an indelible mark

s: Kasajja walilwanira

s: Kasajja wherever you fight

chorus: walibaawo

ch: there will be

s: bajjajja walilwanira

s: grandparents/ancestors wherever you fight

ch: walibaawo ensiitano

ch: there will be an indelible mark

The Luganda text names ancestors in general, abajjajja; classes of spirits like amayembe
(jjembe sing.) that live in power objects; and specific mayembe spirits by name, including Lubowa
and Kasajja. The reference to fighting here has two meanings. It is both a euphemism for spirit
possession and a reference to the negative consequences that result from failures to perform
kusamira ritual. Wherever these spirits possess people, they will leave a mark; wherever people
resist possession, the spirits will still make that mark.
In the Lusoga version of this text, I have translated the cognate term enfuntano as “chaos” for
several reasons. First, this was how two translators, Kyona Fred and Andrew Mwesige Kyambu,
translated it. Second, the term makes better contextual sense than the translation that I learned from a
Musoga linguist, “coercion.” Finally, I use the singular term “chaos” here as a kind of abbreviation
of multiple associations wrapped up in a single term. It does not lose any of its connotations of
indelible marking or visible testimony, but rather carries the richness of these in shorter form.
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Transcribed from a recording made at omukolo gwa Lubowa ritual at Kirowooza (Hoesing archive #32710).
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Table 5.5: “Enfuntano”239
Lusoga

English

soloist: enfuntano, Lukowe waabise

soloist: chaos, where Lukowe has passed

chorus: walibaawo

chorus: there will be

s: eee, Lukowe waabise

s: yes, where Lukowe has passed

ch: walibaawo enfuntano

ch: there will be chaos

s: enfuntano, Isejja mwaise

s: chaos, where Isejja has passed

ch: walibaawo

ch: there will be

s: eee, Isejja mwaise

s: yes, where Isejja has passed

ch: walibaawo enfuntano

ch: there will be chaos

s: enfuntano, basanhuka okubabona

s: chaos, they are all happy to see them

ch: walibaawo

ch: there will be

s: basanhuka okubabona

s: they are all happy to see them

ch: walibaawo enfuntano

ch: there will be chaos

The Lusoga text names classes of spirits, but it focuses most closely on the two most
significant spirits of possession ritual: Lukowe and Isejja. Lukowe is the archetypical mother, a
mother of twins, and a spiritual midwife to all mothers. Isejja is her husband, a wounded healer and
patron spirit of people with limbs withered by polio and other debilitating musculoskeletal
afflictions. Together they preside over okwaza, the diagnostic ritual from which this song recording
comes, and nswezi, the extended ritual that addresses afflictions discovered during the diagnosis.
Note the translation of enfuntano, which Basoga indicate is the Lusoga equivalent of ensiitano in
Luganda.
Although they translate this cognate concept a bit differently, both groups celebrate its lasting
effect. These texts use the far future tense in the term walibaawo, “there will be,” or as some
translators suggested, the continuous far future tense, “there will always be.” Under either
interpretation, this construction points up the tenacity of these ritual practices in Uganda. For
basamize and baswezi, the performance of possession ritual is compulsory, whether diagnostic
okwaza or as therapeutic intervention in kusamira and nswezi. It is a way of living the good life
(obulamu obulungi). Chaos seems a rather odd point of entry for this concept, but it is not meant
239

Transcribed from a recording made at okwaza ritual at Kyabakaire (Hoesing archive #12709).
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ironically. The often chaotic but equally festive atmosphere of ritual has many potential benefits, and
the terms ensiitano and enfuntano evoke the dual possibility of those benefits and the negative
consequences of neglecting the spirits.
This song, rendered in Luganda and Lusoga, illuminates the link between essential symbols
in kusamira ritual song and the symbolic process of ritual musicking as a form of social life.
Ensiitano/enfuntano, the indelible mark left by the chaos of ritual, locates symbols of possession
within a particular ritual mood: a sometimes chaotic, but always beneficial atmosphere of convivial
social interaction between humans and spirits. Spirit mediums celebrate this mood as something that
ritual leaves behind both in the physical landscape and in their metaphysical relationships with
patron spirits. By naming them, they champion the spirits as ever-present collaborators in cultivating
this mood and promoting its benefits. In this way the song becomes both an in-the-moment process
to manipulate possession and a reflexive commemoration that the ancestors and their brand of social
relations shall endure. I have shown here how in small gatherings, musical and spiritual symbols
collapse and condense sounds, making intertextual and intercontextual reference to larger rituals.
This relationship mirrors a collective self-image of many ritualists in Uganda, who see themselves as
practitioners of something much larger than themselves, something that has been around much
longer than they have, something that has left its indelible mark through both audible and visible
testimonies to be discovered by future generations.
Summary
Obulamu obulungi: indigenous knowledge, ritual work, and power
Each song in this chapter represents a crucial portion of what it means to perform kusamira
and nswezi ritual. “Kamungolo” symbolizes containment of valuable indigenous knowledge
(obuwangwa), a theme that permeates ritual in this region. The song is explicit about who holds that
knowledge and who teaches people to contain it: the ancestors. After all, containment motivates a
great deal of ritual work. People “tie the twins” (okubasiba abalongo) in order to literally bind up
their negative spiritual energy (ebibi). They sing the twin songs to “open blessings” (okusumulula
emikisa), at the beginning of each Kiganda ritual. Other ritual actions can open blessings as well.
Some pray to Ndawula using the praise name “Sserugulamilyango,” the one who opens the door. As
chapter three showed, sacrifice can open blessings as well. Other activities serve similar purposes:
destroying the banana fiber casing that carried coffee berries (mmwanyi) to a ritual shrine as an
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offering to the spirits can untie or unbind the paths (okusumulula amakubo); ritual bathing in
medicinal herbs purifies people to begin along such paths. Normally, these are protracted journeys
during which a single ritual only offers a glimpse of a much longer process of learning and
cultivating social relationships with the spirits. Basamize and baswezi do not come by this kind of
ritual knowledge all at once. They encounter it through years of practice, reflection, meditation, and
personal sacrifice. They mediate it through music, and the spirits mediate it through dreams and
possession. Transmission becomes part of the complicated social process, and this kind of
knowledge is likewise processual. It is not something to be acquired or lost, but rather to be
experienced. It is a set of familiarities in which one must participate in order to understand.
The work involved in such processual knowledge refracts through highly localized versions
of lessons transmitted from two staggeringly diverse spirit pantheons in Buganda and Busoga. As the
mayembe repertory shows, these pantheons cause musical repertories to cross-pollenate in interesting
ways. Mayembe become emblematic of ritual work more generally, and this too takes on plural,
distinctive local characters. In one village a small horn filled with medicine suffices as a dwelling for
a spirit, while in another village entire compounds must be filled with small thatched roof brick
houses for a similar purpose. One spirit asks for a chicken, another for a cow. In such situations,
ritual musicking becomes an important means of negotiating the demands of spirits and the resulting
work that must be done.
The enormous amount of time and resources that basamize and baswezi dedicate to these
processes constitutes a testimony to their social needs and those of the spirits. “Spirits need us,” as a
healer named Dr. Sekagya once told me.240 When people need spirits, he continued, “we can
organize a process using the techniques we know.” There is power in this process: the power to harm
or to heal depends upon who wields it, how well they understand generations of ritual knowledge,
and what kind of resources they have to organize ritual work. Basamize and baswezi celebrate this
power (amaanyi). They thank the ancestors at the conclusions of rituals as they feast. They give
praise names and compare spirits to powerful animals like leopards and lions. They sing of the
indelible mark that such power leaves upon all who encounter it.
Music expresses the intercontextuality and interdependence of all these domains—
indigenous knowledge (obuwangwa), the work of ritual (mikolo), and spiritual power (amaanyi)—in
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Yahaya Sekagya, interview, 20 November 2008. Steven Friedson makes a similar point about the dependence of
spirits on humans for their survival. See also Karin Barber, “How Man Makes God in West Africa: Yoruba Attitudes
Towards the “Orisa,” Journal of the International African Institute 51/3 (1981), 724-745.
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the performance of possession kusamira. For Baganda and Basoga, the combination of these
domains has real consequences for animal, human, and plant fertility, mental and physical health,
and general wellness. As a model for social relationships, kusamira and nswezi place the person
within complex linkages that, without interaction, break down and cause suffering. Whatever the
local details of musical and ritual performance, basamize and baswezi hold this priority of convivial
sociality in common because they are similarly interested in its affect on the social reproduction of
wellness and their ability to pursue the good life.
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CHAPTER SIX
“TO ORGANIZE A FUNCTION”: DEVELOPMENT-ERA SOCIAL STRUCTURES OF
MUTUAL AID IN THE CONTEMPORARY PERFORMANCE OF RITUAL
“A culturally vibrant, cohesive, and progressive Nation” [sic]
-vision statement from the Uganda National Culture Policy241
“Tradition exists only in constantly becoming other than it is.”
-Hans-Georg Gadamer, “Reply to My Critics”
Many of the questions I frequently asked of basamize and baswezi dealt with why people
gathered for these rituals. At any given event, this was a way of learning about the people there and
how they had decided to dedicate their time and energies to a particular spirit or set of activities. On
many occasions, the answer had to do with illness, misfortune, pestilence in crops, infertility, or
madness affecting members of the community. They referred to these collectively as ebibi, literally
“bad things.” The response was “to organize a function” either to learn their causes or present
sacrifices to spirits whom they knew had caused these problems. Ritual, as chapters three, four, and
five demonstrated in detail, socializes processes of mediumship and fostered relationships with
ancestral and patron spirits. These are the convivial social relations of wellness, obulamu obulungi,
and “organizing a function” constitutes one way of maintaining them.
Beyond this localized level, however, nearly every community in which I worked linked to
broader social structures of healing or mutual aid. It would have been difficult to find a healer who
was not a member of one association or another dedicated to the promotion of indigenous medicine.
Healers banded together. It was common to hear them talk about meetings with the healers of their
sub-county, county, or district. On numerous occasions, I met healers who served as leaders on these
various levels of administrative division. In some communities, these groups coalesced around a
particular person, as in the example of the Jjajja Ndawula Community at the end of this chapter. In
others, healers found common ground in their desires to engage in ongoing professional
development, garner local government support, or seek funding from international aid organizations.
This chapter begins by examining how these organizations have promoted their causes and
attempted to exert some measure of control in Uganda’s discourse regarding indigenous medicine. I
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introduce some of the organizations whose efforts have shaped recent struggles for control over the
regulation of indigenous healing. I then examine the diversity of ongoing practices in Uganda, which
represent a broad range of people, organizations, and musics. This includes a focal turn toward
religion, which demonstrates that many practitioners of kusamira prefer to separate their activities
entirely from religion using the label “culture” (obuwangwa). Such separations portray kusamira not
only as a plural set of practices, but as a phenomenon in flux. Basamize actively develop these
practices, so the contours of kusamira and even the way it sounds continue to change constantly.
Beneath the politics and rhetoric of “development” that come through these various associations and
organizations, kusamira still involves people helping each other to pursue the good life (obulamu
obulungi).
The Shifting Visibility of Spiritual Healing
As I demonstrated in chapter two, recent historical scholarship on east Africa has drawn
attention to the importance of “public healing” in understanding oral narratives about the distant past
and how they related to political and social phenomena. Work by Renee Tantala and Neil Kodesh
emphasized “hearing” oral narratives in order to understand history, a turn away from visual
metaphors toward aural perception that opens new avenues for scholars of indigenous and ritual
healing. By citing Kodesh and other scholars of the history of public healing in Uganda, I respond to
Steven Feierman’s concern that at several points in East African history public healers have “become
invisible”;242 I argue instead for shifting visibility or, more accurately, a shift in emphasis from
visibility to audibility. Just as Kodesh and Tantala emphasized aural perceptions of public healers in
order to understand their past, it has become more urgent now than ever for healers and their
associations to make their voices heard rather than to be seen, to interact with public servants, and to
encourage structures of support for their organizations that value rather than degrade the possibilities
that they offer. As David Schoenbrun observes, the role of the powerful spiritual forces on whom
basamize and baswezi call in ritual has undergone a slow redefinition over the last six hundred years
from entities capable of potentially beneficial impact toward forces with completely malign
proclivities, even demons.243 This shift in emphasis from visibility to audibility for Uganda’s
indigenous healers seeks correctives for this pervasive neo-colonial perception.
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Public performances of spirit possession ritual in East Africa predate the colonial encounter
by at least four hundred years.244 Over the past hundred years, the visibility of ritual practitioners in
Uganda has undergone major shifts. However, their continuing activities testify to the value that
people in this region place on spiritual healing as a form of local knowledge and indigenous
scientific practice. Healers’ associations and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) in
contemporary Buganda and Busoga are beginning to reshape the visibility of these practices. These
groups move a local dialectic of wellness into broader discourses on indigenous knowledge and
public health.
As chapter two demonstrated, this recent history emerges from plural historical trajectories
for kusamira practitioners. European explorers commented on the noisy public presence of visually
distinctive popular healers during the late nineteenth century.245 After Uganda became a British
colony in 1900, administrative policies and Christian missionization pushed kusamira into less
public settings. Ritualists appear in colonial-era literature as “secret societies” and “African
gypsies,” clandestine groups whose activities Europeans conflated with witchcraft.246 Uganda’s 1957
“Witchcraft Ordinance” made a distinction between the two types of practitioners by excluding
“bona fide spirit worship or the bona fide manufacture, supply, or sale of native medicines” from the
definition of witchcraft.247 This made little difference in the popular imagination, however, as even
articles in recent newspapers conflate the two.248
Independence in 1962 eased relatively short-lived colonial legal constraints enough to
facilitate the founding of the first healers’ associations, but when President Milton Obote abolished
traditional kingdoms in Uganda in 1966, many other cultural institutions also suffered. During the
1970s, Idi Amin’s regime undermined the budding government support that Obote’s administration
had encouraged for the fledgling independent nation’s healthcare system.249 Not until the early 1990s
did foreign investment and emerging political leadership renew efforts to foster meaningful
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healthcare sector collaborations with indigenous healers. NGOs that promote traditional medicine
have since expanded their activities. Uganda has seen immense growth in the number of publicly
recognized local healers, especially those who register with these organizations. What are healers’
motivations for aligning with these groups during the past two decades? How do the groups affect
healers’ public visibility and influence? How do they link local practices with a broader discourse on
the value of indigenous knowledge?
As these groups move between government collaborators and critical non-governmental
enterprises, they consciously push for a respectful approach to indigenous knowledge in the
healthcare system. They encourage shifts from almost inevitable negative consequences of unwieldy
media visibility toward environments in which they can exercise more control over the discourse.
Eschewing the negative visibility of media coverage, these healers instead promote audibility for
indigenous healers. They make their voices heard through focused attempts to professionalize
indigenous healing according to local definitions of healing practices and through the ubiquitous and
recognizable musical repertories for spiritual healing described in this dissertation. I begin by
examining these professionalization efforts and their roots. I unpack links between two streams of
interest in indigenous healing, governmental and non-governmental. I then conclude by suggesting
that healers’ current efforts to make their voices heard run parallel with their tendency in ritual
practices to manipulate paths toward healing through song.
Development-era public infrastructures for integrating indigenous knowledge into the
national healthcare system had antecedents in two broad categories: initiatives for plant research and
raising awareness of indigenous methods. Examples included efforts to test local plant species for
medicinal use as early as 1962 at the National Chemotherapeutics Research Laboratory (henceforth
NCRL) and instruction on indigenous medicine in the Makerere University Medical School
beginning in 1988. NGOs, by contrast, have worked in a wider variety of ways. These early pushes
to assimilate both plant medicine and local techniques into clinical and hospital systems has yet to
give way to competing efforts to professionalize indigenous healing in its original context, healers’
shrines (amassabo).
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Fig. 6.1: A healer’s shrine, essabo, belonging to Mzee Nsibirwa near Kotwe Village, Uganda.

In the present era of development politics, this dialectical tension between government-supported
institutional reform and grassroots-level professionalization of indigenous healing continues to shape
the social production of wellness in Uganda.
Of course, such tensions prove much more complex than any simple binary between
government ministries and NGOs. Efforts to improve healthcare in Uganda have involved
sophisticated flows of funding, ideas, implementation models, and medical expertise. In this
environment indigenous healers, basawo ab’ekinansi, have become interlocutors who still act as
primary care providers for many Ugandans. These physicians normally train in a series of
master/apprentice relationships to become one of five types of healers:
•

spiritual healers, ab’empewo

•

bone setters, abayunzi

•

birth attendants, abazaalisa or abamuleerwa

•

mentalists, ab’emitwe or

•

herbalists, abatabuzi b’eddagala
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In practice most professional healers use some personalized combination of these five skill sets,
often specializing in one or two. An organization called Uganda and Its Medicines, Uganda
n’Eddagala Lyayo, was founded in 1962, the same year NCRL started testing local plants for
chemical medicinal efficacy. Although it is the oldest association of indigenous healers still active in
Uganda today, many other NGOs have formed since. The healers associated with these organizations
shape both current primary care practices in healers’ shrines and an ever-developing relationship
with the national healthcare system as imagined by clinics, government ministries, referral hospitals,
and universities. So, even though the government/NGO binary gets more complicated, it remains
useful for examining Ugandan healthcare in two very different kinds of places.
Healers’ associations promote diverse healing practices and multiple approaches to
networking that involve both kinds of places. Amid political volatility in the 1960s and 70s, Uganda
n’Eddagala Lyayo continued to grow. The organization made a permanent home at Mengo Social
Centre within walking distance of Makerere, where by 1991 they claimed to have more than 30,000
members.250 Other efforts began to grow in different directions. For example, a new NGO called
Traditional and Modern Health Practitioners Together Against AIDS (THETA) received major
startup funding from Medicins sans Frontières and the Rockefeller Foundation to begin training local
healers and their communities in HIV/AIDS awareness and prevention. This followed broader trends
in development community-driven health education that helped Uganda become a model for success
in the fight against HIV and AIDS in the 1990s.251
If all of this seemed progressive to an international community desperate for hope in subSaharan Africa’s battle with the AIDS pandemic, it did not send the same impression to indigenous
healers who saw THETA, Makerere, and ministerial efforts as backhanded compliments to carriers
of local knowledge who risked systemic exploitation. One former THETA employee noted that
training local healers in Western techniques did nothing to reinforce or support indigenous
knowledge.
They train traditional healers in Western diagnosis. I didn’t like that, but I didn’t know how
to improve it as a model until I trained as a healer. Then I started with PROMETRA Uganda.
You see, there’s no system in place for traditional healers, so it took time to find out what
was right, how to approach traditional medicine respectfully.252
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His approach found a home in an international NGO called Promotion des Medicines Traditionnelles
(PROMETRA) based in Dakar, Senegal. Prior to his tenure with PROMETRA, Dr. Yahaya Sekagya
had trained as a dental surgeon and apprenticed many indigenous healers. Recognizing that healers
of all kinds must continually pursue professional development, he wanted an organizational model
that built upon indigenous healers’ strengths rather than exploiting their weaknesses to attract
sponsors. He registered PROMETRA’s Ugandan chapter as an NGO in 2001.253 PROMETRA
Uganda began a comprehensive program “to promote traditional medical knowledge and practices
for improved health through mutual cooperation amongst health systems.”254 For Sekagya, this
mission appropriately emphasized the potential for indigenous healers to cooperate more fully, to
have their contributions valued as much as those made by doctors trained in medical schools.
In ten years, PROMETRA Uganda has involved nearly 1000 indigenous healers in its
efforts.255 They engage in “self-proficiency training” at the organization’s Traditional Medicine
Training, Research, Treatment, and Demonstration Centre in Buyijja village about forty miles
southwest of Kampala. This kind of training involves the kinds of master/apprentice relationships
that have historically characterized indigenous healing in this region, but on a much larger scale.
This center includes large outdoor classroom spaces and test plots for herbal medicines under the
canopy of a lush forest.
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Fig. 6.2: Forest classroom at PROMETRA Buyijja

Fig. 6.3: Test plots for herbal medicine at PROMETRA Buyijja
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Here experienced healers teach novice and intermediate practitioners one day per week over the
course of a three year training program. In the first year, healers learn 320 discrete medicinal plant
species. The second year consists of anatomy and physiology, disease etiology and therapy. In the
third year and beyond, each healer specializes in one of the previously mentioned five areas: spiritual
healing, bone setting, labor and birthing, mental illness, or herbal medicines.
By building their training program around a local taxonomy of healers and their practices,
rather than around unfamiliar terms and practices of diagnosis imported from elsewhere,
PROMETRA Uganda makes contemporary processes of development culturally legible to a growing
population of practicing healers, relevant to them as professionals, and respectful, rather than
dismissive, of their existing practices. The growth in the number and size of healers’ associations
over the last twenty years demonstrates the continuing desire of a diverse body of healers to
professionalize their activities by networking with reputable individuals and organizations. Along
with PROMETRA, other thriving organizations reinforce this point. Uganda n’Eddagala Lyayo
remains Uganda’s largest association of indigenous healers. THETA remains one of the best-funded
NGOs working specifically to battle the HIV/AIDS epidemic. With these training efforts,
PROMETRA Uganda has become the leading organization for developing indigenous medicine—
the activities of healers in shrines—into a profession that locals and outsiders recognize according to
its own merits.
Like these other NGOs concerned with public health, Dr. Sekagya and PROMETRA Uganda
understand the importance of links between indigenous healing and practices that were introduced
by outsiders. Their organizational capacity for relevance to doctors, clinics, and hospitals is as
important to justifying their funding applications as it is for THETA and other NGOs. More
importantly though, they contend that any training model that devalues indigenous healing
techniques as a prerequisite for introducing unfamiliar practices and standards will be less
sustainable than a model that builds on local strengths. This helps explain why PROMETRA’s
training facility physically resembles forests, farms, and shrines rather than clinics, hospitals, and
universities.
Struggles for Control
In a 1985 article commissioned by the African Studies Review, Steven Feierman wrote
concerning public health issues in Africa. “No narrow bureaucratic decree can impose a solution,” he
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asserted, adding that, “health care, like health, is resistant to directed change from above.”256 Some
researchers have contended that Uganda’s biggest successes in controlling infectious disease,
particularly HIV and AIDS, has drawn on culturally sensitive health care reform, cooperation with
indigenous healers, and the use of music for health education.257 Whereas music definitely serves as
a symbol and source of authority among parties vying for influence in the social production of health
and wellness, estimations of the government’s interest (or anyone else’s for that matter) in
indigenous healers and their contributions—musical or otherwise—have been exaggerated. Just as
Feierman suggested, Ugandan officials often attempt to impose decrees or place demands on
indigenous healers, but they find themselves in an inefficient battle to control something much too
dynamic to be reigned in by such demands. Despite the Ugandan Ministry of Culture’s vision of “a
culturally vibrant, cohesive and progressive nation,” cohesion remains an elusive if not impossible
target. If one thing is clear, it is that healers regulate themselves and stubbornly resist any kind of
government oversight, often fearing that their practices will be banned altogether.
In spaces where these organizations interact with each other and with government ministries,
their efforts to professionalize indigenous medicinal knowledge grow from multiple divergent
philosophies. This situation has grown more complex with each fresh report in the recent rash of
ritual murders that have brought indigenous healers negative publicity. Courts of public opinion
assign guilt by association, lumping all indigenous healers in with charlatans. This creates messes for
groups like PROMETRA. One day a messenger from the Ministry of Culture entered the
PROMETRA offices in suburban Kampala. After handing Dr. Sekagya ten copies of the recently
published National Culture Policy, he produced a summons from the Minister of Culture. Recent
murders had pointed to quack healers who wanted to sacrifice children or use human body parts to
make power objects. The Minister called together leaders of healers’ associations, heads of
Buganda’s clans, and representatives from the army and police to address this issue. Dr. Sekagya,
PROMETRA’s country director, politely inquired why the government had bothered organizing this
meeting now. His brief exchange with Charles Kiggundu, the messenger from the Ministry of
Culture, follows.
“Nearly ten years ago,” he explained “the [African Union] began their ‘Decade for African
Traditional Medicine.’ Now we are entering into the tenth year, and what has Uganda done? They’re
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responding now to a crisis, and if we respond in that way, we cannot be principled. Where was the
government for this whole decade?”
“The problem,” replied Charles Kiggundu, the man from the Ministry of Culture, “people are
not working together. Healers/herbalists, the Ministry of Health, and the Ministry of Culture. We
have to work together, those three, and this might be the beginning of another ten year process.”
“If you’re asking us to come together on something the healers don’t even know where they
fall, won’t you bring us more havoc?”
“Something has to be done. We are losing too many people, too many children, to these
people.”258
Kiggundu’s well-rehearsed ministerial response echoed the tone of the Minister’s summons.
“You, the ones who have been in the field with untarnished records,” he said, “will be the ones to
help us sort out who are the bad ones and who are the genuine traditional healers and herbalists.”
The meeting ten days later followed suit. Attendees argued for several hours before the Deputy
Minister recommended the formation of a government-run umbrella registration of individual
healers, even those already associated with a reputable NGO. This decision was probably made
before the meeting ever happened, and it did not even attempt to respond to concerns raised in the
meeting, namely that the existing Uganda National Integrated Forum (UNIF) of healers’ associations
or the National Council of Traditional Healers’ and Herbalists’ Associations (NACOTHA) could
have been obvious partners in such a process. In the end, the Ministry opted to re-invent the
proverbial wheel with a decree that had no realistic hope of a follow through.
The government’s interest in healers’ associations and individual basamize and baswezi, as
Dr. Sekagya noted, constitutes reaction to a crisis. Critical observation of print and television news
media since 2006 reveals a recurring link between indigenous healing as a profession and tragic
cases of so-called ritual murder and child sacrifice in the headlines. Examples include the
beheadings of two young boys in June 2007; the near sale of an eleven year old boy by his father to a
witch doctor for ritual sacrifice in February 2008; the discovery of a human skull and subsequent
arrest of three healers in Bugiri district in May 2008; and the mutilation of a seven year old,
including the removal of his heart, tongue, and reproductive organs, in October 2008. Most notably,
the newspapers were obsessed with Joseph Kasirye’s story from October 2008 through early 2009. A
twelve year old boy, Kasirye was beheaded by his father with help from his Tanzanian wife. This
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story and others drew attention to the alleged foreign provenance of heinous acts of so-called ritual
violence. Police featured in these stories often say they cannot “rule out” ritual sacrifice, but give no
rationale for why.259 If investigators rule out these exotic crime theories later, they certainly do not
request that the papers print a correction. The newspapers, for their part, do little to question the truth
of the stories.260 Beheadings and ritual mutilations sell newspapers. With the potential for
misunderstanding so great, some healers have begun to disallow anyone from photographing or
videotaping them.
Many healers and their organizations see these news stories as few among many symptoms
of a country out of touch with its tradition of indigenous medicinal knowledge. Rather than react
specifically to these stories, they fold them into a more general rationale for re-articulating
appropriate places for such knowledge and its value. Many organizations do this by reference to
similar kinds of knowledge in other African countries. For example, the Jamii-Tiba Society of East
Africa emphasizes the importance in banding together with healers across international boundaries in
addition to networking with healers locally and regionally. Other organizations have formal
affiliations with international NGOs. PROMETRA, for example, is merely one country chapter
among many in a huge organization of African healers. On local levels, it was telling that when I
inquired whether I should use their real names or pseudonyms, many healers jumped at the
opportunity to be mentioned by name in this research. They wanted to be known as widely as
possible, and some even asked if I thought it would be feasible to practice this kind of healing in the
U.S. I saw no reason why not, but I have neither met Baganda and Basoga professional healers in the
U.S. nor heard of anyone practicing kusamira elsewhere in the Diaspora. Still, this was not simply
money or visa-seeking behavior motivated by individual interests; the healers I met who did manage
to forge international ties in Europe and the U.S. used them to actively contribute to global discourse
on the value of indigenous medicinal knowledge. These efforts took several different forms during
my research in Uganda, and they continue to occupy a dynamic place in the life of several
organizations worth mentioning here.
One form these efforts take derives from a common model in the development community:
an international NGO country chapter. PROMETRA is a good example. The larger organization
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with which they affiliate began in Dakar, Senegal and has country chapters in twenty-two countries,
each of which operates autonomously as an NGO officially recognized by its national government.
This lends each chapter two distinct strengths. First, their affiliation with a much larger organization
gives weight to their validity and conceptual authority in each country. Second, they reap financial
rewards from grant programs when the larger organization gets funded. In other words, they have a
multi-tiered funding model that serves to diversify the sources of funding for any given country
chapter. This model has been highly effective for PROMETRA, and after nearly ten years they
continue to thrive.
Attention to indigenous medicinal knowledge takes another form related to international
NGOs: those that begin outside of Africa. The Integrative Medicine Foundation provides a good
example. Such organizations become interested in the activities of indigenous healers in Africa and
then begin to organize funding on their behalf. Ironically, this is the kind of support that NGOs like
PROMETRA and THETA often seek, but they rarely find it; rather it finds them. Again, IMF is a
good example; once they discovered PROMETRA Uganda, they helped build a filtration house to
pump clean drinking water for the facilities at Buyijja village. They made other capital investments
as well, including assistance to build upon the lodging accommodations at the site. This kind of
support gives organizations like PROMETRA fodder for justifying other funding applications and
for drawing attention to the value of their contributions.
One more level of international discourse has paid fairly close attention to indigenous
medicinal knowledge in Africa over the last thirty years: research. From social epidemiologists to
historians of medicine, researchers have made statistics available to larger bodies like the World
Health Organization and they have drawn a great deal of attention to the frequency with which
everyday people in places like Uganda use indigenous medicine. The World Health Organization
presently estimates that over eighty percent of people in the developing world turn to traditional
medicine for their primary health care needs.261 That statistic has been valuable to organizations in
this so-called developing world and to researchers alike for justifying continuing interest in these
practices. As international discourse on indigenous medicine continues to grow more complex, so
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too do the careers of researchers who move among academic institutions, NGOs, and government
ministries.
So if struggles for control over the reproduction of health was a social process in the first
place, owing to the highly social nature of practices like kusamira, the organizations and researchers
of the development era have made it no less so. However, that does not mean that everyone agrees
on what these practices mean or what they can do for people presently living in Uganda. It is
precisely because healing remains such a dynamic social process of knowledge production and
application that it causes “productive friction” among different groups of people and their
organizations.262 These groups assert their various perspectives in an ongoing and dynamic
discourse.
The Multivocality of Ongoing Praxis
During ten months of observation, interviewing, and archival research in the year and a half
since the meeting at the Ministry of Culture, I noted two distinct strategies that point to future
likelihoods for healers and their organizations. First, no matter what happens in government
ministries, healers continue their activities according the needs of their communities and their own
professional goals and standards. These communities reject charlatans readily enough, though sadly
often by means of vigilante mobs. Second, if healers and their organizations seek out government
involvement, it is most often at the local or kingdom level, not from national authorities. A brief look
at one established organization and one emerging healers’ association demonstrates some ways in
which these tendencies continue to shape indigenous healing in Uganda.
After several consecutive visits to PROMETRA’s field training site, the group of spiritual
healers (ab’empewo) invited me to join them for a gathering in the onsite shrine the night before
their weekly training day.
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Fig. 6.4: pre-ritual musicking in front of the shrine (top right) at PROMETRA Buyijja

One of their members brought a friend from her village who was suffering from persistent
indigestion and shortness of breath that the group hoped to remedy by determining which spirit or
spirits had afflicted her. We met in the early evening, shared tea and a meal, and the musicians began
by playing and singing the ubiquitous twin songs that start virtually every ritual of spiritual
healing.263 Through the night they first sang songs for all classes of spirits, then only for those spirits
who possessed and danced through the ill woman and other adepts, and finally only for those who
came to the woman. By morning, the group knew which specific spirits the woman would have to
work with in order to move her therapy forward. As the musamize facilitator of this ritual said,
“today we managed to access the first spirit of her. So now, if we do research about her-her-herself,
she will start from that point. So it is the music that facilitate[s] that process.”264 In further ritual
endeavors, she would negotiate with the specific spirits associated with her afflictions, offer
sacrifices, and ask for their blessings (mikisa). The healer from her home village—a member of
PROMETRA’s cadre of ab’empewo—would later prescribe herbal medicine, but as Ndiwalana
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indicated, this spiritual diagnosis and musical etiology had been an important first step in her pursuit
of wellness.
This ritual, like the PROMETRA members’ professional activities in their home villages,
demonstrated the tenacity of indigenous practice. Some of these healers attended the Ministry of
Culture meeting in February of 2009. Others frequently saw how their profession was tainted by
stories in national news media about quack healers and their spurious practices. In the wake of such
negative visibility, their efforts to make healing audible in Buyijja village and their own villages
became more urgent than ever. Their adherence to ritual healing practices and weekly professional
development, their ability to network with other healers, and their interactions with their home
villages would tell their story—not some exoticized brief in the weekend newspaper or a short on the
evening television news.
On another occasion, I attended a ritual at the headquarters of a similar healers’ association in
the same county. The Lubowa Traditional Healers’ Association (LUTHA) followed their version of
kusamira with their annual membership meeting the next day. Special guests for this fourth
anniversary celebration included the Walugondo village chairperson, the Mpigi district chair, and a
minister of Uganda’s parliament from Walugondo, the village where LUTHA started. Some of these
speakers mentioned the tragedy of charlatan healers, emphasizing that they were taking something
away from legitimate healers, whom the minister of parliament called “the most talented, creative
people in the world.”265 Along with the other speakers and special guests, she made a sizable
donation to the organization.
Like the kusamira ritual and the classes at PROMETRA Buyijja, the ritual and annual
meeting at Walugondo village revealed LUTHA’s community emphasis as well as some of their
founder’s personal priorities. In preparing for a large public gathering, the performance of kusamira
ritual came first. Participants offered thanksgiving to patron spirits for general wellness and asked
blessings (mikisa) for the village, the association, and their activities. Inviting the District chair and
another high-ranking politician with local ties represented a highly localized political move. LUTHA
founder Hassan Lubowa trained with PROMETRA Uganda at Buyijja village, which lies just a few
kilometers away from Walugondo in the same sub-county. Lubowa never discussed anything like a
rift with Dr. Sekagya or PROMETRA, but he did seem fully committed to starting a separate
organization despite their similar goals and close proximity. Support from the district and village
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chairs sent the message that even if PROMETRA was uncomfortable with this (and they were),
Lubowa was going forward with it. He had created his own organizational structure emphasizing
spiritual healing and herbal remedies, and he did not need anyone’s permission to do so. He had an
opportunity to make healers’ voices heard among influential politicians with local ties, and he seized
it. All other factors considered, Lubowa and Sekagya probably parted ways because of something as
simple as a personality conflict. This is common enough for NGOs of any kind, and it shapes a
healthy measure of competition between groups with overlapping interests.
PROMETRA Uganda and LUTHA resemble numerous other examples throughout Uganda.
Faced with the specter of national misrepresentation because news media associate them with human
sacrifice and witchcraft, healers’ focus has shifted from visibility to audibility—i.e. making their
voices heard in areas that matter. Mass visibility cannot be controlled, which explains why such
groups ask a lot of questions about why people want to document their activities. Any stock footage
can be taken out of context and easily used for stories that have nothing to do with these healers, and
that has been a common experience of guilt by association for healers across Uganda. Getting their
message out in person in public spaces and with public servants, however, provides healers with
opportunities to control the discourse more carefully. These efforts to exert discursive control
through audible means are consistent with performance tactics that healers use in ritual: just as
healers and mediums use song to negotiate trajectories of healing with powerful ancestral and patron
spirits, asserting their voices in development politics enables them to participate in the development
narrative on familiar terms. This process cannot win them ultimate control or even significant
influence except on occasion, but at the very least it allows indigenous healers vocal agency in
spaces where others represent and evaluate their practices.
Healing Fanaticism: Violent Struggles, Vicious Rumors
Exposing farce at Mengo
In February 2009, I attended the annual meeting of Uganda n’Eddagala Lyayo (Uganda and
Its Medicines), one of the oldest of many healers’ associations in the country. Over 1500 healers
gathered at Mengo Social Centre in the heart of Kampala, along with correspondents from local and
national print and broadcast news media. Early during the all-day meeting, the organization’s
secretary, Kyabagu Musanje, began a lengthy speech on a crisis facing the indigenous healers,
abasawo ab’ekinansi. That year and the previous year, an increasing number of newspaper reports
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and television spots had covered cases of tragic charlatanism that resulted in child sacrifice and other
ritual murders. The organization and its members were understandably upset that these stories had
branded their profession with negative stigma when they worked so hard to collaborate with
allopathic physicians, support mutual referrals, and promote variety in medicinal and therapeutic
methods.
Meanwhile, this and similar organizations were working closely with police to provide
trusted professional opinions and expert advice when malicious quackery threatened communities. In
one such case, a member of Uganda n’Eddagala Lyayo discovered a bizarre twist with the potential
to exacerbate a rapidly accelerating witch hunt. Secretary Musanje used his speech to call the healer
forth and help him tell his story. The healer explained that he had gone to provide an expert opinion
at a crime scene where a local television station was already covering a beat about an alleged ritual
murder. Assisted by the village chairman and the local chief of police from the area, he brought forth
a plastic sack from that crime scene. He opened the sack as the crowd sat rapt in horrified
fascination. Laying the sack on the ground, he carefully ripped it open and calmly stepped back so
all could see. Secretary Musanje explained that the alleged blood and guts in the sack were nothing
more than bread soaked with jam. A police investigator, seeking to solve his case quickly and
efficiently, had planted the bogus evidence. The investigator’s boss had come with the village chief
to show this organization that in spite of such pathetic attempts to miscarry justice, the police were
working with healers to ensure that a bad situation would not get worse.
Why would this healers’ organization draw attention to the mysterious case of the bread and
jam? At the risk of aggravating an already stigmatized population of ritual healers, Secretary
Musanje threw fraud in with the greed and violence of ritual murderers as a category diametrically
opposed to the productive conviviality for which their members stood. Of course, such dualisms are
never so simple, but this one exemplifies the discourse that shapes local motivations for ritual
activities. After a lengthy public examination of this problem, the meeting moved to other issues, but
not before providing some entertainment.
The group that this group hired for the day’s entertainment was led by a well renowned
singer named Nakayima who makes her living singing for weddings and ritual healing events
(mikolo gy’okusamira). Also a spirit medium who was trained in ritual singing by ritual healers like
those seated en masse as her audience on that day, Nakayima commented in song on the cultural
damage brought on by an untrustworthy investigator. As hosts at the Mengo Social Centre
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distributed beverages to guests of honor, the singer’s comments echoed Secretary Musanje’s
condemnation of both ritual murder and the dishonesty of this investigation. She pined with
nostalgia for the things of Kiganda culture, of her ancestors and her teachers (eby’obuwangwa).
Nakayima used this kind of nostalgia in performance regularly, but I discovered that it was not
merely for the sake of sentimentality. She too had capacities as a medium for several spirits, and she
was as personally invested in her ritual attendance as she was professionally.
Defacement at Kookola
Nakayima quickly became a valuable consultant and a knowledgeable travel companion. A
few weeks later she took me to a public meeting at Kookola village. Like so many other basamize
mediums, ritual healers, and musicians, Nakayima had frequently traveled to Kookola for kusamira
rituals. The day we went there, however, our motivations were unusual. A rogue group of Born
Again Pentacostal Christians had defaced shrines and sacred huts by disposing of ritual
paraphernalia in the lake. The parish, sub-county, and county chair people; a chairperson from a
neighboring parish; local police; Buganda Kingdom’s Minister of Culture and his entourage all came
to meet with witnesses, healers, and about 70 other locals.
As the Buganda Kingdom Minister of Culture entered, we all stood to welcome him. He
removed his shoes to enter the sacred space, faced the crowd, and led the Buganda Anthem in a loud
voice. Its chorus rang out:

Table 6.1: “Ekitiibwa kya Buganda”266
Luganda

English

chorus: twesiimye nnyo—twesiimye nnyo

chorus: we approve—we heartily approve

olwa Buganda yaffe

of our Buganda

ekitiibwa kya Buganda kyava dda

respected of Buganda from ages past

naffe tukikuume nga!

keep it with us!

When we finished singing the kingdom’s best-known song, he and the village chairman nodded
toward Mama Nakayima. She invoked the spirits in song using selections from the common twin
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song repertory that begins many kinds of ritual. The crowd responded in turn with familiar choruses
linking the symbols of kingship from the Buganda anthem with symbols of kinship, the twin patron
spirits Kiwanuka and Musoke. The scene accentuated connections between local ritual, the cultural
kingdom, and the cosmology that links them.

Table 6.2: “Abalongo Twabazaala”267
Luganda

English

soloist: abalongo twabazaala

soloist: the twins we produced

babiri ne Ssalongo

two with father of twins

Mayanja mwana wange

Mayanja my child

jangu ozine abalongo!

come and dance the twins!268

chorus: [repeats same text]

During the day-long meeting that ensued, those present held an extended public forum on
ritual and intolerance. The village chairman shared details of the case, reading and distributing paper
copies of a police statement that he had approved in consultation with the local government. The
Buganda Minister of Culture then gave a lengthy speech in which he simultaneously promised to
take this issue to higher kingdom offices and noted that the issue went beyond kingdom politics to
basic constitutional freedoms. He cited President Museveni’s acknowledgement of Ugandans who
openly practice eddiini ey’ekinansi or indigenous religions. He called this lip service a failure to
account for people who self-identify as Christians or Muslims even as they continue other ritual
practices. He proposed measures regulating indigenous ritual medicine, asserting that these
techniques long predated recent phenomena in public health.
Then he began to address a peculiar problem with ritual sacrifice and social unrest. That year
and the previous year, an increasing number of newspaper reports and television spots had covered
cases of tragic charlatanism that resulted in child sacrifice and other ritual murders. Indigenous
healers and spirit mediums became understandably upset that these stories had branded their
profession with negative stigma. They worked so hard to keep ritual healing open to people of all
faiths, collaborate with allopathic physicians, support mutual referrals, and promote variety in
267
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medicinal and therapeutic methods. Nevertheless, if the day’s antecedents were any indication,
Born-Again Pentacostal Christians or so-called “Savedies” could not agree with ritual healers on
how to eradicate specious practices.
When the Minister of Culture finished speaking, everyone stood to sing two more verses of
the Buganda anthem before final announcements adjourned the formal meeting with directions
toward food. The village had prepared a large meal. The Minister’s entourage brought expensive
drinks—crates of soda and bottled beer—to share with the entire crowd.
Displays of proper greeting custom, hospitality, gracious visitation, the removal of shoes, and
group singing stood in stark contrast to the self-interested destruction of sacred space. When people
acted outside the boundaries of decent social behavior, communities assembled to counterbalance
those actions. Theft and destruction in this case happened quietly under cover of darkness, a
shameful display of antisocial conduct. Those affected literally sang their way to proper social
behavior: everyone from the villagers to government and kingdom officials called upon the strength
of their ancestors and patron spirits to guide them. They further cultivated this aesthetic with an
important ritual gesture: they shared food and drink. This neither completely alleviates the damage
nor erases its memory, but for a time both the social atmosphere and the ritual action mitigate public
suffering.
Basamize spirit mediums consistently assert that Katonda, the Luganda/Lusoga word for
God, derives from the verb okutonda, to create. They view Katonda as one in the same Creator God
whom Muslims call Allah and Christians call God or God in Christ. This appears to be the central
theological flexibility through which basamize transcend religious boundaries and include virtually
anyone in kusamira ritual. But for basamize, the Creator remains distant, and intermediary spirits act
as arbiters for blessings (mikisa). When others do not share this view, they sometimes label kusamira
as primitive polytheism or worse. However, basamize efforts to cultivate a convivial social aesthetic
clearly run counter to these characterizations.
Mutilating Tradition: the Murder of Raadi Kisomba
Another narrative addresses more extreme intolerance that stems from this misunderstanding.
Raadi Kisomba lived and died by practicing flexible notions of personhood and theology. His
community bestowed on him the title “Kabona,” a kind of priest or, as one respondent said, a person
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chosen because he can “get a message from God.”269 He prospered in this role as an indigenous
healer who carried out a sense of duty to care for his community. He raised a family, but when his
children moved away from home, they turned away from their father’s ways toward a fundamentalist
brand of Pentacostal Christianity. To borrow a phrase from Nigerian novelist Chinua Achebe, things
fell apart.
In the atmosphere of witch-hunting and stigmatization surrounding rumors of human
sacrifices in Uganda, Kabona’s children returned to their home village to kill him. They mutilated
his body, deeply slicing his face and hands, completely severing his fingers. Two crucial facts
shaped the community’s reaction to this tragedy. First, they knew that many of the ritual sacrifices
and bodily mutilations covered in news media were true stories of quack healers whose greed led
them to terrible acts of violence and the sale of human body parts for spurious ritual use. Second,
these charlatans soiled the profession of ritual healing in Uganda, and they saw Kabona Kisomba as
a victim of the resulting stigma and misunderstanding. As part of their efforts to correct this breach
of acceptable social behavior, the community paid to document this tragedy with professional
videography of Kisomba’s funeral and burial.
To my utter shock, two of his colleagues—Kabona Jjumba and his wife—openly showed me
the graphic DVD over lunch on my first visit to their home. On subsequent visits, I saw the same
footage as they showed it to other guests. Not once did basamize mediums or musicians seem to
loose appetite during their own meal time viewings or conversations about Kabona Raadi’s
horrendous demise. Getting preoccupied with the juxtaposition of death and food, however,
obscured more important social meanings of this ongoing discourse.
The video showed three telling scenes in cyclic repetition. The first featured people deriding
the actions of Kabona Kisomba’s children. Their speeches full of righteous indignation, some even
sang songs mocking the style of Pentacostal praise and worship music. The second showed the
deceased man, robbed of some of his digits and badly mutilated. Bereft women of his family wailed
loudly nearby as other mourners carefully handled the body for burial. The third type of scene
showed people praying, often directly to a spirit through its medium. These prayers accompanied
sacrifices intended to open the blessings (okusumulula emikisa) for the deceased Kabona. They
asked the ancestors and patron spirits to finish off any bad spiritual substance (okumala ebibi). This
burial rite posits religious fanaticism as a harbinger of intolerance and death. In the actions of
269
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Kabona Kisomba’s colleagues and family, it also posits kusamira possession as a pathway to good
living (obulamu obulungi).
On most days, people living in Uganda can count on reading something in the newspaper,
seeing something on television, or talking to someone about a range of topics: quack healers, con
artist preachers, overzealous hypocrites of various stripes, the wanton symbolic and physical
violence that these characters take everywhere they go, and especially the bad name that they bestow
upon those associated with them via religion or politics or even national identity. For Basamize in
Uganda, these issues fuel returns to an epistemology of connectedness to each other and the spirits.
In kusamira ritual, symbols of this connectedness fill sacred spaces and songs. Those songs resound
in mouths that feed on two equally important things: music to invoke the spirits and the spiritual
food made possible by the ritual exchange of sacrifice for blessings.
That is Religion; This is Culture: Developing Kusamira
Just as relationships between basamize and the general public are fraught with misunderstanding,
relationships between basamize and other religious groups in Uganda are even more so. On the other
hand, most basamize also participate regularly in rituals of a major religion, usually Christianity or
Islam. Basamize maintain a complex variety of dynamic relationships between their religious
practices in churches and mosques and their indigenous ritual practices in shrines (massabo). Very
early in my field research, I realized that it was very difficult to gather information on these
relationships in churches and mosques. It was only slightly easier in shrines, because I found that
people carefully separated those domains in order to preserve the interpersonal relationships they
associated with each. Time and again, research participants referred to their regular attendance at
church or mosques from within the shrines where I questioned them. “That is religion,” they said of
Sunday services or Friday prayers, but of kusamira ritual they matter-of-factly asserted, “this is
culture.”270 At Sunday services and Friday prayers, by conrast, basamize and baswezi seemed either
absent or invisible. These environments tended to be more hostile toward indigenous practices, and
however readily basamize and baswezi identified as Christians and Muslims, Christians and Muslims
were loathe to identify themselves as basamize or baswezi. Nevertheless, they did often have a foot
in both worlds. Toward the end of my research, I had the good fortune to observe the performance a
fascinating ritual that spurred a retrospective accounting of how music mediates people’s travels
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back and forth between places of worship and shrines. This performance helps unpack the paradox
of carefully separating religion from culture.
Copacetic separation of domains
In mid-June 2010, I went to visit a friend named Jjajja Mutale whom I had met the previous
year. He invited me to a ritual near Jinja to which he was headed that night. Mutale, a successful
healer, arranged for a seat in his car to take me to the event along with one of his family members
and several friends. After greeting our hosts over tea in a ssabo in Makandwa village (about 30km
south by southwest of Kampala), the ritual commenced. For Mutale “installing” mayembe spirits had
multiple layers of meaning. As mentioned in the description of this ritual in chapter four, this was
literally an installation of spirits through the creation and placement of their power objects (also
called mayembe or jjembe in the singular) at this shrine. Mutale, who presided over this ritual at
Makandwa, made the male jjembe from the horn of a water buffalo (embogo) and the female jjembe
from a small drinking gourd (endeku). He installed the spirits by introducing them to these, their new
dwellings, but he also situated them within a particular community.
The next morning, after Mutale and his assistant assembled the power objects, a growing
number of people gathered in the shrine as the drums resumed and loud voices once again called the
spirits. They came, speaking through their mediums. Mutale then patiently explained several objects
to each spirit. He furnished a razor, a comb, a small shaving mirror, a toothbrush, some perfumed
petroleum jelly, a phone, a radio, and a Christian Bible in Luganda. As he asked the spirits to permit
their mediums’ use of these items, he demonstrated their use on the mediums. Using a new razor
with each medium, he exhibited habits of good hygiene for the spirits. He trimmed their nails,
combed their hair, applied a small amount of perfumed jelly, and so on. Then he pulled out the
Bible. As he showed it to the spirits, he imitated a bit of Christian hymnody, and the group joined
him. When he stopped, he said to the spirits, “togaana ebintu bino bya mukongozzi gwo” (do not
refuse these things of your medium). He sang in the style of Christian hymnody as he held the Bible
before the spirits. Others in the shrine joined him for a brief chorus. Mutale returned to his
supplications. The mediums, while expressing the spirits’ bewilderment, nevertheless grunted and
nodded their approval one by one. Mutale’s technique had worked.
In Mutale’s estimation, if this entire community was to use these power objects and their
associated spirits, Gaboggola and Nakavuma, to protect their good health and well being, these
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spirits had to be fully aware of who the people were. When I asked Mutale later about why he did
this, he explained his intention to change the image of basamize in contemporary society. “Some of
these people want to run for public office or positions of leadership in their churches or mosques,”
he said. “They cannot be seen as abantu abakyafu [dirty people] or crazy people.” They could not
abide outbursts of possession during a church service because the spirits did not recognize hymnody
or because they would not permit their mediums to participate in Christian worship. He advocated
assimilation of both mediums and spirits to the mainstream cultural norms that would prevent
basamize from being ostracized or accused of resisting development.
As unproblematic as Mutale portrayed this juxtaposition of Christian hymnody and kusamira
ritual, the reality was more complicated. A regular reader of newspapers and constant radio listener,
Mutale had seen the damage that charlatans had done to his profession and the image of basamize
more generally. Such stories gave Born Again Pentacostal Christians, whom many in Uganda
playfully call “Savedies,” fodder for denouncing ritual practices like kusamira from the pulpit. I had
heard such sermons: they ranged from sympathy for the “unenlightened” to vitriolic attacks that
demonized kusamira by grouping it with witchcraft and devil worship. As stakeholders in an
ongoing social discourse concerning their beliefs and practices, basamize had to carefully consider
how much they disclosed about their activities in the shrine to their communities. Mutale’s ritual and
musical actions provided the people who relied on his professional expertise with proactive
measures to keep all of the realities of contemporary life within the purview of acceptable behavior
for their patron spirits. In his view, they could not afford to install these mayembe unless they
mayembe were fully comfortable in context with the accoutrements of modern suburban life. These
actions reinforced the separation of religious worship (eddiini) and cultural practice (obuwangwa) as
conceptualized by basamize and their patron spirits. The spirits would keep quiet in church, and the
mediums would continue to perform rituals even if they still went to church. The rest was beyond
Mutale’s control.
Multiple Symbols in Ritual Space
One community of basamize that I visited regularly over the course of my last two trips to
Uganda demonstrated a different, but equally intriguing approach to Uganda’s contemporary
religious diversity. As in the other communities where I worked, the Jjajja Ndawula Community at
Kakooge village referred to their regular attendance at kusamira ritual as “culture,” which they
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distinguished from “religion,” i.e. church or mosque attendance. This distinction did not, however,
prevent basamize at Kakooge from introducing religious symbols into spaces dedicated to kusamira
ritual. On the contrary, everything about the ritual space pointed to the Jjajja Ndawula Community’s
active mixing of these symbols. As I demonstrate below, such symbols provided a visual element to
the essential paradox of separation between cultural ritual (obuwangwa) and religion (eddiini). Just
as basamize mediums’ flexibility facilitated shifts from musical participation to possession, members
of the Jjajja Ndawula Community deployed flexible notions of religious identity to engage unlikely
allies in performing rituals that they see as transcending religious and social boundaries. Such
transcendence opens blessings (mikisa), that facilitate the good life (obulamu obulungi).
About forty kilometers northwest of Kampala, the location of this community’s weekly
meeting place in Kakooge Village has another name: Buwaali. From the Luganda term for smallpox,
kawaali, this moniker marks Kakooge as a historic epicenter of a smallpox outbreak during the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.271 Baganda basamize generally associate Ndawula, a spirit
believed to have come from the Bunyoro region, with smallpox, syphilis, and other diseases that
cause skin lesions.
If these layers of meaning present an already complex picture of indigenous etiology and
spiritual therapy for smallpox and syphilis, the spatial arrangement of Buwaali adds yet another layer
of intricacy. The compound where this community meets weekly has many small shrines
surrounding a much larger ritual space built more like a church than a shrine. Each of these shrines is
dedicated to a different spirit, some from the common Kiganda pantheon, others from Bunyoro.272
The latter group includes Ndawula, the patron spirit of this community. All told, twenty-six small
shrines surround the main ritual space with two more dedicated to classes of spirits called misambwa
and mayembe.273
This large main space where the community congregates each Monday is the only room in a
roughly ten by twenty meter structure that resembles a house. Inside the space, large tiered platforms
flank a central hall lined with pillars. At the front of the room stands a large fireplace on one side
beneath an equally large chimney that can accommodate the smoke of a constantly burning wood
coal and incense fire during rituals. This space is dedicated to the spirit Kiwanuka.
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Fig. 6.5: Eykyoto kya Kiwanuka (Kiwanuka’s fireplace)

Kiwanuka’s symbol, a hand holding a nnyondo, incorporates the Kiganda hammer traditionally used
to hammer out bark cloth. The signs above the symbol read, “Merry Christmas.”
At the front of the hall sits the main medium, whom everyone calls by the name of his patron
spirit, Jjajja Ndawula. He is guarded by soldiers (baserikale) dressed in red. Similar soldiers, all
members of the Jjajja Ndawula Community, stand in front of each pillar in the hall. Directly above
Jjajja’s head, a sign proclaims the Maha Mantra normally associated with the Hare Krishna
movement. Below that sign, a banner in Luganda reads, “Lord Krishna wa Omukisa Uganda” (Lord
Krishna who blesses Uganda).
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Fig. 6.6: Hari Krishna basamize

To Jjajja’s right sit women who call themselves “Jjajja’s wives,” though they have no marital or
sexual relationship with the medium or the spirit. To their right, directly across from Kiwanuka’s
fire, a band sets up each week, including two keyboards, drum set, electric guitars and bass, and
several microphones for singers. The medium for Jjajja Ndawula plays keyboards at the beginning of
every Monday ritual. Just above the band, a smaller duplicate banner reads, “Lord Krishna wa
Omukisa Uganda.”
Diversity and Mutual Aid in the Jjajja Ndawula Community
Members of the community demonstrated their religious identities in several ways. Muslim
men and women dressed conservatively in long sleeves and tunics, covering their heads. Consistent
with other settings in Uganda, Catholics wore rosaries around their necks, often under their
garments. One member explained to me that Nakayima, the wife of the mucwezi cattle-keeping spirit
Kalisa from Bunyoro, was a sister to the Virgin Mary capable of intercession when she receives
prayers. Monday night rituals allowed numerous opportunities to observe a variety of bodily
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practices reminiscent of the church, the mosque, and the ssabo, and members of this community
actively mixes these practices. On several occasions a person rose from a kneeling position with
forehead on the floor to make an exaggerated sign of the cross before returning to dancing. At other
shrines in Buganda, dancing consistently involved some version of the ubiquitous, hip-centered
baakisimba (the cultural dance of the Baganda). Dancing at Buwaali, by contrast, was a highly
personalized experience that responded to the multiple spiritual motivations described here.
During the rest of the week, this community disperse back across the Kampala metropolitan
area to their various jobs. They gather at a center in Kampala for a variety of course offerings in an
informal technical school setting on Tuesday and Thursday nights. These include computer skills,
sewing, garment and shoe repair, mechanical work, and any other skill set that a member can teach
fellow members. Volunteers regularly meet at a third off-site location where the group owns farm
land. Throughout the region’s two growing seasons, they cultivate bananas, maize, sweet potatoes,
green vegetables, ground nuts, and mushrooms. Some of these products they return to Buwaali,
where during the all-night Monday gatherings they purchase food for a nominal fee to cover
transport costs. The rest of the products go to market and support the community’s endeavors to
continue building at Buwaali and offer mutual aid to the members of the community.
Notably, these are all plant products. In contrast to every other group of basamize and
baswezi I encountered, the entire community adheres to a strictly vegetarian diet both at Buwaali and
when they return to their separate lives. The group’s association with the Hari Krishna movement
informs this food taboo in part, but Jjajja Ndawula cites other reasons as well. The clothing
shopkeeper who introduced me to this community, a man named Kizza Sulaiman, explained another
part of the community’s rationale.
KS: Jjajja says there is no need to sacrifice animals if people just do what the ancestors
instruct.
PH: What about people who say that the ancestors instruct them to bring animals for
sacrifice?
KS: No, those ones just like meat. They don’t give meat to jjajja—only blood—they just love
to eat the meat for themselves.
PH: But some of them do give meat to the ancestors!
KS: But how? The bakongozzi [mediums] take the meat for the ancestors. Maybe they can go
one month or two months without eating goat, so that’s why they tell people when they are
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possessed that they are requesting for meat. Anyway, those animals began because the spirits
live in colors. Long ago, when people had only bark cloth for clothing, and no colors to use
apart from brown, how could they make a white garment for Mukasa or a red garment for
Kiwanuka? So it’s those spirits who request colors of animals to represent that they are there
in that place. If it’s only meat, how can that be white? No, it’s just the animals to live in the
compound and represent the presence of those spirits. That’s why Jjajja says we must not kill
those animals. But some of those others who love meat will say that ‘ah, how can you do like
that?’274
What Sulaiman leaves out here is that purchasing animals for sacrifice also requires significant
financial resources. Given the Jjajja Ndawula’s educational, food production, and mutual aid
priorities for a large group of people, such expenditures simply do not show as much potential to
serve the interests of the entire group as do their other activities. This community rallies around two
kinds of assets: the places where they gather and the potential for those gatherings to reproduce a
healthy standard of living. The most liquid assets in this environment are, therefore, food products
that they produce and money from individual contributions.
At Buwaali on Monday nights, they spend a large portion of the very early (Tuesday)
morning hours consulting with Jjajja Ndawula through his medium about how to distribute these
assets. Those in need come forth with a monetary contribution of whatever size they can manage,
state their needs before Jjajja and the community, and proceed to discuss the details of the issues at
hand and an appropriate program to address them. Examples include common illnesses like malaria;
terminal diseases like HIV, AIDS, and cancer that require extended projects of palliation; and
spiritual afflictions that require interventions involving a sacrifice of goods or services to the
community. Common illnesses can be addressed through the herbal medicinal resources and
indigenous knowledge thriving within the community. Palliative care or help for problems that
require interventions by allopathic physicians or hospitals can be funded in part through community
resources. Spiritual afflictions often require further consultation during the week with Jjajja Ndawula
and potentially referrals to other spiritual healers in other locations. On my second visit to Buwaali,
the group spent much of this consultation time listening to two of their members, a doctor and a
nurse, answer questions about a recent polio outbreak and polio inoculation. During the early
morning consultations, people make individual monetary contributions to these kinds of efforts.
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These benefactors often cite help they have received in the past or a temporary abundance of
resources as motivations to give.
As a community of plural religiosity and ritual unity, the Jjajja Ndawula community deploy
flexible notions of religious identity to engage unlikely allies and partners in performing rituals that
they see as transcending religious and social boundaries. Such transcendence opens the blessings
referenced on the walls of their ritual space. They do not emphasize the provenance of those
blessings, but instead celebrate in sharing them as an active project of mutual aid.
Electrifying Ritual Music
Among many features that set it apart from other basamize in Buganda, the Jjajja Ndawula
Community plays ritual repertories in an electric style very different from the purely acoustic
instrumentation of massabo. Surprised to hear this music played on keyboards and guitars, I asked a
group of musicians and Jjajja’s “wives” why they use these instruments instead of the ŋoma that I
had seen and played in so many shrines.
“That’s backwards,” one of the women said.
“Backwards?” I asked, stunned by her apparent contempt for what her ritual counterparts in
shrines called culture.
“We’ve developed it,” she explained. “Those ŋoma are backwards.”275
This woman articulated something that the instrumentation and style of the music in this place
demonstrated every week: wood and cowhide drums of traditional shrines represented, for this
community, a time that had passed. They were irrelevant relics of practices that needed to be adapted
by developing them into ritual medicine for the modern era. Musical sound became a primary way of
accomplishing this.
For the Jjajja Ndwawula Community, electrified sounds and the dem-bow beat276 of popular
style were the sounds of progressive basamize. This was a beat with which young people could
identify as the ubiquitous rhythmic backdrop of pop radio in Uganda.

Fig. 6.7: “Dem-bow” beat
275
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Shabba Ranks popularized this beat early in the development of the now globally popular style called Reggaeton.
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This community adapted the popular rhythm, creating various hybrids in both duple and compound
duple environments. Jjajja Ndawula, for his part, played the keyboard each week to start off the all
night rituals. His adherence to this “developed” style, like his leadership in creating a food taboo on
animal proteins and reaching out to multiple religious communities, drew people to him. A highly
charismatic individual, Jjajja Ndawula nevertheless remains a man of few words. He never called
basamize who use traditional instruments “backwards” or indeed said anything about them at all. He
clearly preferred leadership by example, and the examples that people saw were his successful
building projects, people gaining useful skills for work, and Jjajja’s ability to redistribute resources
for the greater good.
After a few visits to Buwaali, I began to notice that redistribution of goods and an
atmosphere of mutual aid in pursuit of obulamu obulungi were not the only things that the Jjajja
Ndwaula Community held in common with basamize in Buganda. However different their music
sounded, it nevertheless drew on the same repertory. For example, one song that I heard often in
kusamira ritual elsewhere ended up getting frequently performed at Buwaali.

Table 6.3: “Ssertubwatuka”277
Luganda

English

soloist: Sserubwatuka,

soloist: Sserubwatuka,

wansi wali ennyanja

down [on earth] you were in the lake

Sserubwatuka wanuka,

Sserubwatuka you thunder,

wa ggulu eryo muliro!

in the heavens there is fire!

chorus: [repeats same text]

In some versions of this song, the second line changes slightly. Instead of “in the heavens there is
fire” (wa ggulu eryo muliro), people sing “in the heavens you ate the fire (wa ggulu walya omuliro).
This looks strange, but in fact one way to know for sure that a medium has been possessed by
Kiwanuka is when he goes to the fireplace (ekyoto), takes burning coals out, and begins munching
on them and offering them to other people as food or using a burning branch to bathe.
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Fig. 6.8: Omukongozzi wa Kiwanuka (Kiwanuka’s medium), Mpanga John

For this reason, basamize sometimes refer to this spirit as “Kiwanuka the crazy one” (Kiwanuka
omulalu). He eats fire because he lives in the heavens. Because he is distant from the earth, he
cannot eat food grown from the earth or bathe in its waters, so his fire is his food and his water.
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Kiwanuka is one of the most common lubaale venerated in kusamira ritual, and in this sense Jjajja
Ndawula Community shares a major spiritual focus with other basamize.
I first heard this song in the first shrine (ssabo) I ever visited in Buyijja Village, where
members of PROMETRA invited me to spend the night observing kusamira ritual, drumming, and
singing with them. It is a praise song to which singers commonly add improvised verses. The video
is dark, but sparks fly when Kiwanuka’s medium is eating and dancing on fire.

Rec. 6.1: “Sserubwatuka,” recorded by the author at Buyijja Village, Mpigi District, 3
December 2008

Among other people I heard sing this song, the basamize who gathered to celebrate at Kisuze sang it
several times during both of the new year’s rituals. When I returned in January 2010 for another
ritual dedicated to the “crazy spirits” (omukolo gw’abalalu), they sang “Sserubwatuka” as they
called Kiwanuka to “hurry a bit” (yanguwangako), encouraging him to take hold of his medium.

Rec. 6.2: “Sserubwatuka,” recorded by the author at Kisuze Village, Wakiso District, 22
January 2010

So by the time I heard it at Buwaali, the song had become quite familiar as part of a standard ritual
repertory.

Rec. 6.3: “Sserubwatuka,” recorded by the author at Kakooge Village, Wakiso District, 5 May
2010

If “Sserubwatuka” demonstrated that the basamize at Buwaale had songs about lubaale in
common with the standard ritual repertoire elsewhere, other songs about other kinds of spirits
showed that this common ground constituted no small portion of the repertory at Buwaali. A second
example further demonstrates this point. Not only does it name the same spirit types and specific
spirits, but the solo verses bear a distinct intertextual resemblance to “Njagala ngikowoola” from the
mukolo gw’okusamira at Kirowooza village.278
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Table 6.4: “Abalangira Munnyango”279
Luganda

English

soloist: guli mwokya, gulimwokya laba

soloist: it burns him, it burns him see

chorus: abalangira munnyango,

chorus: princes are munnyango,

aligukwatako guli mwokya

the one who touches it it burns him

s: sigenda kwerabira

s: I am not going to forget

ch: abalangira munnyango,

ch: princes are munnyango,

aligukwatako guli mwokya

the one who touches it it burns him

s: sigenda kwegaana

s: I am not going to deny

ch: abalangira munnyango,

ch: princes are munnyango,

aligukwatako guli mwokya

the one who touches it it burns him

s: oyanguwangako munnange yandeeta

s: you hurry a bit companion who brought me

ch: abalangira munnyango,

ch: princes are munnyango,

aligukwatako guli mwokya

the one who touches it it burns him

s: nsula seebise emisambwa gyankwana

s: I spent the night without covering up
emisambwa that befriended me

ch: abalangira munnyango,

ch: princes are munnyango,

aligukwatako guli mwokya

the one who touches it it burns him

s: obadde otya, Kibuuka Omumbaale?

s: how have you been, Kibuuka Omumbaale?

ch: abalangira munnyango,

ch: princes are munnyango,

aligukwatako guli mwokya

the one who touches it it burns him

s: oyanguwangako Bamweyana Jjajja

s: you hurry a bit Bamweyana ancestor

ch: abalangira munnyango,

ch: princes are munnyango,

aligukwatako guli mwokya

the one who touches it it burns him

s: oyanguwangako Kawumpuli Jjajja

s: you hurry a bit Kawumpuli ancestor

ch: abalangira munnyango,

ch: princes are munnyango,

aligukwatako guli mwokya

the one who touches it it burns him
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The chorus compares princes to a plant called munnyango, which is something like poison
ivy. It warns that the one who touches the plant gets burned. Likewise, the one who fools with
princes must pay the price. In this case, the singer refers to the spirits he names: Bamweyana,
Kibuuka Omumbaale, and Kawumpuli.
Again, I first heard this song at Buyijja, where Mpanga John, a medium for Kiwanuka and
other spirits, sang it.

Rec. 6.4: “Abalangira Munnyango,” recorded by the author at Buyijja Village, Mpigi District,
3 December 2008

I heard it again a few months later during my first trip to Nakawuka for the rituals to celebrate the
new year. The recording from this event was chaotic. The song came at the height of excitement, and
in the background other singers attempt to begin other songs.

Rec. 6.5: “Abalangira Munnyango,” recorded by the author at Kisuze Village, Wakiso District,
22 January 2010

So, like “Sserubwatuka,” by the time I heard “Abalangira Munnyango” at Buwaali, it had become a
regular fixture in the standard kusamira repertory.

Rec. 6.6: “Abalangira Munnyango,” recorded by the author at Kakooge Village, Wakiso
District, 17 May 2010

Had I more experience when I first traveled to Buwaali, I would have come to similar realizations
for many more songs that they played each week.
If some members of the Jjajja Ndawula Community saw the ritual practices common in
massabo all over Buganda as “backwards,” it had nothing to do with the songs people sang in these
venues. This was about instrumentation and style. Somehow the basamize at Buwaali had a need to
update what they saw as dusty traditional instruments, mic up their singers, add harmonies
uncommon in the standard iterations of these tunes, layer in the rather cosmopolitan guitar sound
reminiscent of Congolese pop, and place all of this against the syncopated backbeat common to so
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many songs on pop radio. “We have many musicians here,” a member named Kizza Sulaiman told
me. “Even those big musicians you hear on the radio, they sometimes come and perform here.” I
mentioned an up and coming artist named Kid Fox, to which Kizza replied, “Yes! He’s a member
here!”280 Although I had no reason not to believe Kizza, part of me wondered why he was so eager
to make this place and its music sound so exciting. Other members talked about Buwaali this way as
well, even when they were not there, and this was not the case for basamize elsewhere. A participant
in okwaza lubaale had once told me that she thought the music of kusamira was boring.281 I
wondered if she would feel the same at Buwaali. Jjajja Ndawula Community had a need to make this
music and the experience of kusamira relevant to the broadest possible population. Keeping the
music exciting was one way to accomplish that.
Summary
The variety of organizations and associations presented in this chapter indicate that Uganda’s
ongoing discourse on indigenous healing involves many diverse voices. From the average musamize
working from a shrine in his village to help his community to the country director of an international
NGO, from the founder of a burgeoning healers’ association to the personality at the center of a
fascinating contemporary variation on kusamira praxis, these are the voices of today’s basamize.
They consciously shape the contours—both discursive and practical—of kusamira by drawing on a
combination of charisma, spiritual aptitudes for diagnosis and healing, capacities for flexible
personhood, organizational prowess, and musical skills. They hold in common their concern with
mutual aid in the pursuit of blessings (mikisa) and the good life (obulamu obulungi). However, if
their recent activities are any indication, they disagree widely about how to go about such pursuits.
Some organizations align themselves with western allopathic medicine in an attempt to
attract international funding and train indigenous healers in unfamiliar diagnostic practices. Others
prefer to articulate the structure of indigenous practices clearly in order to improve social
infrastructures for professional development among healers. Others strictly separate themselves from
the divisive rhetoric of religious difference by consciously embracing religious diversity in shrines.
Still others work to develop the instrumentation and sound of a music that has been associated with
ritual healing in Uganda for over four hundred years by changing its form while preserving its
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content. This chapter has underlined how these various pursuits make public healing audible in
contemporary Uganda.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
CONCLUSION: THEORIZING THE AESTHETICS OF AN AFRICAN GNOSIS
“The efficacy of much ritual is founded in its aesthetics.”282
-Bruce Kapferer
Among the many different things that shape soundscapes in towns and cities across the
southern part of Uganda, I heard three markedly different types of religious sound during field
research. Christians gathered for Sunday worship, Bible study, evening family prayer, or to plan
weddings against a backdrop alternating between Christian hymnody and contemporary praise
music. Muezzins broadcasted the call for Muslim faithful to prayer over minaret loudspeakers. In
neighborhoods and villages with shrines (ammasabo) basamize and baswezi called spirits to open the
paths (okusumulula amakubo) in rituals of spirit mediumship called okusamira. This dissertation has
been concerned with this latter category of ritual musicking as it pertains to spiritual healing
practices or kusamira. I have approached kusamira as a unit of analysis and an evidenciary basis for
understanding a local science of indigenous healing and the convivial social aesthetic that it evokes.
Over the course of this field research, I observed how kusamira practitioners called basamize
and baswezi self-consciously separate domains for kusamira ritual from religious practices, even as
they consistently demonstrate two things: 1) they acknowledge the same Creator God as Christians
and Muslims and 2) they self-consciously syncretize bodily and musical practices from the church
and the mosque with those of kusamira. Even as Christians and Muslims denounce kusamira and
ostracize its adepts in their religious communities, “cultural spaces” (ebifo by’obuwangwa) remain
open to a wide variety of bodily and sonic expressive forms. Some people kneel for prayer as if in
the mosque, others exclaim “Allahu Akbar!” as they enter massabo, and still others place Christian
hymnody before patron spirits for their approval. When I asked questions about whether people
continued going to churches and mosques in addition to their regular attendance at kusamira ritual,
they often responded that of course they did, adding matter-of-factly, “that is religion; this is
culture.”283 As chapter six demonstrated, I initially thought of such responses as paradoxical, but the
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more frequent they became, the more they affirmed an essential feature of kusamira ritual: a
musamize’s capacity to release a usual sense of self as a host for spirits and the insistence on
separating liturgical domains despite a common recognition of a single Creator God across those
domains both draw upon flexible personhood. Throughout this dissertation, I have referred to the
ability to release one’s usual sense of self to spirits in this way. Mediums deploy this creative
capacity in kusamira ritual to bring spirits into social space.
I conclude that kusamira practitioners draw upon this flexibility, singing for and with spirits
to evoke a specific ethos: performances of kusamira ritual embody an aesthetic of convivial sociality
that harmonizes seemingly disparate theological and social worlds by bringing basamize into shared
social space with their ancestors and deities. This aesthetic prioritizes social over political or
religious considerations. My examination of sound across various ethnographic contexts for
kusamira ritual suggests that although practitioners’ political views and religious practices vary
widely, this social aesthetic remains consistent in the pursuit of relations with spirits that promote
holistic wellness, locally glossed as the good life (obulamu obulungi). Indigenous knowledge of
these processes (obuwangwa), the ability for basamize to move between multiple ritual spaces, and
particularly the existence of a common musical repertory for all of these activities point to a
common gnosis. As the musical technē284 or “technology-as-art” of indigenous medicinal
knowledge, kusamira articulates this gnosis based on the convivial social relationships that basamize
cultivate with their ancestral and patron spirits.
Valentin Mudimbe famously defined gnosis as “seeking to know, inquiry, methods of
knowing, investigation, and even acquaintance with someone.”285 Here I have outlined basamize and
baswezi methods of inquiry (okulagula, okwaza) and the broader investigation and social
acquaintance with the spirits (okusamira, okuwanga amayembe). Mudimbe further noted that
“gnosis is by definition a kind of secret knowledge.”286 At the risk of hearkening back to colonial
characterizations of ritual knowledge, the knowledge that basamize and baswezi possess of kusamira
is indeed guarded, even if it is not entirely inaccessible. But Mudimbe wrote of African gnosis in
terms too singular to reflect the multitude of philosophical realities of the continent. He imagined
such a gnosis as the sum of “scientific and ideological discourse on Africa,” and its subdivisions as
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“regional rationalities” or “questions of history.”287 Positing kusamira as an African gnosis—one
among many—comes closer to an earlier source to which Mudimbe points in his introduction:
Johannes Fabian’s comparison of gnosis to an African charismatic movement.288
Fabian produced this comparison as a reaction to a colloquium of specialists on Gnosticism
who had attempted to define the term “gnosis” in an authoritative fashion. He argued that any such
definition had to account for the kind of gnosis he outlined in his article, which was an example from
the Jamaa movement in Katanga, Congo. The success of Fabian’s article was twofold: he proposed a
more inclusive and authoritative definition of gnosis, and he applied it to a context outside the
narrow European scope that the initial colloquium had used. Mudimbe consciously uses the term
“gnosis” in a much broader sense, but Fabian’s use in the singular—an African gnosis—more
appropriately describes kusamira in Uganda.
The problem with Fabian’s analysis lies at the very crux of what Mudimbe articulated in his
book: Mudimbe argued that knowledge about Africa was difficult to understand through the
machinations of a Western rationality in the humanities and social sciences. In outlining the contours
of an African gnosis here, I offer a means to deal in some way with Mudimbe’s perspective,
believing with literary critic Ato Quayson that it is “best to explore both African and Western modes
of knowledge as being in a restless interaction,” and that like any other discursive interaction, each
leaves the other affected.289 This kind of intersubjective discourse lies at the heart of this
ethnographic endeavor. If we are to understand an African gnosis on African terms, African
discursive forms like performance are a good place to start. Even if we translate, and as Mudimbe
suggested, therefore distort them, are not the conceptual thrusts that permeate them forceful enough
to emerge through those transformations? If understanding kusamira and its music was my goal
throughout, it was impossible without articulating that goal and seeking an understanding of it from
research participants’ performances of ritual. Imperfect though they may have been, these modes of
mutual understanding rendered learning about motivations for ritual, work, play, and musicking
accessible in kusamira ritual.
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Adopting terms from Clifford Geertz and Talal Asad, I submit that kusamira ritual involves
symbolic processes by which basamize and baswezi place their concepts of ritual motivation and
mood “within a cosmic framework.”290 In Uganda, that cosmology involves a single Creator known
by many names, numerous intermediary spirits, and people, where the latter two entities interact
through kusamira spirit possession. Their cultivation of convivial sociality in this context uses group
singing, hospitality, prayer, and practices of ritual exchange. In Geertz’s terms, these processes
“function to synthesize a people’s ethos—the tone, character, and quality of their life, its moral and
aesthetic style and mood—and their world view—the picture they have of the way things in sheer
actuality are, their most comprehensive ideas of order.”291 While I take issue with Geertz’s apparent
assumption that an entire people can share a singular ethos, it is much more possible that two
neighboring cultural groups both have ritual specialists who share such an ethos. Basamize and
baswezi imagine cosmic order to be dependent upon blessings from the spirits (mikisa). Kusamira
and nswezi rituals open those blessings (see Fig. 7.1 below).

Fig. 7.1: Cosmology and society in kusamira ritual
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Figure 7.1 shows that the hierarchical relationship among humans, mediums, spirits, and the
Creator Katonda is not without its mutual dependencies. Basamize, and for that matter baswezi,
provide crucial links between people and the intermediary spirits that make the concept of the
Creator intelligible to humans. Both mediums and other people depend upon blessings from the
spirits in order to live the good life (obulamu obulungi). The spirits are in turn dependent upon
sacrifices in order to bestow those blessings. Through the processes by which these humans and
experiences exchange these things, mediums make the spirits audible, tangible, and visible to people.
On the other hand, symbols from liturgy, argues Asad, operate at a discrete level of
discourse. These include attire, names of deities from multiple religious traditions and their various
physical symbols. In the case of self-consciously syncretic rituals at Kakooge village, Talal Asad’s
distinction between symbols and symbolic processes offers theoretical guidance. He writes,
Let us grant that religious dispositions are crucially dependent on certain religious symbols,
that such symbols operate in a way integral to religious motivation and religious mood. Even
so, the symbolic process by which the concepts of religious motivation and mood are placed
within a “cosmic framework” is surely quite a different operation, and therefore the signs
involved are quite different.292
Kevin Schilbrack highlights Geertz’s common ground with Asad, all observing that cosmology—
and metaphysical concepts more generally—tend to be more implicit than self-consciously explicit
for most religious practitioners.
To these important theoretical considerations, an ethnographic examination of kusamira
ritual offers three observations. First, taking seriously Asad’s argument that “discourse involved in
practice is not the same as that involved in speaking about practice,”293 that does not preclude both
levels of discourse from being observable through ethnographic inquiry. Metaphysical concepts may
not be clear-cut, on the surface, or directly attainable through an interview with every practitioner,
but that does not mean that they are entirely absent from liturgical behavior or that religious
practitioners simply do not think about them. This dissertation has been purposely separated into
sections addressing the symbols of liturgy as a level of discourse discrete from conceptualizing
kusamira praxis. My examination of the creative agency of practitioners strongly suggests that both
levels are observable through musical ethnography. Research participants’ statements and songs
about blessings and sacrifices link crucial areas of discourse involved with practice to their abilities
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to speak about it. Second, Geertz speaks in terms of visual metaphors (world view, picture of cosmic
order) but the operative symbols in kusamira reach basamize and baswezi through their ears in
prayer and song or through means completely invisible to others in dream and possession. Here
visual metaphors remain important ways for people to describe these experiences, but aural and
vocal practices constitute equally important considerations. Kusamira practitioners often learn songs
in dreams, spirits sing through possessed mediums, and participation in kusamira ritual depends in
great measure upon capacities for listening and singing. Third, even if cosmological and
metaphysical concepts tend to be more implicit than explicit, that does not preclude basamize and
baswezi from considering them.
The operative symbols of ritual shape practitioners’ motivations and the mood, the aesthetic,
the convivial sociality of kusamira. Songs name these symbols frequently, demonstrating the
intersubjective, interdependent relationship between people and spirits. For example, as a central
symbol of kusamira, kinship provides terms for relationships of intersubjectivity and
interdependence. As chapters three and four showed, many songs depict spirits as grandparents and
people as grandchildren. In others, spirits are the archetypical twins, and basamize and baswezi call
each other parents of twins. Kinship therefore becomes a symbol of mutual dependence between
humans and spirits. Ritual work gives this dependence physical manifestations. In Buganda,
medicinal herbs, trees, and other plants line the walls of power objects and blood from sacrifices
strengthens these houses. In Busoga, spirits need houses just as humans do. Basamize and Baswezi
must build these spiritual dwellings, and in this way spirits are as dependent on people for their work
and sacrifices as people are on spirits for their blessings. On the other hand, the praise name “owner
of houses” (nannyini maka) indicates that even if people build them, spirits remain owners not only
of houses but also of the land, as in the praise name “landlord” (nannyinimu). Ritual offerings also
indicate interdependence by reference to hosts and guests. Spirits can either be lost or come as
guests, but people—as hosts in their homes and their bodies—appear in songs as “the gathered”
(ab’olukiiko). Before attempting to make for the spirits more permanent dwelling places to
incorporate them into the compound, people must welcome spirits as guests into these gatherings,
greet them properly, and offer them hospitality. When an honored guest or an in-law (muko) visits
someone’s compound, the host must offer him a live chicken. The guest then either takes the chicken
with him when he goes or instructs that it be slaughtered and cooked. If it is cooked, he decides
whether to eat it himself or distribute it among his hosts. So goes the process of offering sacrifices:
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hosts present live animals to spirits for sacrifice. When the spirits approve, they instruct people to
slaughter the animals and often distribute their meat themselves. Food from sacrifice thereby
becomes nourishment for all, completing the processual reproduction of wellness.
These symbols—kinship, spiritual dwellings, and sacrifices—are accompanied by more
specific archetypes that inform Kiganda and Kisoga cosmology. In Buganda, these include
archetypes of man (Kintu) and woman (Nambi), death/pestilence (Walumbe), soldier (Kasajja and
other mayembe), healer (Nabuzaana omunozzi w’eddagala or “gatherer of medicines), hunter
(Ddungu), and madness (abalalu or the “crazy ones”). Kisoga archetypes include mother and father
(Lukowe and Isejja), children (Nabuzaana), healer (Lukowe), deformity (Isejja), death/pestilence
(Igombe), and soldier (eiyembe). Like the symbols of ritual, these archetypes represent both positive
and negative possibilities. To be ill is to have bad social relations with the spirits, a reflection of
failure to behave convivially toward them, of refusal to offer them proper hospitality and sacrifice,
or of total neglect. To be well is to pursue these convivial interactions in ritual. Music creates,
promotes, and maintains social spaces dedicated specifically to these interactions.
This study has shown how songs name these archetypes and symbols as important
components of ritual exchanges that “bind” and “finish” bad things (okusiba n’okubala ebibi) and
open the blessings (okusumulula emikisa) from spirits. Baganda and Basoga consultants demonstrate
musical behaviors that help them to manipulate and negotiate these processes of exchange, which
constitute the essential social interactions with their patron spirits necessary to maintain and
continually reproduce wellness. For basamize and baswezi, all of this together comprises kusamira
ritual, the symbolic process through which they make sense of the world.
Conviviality and Friction: Two Sides of An African Gnosis
Conviviality
This project has examined how kusamira, as the pursuit of the good life (obulamu bulungi)
evokes an aesthetic of convivial sociality. As chapter two demonstrated, flexibilities of personhood
essential to this aesthetic are not new, even if they have responded to recent social realities in
distinctive ways. Social and religious intolerance in Uganda have consistently yielded violence, but
flexibility has proven valuable. For example, pre-colonial kings’ conversions to Islam exhibited
flexibilities that helped Buganda kingdom prosper. By contrast, King Mwanga II martyred 45
Christians in the 1880s. Both his advisors at the time and modern Baganda consider the action to
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have crippled the kingdom.294 More recently, politicians like Idi Amin and Milton Obote, as well as
the rebel leader Joseph Kony, have demonstrated direct correlations between religious intolerance,
violence, and the complete breakdown of civil society. With this historical backdrop, it comes as no
surprise that Ugandans champion convivial sociality in kusamira or anywhere else.
Kusamira cultivates a social aesthetic that goes beyond mere syncretic tolerance. The
symbolic process of making music for and with spirits links ritual motivations, gestures, and moods
in an identifiable gnosis. Social action according to this gnosis continually reproduces both social
and cosmic frameworks of holistic wellness. For basamize, “gnosis is not only truth but truth-power;
it is the very working of the infinite and divine nature; it is the divine knowledge one with the divine
will in the force and delight of a spontaneous and luminous and inevitable self-fulfillment.”295 Theirs
is the truth-power over harming and healing, its fulfillment being the eradication of misfortunes
(bibi) and the opening of blessings (mikisa) in pursuit of the good life (obulamu obulungi).
Compared with conflicts that have defined shorter periods in Uganda’s recent history, the convivial
aesthetic of this gnosis provides a deeper illumination of social and religious life in Uganda.
The broader historical view, as discussed in chapter two, shows kusamira to be the product of
hundreds of years of similar practices that preceded it. Whereas previous scholarship on these
practices emphasized their political aspects, their associations with divine kingship, their importance
to East African history, their potential for representing the views of marginalized populations, the
ways in which perceptions of them changed through the colonial encounter, and even reconstructed
their probable significance in the distant East African past, all of these approaches have shared a
common shortcoming: they overlooked or underutilized musical performance as a unit of analysis.
This study has sought a corrective in order to examine what performances of kusamira ritual can
reveal about the significance of mediumship as a social system, the epistemologies of indigenous
practitioners, and the efficacy of convivial social connection to ancestral and patron spirits in
producing and reproducing wellness.
My approach to this corrective has involved a sensual approach to multi-sited research. I
have sought not only the sights and sounds but also the smells and tastes of kusamira and nswezi
ritual in an attempt to gain some observational proximity to the experiences of its participants. For
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kusamira practitioners, these sensory experiences cannot be separated from convivial social
interactions with ancestral and patron spirits. Neither having become a spirit medium nor ever
having been possessed at all, I nevertheless claim proximity during field research as a space of
organic and intersubjective empiricism that informs the analysis presented here. This analysis holds
that basamize and baswezi spirit mediums draw upon their creative capacities as flexible persons and
upon the dynamic presence of their ancestral and patron spirits to cultivate convivial social relations
with these spirits and to promote the social reproduction of wellness. They theorize this wellness
eloquently by reference to the misfortunes (ebibi) that can be bound and the blessings (emikisa) and
paths (amakubo) which can be opened in pursuit of the good life (obulamu obulungi). The ability to
do these things depends upon knowledge and understanding (okumanya n’okutegeera) of ritual work
(emikolo) and culturally defined spiritual knowledge (obuwangwa), all of which taps into spiritual
power (amaanyi).
In contemporary Uganda, basamize and baswezi engage in a rich heterogeneous variety of
practices. They affiliate with professional associations and align themselves with various other
parties to create dialectical tensions surrounding the social reproduction of wellness. These tensions
often take the form of struggles for control over who regulates indigenous medicinal practices, but to
date, no single entity has managed to wield control over all practitioners, least of all any
governmental body. In the wake of a national crisis wherein mass news media have associated
indigenous healers with the charlatans who sacrifice children or pursue the sale and purchase of
human body parts for specious ritual practices, these competing voices have had new opportunities
to come together and re-shape the tensions inherent in trying to regulate such a dynamic and diverse
set of practices. At the same time, the African Union’s “Decade for Traditional Medicine” has also
contributed to a discourse that moves well beyond Uganda’s borders. Following Anna Lowenhaupt
Tsing, these multiple layers of tension constitute “productive friction.”296 However, because this
context differs considerably from what Tsing described in Southeast Asia, it is necessary to examine
how various social platforms in Uganda create this friction.
Friction
After several months of research in Uganda, I began to notice that many NGOs, especially
healers’ associations, referred to themselves using language that sent the message that one
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organization or another was the premier organization for indigenous healers in Uganda or in East
Africa. This was even true of the youngest organizations. Moreover, whether from a cursory look at
their mission statements or a lengthier amount of time spent with their members, it appeared that
their purposes were rather similar. Why then did they not join forces, collaborate, and find strength
in larger numbers? Why did some healers become members of one organization and not another?
Why did other healers join multiple organizations? Why did so many people who had so much in
common need so many different ways of organizing and associating?
The meeting at the Ugandan Ministry of Culture in February of 2009 offered a few answers.
Even if these organizations shared more or less the same basic set of goals, their differences had
more to do with the order in which they prioritized those goals and what they saw as the most
pressing needs for Uganda’s indigenous healing community. They felt strongly enough about these
views to travel quite far and argue at length about how best to cooperate with their government’s
increasing demands to regulate these activities in the wake of the aforementioned crisis. If anyone
was going to attempt to regulate healers or wield control over them in any way, there were many
people who had something to say about it, and they had strong opinions about how it should be done
or often why it should not be done at all.
Tsing calls these “frictions of encounter.”297 In discussing how processes of rearranging
property, rhetoric, and value create friction, she focused her argument on globally circulating
knowledge, which “creates gaps even as it grows.” Following her assertions about collaboration, I
argue that this is also true of locally and regionally circulating knowledge. Tsing argues that diverse
social groups facilitate, hold up, and redirect social mobilizations, and these groups disagree about
what are supposed to be common causes and objects of concern.298 She recognizes, however, that
these frictions do not prevent such diverse groups from being held together by the “wider-reaching
charisma” of their social mobilizations. These mobilizations have recently included shifts from
visibility to prioritizing audibility, attempts to control the discourse and avoid some of the fanaticism
and stigma brought on by spurious practitioners, and even the separation of cultural ritual domains
from religious domains. Moreover, they have included attempts to develop kusamira through an
active embracing of modernity and all of its electronic musical accoutrements. These all leave the
question of motivations: beneath all of them, the common threads of habitual ritual practice and its
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broader similarities point to an underlying unification. Considering both the length of time that ritual
healers have practiced kusamira as a standard component of their healing repertoire in Uganda and
the enormous amount of time and resources they and their clients dedicate to this activity, what then
is its wider-reaching charisma, the productive friction of their collaborative encounters with each
other notwithstanding?
Summary: Aesthetics, Gnosis, and Music in the Social Reproduction of Wellness
Kusamira produces and reproduces two inextricable things in Ugandan social life. The first is
health and ideas about wellness. The second is an African gnosis for approaching holistic mental,
physical, and spiritual wellness. Whatever secret knowledge is involved in this pursuit, basamize and
baswezi socialize that knowledge through the musical performance of ritual. In these productions of
wellness, they consciously promote an aesthetic of convivial sociality among people and spirits,
which becomes the defining mood of this gnosis. All of this has historical and current social
ramifications, but it is important to recognize that many of the creative aptitudes that facilitate
kusamira ritual are performative capacities. Musicking, calling upon ancestral and patron spirits,
bringing intertextual and intercontextual references to bear upon present circumstances, and
releasing one’s usual sense of self to a spirit require performers to hone these performative
capacities. The performance of gnosis and its attendant cultivation of a convivial aesthetic
constitutes their wider-reaching charisma, and it is both founded upon and constantly building the
agency of communities to draw on their human and spiritual resources in the social reproduction of
wellness.
Basamize and baswezi do not automatically possess this agency; they are not born
practitioners of these rituals. They cultivate performative agency through the practices of flexible
personhood in the performance of kusamira ritual. Music, specifically song and its intertextual
connection to prayer, contribute indispensably to this process. Singing in kusamira draws on a
complex cosmology of historically significant spirit pantheons to generate a powerful set of
meanings for ritual adepts. Namely, these include models for an ideal society. As this dissertation
has demonstrated, these include archetypes for motherhood, fatherhood, and friendship as well as
models for proper hospitality, greeting customs, exchange of gifts, and celebration. In the
performances of the crazy spirits (abalalu), they also include warnings about excess, substance
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abuse, vulgar language, and other inappropriate behavior. As the stuff of songs and the defining
elements of an aesthetic, these are the operative symbols that champion conviviality.
How then do these contributions of music, musical text, and musicking in the performance of
ritual contribute to the social reproduction of wellness? The music of kusamira socializes complex
processes of flexible personhood. Mediumship in turn socializes suffering by reference to
misfortunes (bibi) embodied by mediums. Such suffering can be mitigated through sacrifices to the
spirits that, in the indigenous cultural logic of spiritual etiology for these misfortunes, cause it. Music
does not directly cause or facilitate this process, but it does systematically ease lines of
communication between humans and spirits. By surrounding suffering with singing, by giving it
voice through the music of Kiganda and Kisoga spirit pantheons, basamize and baswezi call their
misfortunes out and transform them into blessings (mikisa). By synthesizing the archetypes and
models offered them by these pantheons in the musical performance of ritual, they oppose the
potential of harming to that of healing. By entertaining spirits, singing and dancing with them,
negotiating sacrifices with them, and celebrating the these exchanges in song and dance, they direct
their efforts, channeling this dual potential of spiritual power, toward living obulamu obulungi.
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APPENDIX A
GLOSSARY
akagwala (pl.: obugwala) in Lusoga, also eggwala/amaggwala in Luganda n.: a small aerophone
with a membrane over one hole; played by sounding one’s voice through the instrument and relying
on sympathetic vibration from the membrane to enhance the timbre
amagombe, n.: graves
ejiini, (pl.: amajjiini), n.: the same as spirits called jinn in the Islamic tradition; alternatively, this can
be a derogatory term for malevolent spirits, especially those used in kuloga
ejjembe (pl.: amayembe), n.: a type of Kiganda spirit. Baganda think of them as guardians or askaris
to other kinds of spirits like lubaale, misambwa, and mizimu
ekinansi, adj.: indigenous, traditional, e.g. omusawo ow’ekinansi, an indigenous healer; eddagala
y’ekinansi, traditional medicine
ekiggwa (pl.: ebiggwa), n.: a shrine wherein kusamira ritual takes place; larger than amassabo, and
normally associated with a larger sector of a given kinship structure
ekika (pl.: ebika), n.: normally translated as ‘clan,’ but literally means ‘type.’ Each kika in Buganda
is associated with a totem animal
ekilugavu, adj.: literally, black, but idiomatically, African, indigenous
emmandwa, n.: a general term for a spirit medium of any kind; also used to refer to the spirit after it
has mounted its host
enkuni, n.: a type of Kisoga spirit; also refers to a dwelling for that type of spirit
ennombe, n.: holes in the ground where the spirit Walumbe is staying (or where he has been).
People dig these and sacrifice for Walumbe as they face toward a village called Ttanda where he is
believed to have disappeared into the ground
enswezi, n.: a type of Kisoga spirit, often believed to have come from the Bacwezi or Baswezi, who
were cattle keepers from Bunyoro
essabo (pl. amassabo), also eissabo in Lusoga, n.: a shrine wherein kusamira or nswezi ritual
activities take place
eyirizi, n.: a small piece of cloth with medicinal herbs sewn into it; normally eyirizi users tie these as
charms around their waist or on your arm for protection against the other bad spirits; they can also be
used for kuloga, bewitching someone
obulamu obulungi, n.: the good life; well-being or wellness; happiness; health
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okubandwa or okubandula, v. (transitive): one of the oldest terms for spirit possession in the
Interlacustrine region; these terms can also refer to the first time someone gets possessed, as opposed
to kusamira, which refers to a more regular practice of possession
okugabula, v. (transitive): to give something, especially to the spirits or for a spirit to give some
thing to a person
okuganga v. (transitive): see okusandaga
okukongojja, v. (transitive): to carry or hold a spirit
okukwata ku mutwe: v. (transitive) to grab the head, as a spirit grabs or mounts its medium
okukwatibwa lubaale, musambwa, oba muzimu: v. (Intransitive) to be grabbed by a spirit, such as a
lubaale, musambwa, muzimu, or jjembe
okulagula, v. (transitive): to divine or diagnose, to throw shells and beads or engatto za Muwanga,
the shoes of Muwanga, for this purpose
okuloga, v. (transitive): to bewitch or to carry out ritual with the intent of harming someone
okunyokeza, v. (transitive): to inhale the smoke from a fire made of medicinal herbs; this is not
smoking but burning such herbs in olujjo and inhaling the smoke gently
okusaba, v. (transitive): to pray
okusaddaaka, v. (transitive): to sacrifice (also to slaughter, but only for the purpose of sacrifice).
This word shares a common etymology and provenance with similar terms in Kiswahili and some
West African languages, which draw from the Semitic root, -sadaka.
okusamira, v. (transitive): literally to become possessed, but also refers more holistically to all of the
ritual activities surrounding possession. Etymologically related to musamize/basamize, those who
practice kusamira, and according to some, related also to the Kiganda spirits musambwa/misambwa.
okusandaga v. (transitive): to cut one’s skin on the insides of the wrists, on the chest, on the back of
the neck, on the arms or shoulders, or on the feet, for the purpose of putting medicinal herbs under
the skin
okusenga v. (transitive): to transfer something from one place to another; this could be the case for a
spirit who travels quickly like that or for the transfer of goods or property from one party to another,
as in a sacrifice. In that sense it also connotes transferring something from one state to another, for
example from a physical state to something more useful for spirits
okuwayo v. (transitive): to give something to spirits, as in a sacrifice or an offering
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okuwemula v. (transitive): to utter vulgarities, especially as ritualized verbal abuse, as in the ritual
okubasiba/okumala abalongo
okuwonga v. (transitive): to give something, not in the form of sacrifice but rather work or to
dedicate an object to the bajjajja
okwaza v. (transitive): to search for something lost or stolen, especially a spirit who causes illness or
problems in the clan or family
okwesiga v. (transitive): to depend on something, as in depending on bajjajja
okweyama v. (transitive): pledging or promising, as in pledging to bring something to a ritual or
offer something to bajjajja at a later date when one is short on resources
olubaale (pl. lubaale or balubaale), n.: a type of Kiganda spirit most commonly associated with
Lake Nalubaale (Lake Victoria)
olujjo, n.: a broken piece of an earthenware pot in which a healer places medicines and burns them
for kunyokeza
omufumu, n.: proto-bantu cognate term meaning a healer
omugabe, n.: leader, or, in Kisoga nswezi ritual, the husband of a female medium who holds the title
Lukowe
omugabi, n.: a giver, one who gives, especially giving something to the spirits, and particularly if it
results in the spirit redistributing goods to ritual attendees
omukisa (pl.: emikisa), n.: blessings, opportunities, chances, luck
omukolo (pl. emikolo), n.: a general term for any ritual event
omukongozzi, n.: a carrier of spirits, a medium (cf. okukongojja)
omukulu (pl.: abakulu), n.: elders, living or deceased; important people
omulaguzi (pl.: abalaguzi) n.: a diviner, one who tells what will happen, one who predicts or
diagnoses
omulangira (pl.: abalangira), n.: princes, the royals (men)
omuloggo (pl.: abaloggo): a witch, one who bewitches people for hire or profit
omulongo (pl.: abalongo) n.: the twins, namely Musoke and Kiwanuka, but also Mayanja and
Magobwe or any set of human twins
omumbejja (pl.: abambejja), n.: princesses, the royals (women)
omusambwa (pl.: emisambwa), n.: a type of Kiganda spirit associated with nature and often found on
hills, mountains, trees, valleys, rivers, rocks, or moving in the form of an animal
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omusamize (pl. abasamize) n.: a practitioner of kusamira, a medium, a mukongozzi, a person who
holds the title Kabona, or any other person associated with kusamira ritual, such as a musician
omusawo (pl.: abasawo) n.: literally doctor, but in ritual context, usually short for omusawo
ow’ekinansi, meaning indigenous or traditional healer
omuswezi (pl.: abaswezi), n.: a practitioner of nswezi ritual; alternatively (in Buganda), a person who
acts as a medium for a mucwezi spirit from Bunyoro
omuzimu (pl.: emizimu), n.: ghosts, spirits of deceased, especially one’s ancestors
omwaliiro: the central sacred space inside a shrine or temple, essabo; often elevated slightly above
the rest of the space and cordoned off behind barkcloth curtains
omwoyo (pl.: emyoyo) n.: a general term referring to spirits
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APPENDIX B
SPIRITUAL KINSHIP AND SPIRITUAL IDENTITY
This appendix derives data from several interviews and rituals that revealed information about
specific spirits.299 Beginning with two separate genealogies of spirits will show how ideas about
spirit pantheons are localized in Buganda. This is true in Busoga as well, but the available data
would not support similar illustrations. A table of spirits and their various associated ideas and
powers follows. Finally, a section on Soga and Nyoro spirits reinforces the notion that basamize and
baswezi often become familiar with spirits from other regions.
Key:
= represents marriage
I, /, and \ represent generational divides, e.g. Bukulu is the father of Musisi
Lubaale Genealogy #1
Bukulu
I
Musisi
(earthquake)
I
Wannema = Nambubi
/
Kibuuka300

\
Mukasa = Nalulanga

Omumbaale

w’ennyanja

(war, flying)

(of the lake)
/
Musoke

\
Kiwanuka

(rainbow) (thunder/lightning)
299

Umar Ndiwalana, interview, 29 January 2009; Kizza Sulaiman, interview, 16 March 2009; Jjajja Ndawula
Community, weekly rituals at Buwaali, 16 March 2009, 26 March 2009, 30 March 2009, and 17 May 2010; Mama
Nakayima and Jjajja Kabona Mutale, interview, 12 May 2009; Ritual at Akatwe Kagezi, 31 December 2009-6 January
2010; Lisa Nakawuka, interview, 7 January 2010.
300
From the verb okubuuka, to fly.
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Lubaale Genealogy #2
Tonda301
(Creator)
I
Lwanga
I
Muwanga
\
Musisi
(Earthquake)
/

\

I

Wannema Wamala Kitanda
\

I

Mukasa Kibuuka Omumbaale
I
Sons of Mukasa
/
Nende

I
Musoke

\
Kiwanuka

(rainbow) (lightning)

\
Mirimu
(work)

When Umar Ndiwalana, head of research at PROMETRA Uganda, explained this genealogy
to me, he added that these spirits were created by Tonda, but some were born as people. “Before
kusamira,” he noted, “there was Buganda omuwawa, disorganized society, meaning everyone for
himself.” He continued by explaining that the spirits called emisambwa were born to help people
understand the lubaale, all through kusamira.302
Umar’s explanation rounds out a description of all spirit types in Buganda. If lubaale were
created and misambwa born, emizimu are the spirits of deceased people, and mayembe are the spirits
who guard or do specific ritual work for other kinds of spirits. These four types of spirits all have
important places in kusamira ritual, and all receive sacrifices. This also helps explain why rituals do
not address a singular type of spirit, but rather deal with spirits and their guardians or even all of the
301
302

From the verb okutonda, to create.
Umar Ndiwalana, interview, 29 January 2010.
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spirit types within the same ritual. For example, chapter three details an okwaza lubaale ritual at
Makandwa village wherein the participants made sacrifices to Kibuuka Omumbaale and his jjembe,
Lubowa.
Kiganda Spirits and Their Powers
Many spirits in Buganda have specific powers or natural forces with which basamize
associate them. Some are also associated with particular colors. Although these features tend to be
highly localized, the table below presents a partial list of representative examples.
Table AB.1: Spirits, Their Praise Names and Other Associations
Spirit Name

Praise Name(s)

Type of

or Epithets

Spirit

Byuma

musambwa

Power/Association

travel

Ddungu

Omusajja ng’ayigga musambwa

hunting

Enjuba

Ow’omusana

sun

musambwa

Color

black, green

mucwezi
from

Kalisa

cattle keeper

Bunyoro
Kasajja

Omusajja
omutabaazi

Kibuuka
Omumbaale

jjembe

guard/soldier

lubaale

war, flying

Kato;
Kiwanuka

Ow’ennyondo;
Wakaliga;

lightning, thunder,
lubaale

nnyondo/hammer

Wanuka
Kizuuzi

Yazuula

Lubanga
Lubowa

clouds/rain, fire,

musambwa

omnipotence

musambwa
Omuserikale
omukulu

jjembe

Lwanga

lubaale

Magobwe

lubaale
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guard/soldier

python, twin

blue

red, copper,
bronze

brother to Mayanja
leopard, twin
Mayanja

lubaale

brother to
Magobwe

Mirimu

lubaale
Ow’ennyanja;

Mukasa

Ssalongo;
Ssewamala;

Lake Nalubaale (lit.
lubaale

Taata w’abaana
Munyeenye
Musoke

Ow’eminyeenye
Awasa abakazi
Wasswa

n’emitendera

the lake of the

white, steel,

lubaale: Lake

silver

Victoria)
musambwa

stars

lubaale

rainbow

Eyawanga ensozi
Muwanga

work

lubaale

strengthens the hills
and the paths”;

female counterpart
of Kiwanuka;
lubaale

lightning, thunder,
clouds/rain, fire,
nnyondo/hammer

Nabuzaana

Muka Muwanga;

Omunozzi

Omulezi w’abaana;

ow’eddagala, the

Omunozzi

brass

“he who

divination

Nabawanuka

yellow,

musambwa

w’eddagala

gatherer of
medicines; wife of
Muwanga

Nagadya

jjembe

wife of Musoke

Najjemba

lubaale

wife of Mukasa

Nakasujja

musambwa
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wife of
Ssemugumbe

purple

Nakayaga

Omulalu

jjembe

wife of Kiwanuka

mucwezi
Nakayima

from

cattle keeper

Bunyoro
Nalulanga

lubaale

Namalele

jjembe

Nambaga

jjembe

wife of Lubowa

Nambubi

lubaale

wife of Wannema

Namirembe

lubaale

wife of Mukasa

Namunyeenye

musambwa

stars

Namusoke

lubaale

rainbow

Nanziri

lubaale

wife of Mukasa

Sserugulamilyango

musambwa
from

Ndawula

Bunyoro

wife of Mukasa
askari/guard, home
protection

“The one who
opens the door”;

green/yello

AIDS/Syphillis,

w

tropical fruits

Nende

lubaale

son of Mukasa

Nnamwezi

musambwa

moon

musambwa
Nyaŋoma

from
Bunyoro

Omulangira
Bamweyana

Omugobi wa diilu

crazy prince;
jjembe

procurement/giver
supplies for ritual

Omulangira Golooba

muzimu

Ssekabaka Muleguza

muzimu

Ssemugumbe

jjembe

Ssemwezi

musambwa
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prince

soldier from Ssese
Islands
moon

Tonda
Walumbe/Bulamu

n/a
Kitakanawansi

Waluusi
Wamala

lubaale

Creator
Master of the
underworld; death

black/white

lubaale
Omutabaazi

lubaale

war

mucwezi
Wannema

from

cattle keeper

Bunyoro

Kisoga Spirits
Nswezi: These are the spirits to whom baswezi dedicate the rituals of the same name.
Lukowe: the most common nswezi spirit, a female guardian of the people, an archetypical mother
of all spirits and people, the first mother of twins, and a medicine woman who specializes in fertility
but responds to people’s sacrifices and supplications regarding other illnesses as well.
Isejja: the next most common nswezi spirit, often said to be married to or a brother to Lukowe, an
archetypical wounded healer and patron spirit for people with musculoskeletal diseases, especially
polio.
Enkuni: these spirits live in rocks, trees, rivers, plants and other places in nature. Enkuni can get
lost if they get neglected, after which they must be welcomed back into the compound, where
baswezi make a dwelling for them.
Nabuzaana: unlike in Buganda, where this is a name referring to a specific spirit (the wife of
Muwanga), baswezi in Busoga say that the nabuzaana are the children of the enkuni. These children
go around at funerals and other ritual events begging for money, beating the ground for sweet edible
white ants, playing games, and speaking in nonsensical gibberish. They amuse the crowd, but like
other spirits, they are not to be trifled with; some of these are spirits of deceased children, and their
connection to enkuni, and by extension nature, carries great strength.
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Mukama: baswezi sing of this spirit from Bunyoro. They also talk about the Basoga having
migrated into the eastern region of Uganda from Bunyoro to the northwest. For this reason Mukama
has a prominent place in the Soga spirit pantheon.
Mayembe: baswezi consistently say that these spirits come from Buganda, but they incorporate
them into Kisoga nswezi ritual in different ways than the Baganda basamize treat them in kusamira
ritual. They conceive of mayembe as foreign spirits, potentially violent and dangerous, whose
sacrifices must be carefully negotiated.
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APPENDIX C
MUSICAL TRANSCRIPTIONS
Rec. AC.1: “Ensiitano”303
Recorded 27 March 2010 at kusamira ritual, Kirowooza Village, Mukono District, Uganda
Singers: Ssematimba Frank Sibyangu (soloist) and basamize from Kirowooza, Seeta, Mukono, and
Nakifuma villages
Drummer: Ssematimba Frank Sibyangu

303

See pp. 140-159 for analysis.
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Rec. AC.2: “Enfuntano”304
Recorded 27 January 2009 at okwaza ritual, Kyabakaire Village, Bugiri District, Uganda
Singers: Erukaana Waiswa Kabindi (soloist) and Abaise Bakisonte (chorus)
Drummer: Isejja Walukeita

304

See pp. 149-159 for analysis.
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APPENDIX D
RESEARCH APPROVAL
This body of research complied with all applicable rules and regulations regarding the
consultation of research participants. Approvals below include the first institutional review board
(IRB) full committee review from Florida State that followed the completion of doctoral qualifying
exams and the renewal of that approval a year later, which covered the last period of field research
for this project. In addition, the Uganda National Council on Science and Technology grants
research approval for foreign scholars through their own review board. Because of the long waiting
period for UNCST approval, the initial application requested partial retroactive approval to align
with IRB approval. This was granted in 2009 and renewed along with a visa extension through 2010.
Finally, a letter of permission for the use of materials belonging to the Florida State University
Center for Music of the Americas approves the use of several images appearing in this dissertation.
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April 6, 2011
Peter Hoesing
Ph.D. Candidate in Musicology
The Florida State University
College of Music
Tallahassee, FL 3 2306-1180
Re: Use ofCMA archival photographs
Dear Mr. Hoesing,
Thank you for your inquiry regarding the archival photographs of our instrument
collection. You are welcome to use these images. Please include a photo credit
acknowledging the archive. This approval extends to UMI/PQIL (ProQuest), who have
the Center's permission to publish the images electronically as part of your dissertation.
For use of these materials in publishing projects beyond your dissertation, please contact
me at the address below to secure additional permission(s).
Best wishes with the completion of your dissertation.
Sincerely,
Denise Von Glahn, Ph.D.
Professor of Musicology
Director, Center for Music of the Americas
The Florida State University
College of Music
Tallahassee, FL 3 2306-1180
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APPENDIX E
ORAL SOURCES
This appendix lists the oral sources consulted over the course of three different trips to
Uganda. The references begin with the relevant names, followed by descriptive titles for the people
and then the events. All interviews and events in Kampala specify the area of the city where the
recordings were made. All others specify the village and, where applicable, the specific location. All
digital audio and video recordings remain in my possession, where they are kept in locked storage
pursuant to the requirements of Institutional Review Board approval (see Appendix D). Footnote
references to these recordings in the main body of this text use the numbering system that governs
that personal archive, which I refer to as “Hoesing archive.” Copies of the non-sensitive materials
from the 2006 and 2008-2009 trips have been deposited in the music archive and listening room in
the main library at Makerere University.
Balikoowa, Centurio. Teacher at Kibuye Primary School. Interview by author. Makindye, Kampala.
8 November 2008. Digital recording.
________. Interview by author. Makindye, Kampala. 15 November 2008. Digital recording.
Balikoowa, Centurio and Erukaana Waiswa Kabindi. Muswezi. Seasonal Rituals. Itanda Village 2224 December 2008. Digital video.
Bbweete, Ronald. Omusiige (caretaker and paige) at Akatwe Kagezi. Interview by author. Kisuze
Village. 22 January 2010. Digital recording.
________. Interview by author. Kisuze Village. 23 June 2010. Digital recording.
________. Okugabula Nnyama, Kisuze Village. 23 June 2010. Digital recording.
Birungi bya Jesu, Medard. Anglican priest. “The Crippled Among Us.” Sermon. All Saints’
Cathedral. Nakasero, Kampala. 23 November 2008.
Bujagali, Nabamba. Muswezi. Interview by author. Jinja. 1 August 2006. Digital recording.
Buyego, Mumbejja. Musamize. Kusamira. Buyego Village. 6 April 2009.
Janat, Akita and Kizza Sulaiman. Basamize. Interview by author. Kakooge Village. 30 March 2009.
Digital recording.
Jjajja Ndawula Community. Kusamira. Kakooge Village. 23 March 2009. Digital video.
________. Kusamira. Kakooge Village. 30 March 2009. Digital video.
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________. Kusamira. Kakooge Village. 17-18 April 2010. Digital video.
Jjumba, Prossy. Musamize. Interview by author. Kirowooza Village. 2 February 2010. Digital
recording.
________. Kwanjula. Kasankala Village. 28 February 2010. Digital recording.
Jjumba, Jjajja Kabona. Musamize, Mulaguzi, and Musawo w’ekinansi (indigenous healer).
Kusamira, Kirowooza Village. 16 February 2010. Digital recording.
________. Okubasiba Abalongo. Kirowooza Village. 8-9 March 2010. Digital recording.
________. Omukolo gwa Lubowa. Kirowooza Village. 27-28 March 2010. Digital recording.
Kabindi, Erukaana Waiswa. Musamize. Interview by author. Itanda Village. 7 August 2006. Digital
recording.
________. Okwaza. Kyabakaire Village. 27-28 January 2009. Digital video.
________. Okwaza. Wairama Village. 28-29 January 2009. Digital video.
________. Interview by author. Itanda Village. 10 February 2009. Digital video.
________. Interview by author. Itanda Village. 11 February 2009. Digital recording.
________. Interview by author. Itanda Village. 20 April 2010. Digital recording.
Kajura, Methuselah. Mutaka. Interview by author. Boma Hill, Mubende Town. 26 April 2009.
Digital recording.
Kasajja, Jjajja. Jjembe. Interview by author. Kotwe Village. 23 March 2010. Digital recording.
Kawalya, Deo. Linguist and Lecturere at the Makerere Institute of Languages. Ssemasomo wa
Luganda e Makerere. Makerere University, Kampala. 25 June 2010. Digital video.
Kiggundu, Charles. Civil Servant. Meeting of Traditional Medical Practitioners. Nakasero, Kampala.
18 December 2008. Digital recording.
Kijogwa, Robert James. Musician. Interview by author. Iganga Lambala Village. 14. December
2008. Digital recording.
Lubowa, Hassan. Musamize. Interview by author. Nateete Town. 30 January 2010.
Lubowa, Hassan and LUTHA. Kusamira. Walugondo Village. 5-6 February 2010. Digital recording.
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________. LUTHA Lukiiko. Walugondo Village. 7 February 2010. Digital recording.

Lutaaya, Dennis. Music Teacher. Interview by author. Mengo, Kampala. 9 May 2009. Digital
recording.
________. Olumbe. Nampunge Village. 16 May 2009.
________. Omukolo gwa Lubaale w’ekika. Nampunge Village. 16-17 May 2009. Digital video.
Magoba, Waalabyeki. Writer and Radio Host. Ekyoto. Radio Program. Mengo, Kampala. 29
November 2008. Tape recording.
________. Interview by author. Ntinda, Kampala. 22 November 2009. Digital recording.
________. Kwanjula. Kawuku Village. 6 February 2010.
Matovu, Ssalongo Deziderio Kiwanuka. Interview by author. Kisuze Village. 23 June 2010. Digital
recording.
Mugalula, Kabona Wamala. Musamize and Musawo w’ekinansi. Bemba Omusota. Kitala Village. 8
April 2009.
Musanje, Kyabagu. Secretary, Uganda n’Eddagala Lyayo. Interview by author. Mengo Social
Centre, Kampala. 19 February 2009. Digital recording.
Mutale, Jjajja Kabona and Nakayima. Basamize. Interview by author. Joggo Village. 11 May 2009.
Digital recording.
________. Interview by author. Joggo Village. 11 May 2009. Digital video.
________. Okuwanga Amayembe. Makandwa Village. 18-19 June 2010. Digital recording,
digital video.
Mwesige, Andrew Lukungu Kyambu. Muswezi. Olumbe. Irondo Village. 8-11 January 2009. Digital
video.
________. Nswezi. Munamaizi Village. 16-21 January 2009. Digital video.
________. Interview by author. Nawandyo Village. 8 February 2009. Digital video.
Nabawanuka, Nakigozi. Musamize, Mulaguzi. Okulambula e Bakka. Bakka Village. 28 March 2009.
________. Saturday Evening Prayers and Songs. Ndejje Village. 28 March 2009.
________. Saturday Evening Prayers and Songs. Ndejje Village. 2 May 2009. Digital video.
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________. Excursion. Ssese Islands. 26-28 May 2009.
Nabirye, Minah. Linguist. Interview by author. Nakasero, Kampala. 2 April 2009. Digital recording.
Nakanwagi, Erinah Pinky. Hostel Manager. Interview by author. Mengo, Kampala. 12 January 2010.
Digital recording.
Nakawuka, Lisa. Musamize. Interview by author. Mengo, Kampala. 7 January 2010. Digital
recording.
________. Kusamira. Kisuze Village. 20-23 January 2010. Digital recording.
________. Omukolo gwa Muwanga. Nabisunsa Village. 6 March 2010. Digital recording.
Nakayima. Interview by author. Katwe, Kampala. 23 March 2009. Digital recording.
________. Walumbe and Kayikuzi. Tanda Village. 9 April 2009.
________. Prayers at the Tree. Mubende Town. 14 April 2009. Digital recording.
________. Kusamira. Kotwe Village. 21-23 March 2010. Digital recording.
Nakayima and Jjajja Kabona Mutale. Basamize. Emisomo gy’obuwangwa. Joggo Village. 11-12
May 2009. Digital recording, digital video.
________. Interview by author. Joggo Village. 12 May 2009. Digital recording.
Nakifuma Super Dancers. Performing ensemble. Olumbe. Wabikookooma Village. 8-9 January
2010. Digital recording.
________. Rehearsal. Nakifuma. 4 March 2010. Digital Recording.
________. Rehearsal. Nakifuma. 5 March 2010.
________. Embuutu y’Embuutikizi (music competition). Namboole, Kampala. 7 March 2010.
Nalubega, Resty. Musamize. Songs at the Tree. Boma Hill, Mubende Town. 25 April 2009. Digital
recording.
Nambatya-Kyeyune, Grace. Director, National Chemotherapeutics Laboratory. Interview by author.
Wandegeya, Kampala. 28 May 2010. Digital recording.
Ndiwalana, Umar. Musamize. Interview by author. Buyijja Village. 19 November 2008. Digital
recording.
________. Interview by author. Buyijja Village. 27 November 2008. Digital recording.
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________. New Year’s Rituals. Kisuze Village. 31 December 2008-2 January 2009. Digital
recording.
________. New Year’s Rituals. Kisuze Village. 31 December 2009-5 January 2010. Digital
recording.
________. Interview by author. Wandegeya, Kampala. 29 January 2010. Digital recording.
Nsubuga, Waalabyeki. Musamize and chairman of healers for PROMETRA. Interview by the
author. Buyijja Village. 17 December 2008. Digital recording.
Ntakabusuni, Kyambu. Muswezi. Interview by author. Nawandyo Village. 30 November 2008.
Digital recording.
________. Interview by author. Nawandyo Village. 31 January 2009. Digital video.
________. Interview by author. Nawandyo Village. 23 April 2010. Digital recording.
Ntakabusuni, Kyambu and Friends. Baswezi. Nswezi demonstration. Nawandyo Village. 30
November 2008. Digital video.
PROMETRA. Kusamira. Buyijja Village. 26 November 2008. Digital video.
________. Kusamira. Buyijja Village. 2-3 December 2008. Digital video.
________. Kusamira. Buyijja Village. 10 December 2008. Digital video.
________. End of term. Buyijja Village. 17 December 2008. Digital video.
Rehema, Nnalongo Lukowe. Muswezi. Interview by author. Nawandyo Village. 1 February 2009,
Nawandyo. Digital video.
Sekagya, Yahaya. Musamize, Mulaguzi, and Musawo w’ekinansi. Interview by author. Kawempe,
Kampala. 11 November 2008. Digital recording.
________. Interview by author. Kawempe, Kampala. 18 November 2008, Kawempe. Digital
recording.
________. Interview by author. Buyijja Village.. 20 November 2008. Digital recording.
________. Interview by author. Buyijja Village. 12 December 2008. Digital recording.
Sekagya, Yahaya and Charles Kiggundu. Interview by author. Kawempe, Kampala. 12 December
2008. Digital recording.
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Sendijja, Matthias. Monitoring and Evaluation Manager, PROMETRA Uganda. Interview by author.
Buyijja Village. 10 December 2008. Digital recording.
Sibyangu, Ssematimba Frank. Singer, drummer. Okusalira Amayembe. Nakifuma Village. 5-6
March 2010. Digital recording.
________. Interview by author. Nakifuma Village. 10 March 2010. Digital recording.
________. Interview by author, Nakifuma Village. 25 March 2010. Digital recording.
________. Interview by author, Nakifuma Village. 27 March 2010. Digital recording.
________. Olumbe. Bukasa Village. 24-25 April 2010. Digital recording.
________. Okubasiba Abalongo. Kiwafu Village. 7-8 May 2010. Digital recording.
________. Interview by author. Nakifuma Village. 25 May 2010. Digital recording.
________. Okwaza Lubaale. Namusaale Village. 28-30 May 2010. Digital recording.
________. Okulambula. Dindo/Kasawo Lusozi.16 June 2010. Digital video.
________. Okulambula. Jjumba Lusozi. 17 June 2010. Digital video.
________. Okulambula. Ssezibwa Muggo. 21 June 2010. Digital video, digital recording.
________. Interview by author. Nakifuma Village. 26 June 2010. Digital recording.
________. Interview by author. Nakifuma Village. 27 June 2010. Digital recording.
Ssempeke, Albert Bisaso. Interview by author. Ŋoma studios, Kyebando, Kampala. 29 January 2010.
Digital recording.
Ssenkulu, Kyoyagala. Muswezi. Interview by author. Nampunge Village. 17 May 2009. Digital
recording.
Ssenyonga, Richard Mbuutu. Interview by author. Mengo, Kampala. 29 April 2010. Digital
recording.
Sulaiman, Kizza. Interview by author. Kakooge Village. 16 March 2009. Digital recording.
________. Interview by author. Kakooge Village. 23 March 2009. Digital recording.
________. Interview by author. Kakooge Village. 30 March 2009. Digital recording.
Uganda Ministry of Culture. Traditional Medical Practitioners and Human Sacrifice. Ministry of
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Culture, Nakasero, Kampala. 20 February 2009. Digital recording.

Uganda n’Eddagala Lyayo. Annual Meeting. Mengo Social Centre, Kampala. 25 February 2009.
Digital video.
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